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Analysis of Metadata Schemas for Children’s Libraries 
 
Abstract: The purpose of this study is to evaluate two metadata schemas, AACR2+ and the International 
Children’s Digital Library’s metadata schema, in light of children’s information seeking behavior for 
book selection. While previous studies focus on the development of child-friendly interfaces, few of these 
studies discuss a metadata schema for children’s libraries. Given that effective information retrieval is 
based on well-constructed information organization, this study’s significance is its greater emphasis on 
information organization as a relevant factor than in previous studies. The methodology for this study 
consists of three parts: a meta-analysis of relevant research on children’s information seeking behaviors 
for book choices, a crosswalk of the metadata schemas, and a comparison of two data sets from the 
previous stages. The study finds that ICDL’s metadata schema tends to better reflect children’s unique 
information seeking behaviors for book choices as independent metadata elements than standard library 
cataloging does. Standard library cataloging tends to describe information reflecting children’s unique 
information seeking behaviors in a note area rather than describing in independent metadata elements. 
Therefore, by having independent and relevant metadata elements regarding the unique characteristics of 
children’s book choices, ICDL’s metadata schema provides more access points in a browse search 
system.   
 
 
1. Introduction  
The purpose of this study is to evaluate two metadata schemas, AACR2+ and the International 
Children’s Digital Library (ICDL)’s metadata schema, in light of children’s information seeking 
behaviors for book choices. As a part of the study about analysis of metadata schemas for 
children’s libraries, this paper will focus on theoretical framework of information retrieval and 
two aspects of information organization and meta-analysis of children’s cognitive information 
seeking behaviors for book choice.  
School and public libraries provide most of the library services for children in the U.S. School 
libraries in the United States usually use the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 2nd Edition 
(AACR2), as a basic metadata schema. In addition, standard library cataloging in school and 
public libraries usually use not only AACR2, but also other complementary cataloging and 
encoding standards such as MARC21, Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH), Dewey 
Decimal Classification (DDC), etc. In this study, “AACR2+” means metadata schemas used in 
school and public library cataloging, which includes mainly AACR2 and other complementary 
cataloging and encoding standards such as MARC21, LCSH, DDC, etc. However, standard 
library cataloging, especially AACR2, is not created specifically for children and their 
collections. Given that children have different information seeking behavior than adults, 
metadata schemas for standard library cataloging may need to be reconsidered in terms of how 
effective they are for a children’s library.  
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In comparison, ICDL has its own metadata schema in order to respond better to children’s 
information seeking behaviors. In the initial stage of developing the ICDL, the research team, 
Human-Computer Interaction Lab, University of Maryland – College Park, considered children 
as design partners (Druin et. al., 2001; Druin, 2005). Especially Druin (2005) presents how the 
ICDL’s metadata schema was created. They observed and interviewed not only children 
participating in the research, but also other children in local public libraries. Through these 
interactions with children, they got a better understanding of how children select books, which 
helped them to picture new metadata elements that reflect children’s thinking and behaviors in 
the metadata schema (Druin 2005, 30). Moreover, the ICDL’s metadata schema can be 
considered as an application profile. In other words, the ICDL’s metadata schema is based on 
Dublin Core (DC), General International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD), and 
AACR2, but adds elements deemed appropriate to children’s information behavior.  
To identify the characteristics of a metadata schema appropriate for children’s libraries and how 
well they are represented in these two schemas, this study ask the following basic questions.   
1. Can current metadata schemas be evaluated in light of children’s information seeking 
behaviors? 
2. What does previous research indicate about the unique characteristics of children’s 
information seeking behavior for book selection? 
3. What common metadata elements do ICDL and AACR2+ share?  
4. Which metadata elements are different between ICDL and AACR2+? 
5. How do metadata elements relate to the unique characteristics of children’s 
information seeking behaviors for book choices in light of information retrieval?  
 
2. Background  
2.1. Theoretical framework 
It is axiomatic that effective information retrieval (IR) is based on well-structured information 
organization (IO). So far IR has been studied in relation to two aspects of IO: expression of users’ 
information needs and representation of information. Chowdhury (2004, 216) refers that there 
are two types of IR research: system-centered approaches and user-centered or cognitive 
approaches. The system-centered approach studies focus on mainly representation of information 
within IO. This group of studies concern how information is represented by standards or tools 
such as AACR2, MARC21, metadata schemas, indexing, controlled vocabularies, and so on. The 
representation of information is closely associated with retrieval algorithms, indexing, interface 
design, etc. (Chowdhury 2004, 216) Therefore, many studies in the system-centered approaches 
focus on how to improve precision or recall. On the contrary, the user-centered or cognitive 
approach studies incline to emphasize expression of users’ information needs and information 
seeking behaviors. This group of studies suggests that users’ information needs and seeking 
behaviors should be reflected in retrieval system. Belkin et al. (1982a, 1982b), kuhlthau (1993), 
Ingwersen (1996), and Saracevic (1997) propose information retrieval models, cogitating on 
users’ cognitive information seeking behavior. Despite ample literature about information 
retrieval models based on information organization, user-centered approaches within IO have 
been rarely discussed. In other words, in the IO domain, there is less attention to how users’ 
information seeking behaviors are reflected in standards or tools of information representation. 
No matter how effectively IR algorithms search information, if there is not good matching 
between the expression of users’ information needs and representation of information, the 
retrieved results will be limited. The basic purpose of IR is to link users’ information needs to 
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representations of information. Therefore, the fact that there is no good connection between users’ 
information needs and the representation of information means that IO is not able to support IR. 
Before discussing how two types of IO separately impact IR, what we need to be concerned with 
is: within IO, how well do standards or tools of information representation reflect users’ 
cognitive information seeking behaviors. 
 
Figure 1. IR and Two aspects of IO 
2.2. Scope 
 
[Age] This study deals with metadata schemas for children’s materials, but there is no direct 
interaction with children. Given that young children and older children have different natures of 
book selection and searching behaviors, the age of children may play an important role in 
creating a metadata schema. However, in reality, it is hard for school or public libraries to create 
and apply separate metadata schemas for different age groups. Therefore, in this study the 
research literature considered in the meta-analysis will address children ranging from early 
elementary school students to older elementary school students.    
 
[Different nature of collection] Given the types of collections of ICDL and school libraries, the 
original characteristics of their metadata schemas may be different. ICDL’s metadata schema 
may be more effective for electronic books. On the other hand, standard library cataloging may 
be more suitable for printed books. In addition, ICDL includes multi-lingual, multi-cultural, and 
multi-generational books, whereas school libraries typically include less diverse books. The 
difference in collections, itself, may require different metadata schemas. However, this study 
tries to limit the type of collection to books and focus on the characteristics of metadata elements 
related to children’s information seeking behaviors for book choice rather than the characteristics 
of materials or collections.  
 
[Contextualizing crosswalk] When metadata schemas are compared and evaluated, metadata 
elements are more highly stressed than element values such as controlled vocabularies, thesaurus, 
or LCSH, etc. For instance, the study will simply contextualize whether metadata elements 
match each other rather than scrutinize what controlled vocabularies metadata schemas use. It is 
true that even though the same book is described, depending on users, the way to describe it will 
differ. For example, if genres are categorized by only three types for children such as picture 
books, concept books, or fantasy books, genre for adults can be categorized in more detail or by 
different controlled vocabularies. However, the purpose of this study is to examine whether 
metadata schemas have a genres element rather than how genres are described.  
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2.3. Children’s cognitive information seeking behaviors for book choice 
Metadata for children’s libraries should reflect children’s cognitive thinking. Many studies have 
been identifying and analyzing children’s cognitive information seeking for an interface design 
in a web environment (Bilal 2000, 2001, 2002, Bilal and Kirby 2002, Todd 2003, Cooper 2005). 
These studies tend to emphasize children’s cognitive behaviors in light of information retrieval 
or retrieval interface design. However, when it comes to creating a descriptive metadata schema, 
we need to ask children what criteria they use to choose a book. The cognitive scaffoldings of 
children’s information seeking behaviors for book choice imply that how children’s libraries 
organize books and how they are reflected and represented in metadata. There are a few research 
studies addressing children’s cognitive behaviors in light of book choices. For instance, 
according to Kragler and Nolley (1996), the first reason of children’s book choice is because of a 
recommendation by peers and class teachers. It provides reasonable evidence that information 
about recommendations or reviews should be delivered in metadata.  
 
3. Methods 
The study consists of three parts: a meta-analysis, a crosswalk of the metadata schemas, and a 
comparison of two data sets from the previous stages.   
x Meta-analysis: To find characteristics related to children’s information retrieval, relevant 
research on children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices was analyzed and 
nine characteristics were identified.     
x Crosswalk: The metadata schemas crosswalk consists of links between comparable 
elements in the two metadata schema element sets.  
x Comparison: This study compares the results of the meta-analysis with the results of the 
metadata schemas crosswalk in order to evaluate how well the metadata elements correlate 
with the unique characteristics of children’s information seeking behaviors for book 
choices.      
 
3.1. Meta-analysis  
The study seeks to explore a good metadata schema for children’s libraries with a one-size-fits 
all schema by examining, in the former, what kinds of factors influence children’s book choices 
as a first step. A meta-analysis of relevant research on children’s information seeking behavior 
for book choices will play a role in finding unique characteristics related to information retrieval 
by children. To examine how metadata elements impact information retrieval by children, the 
study will compare metadata elements from a crosswalk and the unique characteristics of 
children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices. To do so, the study requires 
identification of the unique characteristics related to children’s information seeking behaviors 
and children’s book choices. Through a meta-analysis of five research on children’s information 
seeking behaviors and book choices (Kragler and Nolley 1996, Moore 1988, Pejtersen 1986, 
Robinson et al. 1997, Wendelin and Zinck 1983), nine characteristics were identified.  
 
3.2. Crosswalk 
The metadata schemas crosswalk consists of links between comparable elements in the two 
metadata schema element sets. The crosswalk lists elements for comparison in order to find 
which elements are common and which are different between the schemas. The metadata 
schemas for the crosswalk are the ICDL’s metadata schema and AACR2+. AACR2+ indicates 
metadata schemas for standard library cataloging: mainly AACR2 complement cataloging 
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standards. In other words, AACR2 will be compared as a main metadata schema. However, to 
contextualize standard library cataloging and ICDL’s metadata schema, aspects of other 
complementary cataloging standards are also considered.   
 
3.3. Comparison 
This study compares the results of the meta-analysis with the results of the metadata schemas 
crosswalk in order to evaluate how well the metadata elements correlate with the unique 
characteristics of children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices.     
 
4. Results 
This paper will focus on the results of a meta-analysis in detail. The result of crosswalk and 
deeper analysis of comparison between meta-analysis and crosswalk will be found in the 
authors’ other article (2011).  
4.1. Meta-analysis of unique characteristics of children’s book choices 
[Physical Characteristics] Physical characteristics are divided in detail. Children tend to choose 
books by information about certain character(s) in a book cover. In a book cover, for example, an 
object of a character like a cat and the color of a character like yellow are used by children.  
Therefore, children may have a query like “I want to read a book that has a yellow cat.” In terms 
of types of book cover, hardback or paperback, Campbell et al. (1988) found that children tend to 
prefer paperbacks over hardbacks. Although depending on the age of children, their preferences 
will change, it is clearly the case that the physical descriptions of books help children choose a 
book.    
 
[Intellectual Difficulty] Difficulty is also one of the characteristics children use to select books. 
In order to judge if a book is too difficult to read, children flip through the pages and check 
words. Reuter (2008) offers a quote about how children decide reading level difficulty. “I 
[Jeanette] read a little bit of this one and I discovered it doesn’t have big words that I don’t know 
what it means (Reuter 2008, 194).” Kragler and Nolley (1996) also point out this book selection 
strategy. “They [Children] mentioned flipping through the book, looking inside the text, reading 
the first and last paragraph as well as looking at the difficulty of the words (Kragler and Nolley 
1996, 359).” Therefore, the beginning part of books or a brief introduction like summary at the 
language level of the text may be useful information to select books. The difficulty is also related 
to the thickness of books, the number of pages and words, or age appropriateness. Age 
appropriateness means targeted audiences that can be described in a book or can be decided by a 
librarian.   
[Prior Knowledge] Prior knowledge means certain factors that children already know, so they 
feel familiar with books. Children’s prior knowledge impacts their book choices. Prior 
knowledge such as particular character names, series titles, or reproduced movies can vary 
depending on their previous experiences. For example, if children already know about a 
particular character’s name, they may want to read books containing the character. Particular 
series are also selected or re-selected by children, because they are familiar with the series. Even 
though each book in a series has different contents and titles, once children are familiar with a 
series, they want to read other books in the same series. For instance, Maya, one of the children 
in Reuter’s study, explains that she selects a book because she has read other books in the 
Geronimo Stilton series (Reuter 2008, 191). Like Maya’s reason, if series or books have 
particular character(s) and children are familiar with the character’s name like Geronimo Stilton, 
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the information about particular character(s) is useful. Familiarity can also be connected with 
other characteristics of children’s book choices such as recommendations or awards. If children 
have heard about books before, their interest in the books will be greater. Therefore, this 
characteristic will be discussed further within the following categories of characteristics.   
 
Unique characteristics of children’s book choices Origins  
Physical 
Characteristics 
Book cover’s illustration or character 
including its objects and colors 
Size of the print 
Hardback / Paperback 
Kragler & Nolley (1996) 
Wendelin & Zinck (1983) 
Moore (1988) 
Pejtersen (1986) 
Intellectual difficulty Difficulty of words 
The number of pages or words 
Age appropriateness 
Moore (1988) 
Robinson, Larsen, and Haupt (1997) 
Pejtersen (1986) 
Prior knowledge 
(particular character, series, titles, etc.) 
Kragler & Nolley (1996) 
Robinson, Larsen, and Haupt (1997) 
Recommendation (by peers, teachers, or family)  
Awards 
Kragler & Nolley (1996) 
Wendelin & Zinck (1983) 
Topics 
(learning, social activities, or interests) 
Kragler & Nolley (1996) 
Pejtersen(1986) 
Media connection  
(such as TV show, movies) 
Kragler & Nolley (1996) 
Wendelin & Zinck (1983) 
Emotions (happy, sad, funny, adventurous, etc.) Pejtersen (1986) 
Frame (The setting in time and place of the subject) Pejtersen (1986) 
Genre Robinson, Larsen, and Haupt (1997) 
Table 1. Unique characteristics of children’s information seeking behaviors and book 
choices 
 
[Recommendation] Recommendation by peers, teachers, or family and awards play a role in 
motivating children to choose books. The study about development of the Kid’s Catalog by 
Busey and Doerr (1993) introduced Best Stories as a category in a searching interface. Best 
Stories includes favorite books chosen by both children and experts like librarians and awarded 
books (Busey and Doerr 1993, 82). Recommendations may also be associated with book ratings 
and reviews. The ICDL allows children to rate a book on a scale of one to five by stars. The 
more children like a book, the more stars the book will receive. Children refer not only to the 
number of stars, but also to other information such as feelings or summaries from other readers.   
 
[Topics] Children tend to look for books related to their learning, social activities or interests. 
For instance, when children learn about American holidays, they may want to read books about 
holidays. In addition, if a child belongs to a baseball team, they may want to read a book about 
baseball. This characteristic of book selection is found in children’s digital libraries or school 
libraries providing browsing interfaces by topic. In terms of the wording for topics, this study 
does not scrutinize how controlled vocabularies for topics are described. It is true that even 
though the same book may be easily described, depending the user, the way to describe it will 
differ. For example, the topic terms for children’s books may be described in easy and simple 
ways, whereas the topic terms for adult’s books may be described in more hierarchical and 
complex structures. However, the purpose of this study is in the later part of data analysis, 
whether metadata schemas have a ‘topics’ element rather than how ‘topics’ are described. Even 
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though this study agrees with the importance of metadata elements’ values in term of their 
influence on users’ information seeking behaviors, the issues about values of metadata require 
future studies.  
 
[Media Connection] Media connection implies books that have connections with television 
shows, movies, or other forms of media (Reuter 2008, 192). Children select books after seeing 
television shows or movies based on the books. This factor is also labeled as familiarity. 
Children are familiar with a book because of television shows or movies, so that they want to 
read the book.   
 
[Emotions] According to Pejtersen (1986), children depend on the author’s intention, which 
means “the set of ideas and emotion which the author wants to communicate to his readers 
(Pejtersen 1986, 133).” The set of emotions may involve words like: funny, exciting, 
adventurous, humorous, scary, sad, suspenseful, etc. Pejtersen claims that the emotions are 
intended by authors. However, how children feel after reading can differ from the author’s 
intention.  For example, some children think that a book is funny, but others think that the book 
makes them scared. Therefore, this study interprets differently Pertersen’s author’s intention. The 
author’s intention in this study means children’s emotion after reading. Children’s information 
inquires like “I want to read adventurous books” testify that the emotions play a role as one of 
the unique characteristics of children’s book choices.   
 
[Frame & Genre] These are two subject-related characteristics that influence children’s book 
choices. Frame is the background of content such as time, geographical, or social setting. The 
information about frame can be either main subjects or used for additional factors to select 
books. For example, children want to read books that develop a story in winter or in a jungle. 
Although winter or a jungle is not the main subject, the information about background setting 
still is considered children’s book choice. The other characteristic is genre. Robinson et al. 
(1997) observe children’s book selection/reselection behaviors by genre preferences. Children in 
their study show apparent genre preference. It implies that genre such as non-fiction, fiction, 
concept books, etc. are also one of the reasons to select books.   
 
The above characteristics have been introduced in previous research. The meta-analysis in the 
study tries to find more unique characteristics of children’s book choice. Therefore, the study 
does not point out basic bibliographical information such as title, author, publisher, year, edition, 
etc. However, it does not mean that basic bibliographical information is not important or is not 
used when children select books. The issue of how basic bibliographical information is used for 
selecting books is up to individuals. In other words, depending on children’s age, information 
needs, searching abilities, context of searching, etc, the way that bibliographical information is 
used and the way that they select books can differ. Nevertheless, it is true that bibliographical 
information plays an important role in describing books. Therefore, both the unique 
characteristics and basic bibliographical information are considered as factors for children’s 
book choice.  
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4.2. Representation of unique characteristics of children’s book choices in two metadata 
schemas 
To evaluate how the unique characteristics of children’s book choices are reflected in the 
metadata schemas, table 2 shows the results of merging the meta–analysis and the crosswalk. 
In terms of a crosswalk, the elements marked with * are not in the ICDL’s metadata specification 
(http://en.childrenslibrary.org/about/policies/metadata.shtml), but they still play roles as 
metadata elements when books are retrieved. In addition, [MARC21] means that although 
AACR2 does not have elements matching with ICDL’s metadata schema, the elements can be 
described in MARC21.  
 
Unique characteristics of 
children’s book choice 
Metadata elements from crosswalk 
AACR2+ ICDL’s metadata schema 
Main Elements Sub Elements Sub Elements Main Elements
Physical 
characteristics 
Size of the print X X X X 
Hard / Paper 
cover X X X X 
 X X Format*/ Shape* 
Others* 
Book cover’s 
color Note 
Physical 
description Cover colors* 
Physical 
characteristics 
/ Prior 
knowledge 
Book cover’s 
characters or 
objects/ 
Particular 
characters 
X X Characters* 
Prior 
knowledge Series Series 
Title proper 
of series Series title 
Title 
Information 
Intellectual 
difficulty 
 X X Length* Others* 
# of pages or 
words 
Physical 
description Pagination Page count 
Physical 
characteristics 
Difficulty of 
words Note Summary Abstract 
Abstract, 
keywords, etc. 
Age 
appropriateness Note Audience Age range 
Topics [MARC21: 6XX] 
Subject & 
Keywords 
[MARC21: LitF] Type 
Genres [MARC21: 655] Genre 
Frame [MARC21: 648, 650 |y |z, 651] 
Setting: When 
& Where 
Recommendation / Awards [MARC21: 586] Award X X Rating* Others* Emotions X X Feeling* 
Media Connection Uniform title [MARC21: X30, 6XX, 700 |t] X X 
Table 2. Representation of unique characteristics of children’s book choices in two 
metadata schemas 
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As the metadata analysis does not include the bibliographical information as the characteristics 
of children’s book choice, there are no matching characteristics with the elements in first four 
main elements of the crosswalk: Title, Statement of Responsibility / Creator(s), Edition, 
Publication Information. Moreover, there are difficulties in how Note is interpreted because of 
the nature of Note. In other words, it can include almost all information that does not fit into 
other elements. However, this study does not expand further on the usage of Note than AACR2 
and ICDL’s metadata schema suggest. This study tries to evaluate how well existing description 
in metadata schemas for children’s libraries function in light of children’s information seeking 
behaviors and book choices. Therefore, regardless of the generous nature of Note, this study 
focuses on whether or not the unique characteristics of children’s book choices appear as discrete 
elements in metadata schemas. For example, the study considers that the characteristics of 
children’s book choice, the type of book cover: hardback or paperback, is not described in Note. 
Of course, depending on librarians or libraries’ policies, these characteristics can be provided in 
Note. Except for the one characteristic, the others appear in either AACR2+ or ICDL’s metadata 
schema, or both.  
As table 2 shows, ICDL’s metadata schema tend to more strongly reflect children’s unique 
information seeking behaviors for book choices than standard library cataloging does. ICDL’s 
metadata schema is able to describe character(s), rating, and feeling, whereas AACR2+ does not 
have metadata elements for these information. In addition, AACR2+ tends to describe unique 
characteristics of children’s book choices in a Note area, whereas ICDL’s metadata schema 
describes them in independent metadata elements. 
5. Discussion 
This study suggests that ICDL’s metadata schema covers more unique characteristics of 
children’s book choices. Some of the characteristics such as physical descriptions like colors, 
familiar characters, recommendations, and emotions, are described in specific metadata elements 
from ICDL. On the other hand, standard library cataloging does not have specific metadata 
elements only for children. AACR2 is likely to use a Note area in order to describe information 
that does not belong to any other elements. Therefore, in AACR2, mostly unique characteristics 
of children’s book choices can be provided in the Note area. Considering the dependent 
relationship of information retrieval to information organization, the information that is 
described in a note, not in an independent metadata element may have a different impact on 
information retrieval. By using keyword searching, information in a note can be found, but it 
puts an extra burden on the searcher by requiring expertise in keyword searching. Nevertheless, 
as the previous studies about children’s searching behaviors shows, browse searching is more 
effective for children (Borgman, 1995, Large and Beheshti, 2000). This implies that separate 
metadata elements function as diverse access points based on unique characteristics of children’s 
book choices. In other words, if information such as rating, emotions, or characters is described 
in separate metadata elements, children can limit searching for books by these elements not 
throughout keyword searching. It may not only offer more access points in especially browse 
searching, but also increase higher precision of the results. 
Resource Description and Access (RDA) is a new metadata schema that has recently been 
gaining attention. The study consults RDA in order to see if there is any improvement with RDA 
regarding children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices. The RDA’s significant 
difference from AACR2 is the focus on describing relationships among entities. AACR2 deals 
primarily with individual manifestations, whereas RDA tries to make connections of descriptive 
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data elements based on the FRBR model. Therefore, RDA improves the relationships between 
manifestations or expressions in AACR2. RDA seems to focus more on describing the 
relationship among works, expressions, manifestations, and items, by identifying the relationship 
designators in detail.  It helps to provide information associated with media connection or 
translated works. However, considering RDA’s core elements, there are no significant 
differences regarding children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices. According to 
RDA Element Analysis, in the level of metadata elements, RDA does not add elements associated 
with children’s unique characteristics of book choices such as book cover’s colors, characters, 
emotions, etc. It is true that the issues to describe children’s collections, taking into account 
children’s information seeking behaviors for book choices, remain in RDA. However, RDA is 
still in process of the development and is not implemented in practice yet, the possibility to 
reflect the problems that the study has suggested remains open. 
6. Conclusion 
• ICDL’s metadata schema tends to more strongly reflect children’s unique information seeking 
behaviors and book choices than standard library cataloging does.  
• Standard library cataloging tends to describe children’s unique information seeking behaviors 
and book choices in a note area rather than describing in independent metadata elements. 
The study has found that ICDL’s metadata schema has more effective metadata elements than 
standard library cataloging to describe children’s collections in light of children’s information 
seeking behaviors. However, ICDL’s metadata schema also does not cover all unique 
characteristics of children’s book choices. Nevertheless, by having independent and relevant 
metadata elements regarding the unique characteristics of children’s book choices, ICDL’s 
metadata schema provides more access points in a browse search system. Although AACR2 
provides information related to the unique characteristics of children’s book choices, the way 
that children search information depends on keyword searching. In ICDL’s case, children can 
select books by browsing categories that represent metadata elements reflecting children’s 
information seeking behaviors. Consequently, in terms of the relationship of metadata schemas 
and information retrieval system, ICDL’s metadata schema allows the information retrieval 
system to function effectively for children. Having focused on metadata elements rather than the 
value of them, the study suggests a similar study of the more complex area of subject 
representation. AACR2 coordinates with other standards like LCSH, LCSH for Children’s 
Literature, or Sears in order to describe subjects, genres, or forms. The ICDL has its own subject 
thesaurus and controlled vocabularies. However, this study has considered them only at the 
structural level. Therefore, future studies may require evaluating the contents of the metadata 
elements related to subjects, genres, etc.   
In conclusion, in terms of the relationship of metadata schemas and information retrieval 
systems, ICDL’s metadata schema seems to allow the information retrieval system to function 
effectively for children. However, the findings of the study have not been ratified in a real 
environment. Therefore, to confirm the findings, direct research with children comparing the 
effectiveness of the two schemas in a real environment would be required. This study points to 
the variables that would be starting point for such ongoing research.     
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Responsibility and Bias in Soviet Classifications 
 
 
Abstract:  The most recent literature on systemic bias in classification has focused on how to most 
responsibly handle the bias that is inevitable in knowledge organization, rather than on eliminating it 
altogether.  On the foundation of Donna Haraway’s work on situated knowledges, Feinberg has argued 
for multiple knowledge domains of acknowledged perspectives and care on the classificationist’s part for 
the rhetorical argument advanced by his classification; Mai has argued for the citation of cognitive 
authorities in classification work.  These are all solutions which were implemented for ideological 
purposes in the Soviet library and bibliographic classifications created in the first half of the twentieth 
century.  Far from producing responsible or accountable classifications, however, the Soviet 
classifications were one more layer of thought control in the all-encompassing totalitarian state, leading to 
the conclusion that it is not simply acknowledging bias which makes a classification responsible, but 
doing so in an open society where individuals are free to choose between systems of knowledge 
organization and to interrogate those with which they disagree. 
 
 
1. A responsible classification 
 
Donna Haraway’s work has been the implicit basis of much of the systemic criticism of 
knowledge organization published in the last fifteen years, although she is only directly cited in 
Melanie Feinberg’s 2007 article on multiple domains.  Haraway, a feminist scholar of science, 
argued that scientific research was presented as objective and neutral when in fact it was 
grounded in a very specific Western Enlightenment context, thus creating a false appearance of 
objectivity which rendered this viewpoint irresponsible and unaccountable to critics.  As a 
curative she proposed acknowledging perspectives, asserting that embracing the biases inherent 
in our perspectives and putting them at the forefront of our activities would create a system of 
knowledge that was both responsible and able to be called to account (Haraway 1988).   
Haraway’s work has clear implications for knowledge organization, particularly for 
classifications like the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress classifications.  Both were 
created in the late nineteenth century with all the accompanying aspirations to universality and 
scientific objectivity their origins suggest; both remain widely used, and widely problematic, 
today.  There is a rich literature on individual problems related to subject access in both the DDC 
and LCC (see Olson and Shlegl 2001), but systemic criticism of their failings is rooted in 
Haraway’s analysis: because the classifications call themselves neutral, they shirk responsibility 
for their failings and thereby avoid true change. 
The most recent literature on systemic bias in classifications has therefore focused on 
responsibly handling bias in classifications rather than eliminating it altogether.  Birger 
Hjørland’s domains as interpreted by Melanie Feinberg provide one method for ensuring 
responsible bias; although he himself does not appear to have initially envisioned domain 
analysis in this light, he has since written that Feinberg’s repurposing of domains this way is 
feasible (Hjørland and Albretchson 1995; Hjørland 2008).  Feinberg, asserting that Hjørland’s 
domains, while encompassing many different points of view within them, still seem to be based 
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upon discoverability by the classificationist, has argued for the creation of multiple domains, 
each of an acknowledged perspective, for any given subject area (Feinberg, 2007).  Jens-Erik 
Mai has approached the problem from the angle of cognitive authority, arguing that trustworthy 
classifications must be based upon the opinions of known cognitive authorities rather than 
anonymous panels of “experts,” who edit the Dewey tables with the same god-like remove as 
Haraway’s scientists (Mai 2010; Haraway 1988).  Feinberg has also written convincingly on the 
subtextual rhetorical arguments formed by classifications, reinforcing our inability to build a 
system that comes from nowhere and also cautioning the classificationist to be aware of the 
views his classifications advance (Feinberg 2009).   
All these solutions appear to be viable means for creating responsible classifications, 
although to date they have not been implemented.  I would like to argue, however, that the 
conceptual base on which they rest—Haraway’s situated knowledges—is a flawed base for 
refining knowledge organization.  Haraway’s criticism of knowledge claims and her proposed 
solution of embodied knowledge are built on the condemnation of the post-Enlightenment 
scientific tradition; however, her solution, as well as those of Feinberg and Mai, is only viable in 
the kind of open society that the post-Enlightenment scientific tradition played a large part in 
nurturing.  Additionally, Haraway’s assertion that knowledge claims which place themselves 
beyond a viewpoint by claiming neutrality and objectivity are “unlocatable, and so irresponsible” 
for the biases they hold implies that those knowledge claims which are explicitly based in a 
viewpoint are responsible and accountable (Haraway, 1988, p 583).  Such an assertion may hold 
in a comparison of the so-called neutral and objective DDC and the embodied Women’s 
Thesaurus, but only because we—and Haraway—are privileged to live in a society where either 
source may give a valid account of the world.  Change the comparison to the neutral and 
objective DDC and the embodied Soviet library and bibliographic classifications developed in 
the first half of the twentieth century, and the landscape, no longer moored in a post-
Enlightenment milieu, shifts drastically.  Created between 1926 and 1946, the Soviet 
classifications anticipated every quality of a responsible classification specifically posited by 
Feinberg and Mai and yet they are they are the absolute antithesis of responsible, because they 
were created in a closed society which forbade free enquiry. 
 
2. Soviet libraries as educational institutions 
 
 Marxism-Leninism, which permeated every facet of life in the USSR from its inception 
in 1917 to its collapse in 1991, was of no less relevance for libraries and classification systems 
for several reasons, primarily the importance of self-education to the revolutionaries’ 
experiences, the pervasive illiteracy upon the Communist Party’s ascent to power in 1917, and 
the ideological views of the Soviet Union’s most influential librarian, Nadezhda Konstantinova 
Krupskaia.   
 Public libraries were seen as critical for education as early as 1830 but were not  
systematically supported by local governments until the 1860s.  As the network of public 
libraries slowly expanded, so too did the czarist government’s efforts to control access to their 
holdings (Des Bonnieres 1991).  At the same time, however, the desire for political reform was 
growing among the liberal aristocrats, who were being increasingly influenced by Western 
European thinkers whose works were frequently banned in Russia.  Unable to rely on public 
libraries to access the books they wanted, the members of the liberal secret societies began to 
circulate banned books amongst themselves and to build illegal libraries which would be hidden 
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in various members’ homes (Raymond 1979).  These secret libraries later inspired the Marxist 
student revolutionaries at the turn of the nineteenth century.    Books and newspapers were 
crucial to their education as revolutionaries and also to their ability to educate others, notably 
workers, in Marxist thought.  Thus they also depended on underground libraries, and because the 
revolutionaries were educated chiefly through reading and discussion of illegal Marxist texts, 
they were fully convinced of books’ efficacy as a means of self-education (Raymond 1979; 
Raymond 1991).   
 It has been estimated that when Lenin and the Communists took power in 1917, more 
than seventy percent of Russia’s population between the ages of nine and forty-nine was illiterate 
(Chandler 1972).   An illiterate population could neither mobilize Soviet industrialization nor 
attain the political consciousness that was crucial to the forward movement of history, and for 
this reason, the liquidation of illiteracy was one of Lenin’s most pressing initiatives (Lenin 
1966a; Lenin 1966b).  Given the revolutionaries’ formative experience with self-education, it 
was perhaps natural that libraries became so central to the education effort.  Libraries were seen 
as the most efficient way to bring the masses the books they needed to attain the requisite 
political consciousness; therefore the construction and promotion of libraries became of 
paramount importance very early on in the Soviet experiment (Raymond 1979).  Lenin’s early, 
emphatic and frequent written and spoken support of libraries in adult education cemented their 
place in the Soviet hierarchy even after his death, but it was his wife, librarian Nadazhda 
Konstantinova Krupskaia, who turned that support into programs, buildings and books as head of 
the Adult Education division of the Commissariat of Education, which had oversight over all 
cultural institutions (Raymond 1979).   
As a trained librarian and a devoted Marxist-Leninist, Nadezhda Krupskaia’s 
interpretation of the library’s role in education was the guiding light of Soviet librarianship.  For 
Krupskaia, adult education meant less reading, writing and arithmetic than the doctrines of 
Marxism-Leninism as explicated by the leaders of the Party (Raymond 1979, Lenin 1966b).  The 
government, wholeheartedly supportive of her attitude, passed a resolution to that end at the First 
Congress on Adult Education in May of 1919 declaring that Russian adult education “must 
reflect the policies and needs of the Communist Party” (Raymond 1979, 64).  There was a great 
deal at stake for the new polity.  Lenin firmly believed that the masses would never attain the 
political consciousness necessary to bring about history’s culminating socialist paradise without 
the guidance of the party elite.  It was therefore imperative that the proletariat be taught the 
correct knowledge from the correct books from the very beginning (Megill 2005).  On this 
subject Krupskaia was particularly voluble.  Existing collections had to be purged of their 
monarchist and religious material and restocked with all the Marxist works forbidden by the 
czarist censors; after the initial purges, collections were developed in accordance with the 
government’s ideological objectives.  Because Krupskaia believed wholly that there was no such 
thing as objective book, she was determined that her libraries be stocked with books that 
supported the party and its ideology (Raymond 1979).  In taking this line she actively worked 
against the tradition of Russian librarianship dedicated to the pursuit of objectivity in collection 
development, which had been influential prior to the Revolution, but which was slowly watered 
down and finally destroyed by Krupskaia’s efforts (Raymond 1979).   
But even as libraries were preparing to undertake the colossal task of educating the 
masses of illiterate Russians, they were faced with significant internal obstacles.  There were 
13,876 public libraries in Russia in 1913 holding a total circulating collection of 9,442 books and 
periodicals, which made about seven books and periodicals in public libraries for every one 
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hundred Russians, and also indicates that there were many libraries without any books at all 
(Poluboyarinov 1971).  Underlying the dearth of libraries and the books to stock them was a 
more serious lack of technical infrastructure.  Although decimal classification had been making 
inroads as the primary cataloguing tool in Russian libraries prior to and immediately following 
the Revolution, there was no standard Russian version of decimal classification, which would be 
essential if the national, centralized library system Krupskaia desired and Lenin supported were 
to become a reality (Raymond 1979; Chandler 1972).  Russian decimal classification in the 
nineteen-teens was instead a hodge-podge of the DDC, the UDC, and a clutch of local variants 
(Reynolds 1977).   Neither had there ever been any regular publication of national bibliography 
beyond haphazard individual efforts, let alone any standardized system of bibliographic 
classification (Whitby 1991).  These would be the greatest obstacles to libraries’ ability to fulfill 
their educational, ideological purpose in the Soviet Union.  Rural areas could be served by small, 
cheaply-constructed reading huts carrying the essential texts of Marxism-Leninism; private 
libraries could be nationalized and their stocks collected, purged of ‘bad’ literature, and 
redistributed, but appropriate classification systems required deliberate and careful construction, 
for without them, the library system would not function (Raymond 1991).   
 
3. Developing Marxist-Leninist classifications: mechanics 
 
 It made no sense for patrons to access collections so carefully tailored to the ideology of 
the Soviet regime through bourgeois catalogues, particularly if the vast majority of those patrons 
were incapable of attaining political consciousness without the resources the library offered.  It 
made less sense for Marxism-Leninism to be so privileged in discourse and Marx taught as the 
primary economic theorist of the time, only for the works of Marx and Engels to be buried in the 
middle of Table 3 of the DDC.  Despite the overwhelming antipathy of Soviet librarians towards 
Western knowledge organization schemes, the Soviet cataloguing system was in fact based on 
the Universal Decimal Classification, the French documentalists’ European adaptation of the 
DDC which had first appeared in Russia in the late 1890s.    
 Soviet librarians never questioned the imperative to modify the UDC.  The catalogue as a 
form of knowledge organization underpinned not only the library but also the Soviet view of the 
world.  The UDC, although intended to be a universal classification usable anywhere, was for the 
Soviets a bourgeois, capitalist system filled with the biases and ideas of Western imperialist 
society; therefore simply using translated tables of the UDC would be impossible (Delougaz 
1947).  According to the Committee in Charge of Institutions for Cultural Enlightenment, the 
catalogue “should be, in the hands of librarians, a keen ideological weapon and a means for 
Communist education”, not “a channel for inimical, reactionary literature”, and ultimately two 
separate ideological weapons were created: one for classifying library catalogues, and another 
based on the DDC for classifying the books and pamphlets in the national lists (Baumanis and 
Rogers 1958, 182).          
The library classification was the work of L. N. Tropovskii, who drafted his edits to the 
UDC in 1934 and published the complete tables in 1938.  Citing librarians’ familiarity with the 
tables as they stood, he declined to reorder them (although he did outline a preferred order of 
tables for library classification that placed philosophy and dialectical materialism at the head, 
followed by the applied and social sciences, and ended with literature and art) (Delougaz 1947).  
Instead Tropovskii concentrated on expanding those tables which contained material on 
Communism and Marxist thought.   Table 1, Philosophy, was renamed Philosophy, dialectical 
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materialism and historical materialism, and Dialectical materialism and Historical materialism 
were the first two sections in the table, sections 1M and 1M1.  Logic and Ethics were moved into 
a third new section, History of philosophy, 1F, and following 1F were classes 1FB, Bourgeois 
philosophy of the 19th and 20th centuries, and 1F1, Bourgeois philosophy of history (Delougaz 
1947).  Table 2, Religion, received a special section for religious texts (to be kept as reference 
materials), section 2R, immediately following Antireligious literature.  The UDC subclasses for 
the different Christian denominations were collapsed into a single section named Christian 
doctrine and sects, and Comparative religions at 291 became Primitive religions, with the 
sections for Buddhism, Parseeism, Judaism and Islam left untouched (Delougaz 1947).     
Tropovskii reserved his most exhaustive and ideologically-thorough emendations for 
Table 3, Social Sciences.  The first section became 3K, Marxism, Leninism, Communism, 
Socialism, with subsections like 3K1, Marx and Engels—Works; 3K5, Collected works of other 
writers on Marxism; 3KI, Communist International, and 3KIM, Communist International Youth 
(Delougaz 1947).  Section 32, Political science, was given subsections dealing with internal 
struggles against counter-revolution and the war against Nazism (32:343 and 32W).  Section 33, 
Economics, was divided between economic matters pertaining to capitalism (33B) and those 
pertaining to socialism (33S), with the latter class given subdivisions like National economy of 
the USSR during WWII (33S27) and Organization of socialist economic enterprises (33S6) 
(Delougaz 1947). Finally, in the cultural tables—4, 8, and 9, Philology, Literature, and History, 
Tropovskii inserted a new division to head the table for Russian language, literature and history, 
denoted by the table number followed by an S—4S, 8S, and 9S.  Table 9 received a further 
rearrangement, with European history being redivided such that each period began with a 
revolution (Delougaz 1947).  
Explicit as Tropovskii’s edits to the UDC tables were, it was in the realm of 
bibliographical classification where Marxist-Leninist theory was truly given free play as a basis 
for knowledge organization. Because the bibliographic classification was intended strictly as a 
classification accompanying entries in printed publication catalogues and not as a shelving aid, 
its designers could rearrange tables, create new ones and conflate old ones as they liked, and 
indeed, the bibliographic classification went through four major revisions between 1926 and 
1946 (Whitby 1956).  The scheme was sorely needed.  Although national bibliographies of books 
published in Russia had been issued sporadically by the government since 1907, these lists had 
not been classified except alphabetically by author with an accompanying subject index.  After 
the revolution and the removal of the Book Chamber from St. Petersburg to Moscow, the 
bibliographies were classified by publication type—Books and pamphlets, Music, Reports and 
statutes, and so on—until 1925, when a great increase in publishing necessitated a more specific 
classification scheme for the books and pamphlets section, of course on Marxist-Leninist lines 
(Whitby 1956). 
This first attempt at devising a bibliographic classification, published in 1926, was the 
least sophisticated.  Essentially it expanded the DDC’s nine classes to twenty-nine classes, 
accomplished by making several DDC subclasses from the 300, 600, 700 and 900 classes into 
classes proper.  Rather than the simple heading of Social science in the DDC, for example, the 
1926 Soviet classification contained the headings Social sciences, Statistics, Politics, Economics, 
Labor, Organization of labor and management, the Co-operative, Law, Education, and 
Textbooks, all of which were derived from subclasses in the 300s.  The original order was also 
generally preserved (Whitby 1956).   
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The classification’s 1933 iteration was drastically different however, in both number and 
order of classes.  The twenty-nine classes of 1926 were collapsed to eighteen by combining 
several of the classes from the former scheme; the ten social sciences classes listed above 
became six.  More importantly, the order of the classes was changed to more accurately describe 
the Marxist-Leninist vision of world order.  Instead of being headed by Generalia, followed by 
Philosophy, Antireligious literature, and Social sciences, the 1933 scheme was headed by 
Economics, fitting in an ideology that saw history in terms of material production, followed by 
Labor and then Sociology and historical materialism.  History, which had been in class 26 in 
1926, was moved up to class 4, and the scheme continued after History through the applied and 
pure sciences, with Atheism and religion, Literature, and Art—the cultural superstructure—
finishing the scheme.  Interestingly, Historical materialism and Dialectical materialism were 
separate classes in the 1933 scheme, appearing as classes 3 and 12, elaborations on Sociology 
and Philosophy respectively (Whitby 1956).  They were not united until the 1936 revision, when 
they were moved as one class to second place in the table, after Marxism-Leninism and ahead of 
Comintern, All-Union Communist Party in third place.  These separate classes for Marxism-
Leninism and its related areas were the major innovation in the 1936 scheme, and it was the first 
scheme that could truly be regarded as an original classification more or less divorced from the 
DDC.  Other revisions included the reversing of the order of the sciences, leading now from pure 
to applied; Geography was also separated from History and placed as the link between the social 
and natural sciences (Whitby 1956). 
In 1946, the scheme at last became a true Marxist-Leninst classification.  It had the 
greatest number of classes of any of the revisions (thirty-one) and moved from the social 
sciences to the pure and applied sciences, then to non-political personal and community activity, 
and finally to the humanities.  Marxism-Leninism remained at the head of the classes, with three 
classes for political and party literature following.  The transition between the social and natural 
sciences was class 14, Military Science, geography having been reabsorbed by class 15, Natural 
science (Whitby 1956).             
  
4. Marxist-Leninist mirrors 
 
By 1946, the Soviet Union was possessed of a library and a bibliographic classification 
system that explicitly reflected as far as possible the philosophy of Marxism-Leninism, 
supporting the efforts of Soviet librarians to educate the masses in its tenets.  Both classifications 
also fit the criteria for responsibility posed by Haraway, Feinberg and Mai of embodiment, a 
defined rhetorical stance, and citation of cognitive authorities.  There is no question that the 
classifications were cemented in the cognitive authority of Marxism-Leninism generally, and the 
views of Lenin and later Stalin as individuals.  The classifications were similarly embodied in a 
clearly acknowledged Marxist-Leninist perspective.  Indeed, a 1944 revision to the UDC library 
tables by librarian N. V. Rusinov was summarily rejected because it was “anti-Communist,” 
hewing too closely to the objective Western viewpoint of the original UDC tables rather than 
properly privileging dialectical materialism, Party history, or Russian language and literature 
(Delougaz 1947, 150).  In other words, although the tables were clearly partial to Marxism-
Leninism, their partiality was clearly token, and in fact, Rusinov’s objective was not to create a 
Marxist-Leninist classification but to create a usable one (Baumanis and Rogers 1958).  
Tropovskii’s tables, on the other hand, made the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint explicit and were 
thus lauded “as a good example of what public-minded Soviet librarians should try to achieve by 
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way of ‘Sovietizing’” decimal classification (Delougaz 1947, 151).  The bibliographic 
classification was just as unabashedly embodied.  As one librarian wrote in the journal 
Bibliotekar: “Bibliography is in the realm of ideological work.  The basic principle of Soviet 
bibliography is partisanship.  Soviet bibliography is deeply alien to neutralism and lack of 
partisanship” (Baumanis and Rogers 1958, 173).   
These quotes also show the care taken by Soviet librarians to advance a clear and 
unambiguous rhetorical argument for Marxism-Leninism through their classifications, and the 
degree to which their classifications reflect Marxist-Leninist thought prove their success.  While 
both Tropovskii and Rusinov adhered to the same basic methodology in revising the UDC for 
use in Soviet libraries—to collect categories pertaining to Communism where they were 
scattered across different subsections, and always to privilege Marxism-Leninism or Russia at 
the head of a table—it is Tropovskii’s revisions which best reflect the Marxist-Leninist view of 
world order.  They highlight the dichotomy between the Soviet Socialist and bourgeois capitalist 
ways, reflective of the constant struggle in which the two are engaged according to dialectical 
materialism; there is also special emphasis on particular struggles, notably in the section 32, 
Political science, where the war with Nazi Germany is given more than one subsection, further 
supporting the idea of constant struggle against reactionaries (Volkov 1982).  The decision to 
bring Russian language, literature and history to the forefront of their respective tables is 
unsurprising and also most innocent of ideological implications; presumably any nation 
undertaking to create its own version of the UDC would do the same, although Rusinov, with his 
librarian’s eye, chose not to do so. 
The bibliographic classification speaks even more deeply to the way in which Soviets 
viewed the world.  The evolving order of the classes is the clearest example of this.  In Marxism-
Leninism, history’s advance is based on the continuing evolution of “the mode of production,” 
which is seen as “the skeleton of society, skeleton that is given flesh and blood by all the other 
social phenomena, relations, and institutions” (Volkov 1982, 44).  Thus the hierarchy of classes 
was ultimately ordered: first Marxism-Leninism as the reference point and also as the 
culmination of history; then the social sciences which describe man’s relations to the productive 
forces and to his fellows.  Next came the pure and applied sciences, the means by which man 
understands and harnesses the material world, with the “cultural superstructure”, literature and 
the arts, bringing up the rear (Whitby 1956, 126).  The classification’s frequent revisions also 
reflect a world seen in terms of constant struggle, powered by dialectical materialism.  Some 
revisions were undertaken almost wantonly; although there were no major revisions between 
1936 and 1946, there were several temporary revisions resulting from the war with Germany.  
The head class in 1942 was the Great Patriotic War, followed by Military science and Party 
literature.  As victory approached in 1945, the head class changed once again to Comrade 
Stalin—leader of the people.  It was not until 1946 that the prewar order was restored (Whitby 
1956).     
 
5. From embodied to straitjacketed 
 
 Although the embodiment of Marxism-Leninism in Soviet library and bibliographical 
classifications was all-encompassing and explicit, it quickly became seen as inadequate in and of 
itself to impress the Marxist-Leninist worldview upon the people.  The system’s very lack of 
neutrality, its defiant grounding not only in Marxism-Leninism but also, as the 1940s progressed, 
in the Stalinist personality cult, required that more and more information be circumscribed, 
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edited, and purged in order to not only educate the masses, but also to make absolutely sure they 
could not venture beyond the bounds of Marxist-Leninist thought.  As government figures were 
purged by the Stalinist regime, so too were their written works, leaving great gaps in the card 
catalogues that were often filled with sheaves of analytic cards describing the basic works of 
party theorists, as well as descriptions of party decisions and speeches by party leaders 
(Baumanis and Rogers 1958).  After criticism that library catalogues “simply enumerate[d] the 
books to be found in the library, instead of promoting only the ‘best’ books”, a new sort of 
catalogue was created beginning in 1949: the public catalogue, which listed only those books 
judged fit for public consumption (Baumanis and Rogers 1958, 181).  The official catalogue, 
which listed a library’s entire holdings including its foreign literature—mass or public libraries, 
in addition their educational responsibilities, were also the repositories for prohibited books—
was kept from view (Whitby 1958).  Given that the public catalogue was the chief means of 
accessing a mass library’s collection, this kind of censorship hid vast amounts of material from 
Soviet readers, all in the name of their proper education (although even scholarly researchers was 
hard-pressed to access these restricted works, foreign works in particular) (Baumanis and Rogers 
1958; Whitby 1958). Just in case any general reader was left in doubt about what books were 
appropriate to read, starting in 1951 any cards in the public card catalogue for books dealing with 
the Soviet Union or Communist doctrine were filed first to ensure that the best books were not 
mixed with those that were inferior (Baumanis and Rogers 1958).     
All these efforts were undertaken in the name of library-based education.  Although this 
objective was government-endorsed and mandated, it in no way conflicted with librarians’ own 
views of their profession as established by Nadezhda Krupskaia in the 1920s.  An analysis of 
more than seven hundred articles appearing in the most important Soviet library journals 
between 1924 and 1940 showed that the most frequently-recurring topic was the library’s role in 
political education (Delougaz 1945).  It was absolutely critical to the forward movement of 
history that the masses be correctly educated, for until the masses attained revolutionary 
consciousness, a sense of their place in history as described by historical materialism, the 
revolution would go no further than the USSR (Megill 2005; Lenin 1966b).  Ultimately the 
government’s desire to educate adults was more than a practical consideration for the furthering 
of modernization; it was a way of ensuring ideological compliance with Marxism-Leninism, a 
way to inoculate the masses against bourgeois reactionism.  Therefore, it was crucial that the 
library system, a hugely important link in the education chain particularly in the early years of 
the Soviet Union, promote both the underlying framework of Marxism-Leninism through its 
knowledge organization systems and also those books that would correctly advance the 
consciousness of the worker.  This indoctrination was accomplished through careful collection 
development and regular purges of material found to be “ideologically unacceptable” and 
“obsolete” (Baumanis and Rogers 1958, 182).   
 
6. A responsible classification?  
 
The Soviet classifications combined all the qualifications proposed by Haraway, Mai and 
Feinberg to ensure responsible classifications—acknowledgement of a classification’s viewpoint, 
care for the classification’s rhetorical argument, and citation of cognitive authorities—and yet 
the Soviet systems can be called neither responsible, accountable, nor unbiased because of it.  
They were instead coercive, even brainwashing, because they were created in and by a society 
that was dedicated to Marxism-Leninism and only Marxism-Leninism, a closed society where 
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inquiry was forbidden and reactionaries liquidated.  It is only in the context of an open society 
that embodied classifications can promise a best effort at objectivity, because only a society that 
sees itself objective and rational can trust its citizens to examine different perspectives on 
knowledge, and only a cultural superstructure that calls itself neutral can have no stake in how 
people choose to see the world.   In societies where free access to information is not permitted, 
no knowledge organization system can be called to account.    However explicitly one’s access to 
information is blinkered, blinkered it remains; without the user’s ability to inhabit multiple 
bodies in accessing information, embodied classifications are as meaningless.   
Similarly, although the DDC is as biased a classification as the Soviet librarians charged, 
if its biases were to remain unacknowledged or assumed to be nonexistent, it would remain far 
more responsible and accountable than any Soviet classification.  This is because is that the DDC 
and other Western universal classifications allow for free enquiry within and beyond themselves.  
The DDC may well assume it is the best system, a representative of a natural, neutral and 
objective law of knowledge organization, but incumbent on being that best system in the 
Western liberal tradition is being secure enough in its superiority to allow its users to access and 
enquire about other systems.  Because the DDC takes “the standpoint of the master, the One 
God,” because it positions itself as transcendent and above petty ideological conflicts, it allows 
people to explore systems it does not endorse or sees as problematic (Haraway 1988, 587).  If the 
DDC truly is the best system based on the discovery of objective laws of science as it represents 
itself, it can assume that people will eventually return to the one true framework: they will, 
through the interrogation of other, incorrect knowledge organization systems, discover the laws 
of knowledge organization for themselves and return to the DDC. 
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Controlled vocabularies and tags: An analysis of research methods 
 
 
Abstract: Social tagging has become increasingly common and is now often found in library catalogues 
or at least on library websites and blogs. Tags have been compared to controlled vocabulary indexing 
terms and have been suggested as replacements or enhancements for traditional indexing. This paper 
explored tagging and controlled vocabulary studies in the context of earlier studies examining title 
keywords, author keywords and user indexing and applied these results to a set of bibliographic records 
from PubMed which are also tagged on CiteULike. Preliminary results show that author and title 
keywords and tags are more similar to each other than to subject headings, though some user or author 
supplied terms do match subject headings exactly. Author keywords tend to be more specific than the 
other terms and could serve an additional distinguishing function when browsing. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Subject indexing has a long history in library and information studies. The importance of subject 
access to materials was indicated by the development of numerous subject vocabularies (e.g. 
Library of Congress Subject Headings or LCSH) in the early 1900s. Subject vocabularies were 
generated by examining the field of study and determining the vocabulary of the field at that 
point in time. Subject headings and thesauri were kept updated in the same manner due to 
terminological changes over time. However, controlled vocabulary subject headings are not the 
only method that has been used or investigated for subject indexing. Studies have also examined 
the use of title keywords, author keywords and user search terms for indexing. 
 
Social tagging is still a new phenomenon, but it has become extremely popular spreading beyond 
the social bookmarking sites where it originated to blogs, commercial sites such as Amazon.com 
and in many library catalogues. Proponents suggest that social tagging will offer subject based 
indexing in areas where indexing was prohibitively expensive due to collection size or 
completely lacking such as in many web based resources (Shirky 2005). 
 
The field of social tagging research has grown substantially since its early beginnings in 2005 
and 2006. While many articles have examined aspects of social tagging, this article will 
concentrate on those comparing social tagging and indexing. An early article on tagging by 
Mathes (2004) noted the similarities between tagging and traditional indexing and suggested a 
call for action in studying the terms used in indexing by professional indexers, authors and users 
(Mathes 2004). 
 
This paper will examine the early history of term comparisons, make comparisons to later work 
in social tagging and then report on the preliminary results of a pilot study examining title, 
author and MeSH keywords and social tags associated with a set of bibliographic records from 
PubMed which were tagged on CiteULike. 
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2. Background 
 
Research examining term comparisons has an early history in which researchers examined the 
potential use of title keywords and other available terms for automatic machine indexing of 
documents or examined user queries as potential sources of indexing terms. 
 
Title Keywords 
 
Early research into the selection of subject terms for indexing often examined the use of title 
keywords for the indexing of documents. One of the earliest studies of title keywords  was by 
Montgomery and Swanson (1962) who discovered that there was a high degree of concurrence 
between terms in the titles of entries in the Index Medicus and assigned subject headings (86%), 
but found that 14% of articles could not be indexed based solely on title (Montgomery and 
Swanson 1962). In contrast, O'Connor (1964) found that many other indexes had much lower 
rates of match between title keywords and subject headings thus reinforcing Montgomery and 
Swanson's suggestions that title keywords were not enough information for indexers. Bloomfield 
(1966) used title keywords and abstract keywords compared to subject headings, but found that 
there was only a 20% match to subject headings (Bloomfield 1966). Frost (1989) revisited these 
early studies in the context of the introduction of machine-readable LCSH into catalogues. She 
studied title keywords as potential entry vocabulary and found that on average 73% of records 
had some form of exact or partial match to subject headings, but that this varied substantially by 
field (Frost 1989). Ansari (2005) used Frost's methodology on a set of medical theses and found 
a 70% match (Ansari 2005). Voorbij (1998) found a similar degree of match to Frost (1989) 
using monographs from the humanities. He used a more extensive set of thesaural categories -- 
exact match, related term match, narrower term match, etc (Voorbij 1998). In each of these 
studies, the authors concluded that title keywords added additional potential subject access points 
to a record and that some non-trivial number of searches would fail without them. 
 
Author Keywords 
 
The majority of author keyword research has been very recent and connected with tagging 
research. An early study by Schultz, Schultz and Orr (1965) compared author keywords to 
document titles and to indexing terms assigned by subject matter experts. They found that the 
author supplied keywords matched more closely the terms used by subject matter experts than 
did the title terms (Schultz, Schultz and Orr 1965). More recently, Kipp (2005; 2011b) examined 
author keywords in comparison to tags and subject headings using a modification of Voorbij's 
categories. She found that author keywords were more similar to tags in terms of term choice, 
but that there was still a high degree of overlap between tags, author keywords and subject 
headings when related term (RT) matches were taken into account (Kipp 2005; Kipp 2011b). Gil-
Leiva and Alonso-Arroyo (2007) examined keywords assigned by authors of scientific articles 
and found a 46% overlap with subject headings when author keywords were normalised (Gil-
Leiva and Alonso-Arroyo 2007). Heckner et al. (2007) also studied tags and author keywords 
and found an approximately 58% overlap in content. They also reported that taggers tended to 
use more general concepts than authors (Heckner et al. 2007). Strader (2009) compared author 
keywords to LCSH terms assigned to electronic theses and found that 65% of author terms 
matched exactly, partially or were variant forms of the headings (Strader 2009). While all studies 
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of author keywords have used different matching characteristics and methodologies, all have 
concluded that author keywords do add additional subject access to a record. 
 
User Search and Query Terms for Indexing 
 
Research into user search and query terms in comparison to controlled vocabularies showed the 
gap between user terminology and subject headings and suggested that user search and query 
terms could be used to provide additional entry vocabulary for catalogues. Carlyle (1989) 
compared user vocabulary directly to LCSH and found a 47% exact match between user 
vocabulary and LCSH and up to a 70% match when using stemming and other matching 
algorithms to correct for plurals and punctuation (Carlyle 1989). Gross and Taylor (2005) 
examined user search terms from transaction logs and found that about 1/3 of the keyword 
searches conducted would have failed without controlled vocabulary terms, a result similar to 
Voorbij (1998) and Frost (1989). Garrett (2007) studied the use of subject headings to enhance 
18th century documents and found that as many as 60% of searches would fail without the 
addition of keywords due to terminological drift over time. Searchers using modern terms would 
fail to find them in older documents using only full text search (Garrett 2007). 
 
Piternick (1984) noted that traditional controlled vocabularies had originally been designed for 
browsing and that specialised searching vocabularies would be necessary to bridge the gap 
between natural language and controlled vocabulary index terms (Pitternick 1984). Shiri and 
Revie (2006) evaluated searching with a thesaurus-enhanced search system and found that expert 
users tended to use more narrow and synonymous terms (more specific) while novice users 
tended to use more broader and related terms (more general). Novice searchers also reported not 
having been aware of terms suggested by the thesaurus before starting the search (Shiri and 
Revie 2006). Lacking these terms, the novice searchers might have experienced retrieval failures 
without being aware that there were other options. Jenuwine and Floyd (2004) compared 
searching MEDLINE with MeSH and natural language terms and concluded that while MeSH 
terms provided higher specificity, natural language terms could improve sensitivity or precision 
(Jenuwine and Floyd 2004). 
 
Results from all three areas of study show that there are commonalities and important differences 
between end-user terminology, author and title keywords and controlled vocabulary indexing. 
Many of these differences are also apparent in studies of social tagging. 
 
3. Methodology 
 
This study is in two parts: a) a documentary analysis of social tagging research into differences 
between tags and controlled vocabularies grounded in the historical works on title, author and 
user keywords and b) a study of 234 336 bibliographic records from PubMed grounded in the 
analyses of previous studies. 
 
The first part of the study compared the methodologies, data sets and results of a set of social 
tagging studies which compared tags to controlled vocabularies for the purpose of identifying 
whether: a) tagging could be used to enhance records already indexed by controlled vocabularies, 
b) tagging could be used to enhance records not yet indexed or c) whether tags were not 
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sufficiently useful as index terms to be worth adding to records. 
 
The second part of the study examined a set of bibliographic records extracted from the 
linkouts.gz file available from CiteULike to researchers interested in data mining social 
bookmarking data. The linkouts file provides lists of URLs and IDs from various article 
databases, including many Pubmed IDs. The PubMed linkouts were used to locate each article on 
Pubmed and a script (linkouts.py) was used to automatically collect an XML formatted 
MEDLINE record from the National Library of Medicine using Entrez queries. Each of the 
PubMed records was then enhanced with CiteULike data associated with that Pubmed ID, 
specifically the tags, the CiteULike ID for the article and the number of users who had 
bookmarked the article. Author keywords were collected from PubMed Central using the 
Pubmed ID to Pubmed Central ID converter to collect the corresponding PubMed Central 
records. Where available, the author keywords were also added to the enhanced PubMed records 
to form a record containing PubMed ID, title, authors, MeSH headings, author keywords, tags, 
journal title and abstract. 
 
4. Results 
 
Tagging and Controlled Vocabularies 
 
A number of studies have been conducted since 2005 comparing tags to controlled vocabularies 
in a number of fields, to author keywords and to other metadata terms. A small, representative 
sample of these studies representing differing fields of study, data collection, and data analysis 
methodologies is presented in Table 1 along with key information about the study. 
 
Paper Types of 
Terms  
Tools Used Subject 
Area(s) 
Number 
of items 
Type of Match Exact 
Matches  
Partial 
or RT 
Matches 
Kipp 
2005 & 
2011a 
tags, 
author 
keywords, 
CV 
INSPEC, 
Library 
Literature, 
and 
CiteULike  
Library and 
Information 
Studies 
205 thesaural (partial and 
related matches) - case 
insensitive, combined 
faceted terms and 
expanded acronyms 
16% 60% 
Bruce 
2008 
tags and 
CV 
ERIC and 
CiteULike 
Education 2786 exact match only - 
case insensitive 
match, split at 
underscores 
7.6% n/a 
Good et 
al. 2009 
tags and 
CV 
Pubmed, 
CiteULike 
and Connotea 
Biology 19118 compared the tags to 
MeSH using 
normalised strings, 
concepts and semantic 
groups (RT) 
9-10% 80% 
Thomas 
et al. 
2009 
tags and 
CV 
LibraryThing 
and next 
generation 
OPACS 
Popular 
Novels 
10 thesaural (partial and 
related matches) - case 
insensitive, combined 
faceted terms 
6% 62% 
Trant tags and steve.museu Museum 1784 exact match - case 14% n/a 
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Paper Types of 
Terms  
Tools Used Subject 
Area(s) 
Number 
of items 
Type of Match Exact 
Matches  
Partial 
or RT 
Matches 
2009 CV m Studies insensitive match 
Table 1: A sample of studies comparing social tagging to controlled vocabularies and other indexing terms. 
Exact Match and Partial/Related Term Match numbers may not be directly comparable due to differences in 
definitions of an exact or partial match. 
 
Kipp (2005; 2011a) used a thesaural analysis method adapted from Voorbij (1998) to compare 
tags, author keywords and controlled vocabulary descriptors assigned to LIS related articles 
tagged on CiteULike and showed that overall 16% of matches were exact matches, but when 
related terms were considered the number of matches rose to 60% (Kipp 2011a). A further study 
of ~1400 biomedical records from PubMed produced similar results (Kipp 20011b). 
 
Thomas et al. (2009) adapted the Voorbij/Kipp scale in their study which examined books tagged 
in LibraryThing in comparison to LCSH. Findings from this study agreed with those from Kipp 
(2005) showing that a majority of tags matched related concepts or Related Terms. 
 
Bruce (2008) analysed tags assigned to articles indexed in ERIC and found a very small number 
of exact matches, but did not analyse potential partial matches. 
 
Good et al. (2009) examined PubMed articles tagged in CiteULike and Connotea. They 
compared the tags to MeSH using normalised strings (9-10% match), concepts (20-30% match) 
and semantic groups (80% match). This method shows that while exact matches are uncommon, 
matches to related terms (semantic groups) are indeed fairly common (Good et al. 2009). 
 
Trant (2009) studied tags assigned to museum artifacts through the steve.museum tagger. 
Steve.museum encourages users to tag museum artifacts in order to collect information about 
user indexing and search habits. Preliminary analysis of the steve.museum data showed that 86% 
of tags did not match terms in the museum documentation leading Trant to suggest that these 
terms should be compared to terms used in searches, especially failed searches (Trant 2009). If 
user tags match failed searches it would be a strong indication of utility. 
 
Of all the studies examined, studies that only used exact match found a low percentage of 
matches, which could suggest that tagging is not useful, however, these studies often suggest that 
partial matches or matches to failed searches should be examined in order to discover the 
potential of non-matching but relevant tags to improve searching and browsing of collections. 
 
It is difficult to compare these results directly due to the differing definitions of exact or partial 
matches, the methods used to deal with syntactical differences or with splitting pre-coordinate 
headings or combining of post-coordinate terms and differences in the methods used to handle 
synonyms, antonyms, and the thesaural categories of Related Term, Broader Term and Narrower 
Term. However, it is clear from the results that while exact matches are consistently low, 
depending on the subject area studies, studies which examine matches to related concepts, and 
therefore systems which make automatic connections between related concepts will have a much 
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higher percentage of matches. 
 
Early Results from the Pubmed Study 
 
This pilot study concentrated on the 17264 records from the full set of enhanced PubMed records 
which also have author keywords. These articles have a number of possible associated index 
terms for study including: social tags, MeSH descriptors, title keywords and author keywords. 
For this pilot study, a random sample of 10 of the articles with author keywords was selected and 
examined using manual comparisons. Table 2 shows a comparison between the sampled records 
and the full set of enhanced records. The final study will use automatic methods including 
standard stemming algorithms (e.g. Porter stemming) for comparison and will examine records 
without author keywords as well. 
 
 All Enhanced Records Sample 
 Total Median Total Median 
Authors 617563 4 74 5.5 
MeSH Terms 232699 12 123 11 
Title Keywords 391350 3 46 4 
Author Keywords 40802 * 5 * 53 5 
Tags 92100 3 32 2 
Table 2: A comparison of the full set of enhanced PubMed records and the sample. Keywords are unique for a 
record, but not necessarily within the entire population or sample. * Only 17264 records had author keywords. 
This value is only for that subset of records, other records had no author keywords. 
 
A majority of the research articles surveyed, exemplified by the examples in the previous section, 
used partial matches or related terms to fully analyse the connections between tags and 
controlled vocabularies or recommended this approach in their conclusion so this study will 
examine partial and related term matches in order to provide a more accurate picture of the 
similarities and differences between tags and controlled vocabularies. This article will use the 
categories from Thomas et al. (2009) to examine the keywords in the enhanced PubMed records. 
 
Thomas et al. (2009) used 9 categories, which are here modified for use with MeSH: 
1. Same (including plurals, spelling variations, facets and acronyms) 
2. Synonym (entry vocabulary in MeSH) 
3. Natural Language Synonym (possible entry vocabulary not in MeSH) 
4. Broader Term 
5. Narrower Term 
6. Related Term 
7. MeSH Not Assigned (relevant MeSH term, but not assigned) 
8. Related but Not in Thesaurus (or Subject Headings) 
9. No Match (Thomas et al. 2009, with modifications). 
 
The records examined showed similar patterns to those seen in Kipp (2011a; 2011b), Thomas  et 
al. (2009) and Good et al. (2009). Some tags, title keywords and author keywords did match 
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MeSH terms exactly; however, the majority of matches were to related terms (whether the 
thesaural relationship of RT or Related but Not in Thesaurus). Due to MeSH's extensive entry 
vocabulary, the NLS category did not occur in the initial sample. Specific results from two 
articles will be discussed to show some examples of the types of matches present. 
 
Example 1 shows the keywords available for the article with PMID 18572196. The majority of 
matches between keywords fall into the RT or Related Not in Thesaurus (RNIT) categories. 
 
<mesh>Computational Biology/methods;Computer Simulation;Models, 
Statistical;Numerical Analysis, Computer-Assisted;Sensitivity and Specificity;Systems 
Biology/methods;Uncertainty</mesh> 
<akwds>Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS);Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient 
(PRCC);Extended Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (eFAST);Agent-Based Model 
(ABM);Sensitivity Index;Monte Carlo Methods;Aleatory Uncertainty;Epistemic 
Uncertainty</akwds> 
<tags>systems biology;uncertainty;sensitivity;statistique</tags> 
<tkwds>methodology;global uncertainty;sensitivity analysis;systems biology</tkwds> 
 
Sometimes terms match exactly or almost exactly across most lists. The terms 'systems biology' 
and 'methodology' appear in almost all lists except the author keywords and match the MeSH 
term 'Systems Biology/methods' which is assigned to this article. 
 
The MeSH term 'Models, Statistical' has been assigned as a heading. Its broader term is 
'Statistics as Topic', similar to the tag 'statistique'. Another narrower term of 'Statistics as Topic' is 
'Monte Carlo Method', which is given in the author keywords but not in MeSH terms because the 
other statistical tests are not MeSH terms. As well, 'Uncertainty' appears in all lists but is 
qualified by two different kinds of uncertainty that occur in statistical models in the author 
keywords, specifically 'Aleatory' and 'Epistemic'. MeSH, being a biomedical database, provides 
only one index term for 'Uncertainty' and does not distinguish the two. The author keywords do 
help distinguish these types of uncertainty, a potentially useful distinction for search and 
browsing. Author keywords can be more specific than tags as seen in Heckner et al. (2007) and 
sometimes more specific than subject headings. 
 
Many of the MeSH terms in this example are very general (e.g. 'Systems Biology'; 'Computer 
Simulation, Numerical Analysis' and 'Computational Methods'), while author keywords contain 
specific statistical models. The tags and title keywords in this case match the MeSH terms more 
closely and do not add additional specificity. 
 
Example 2 shows the keywords for PMID 16511036. The majority of matches are RT or RNIT. 
 
<mesh>Carrier Proteins/chemistry/genetics;Cloning, Molecular;Crystallography, X-
Ray;Humans;Peptide Fragments/chemistry/genetics;Protein Conformation;Receptors, 
Vasopressin/chemistry/genetics;Recombinant Fusion Proteins/chemistry</mesh> 
<akwds>vasopressin;receptor;GPCR;fusion protein;unstructured protein;maltose-binding 
protein</akwds> 
<tags>chimera;crystallography;cterm</tags> 
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<tkwds>C-terminal segment;V1R vasopressin receptor;unstructured;crystal 
structure;chimera;maltose-binding protein</tkwds> 
 
A majority of the keyword lists contain the term 'Receptors, Vasopressin with' some syntactical 
differences ('V1R vasopressin receptor' in the title keywords and 'vasopressin' and 'receptor' as 
separate terms in the author keywords). 
 
Both the title and author keywords contain the term 'maltose-binding protein', which is a MeSH 
descriptor, but it has not been applied to this article. Instead, the related term 'Carrier 
Proteins/chemistry/genetics' has been assigned. This is an example of the category from Thomas 
et al. (2009), here adapted as MeSH Not Assigned, where a valid and relevant subject heading 
was not selected. 
 
Both the title keywords and tags contain references to the 'C-terminal segment' of the 'V1R 
vasopressor receptor', while the other keyword lists refer to the entire 'V1R vasopressin receptor'. 
In this case the author keywords were not more specific. A similar example is the use of the term 
'GPCR' (G-protein-coupled receptor), of which the 'V1R vasopressor receptor' is a specific 
example. 
 
While the title keywords referred to 'crystal structure', the MeSH terms and the tags referred to 
the process of determining the structure of proteins using X-Ray Crystallography. The authors 
did not include this term, perhaps because the article was published in Acta crystallographica. 
 
Tags were often very similar to title and author keywords. Author keywords varied between 
providing very specific details about data analysis methodologies or quite general details about 
the article's topics. MeSH terms such as 'Models, Statistical' or 'Cloning, Molecular' provided 
broad clustering capabilities while more specific terms in biomedical areas allowed articles to be 
distinguished from each other. MeSH terms in particular provided important details about the 
groups being studied in an article (e.g. 'Rats', 'Humans', 'Males', 'Females') which were not 
present in the other sets of terms. MeSH provided fewer specific terms when examining 
statistical tests so for article 18572196 in particular the author keywords provide additional 
specificity which is not found in MeSH due to its emphasis on biomedical topics. 
 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 
While many studies have been undertaken to compare social tagging terms to controlled 
vocabularies, this paper is the first to begin to compare all these studies and analyse their 
methodologies and results. The majority of the tagging and controlled vocabulary studies have 
examined tagging from the point of view of a potential list of end-user terms which could be 
used to enhance search in the catalogue or in article databases, a similar goal to that of end-user 
thesaurus research (Shiri and Revie 2006). While some early discussions of tags on the 
blogosphere suggested that tagging could function as a replacement for expensive controlled 
vocabularies (Shirky 2005) the research studies of social tagging and controlled vocabularies 
suggest that tagging does not completely replace controlled vocabularies, but provides an added 
dimension to subject access from the perspective of the end-users. Jeong (2009) suggests that too 
much overlap between tags and controlled vocabularies would reduce their utility, but the studies 
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discussed in this paper suggest that a high level of overlap does not occur in a majority cases. 
 
Hjørland and Kyllesbech Nielsen (2001) note that subject access points from different sources 
(e.g. title keywords versus subject headings) describe the subject of the document in different 
ways and thus provide a different interpretation of the ideational content. They also suggest that 
these differing interpretations have bearing on the combined use of such terms for information 
retrieval (Hjørland and Kyllesbech Nielsen 2001). Early research into using tagging to enhance 
information retrieval supports the idea that tags can be used to support controlled vocabularies by 
providing early access to emerging terminologies (Lu and Kipp 2010). Tagging research has 
proven to be a useful addition to research into the effectiveness of subject indexing and provides 
us with strong support for the importance of subject indexing. 
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Wittgenstein and Web Facets 
 
 
Abstract: The World Wide Web has grown exponentially in the last few years. The popularity of Web 
search engines has also grown in a similar manner.  The task of a Web search engine is to provide the 
Web searcher with accurate and targeted information from the plethora of information available on the 
Web.  This is a daunting task that requires the careful usage of language to ensure accuracy. As a result, 
the importance of the usage and meaning of language in the Web domain has become the focus of recent 
research.  In this paper, the author will explore Wittgenstein’s later philosophy of language as it applies to 
the language used in the search result pages of a Web search engine in an effort to broaden the 
understanding of language usage within this domain. 
 
      
1.0 Words and the Web 
In recent years the growth of the World Wide Web has prompted a refocusing on the 
importance of the usage and meaning of words, specifically in the search process where words 
play an integral part in the retrieval and exploration of information. In the Web domain, Web 
search engines are the main tools used to retrieve information. The retrieval process is 
accomplished by the use of a “search term(s),” a word or group of words typed into the search 
box of the particular search engine. The ineffective use of words can provide either too much 
irrelevant information or too little information (Chekuri, Goldwasser, Raghavan, and Upfal 
1997). The effective use of words yields information that is targeted specifically to the initial 
search request.   
Within the result pages of a Web search engine, words play a vital role in expanding the 
understanding of the concept presented by the search term. Web search engines generate words 
that appear in the search result pages typically under the “Related Search” section. These words, 
often called Web facets, represent different aspects of the search term and are frequently used to 
explore further the search topic. Web facets are evident in the search result pages of all the 
search engines found on the Web. The purpose of this paper is to broaden the understanding of 
language usage within the search result pages of Web search engines. Wittgenstein’s philosophy 
of language, presented in his later work Philosophical Investigations (1953), will be explored as 
it applies to the language used to represent Web facets in the search result pages of a Web search 
engine. The findings of a case study in which the language used to denote Web facets was 
examined for evidence of Wittgenstein’s later theories of forms of life, language games, and 
family resemblances will be discussed. 
 
 
2.0 Wittgenstein’s later philosophy of language 
Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Investigations (1953) posits that the meaning of a word is 
independent of the existence of the object that it represents (p. 28e). Meaning is multi-
dimensional and is based on the use of the word (p. 4e-5e) that can be as diverse as the use of 
each tool in a toolbox (p. 6e). Meaning in language emerges from ordinary usage of language, 
that is, from the day-to-day discourse (Blair 2003). A word can have several meanings depending 
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on its role in different “forms of life” (2003). “Forms of life” are the activities and practices in 
which individuals participate (2003).  Within these “forms of life,” patterns of word usage 
(language games) develop that relate to the specific form of life (2003). For example, depending 
on the form of life, the word “pitch” can mean the slope of a roof, the intonation of a voice, a 
specific action in a baseball game, a salesperson’s convincing dialogue (2003). Groups of words 
or phrases also adhere to the forms of life theory. For example, the phrase “five slabs” can mean 
the command “Bring me five slabs!” or it may be used to indicate a numeric count, “There are 
five slabs” (Wittgenstein 1953, p. 10e). In addition, words that look different can have similar 
meaning if they are used within the same form of life. For example, the word “slab” and the 
word “block” are two different words that share similar meaning when used in relation to the 
activity of building or construction (p. 8e). Understanding the meaning of a word is a two-step 
process.  First one must be able to use the word correctly in the activity (form of life) in which it 
is normally used, and second, one must know how to use the word (the language game) (Blair 
2003).  
The meaning of words changes as the forms of life shift and change (Andersen and 
Christensen 1999) and therefore words are not defined by one true meaning, rather they are 
grouped together into families (Mazzocchi and Tiberi 2009). As members of a family, they 
possess family resemblance but they do not share a set of traits or characteristics that are 
common to all the members of the family (2009). Within families, words form a complex 
network of interweaving and overlapping relationships (Wittgenstein 1953, p 32e). For example, 
chess, tennis, baseball, solitaire and the like, are all members of the family “games.” However, 
the concept of “games” is difficult to define (Taivalsaari 1997). Some games involve 
amusement, some involve competition while others do not, some involve luck, some involve 
skill and some involve both luck and skill (1997).  Some games involve one player such as 
solitaire, while other games involve thousands and thousands of players such as the lottery or 
horserace betting (1997). “Games” do not share any common defining characteristics; instead 
they share a family resemblance; that is, there is no single collection of properties shared by all 
the members of the family (1997). Wittgenstein believed that language itself is intricate and 
complicated (1953, p. 8e), bewitching its user (p. 47e) into relying on the object or the “picture” 
for meaning and blinding him from the real meaning, that which is based on use.  The “essence 
of the matter” is not in “focus” (p. 48e) and the user of the language may think that he is “tracing 
the outline of the thing’s nature over and over again” when in actuality, he is “merely tracing 
round the frame through which [he] look[s] at it” (p. 48e).   True meaning can only be derived 
from use in a particular form of life.   
 
 
3.0 The role of facets in the Web domain  
The applications and benefits of facets and facet-classification have been widely explored 
in relation to the organization and retrieval of information within the Web domain.  Research has 
been generated in the area of facet-enhanced design and organization of corporate and Library 
and Information Science (LIS) websites (Franklin 2003, Mills 2004, Broughton 2006, La Barre 
2006, Uddin 2007, Uddin and Janecek 2007, Capra et al. 2007, Crystal 2007, and Wilson and Mc 
Schraefel 2008). Research has also been generated on the effects of implementing the concepts 
of facets and faceted classification methods in the information retrieval processes within the 
corporate and LIS websites (Broughton 2001, Yee et al. 2003, Kules, Kustanowitz, and 
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Shneiderman 2006, Hong 2006, Gnoli and Mei 2006, Broughton and Slavic 2007, and Capra et 
al. 2007).  
The design and organization of information on a website is a difficult task (Uddin 2007), 
however, it is a task that warrants careful attention. Website information that is well organized 
and easily accessible helps maximize the website search process. In recent years, designers and 
information architects have been incorporating faceted classification methods (La Barre 2006) 
into their website designs in an effort to improve website organization and accessibility. The 
incorporation of faceted classification methods has been implemented through the physical 
display of “building blocks” (Hjørland 2008) or “facet elements” (Bates 1988). These facets are 
often displayed in a drop-down, windows-based method that has been proven effective for 
displaying information given that Web searchers are already familiar with drop-down techniques 
(Broughton 2006) from using windows tools. From these drop-down displays, Web users choose 
a combination of facets that help them navigate through website information. Research has 
shown that the utilization of facets can be effective (Franklin 2003 and La Barre 2006) in 
improving this navigation process and ultimately improving the query process (Crystal 2007, 
Uddin and Janecek 2007, Wilson and Mc Schraefel 2008 and Milonas 2010). One important 
aspect of facet-enhanced website design is the incorporation of facets that are valuable to the 
user.  This is accomplished by the careful study of user’s varied search approaches (Capra et al. 
2007, and Uddin and Janecek 2007). Websites that benefit the most from facet-enhanced design 
are those that display information that is not easily placed into rigid (Franklin 2003) hierarchies. 
Research conducted in this area has shown that the use of facets in these type of websites can 
facilitate the organization of information into logical concepts allowing the Web user to cover a 
greater segment of the information (Mills 2004) found on the website.  
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4.0 Methodology 
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4.1.1 Displaying Web facets in the Google search result pages 
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4.1.2 Executing the search term “wine” 
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Upon close examination of these Web facets, common topic areas emerged under which the 
Web facets could be grouped. The topic areas were loosely based on Ranganathan’s five 
fundamental categories (PMEST) of personality, matter, energy or action, space and time 
(Ranganathan 1951, p. 101). Table 1 below displays the common topic areas and the 
corresponding Web facets:  
 
Search term: Wine  
Type (role, color, type, taste, brand):  
Oenology: type of wine, red wine, merlot, 
champagne, cabernet, pinot noir, liquor 
Computer program: wine ubuntu 
Space (location including; country, region, , or 
storage location): vineyard, bottle, wine download 
Education (classes, instruction, recipes, 
literature): wine 101, wine reviews 
Social (culture, organizations, clubs, people, 
relationships): wine enthusiast, wine pairing 
Retail (buy, sell, products, stores): wine gifts, 
online wine 
Elements (ingredients, components): alcohol 
Other (related): beer 
Table 1: Common topic areas and corresponding Web facets 
 
 The “type” topic area has two sub-topic areas: “oenology” and “computer programming.” 
The Web facets listed under these sub-topic areas describe the term “wine” in reference to the 
role it plays, the color, kind, taste and brand. The Web facets listed under the topic area “space” 
describe the term “wine” in reference to location, for example, the country, region, and the 
storage location.  The Web facets listed under the topic area “education” describe the term 
“wine” in reference to formal classes, instructions, recipes and literature.  The Web facets listed 
under the “social” topic area describe the term “wine” in reference to culture, social 
organizations such as clubs, people and other relationships concerning the term.  The Web facets 
listed under the topic area “retail” describe the term “wine” in reference to the processes of 
buying and selling as well as retail stores and related products.  The Web facets listed under the 
topic area “elements” describe the term “wine” in reference to its ingredients or components. The 
“other” topic area includes only one Web facet whose meaning is ambiguous and as a result 
cannot be grouped under any of the categories identified. 
 
   
5.0 Analysis and discussion 
5.1 Family resemblances and forms of life  
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6.0 Conclusion 
The findings of this case study seem to indicate that the Web facets displayed as a result of 
the Google search using the search term “wine” exhibit aspects of Wittgenstein’s later 
philosophy of language.  This is evident in the discovery of forms of life and family 
resemblances.  The nineteen Web facets appear to enhance the meaning of the initial search term 
by providing different vantage points (forms of life) expanding the Web searcher’s 
understanding of the concepts presented by the search term at a specific point in time.  As the 
forms of life change over time, it can be assumed that new Web facets will be presented 
embodying meaning relevant to the new forms of life and reflecting new language games. 
Further research is needed to explore these initial finding. In the future, a longitudinal study of 
multiple Web search engines and varying search terms will be conducted to investigate further 
the application of Wittgenstein’s later philosophy of language to Web facets and ultimately 
broadening our understanding of Web facet utilization within this domain. 
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See-also Relationships in the Dewey Decimal Classification1* 
 
 
Abstract: This paper investigates the semantics of topical, associative see-also relationships in schedule 
and table entries of the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system.  Based on the see-also relationships 
in a random sample of 100 classes containing one or more of these relationships, a semi-structured 
inventory of sources of see-also relationships is generated, of which the most important are lexical 
similarity, complementarity, facet difference, and relational configuration difference.  The premise that 
see-also relationships based on lexical similarity may be language-specific is briefly examined.  The 
paper concludes with recommendations on the continued use of see-also relationships in the DDC. 
 
*Also published as: Green, Rebecca. 2011. See-also Relationships in the Dewey Decimal Classification. 
Knowledge Organization 38: 335-41. 
 
1.0  Introduction 
 
This paper investigates the semantics of topical, associative see-also relationships in schedule 
and table entries of the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system.  This study is part of a 
larger, ongoing assessment of relationships in the DDC, whose purpose is to establish a more 
logical and powerful representation of the scheme.    
 
Introduced to the tables and schedules in DDC 20, see-also relationships have increased in 
number from edition to edition, being now found in over 40% more records than in DDC 20 
(Dewey, 1989).  As they have not been strictly defined and are not a key element of the structural 
hierarchy, the use of see-also relationships has undergone less scrutiny than other relationships.   
 
Topical, associative see-also relationships are but one type of see-also relationship in the DDC 
and also but one kind of note in schedule and table entries that lead from one class to another.  In 
addition to their use in schedule and table entries, see-also relationships also occur in the DDC’s 
Manual entries and Relative Index displays.  In the Manual, a note instructing the user to “See 
also discussion at” indicates that another Manual entry gives further information on the use of 
notation described in the source Manual entry.  In the Relative Index, see-also references refer to 
headings where additional relevant numbers may be found.  The headings led to are typically 
either broader terms or preferred (synonymous) terms.  In thesauri, see relationships are usually 
employed to refer from non-preferred (lead-in) terms to preferred terms.  In the DDC Relative 
Index, however, all entries list at least one associated number, making the see-also relationship 
the appropriate relationship for dealing with equivalence relationships there. 
 
Entries in the tables (Tables 1–6) and schedules (000–999) include several types of notes for 
topics found elsewhere.   One type—the do-not-use note—explains irregularities in the use of 

1 DDC, Dewey, and Dewey Decimal Classification are registered trademarks of OCLC Online Computer Library 
Center, Inc. 
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regular standard subdivision notation or add table provisions.  Another set—relocation notes and 
discontinuation notes—gives the current location of topics previously classed at that number.   
Another type—the see reference—is used for subordinate parts of comprehensive or 
interdisciplinary topics found outside the notational hierarchy under a number.   Class-elsewhere 
notes indicate where interrelated topics are found; in particular, they lead to numbers for 
comprehensive or interdisciplinary treatment of a topic and also clarify the meaning of numbers 
within the same notational hierarchy.  Thus, the see-also relationship is only one of several types 
of relationships leading to numbers for related topics.   
 
As the introduction of the DDC (Dewey, 2011) explains, see-also relationships “are reminders 
that minor differences in wording and context can imply differences in classification” (p. lvii);  
in thesaural parlance, they are associative relationships.  (For further information on notes in the 
DDC describing what is found in other classes, see Chan and Mitchell [2003], pp. 25–30; for 
further discussion on the relationship between see-also references and associative relationships in 
the DDC, see Mitchell [2001], pp. 217–218.) 
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 explores the semantic nature of 
see-also relationships, both in knowledge organization systems generally (especially in 
controlled vocabularies) and then in the DDC specifically, from a theoretical perspective.  
Section 3 reports on an empirical study of topical, associative see-also relationships in the DDC; 
a by-product of this study is a semi-structured inventory of the sources of the DDC’s see-also 
relationships.  This section also briefly examines if some see-also relationships are language-
specific.  The final section of the paper concludes by proposing a path forward for the future use 
of see-also relationships in the DDC. 
 
2.0 Theory of associative relationships 
 
2.1 Associative relationships in knowledge organization systems 
 
The ANSI/NISO Guidelines for the Construction, Format, and Management of Monolingual 
Controlled Vocabularies (/NISO, 2005) are partially relevant to the investigation of see-also 
relationships in the DDC.  On the one hand, these guidelines communicate “recommendations 
based on preferred techniques and procedures” regarding, inter alia, the treatment of associative 
relationships in knowledge organization systems.  On the other hand, the guidelines specifically 
target controlled vocabularies (e.g., thesauri); many of the recommendations are not directly 
applicable to the DDC because of differences between controlled vocabularies and classification 
schemes.  Specifically, controlled vocabularies are structured around terms, while classification 
schemes are structured around classes.  Thus, in controlled vocabularies, associative 
relationships involve “terms [that] are semantically or conceptually associated to such an extent 
that the link between them should be made explicit in the controlled vocabulary, on the grounds 
that may suggest additional terms for use in indexing or retrieval” (p. 51).  But associative 
relationships in a classification scheme are not meant to lead to additional classes that may be 
relevant, but to distinguish between the topics in two or more classes, so the relevant class may 
be identified. 
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What associative relationships in controlled vocabularies and classification schemes do have in 
common is that they are difficult to characterize.  Hence Dextre Clarke’s (2001) comment on the 
associative relationship (typically represented as a related term [RT] in thesauri):  “The presence 
of an RT link . . .  depends more on . . . what will serve the users than on a precise semantic 
analysis” (p. 46).  And, according to Svenonius [2000, 162], “the possibility remains that really 
helpful [associative] relationships . . . do not lend themselves to formalization.”   However, the 
ANSI/NISO guidelines suggest that it is important to make the nature of associative relationships 
explicit so they may be used consistently (p. 51).     
 
The ANSI/NISO guidelines further note that for some controlled vocabularies it may be 
“desirable” to “refine” the expression of associative relationships “to make the nature of [specific 
types of associative] relationships explicit” (p. 57).  It could be useful to do so in the DDC, since 
see-also relationships there are currently not well-defined.  In order to give clear direction on 
when they should be used (if indeed, they should be used at all), it is first necessary to identify 
specific types of relationships that are being expressed as see-also relationships.  Only then can 
thoughtful consideration be given to which specific types of relationships ought to be expressed 
as see-also relationships. 
 
2.2 Associative relationships in the DDC 
 
A see-also relationship in the DDC directs the user to another class in relation to a specific topic; 
the semantic nature of the see-also relationship is dependent on the relationship that exists 
between a topic in the class containing the see-also relationship (the source topic) and the topic 
named in the see-also relationship (the target topic), which should be classed in the other 
number.  For example, 364.164 Violent offenses against property contains the following see-also 
relationship:  See also 364.166 for copyright piracy; it is the relationship between piracy, a topic 
named in the including note (“Including piracy, sabotage”) and copyright piracy, the topic named 
in the see-also relationship that is of concern to us.   (Source topics are found in captions and 
such note types as class-here notes, including notes, and variant-name notes.) 
 
3.0 Empirical study of associative relationships in the DDC 
 
3.1 Methodology 
 
Overall, 1678 see-also references are found in 1383 DDC table and schedule records, of which 
only 360 are reciprocal (that is, 180 pairs of numbers refer to each other through see-also 
relationships).  Of these, a random sample of 100 records with see-also relationships was drawn.  
These 100 records include 118 see-also relationships, all of which were investigated as part of 
the study.   
 
An initial goal of the paper is to identify subtypes of the relationships presented through see-also 
references.  In assessing the semantic nature of a see-also relationship, the first order of business 
is to identify the topic in the source class that the topic named in the see-also relationship is 
related to.  In most cases this topic is readily apparent:  the two topics typically will share at least 
one word in common, or have similar-sounding words in common, or contain words that are 
synonyms or enter into some other strong lexical relationship.  (In one case, the topic of the 
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source class governing the see-also relationship was identified on the basis of a reciprocal see-
also relationship in the target class.)  In the sample, source topics are twice as likely to be found 
in the caption as in all other locations combined. 
 
The evidence used to identify the source topic is often useful as well in determining the semantic 
nature of the relationship between source and target topics.   Another important source of 
evidence for this task is the Relative Index (RI).  Because the Relative Index is constructed in 
adherence with a principle of consistency, RI terms sometimes normalize a relationship that is 
not so clearly expressed in natural language.   A prime example of this normalization is the case 
where one RI term consists of a main heading, without subdivision, and another RI term consists 
of the same main heading with a subdivision.  For example, at 621.55 Vacuum technology is a 
see-also relationship to 533.5 for vacuum physics.  The semantic nature of this relationship 
becomes clearer when we see that Vacuums—engineering is a Relative Index term for 621.55, 
while Vacuums—unsubdivided—is a Relative Index term for 533.5.  The absence of a 
subdivision in the latter RI term indicates that 533.5 is the interdisciplinary number for vacuums, 
while 621.55 is the number for vacuums considered from an engineering perspective.  (This RI 
scenario is also an example of a see-also relationship in which DDC editorial rules have been 
misapplied.  Unless they are in the same hierarchy, the relationship between the interdisciplinary 
number for a topic and the same topic treated in another discipline is to be expressed as a see 
reference, while the relationship between a topic treated within a single discipline and its 
interdisciplinary treatment is to be expressed using a class-elsewhere note (that is, if it is 
elsewhere). 
 
Several limitations involved in the process of assessing the semantic nature of the see-also 
relationship should be acknowledged.  First, only one person made the assessment.  It is 
uncertain if other persons would evaluate the relationships similarly.  Second, the set of 
relationship types evolved during the assessment process.  Third, the relationship types identified 
in the study are not strictly defined and indeed are not identified as subtypes of the see-also 
relationship in the editorial rules of the DDC. 
 
But the significance of these limitations is itself constrained.   First, no attempt is made here to 
make statistically significant statements.   Second, there is no serious alternative to identifying 
relationship types inductively.  The evolution of the relationship inventory represents efforts to 
normalize relationship assessments over time.  Moreover, some, but not all, of the relationship 
types used here had been identified in a predecessor study.  Lastly, at this point it is not nearly so 
important to identify all types of see-also relationships as to identify the most common ones.  
 
Source classes in the random sample are distributed as follows:  Table 1 (2), Table 2 (12), Table 
3 (0), Table 4 (0), Table 5 (2), Table 6 (0); 000 (3), 100 (5), 200 (3), 300 (23), 400 (2), 500 (9), 
600 (19), 700 (14), 800 (2), and 900 (4).  This distribution generally mirrors the proportion of 
see-also references throughout the tables and schedules; in terms of absolute numbers (as 
opposed to proportions) only the underrepresentation of the 500s and the overrepresentation of 
the 700s in the sample are worth mention.   In particular, the larger numbers of see-also 
references from Table 2, the 300s, and 600s occurring in the sample accurately represent the 
overall distribution of see-also references. 
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3.2 Inventory of see-also relationship types 
 
A semi-structured inventory of sources of see-also relationships has been generated on the basis 
of the random sample and assessment procedures described above.   The following major sources 
of see-also relationships were found:  lexical similarity, complementarity, facet difference, and 
relational configuration difference.   Each of these sources accounts for roughly 10-25% of the 
sample cases (each see-also relationship in the sample was assigned a primary source).   
 
3.2.1.Lexical Similarity 
 
The lexical similarity category covers two major see-also relationship subtypes, even of which is 
manifest in different ways.  One is the use of the same name or a similar name for entities 
belonging to different classes; typically the entities are unrelated except for the lexical similarity, 
although that is not always the case.  Consider, for example, the following four examples: 
 
2—719 2   *Northwest Territories (1870–1999) 
 
See also —7193 for Northwest Territories (1999– ) 
 
2—764 252    Austin County 
 
See also —76431 for Austin (city) 
 
5—975  Peoples who speak, or whose ancestors spoke, Siouan, Iroquoian, Hokan,  
Chumash,  Yuki languages 
 
. . . 
 
See also —979 for Yuchi 
 
583.98   *Campanulales 
 
Including Campanulaceae (bellflower family), Goodeniaceae, Lobeliaceae, 
Stylidiaceae; bluebells, Campanula, Indian tobacco 
 
See also 583.94 for bluebells of forget-me-not family; also 584.32 for 
bluebells of lily family 
 
The see-also relationship in the first of these examples ties together the two classes for the same-
named geopolitical entity (Northwest Territories) before and after another geopolitical entity 
(Nunavut) separated from it (see-also relationships similarly relate political parties of different 
time periods).  While the hierarchy usually provides adequate context, see-also references are 
provided in Table 2 in a limited area (state or province) to distinguish between the same or 
similar geographic names that refer to different geographic entities.  Thus, the see-also 
relationship is supplied in the second example to distinguish between Austin County and the city 
of Austin (which is not in Austin County, but in Travis County).   Similarly in the third example, 
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it is typical that a name of another language (or a name in another language) may be represented 
in multiple ways in a second language:   it would not be surprising if Yuki and Yuchi referred to 
the same language.  But in fact they do not.  Yuchi is a language isolate spoken by a Native 
American people living in Oklahoma, while Yuki (also known as Ukiah) is spoken by a Native 
American people living in California.  In the fourth example, popular biological/botanical names 
may suggest a closer relationship than are recognized in current biological classifications.  The 
580s and 590s are replete with such see-also relationships (for which reciprocal see-also 
relationships are generally provided).   
 
The lexical similarity category also covers homonymy (the use of the same lexical form for 
unrelated meanings) or, more frequently, polysemy (the use of multiple senses of a single term).  
The shared lexical form in each of the two examples below is polysemous:  “biscuit” can refer to 
two different food items, one a cookie, the other a quick bread; “mystery” can refer to two 
different kinds of plays, one a religious play of historical vintage, and the other a drama of 
modern origin. 
 
641 .865 4    Cookies 
 
Variant name: biscuits 
 
See also . . . 641.8157 for biscuits (quick breads) 
 
792.16   †Religious and morality plays 
 
Including miracle, mystery, passion plays 
 
See also . . . 792.27 for modern mystery plays 
 
3.2.2 Complementarity 
 
Complementarity—a term borrowed from linguistics, where it refers to a form of antonymy—
has two distinct manifestations in the DDC.  (In the absence of specific instructions to the 
contrary, the general rule for an antonym in the DDC is to class it in the same number as its 
opposite.)  We adopt the term here to emphasize that the two topics related by the see-also 
relationship together form a whole; they complement each other.   The first manifestation of 
complementarity occurs frequently in Table 2 (as seen below) with its many see-also 
relationships between land masses and adjoining bodies of water.  On the one hand, land and 
water contrast with one another; on the other hand, a land mass and adjoining body of water form 
a larger geographic unit.    
 
2—598  Indonesia and East Timor 
 
Class here Malay Archipelago, Sunda Islands 
 
See also —16473 for inner sea of Malay Archipelago; also —16474 for 
seas adjoining southern Sunda Islands 
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The second manifestation binds together two entities, one of which is more-or-less loosely 
defined in terms of the negation of the other.  For instance, at the heart of the relationship 
between 181 and 190 in the first example below is the contrast between eastern and noneastern; 
together eastern and noneastern cover the entire geographic scope of philosophy.  In the second 
example, “other plastic arts” are defined by context as all plastic arts that are not sculpture.  As 
with the previous example, one of the topics related by the see-also relationship is defined in 
terms of the other topic, and taken together, the two topics cover the entire scope. 
 
190 Modern western and other noneastern philosophy 
 
See also 181 for eastern philosophy 
 
>    736–739 Other plastic arts 
 
   . . . 
 
See also 731–735 for sculpture 
 
   . . . 
 
3.2.3 Facet difference 
 
The facet difference category covers cases where the two topics related by the see-also 
relationship represent different facets of a subject.  Alternatively, we may say that each of the 
related topics has a different focus within some general framework.   In the first example below, 
the see-also relationship is dependent on the relationship between medicine and health:  the goal 
of medicine is to promote good health; thus, 616.9803 emphasizes the means, while 613.92 
emphasizes the end or goal.  The workings of the see-also relationships in the second example is 
most apparent by looking at the Relative Index terms assigned to the topics at the two ends of the 
see-also relationship:  Milling tools vs. Milling metals.  At 621.91, the emphasis is on the tools 
used for milling; at 671.35 the emphasis is on the object that is milled.   
 
616.980 3    Industrial and occupational medicine 
 
. . . 
 
See also 613.62 for industrial and occupational health . . . 
 
621. 91  Planing and milling tools 
 
See also 671.35 for machining metal 
 
3.2.4 Relational configuration difference 
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In the fourth category we find see-also relationships linking complex topics that include the same 
topical components, but that relate those topical components in different ways.  The end result is 
that the relationships among the topical components form different configurations.  In the first 
example below, both 379.158 and 371.26 concern schools and evaluation, but 379.158 concerns 
the evaluation of schools, while 371.26 concerns evaluations of students, as administered in 
schools.  In the second example block (which shows context for not-quite reciprocal 
relationships), see-also relationships distinguish between diagnosis based on analysis of blood at 
616.07561 and diagnosis used to identify diseases of blood at 616.15075. 
 
379.158   School standards and accreditation 
 
Class here educational evaluation, school accountability 
 
See also . . . 371.26 for examinations and tests 
 
616.075   Diagnosis and prognosis 
616.075 61    Blood analysis 
See also 616.15075 for diagnosis of diseases of blood 
616.15   Diseases of blood 
See also 616.07561 for use of blood analysis in diagnosis of diseases in 
general 
616.150 75    Diseases of blood—diagnosis 
 
3.2.5 Other see-also relationship sources 
 
The four sources of see-also relationships discussed above yield scenarios in which  classifiers 
might legitimately need assistance in understanding the scope of one class by contrasting it with 
a topic that is classed elsewhere.  There are additional circumstances in which see-also 
relationships have been supplied, where it is not as clear that the relationship between topics is 
sufficiently regular to warrant an explicit relationship.   One group of these depends on world 
knowledge or knowledge of the DDC.   In the first example below, the see-also relationship 
depends on world knowledge that dilatation and curettage (D&C) has been used (more 
frequently in the past than now) as a method of surgical abortion.  As D&Cs have many other 
motivations, giving this see-also relationship is somewhat suspect.   Giving a see-also 
relationship in the second example implies an assumption that some users might think that 
intellectual property is deemed to be a “specific [item]” in the DDC.   Just over 10% of the see-
also relationships in the sample depend on world knowledge or DDC knowledge. 
 
618.145 8    Dilatation and curettage 
 
See also 618.88 for surgical abortion 
 
364 .162 8    Theft of specific items 
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See also 364.1662 for theft of intellectual property 
 
 
 
3.2.6 Misapplication of DDC editorial rules  
 
As indicated previously, see references and class-elsewhere notes are to be given under some 
very specific circumstances.  For example, a see reference should be given from the 
interdisciplinary number for a topic to numbers for the topic in other disciplines, while a class-
elsewhere relationship should be given from the number for the treatment of a topic in a 
discipline to the interdisciplinary number (unless these are the same number).    Relative Index 
terms can be used to identify interdisciplinary numbers and numbers for topics in specific 
disciplines.  The rules about which type of note to give have been misapplied in 10-15% of the 
sample cases; that is, see-also relationships have been given when a see reference or class-
elsewhere note was called for.  Approximately 5% more of the cases involve the use of see-also 
relationships between the treatment of a topic in two disciplines where no interdisciplinary 
number is given.  Here no general decision has been made as to which kind of note to give.  As it 
may not always be possible to identify the most appropriate interdisciplinary number for a given 
topic, guidance needs to be given on referring between different disciplinary treatments of a 
topic in the absence of an interdisciplinary number:  what kind of note should be used, and where 
should they be placed? 
 
3.3 Language-specific nature of some see-also relationships 
 
See-also relationships based on lexical similarity may not always be relevant in translations of 
the DDC.  This premise was investigated in a preliminary manner by examining the German 
(Dewey, 2005) and Italian (Dewey, 2009) translations of the DDC for some of the see-also 
relationships in the sample that are based on lexical similarity.  Given that the vocabulary of 
English is largely drawn from Germanic and Romance sources, the degree to which the German 
and Italian translations avoid the lexical similarity issues found in the English is likely to be 
magnified in the languages of some other translations, for example, Arabic, Greek, Hebrew, 
Icelandic, Russian, and Vietnamese.   If the sources of see-also relationships were annotated, 
translators would know when it might not be necessary to translate a see-also relationship. 
 
The German and Italian translations were each examined for a dozen cases of lexical similarity 
in English.  For the most part, the lexical similarity was duplicated in the translations.  It is not 
immediately clear to what extent this duplication resulted from explicit attempts on the parts of 
translators to mirror the English translation as closely as possible or resulted from the same 
lexical similarity existing in the other languages.  But there are situations where the relevance of 
the see-also relationship might be called into question.  For example, in English, the including 
note for popular names at 583.94 mentions “Virginia cowslip (bluebell), with see-also 
relationships to 583.98 for bluebells of bellflower family and to 584.32 for bluebells of lily 
family.  In the Italian translation, “campanule” are mentioned in both see-also relationships, but 
there is no “campanule” in 583.94’s including notes.   
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There may not be that many cases where DDC translational practice diverges from patterns 
present in the English.  But where the motivation for a see-also relationship in English does not 
exist in a translation, the see-also relationship should not be included in the translation.  By the 
same token, where there is motivation for a see-also relationship in a translation but not in 
English, the see-also relationship should be added to the translation.  For example, the German 
translation has added a see-also relationship from 583.625, with “Violaceae (Familie der 
Veilchengewächse)” in the including note, to 583.675 for Alpenveilchen and to 583.95 for 
Usambaraveilchen.  Translation teams have been given such direction on a case-by-case basis, 
but the general principles have not yet been formally established as part of DDC translation 
practice, so implementation of the language-specific principles tends to be inconsistent. 
 
4.0 Conclusion 
 
The foregoing analysis of see-also relationships in the DDC has enumerated several sources of 
this type of relationship, including lexical similarity, complementarity, facet difference, 
relational configuration difference, and world knowledge.  A first step that is needed going 
forward is a series of editorial decisions about which of these potential sources of see-also 
relationships to recognize in the DDC.  The circumstances of their use need to be well-defined so 
these relationships can be created, maintained, and interpreted consistently.  A second step is to 
review current (and new) see-also relationships against those editorial decisions and to code the 
motivating source of those retained.  In this process, some see-also relationships may be deleted 
or converted into other kinds of relationships.  A third step is to codify the general principle that 
see-also relationships should be included in a translation if and only if the circumstances outlined 
by the editorial decisions from step one are met in the translation.  With these actions, the see-
also relationship can take its place within the well-understood semantics of the DDC. 
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The Public Library Catalogue as a Social Space: A Case Study of Social 
Discovery Systems in Two Canadian Public Libraries 
 
 
Abstract: This paper examines how library users access, use, and interact with two social discovery 
systems used in two Canadian public library systems.  How do public library users interact with social 
discovery systems? How does usage between the two social discovery systems compare? Daily 
transaction logs of the social discovery systems used by the two libraries were compiled from May-
August, 2010. Fifty sets of bibliographic records were compared to evaluate user-contributed content. 
Results indicate that features that allow for user-generated content are underused in both systems. Future 
research will thus focus on clients' motivations for engaging with the social features of social discovery 
systems, and their perceptions of, and satisfaction with, the benefits of these features.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
The public library catalogue has long acted as an important and fundamental medium between 
users and their information needs. The traditional goals and objectives of the library catalogue 
are to enable users to search a library's collection to find items pertaining to specific titles, 
authors, or subjects. Today's library catalogues are competing against powerful alternatives for 
information discovery. If the public library catalogue is to continue to be relevant to its users, it 
needs to move beyond its current inventory model, where all content is designed and controlled 
by library staff, and client interaction with catalogue content is limited, to a social discovery 
system, where users can contribute to, and interact with information and with each other 
(Calhoun 2006; Fast & Campbell 2004; Furner 2007; Spiteri 2009). The social discovery system 
can offer several benefits to public library patrons: 
x Users can establish a social space where they share and discuss common reading, 
listening, and viewing interests; 
x Users without easy access to a library branch (e.g., due to illness, limitations to physical 
mobility, lack of local branch, etc.) can connect to other members of the library and 
library staff via the catalogue; 
x Users can provide a grassroots, democratic readers' advisory service, whereby they make 
recommendations for future reading, for example, based upon shared interests; 
x Users can classify items in the catalogue with their own terms (or tags), which may be 
more reflective of their language and needs than the formal subject headings that are 
traditionally assigned by library staff. 
 
Although social discovery systems have been used by commercial services such as Amazon for 
several years, their use in public libraries in Canada has not been examined in much detail. More 
importantly, the actual value of enhanced features that allow for user-contributed metadata - e.g., 
the addition of tags, reviews, and ratings - to the end user has not been examined: Why would 
users post tags, ratings, and reviews in a public library catalogue? These systems are costly to 
implement and to maintain: If we provide users with the ability to contribute content to catalogue 
records, will they actually do so?  The goal of this paper is to examine and compare how library 
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users access, use, and interact with two social discovery systems used in two Canadian public 
library systems.  Transaction log analysis (TLA) is used to answer the following research 
questions: 
x How do public library users interact with social discovery systems? Specifically, which 
enhanced catalogue features do they use, e.g., faceted navigation, user-contributed 
content such as tagging, reviews, and ratings, and with which frequency? 
x How does usage between the two social discovery systems compare? Specifically, are 
there commonalities or differences between how public library users use the enhanced 
catalogue features of the two social discovery systems?  
 
Findings from this research can inform the design and implementation of social discovery 
systems that transform the public library catalogue from a static inventory to a social space 
where people can interact with collections and each other as they would in a physical library. 
How should such systems be designed to encourage user contribution and participation; how can 
we make these systems intuitive and reflective of community needs?  
 
2. Context 
Public libraries, which once had a near-monopoly as information providers, face increasing 
competition from online information providers who, with deeper pockets than most public 
libraries, can create discovery systems with the latest technologies to provide quick access to 
information. “The venerable library catalog …suffers badly in comparison with its new online 
competitors. Users find the catalog hard to use, with its arcane search techniques, unintuitive 
subject headings, and relevance ranking that is rudimentary or nonexistent (Lehman & Nikkel 
2008, p. 3). Calhoun argues that in the face of “flashy and powerful alternatives for information 
discovery, rapid changes in information technology, rising expectations of library patrons, a rapid 
increase in new kinds of digital assets, [and] mass digitization projects …library leaders must 
move swiftly to establish the catalog within the framework of online information discovery 
systems of all kinds” (Calhoun 2006, p. 7). Jonathan Furner (2007) suggests that user-contributed 
content in a library catalogue can serve to: 
x Engender a sense of community amongst library users in separate and remote locations; 
x Allow library users to identify other individuals with whom they share interests; 
x Engender a sense of empowerment among library users who may not otherwise 
participate in, or contribute to, library activities; and 
x Allow library users to determine which kinds of resources and/or topics are currently 
popular, newsworthy, or receiving attention. 
 
In the past few years, library discovery systems have made important strides in providing an 
enhanced search and discovery experience for users.  These new discovery systems contain such 
features as predictive searching (or, “Did you mean ….?), user-contributed content such as tags, 
reviews, and ratings, faceted navigation of results, and RSS feeds of stored searches, results, new 
postings, and so forth. The adoption of these new social discovery systems among public 
libraries in both the U.S. and Canada is still in the early stages. Spiteri (2007) analyzed the 
structure of tags from three popular social networking sites and compared them to Library of 
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and concluded that user-contributed tags could a) serve as a 
very powerful and flexible tool for increasing the user-friendliness and interactivity of public 
library catalogues, b) enhance or supplement existing LCSH headings assigned to library 
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resources, and  c) be useful also for encouraging other activities, such as informal online 
communities of readers and user-driven readers’ advisory services. In her analysis of the 
bibliographic content and social features of 16 popular social cataloguing sites (e.g., 
LibraryThing, http://www.librarything.com), Spiteri (2009) found that although the bibliographic 
content of the catalogue records of many of these sites was poor in comparison to that found in 
professional library catalogues, the social and interactive content of the records help create a 
vibrant and dynamic community of users who actively share their reading interests.  Spiteri 
concluded that public library catalogues could profit greatly by incorporating a number of the 
social features found in these cataloguing sites, namely:  
x User-posted reviews or ratings. These features may serve also as useful means by 
which users can communicate and share their reading interests and insights in a 
manner that may appear to be less intimidating, and perhaps more honest, than 
opinions provided by experts or professional reviewers; 
x User-created and moderated discussion boards that focus on topics, individual titles, 
and so forth; and 
x Client-posted tags. The inclusion of tags may serve as a useful means to allow clients 
with shared reading interests to access each other’s relevant tags, and hence any 
resources that have been bookmarked under these tags. Librarians and library staff 
could use the information found under the public tags to help them create reading 
lists and to inform their collection policies. 
 
Of potential concern is the dearth of comprehensive usability studies of these new social 
discovery systems.  While one may certainly agree that these new discovery systems can 
contribute greatly, in theory, to the search and discovery experiences of public library users, it is 
another matter entirely to demonstrate clearly the reality of these benefits without conducting 
such usability studies.  Most recent usability studies have focused on either the more traditional 
online catalogue, where most content is controlled by library staff, or on library web portals. 
Antell & Huang (2008), for example, investigated the subject cataloguing behaviour of 
undergraduate students at the University of Oklahoma libraries, where they analyzed the 
catalogue’s transaction log and conducted a series of observation interviews with 20 students to 
measure user satisfaction.   Results indicate that users rarely utilize correct and complete subject 
terms and that they are generally unaware of the many tools and services that librarians have 
created to assist them with subject searching. Cockrell and Jayne (2002) conducted a usability 
study of Western Michigan University’s catalogue by having 50 users complete assigned 
searches for periodical articles. The variables measured include task success and choice of index 
and citation.  The study revealed that users often do not understand clearly the specialized 
terminology created by librarians that is used in the catalogue. Antelman, Lynema, and Pace 
(2006) conducted a usability study of the Endeca social discovery system used by the North 
Carolina State University library.  Two months’ worth of transaction log analysis was conducted, 
as well as usability studies involving ten students, who were asked to complete ten tasks.  The 
variables measured included task success, duration, and difficulty; the authors decided to not 
measure user satisfaction because they suggest that satisfaction does not correlate with success. 
The authors found significant use of such features as “more titles like this,” the sorting of results 
based upon their popularity, automatic spell correction, and faceted navigation.  Users indicated 
that they found Endeca easier to use than the regular Web-based university library catalogue and 
that they retrieved more relevant results with Endeca. 
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Battleson, Booth, and Weintrop (2001) conducted usability studies of the library web site of the 
University of Buffalo.  Eleven participants were asked to complete a set of tasks in order to 
determine whether the web site was easy to learn, easy to remember, pleasant to use, and caused 
few errors. Results indicated a number of problems with the existing design of the web site; for 
example starting points for searches and help links could not be easily identified. George (2005) 
conducted a usability study of the Carnegie Mellon University library web site in which nine 
participants were asked to complete a set of tasks.  Variables measured included the functionality, 
usability, strengths, and weaknesses of the site. The study revealed several key weaknesses with 
respect to navigation, screen design and labelling. McGillis and Toms (2001) conducted a 
usability study of Memorial University’s library web site by asking thirty-three participants to 
complete three tasks.  Variables measured included task success, system efficiency, and user 
satisfaction. The authors concluded that users experienced difficulties in knowing where to start 
and with interpreting the categories and labels used in the web site. Brantley, Armstrong, and 
Lewis (2006) conducted a usability test of the My Chicago Library portal, in which they 
measured the time and actions taken by eight participants to complete nineteen selected tasks.  
The variables measured included the time and actions taken to complete the tasks. The results of 
the test indicated that users often experienced difficulty customizing the portal and especially 
with understanding librarian-defined categories and terminology. 
 
Most extant usability studies provide important insight into how people interact with online 
catalogues and how these experiences can be improved; what becomes evident from these 
studies is that catalogues should reflect the information needs and terminology of users, rather 
than library staff.  With one exception, these usability studies focus on only the traditional model 
of the catalogue or library web site, where content is controlled by library staff.  Only Antelman, 
Lynema, and Pace (2006) have conducted a comprehensive usability study of a social discovery 
system; while this study certainly provides useful information about how users interact with such 
a system, it is limited in that it does not address what is potentially the  most important aspect of 
a usability study, namely, users’ satisfaction with the discovery system.  The results of this study 
may have limited application to public libraries, since the target audience of undergraduate 
students may not reflect the population of a public library. Our proposed project is thus an 
important contribution to understanding the impacts of social discovery systems within the 
context of a public library.   
 
3. Methodology 
The social discovery systems provided by AquaBrowser and BiblioCommons were examined.  
The target population of the study are library users in the Halifax (HPL) and Edmonton (EPL) 
public libraries. Daily transaction logs of the social discovery systems used by the two libraries 
were compiled from May-August, 2010.  A transaction log is an electronic record of interactions 
that have occurred between a system and users that allows researchers to observe and analyze 
user behaviours (Jansen, Taksa & Spink 2009). Transaction log analysis (TLA) is a way of 
collecting data unobtrusively without directly interfacing with the catalogue users and that allows 
researchers to observe and analyze user behaviours. TLA can provide useful information about 
how the features of a system are used and can inform decisions about how these features can be 
improved.  Focus was placed on examining data pertaining to features that are unique to social 
discovery systems, such as advanced faceted navigation and user-contributed (or social) features. 
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Measures logged and examined from both discovery systems included: 
x Use of search refine features (i.e., faceted navigation) 
x Use of tagging features 
x Use of posted reviews  
x Use of ratings features  
 
It should be noted that a limitation of TLA is that it indicates only how a system is used, but 
provides no insight into the reasons for this use.  As will be discussed later in this paper, an 
important next stage in this research plan is to examine people’s reasons or motivations for using 
the social features of these discovery systems. In order to obtain a more detailed snapshot of how 
users contribute metadata to bibliographic records, a set of 50 monograph records was examined 
(weekly) in both systems to track changes to tags, reviews, and ratings assigned by the clients.  
Records were chosen initially from the library-generated reading lists posted in HPL (e.g., latest 
adult fiction); the final selection was based on the availability of corresponding records in EPL. 
The records were divided as follows: 
x 10 Adult fiction 
x 10 Adult non-fiction 
x 10 Children's fiction 
x 10 Children's non-fiction 
x 10 Graphic novels 
 
4. Environmental context 
Halifax Public Libraries (HPL) serves 372,858 residents in the Halifax Regional Municipality in 
Nova Scotia, Canada.  HPL comprises 14 branch libraries, a mobile library, a website, and 
Books-by-Mail and Home Delivery services (Halifax Public Libraries, About, 2011).  Edmonton 
Public Library (EPL) serves 730,372 residents in the city of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada and 
comprises 17 branch libraries (Edmonton Public Library, 2011). The AquaBrowser social 
discovery system is owned by Serials Solutions (http://www.serialssolutions.com/aquabrowser-
my-discoveries/) and provides a wide-range of features, such as relevance ranking, faceted 
navigation, “did you mean” corrected spelling feature, and social features that allow user-
contributed metadata; in the case of HPL, these are the ability to add tags, reviews, and ratings to 
individual bibliographic records.  The official website of the BiblioCommons social discovery 
system (http://www.bibliocommons.com) provides no information about the system; rather, it 
consists of a series of quotations from some of its clients. BiblioCommons is a Canadian system 
that also provides a wide range of features, including faceted navigation, relevance ranking, and 
social features, such as the ability to add tags, reviews, and ratings, to individual bibliographic 
records, as well as the creation of user-defined lists 
(http://odyssey2007.wordpress.com/2007/04/21/beth-jefferson-on-the-bibliocommons/). Further 
discussion of the specific features offered by the two social discovery systems will be provided 
in the findings section of this paper. 
 
5. Findings 
Since the data acquired via TLA differed from both social discovery systems, it is not always 
possible to draw exact comparisons or parallels between the systems. The approach taken is to 
examine the findings from each system in specific categories and to discuss patterns across the 
two systems whenever possible. It should be assumed that any references to features displayed 
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by AquaBrowser and BiblioCommons refer to what is available in HPL and EPL respectively. 
 
5.1 Faceted navigation 
Faceted navigation allows clients to filter their search results by various values, or filters.  
AquaBrowser provides a wide range of facets by which to filter results:  Format; 
Author/Performer; Topic; Person; Place; Time Period; Genre; User Tags; Series; Reading Level; 
Target Audience; Language; Subtitles; and Date.  
 
As is indicated in Figure 1, Format is the facet used most predominantly to refine search results 
(65%).  It should be noted that not all facets are included in Figure 1 to accommodate easier 
formatting. The only social feature that appears as a facet is user tags, which is used infrequently 
(1.10%). It may be useful to add User ratings as a facet, since this would allow clients to refine 
their searches to, for example, DVDs that have been given a four-star rating. Since the log 
analysis data from BiblioCommons did not measure faceted navigation, observations will be 
limited only to the faceted options available in the system. BiblioCommons provides many facets 
by which to refine search results, namely: Format; Availability; Audience; Acquired; Topic; 
Content; Form/Genre; Language; Published date; Region; Author; Tag – Genre; e.g., costume 
drama); Tag – tone (e.g., moody); and Tag – theme (e.g., Nottingham).  When clients assign tags 
to a bibliographic record, they are encouraged to place them into one of the following categories:  
Genre, tone, theme, and personal, which are reflected also in the three tag facets.  Organizing 
facets in this manner can certainly help provide more precise and relevant search results.  It 
would be helpful, for the sake of clarity and consistency, if the tags that appear in the 
bibliographic records were displayed in these same categories.  
 
Figure 1: AquaBroswer Refine Search Feature  
 
5.2 User-generated content 
The transaction logs from AquaBrowser do not, unfortunately, record user-generated metadata. 
AquaBrowser allows clients to add tags, a star-rating, or review to any bibliographic record, and 
to save the record to a user-defined list:  Adding user-contributed content may not be very 
evident in this system.  There is no section of the bibliographic record that is devoted exclusively 
to user-generated content, which may make it difficult to distinguish between library- and user-
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generated content.  This means that for a number of records accessed, we saw no place or labels 
for user-generated content, which means that it was not obvious that such content could be 
contributed.  The only clue likes in the “add a tag feature;” it is only then that the option is shown 
to add also a star rating and a review.  If you do not make it obvious that you can add tags, 
reviews, or ratings as separate entities, it is likely that people will miss the latter two options. 
 
The observation of the 50 bibliographic records suggests that very little use was made of the 
social features during our four months of observation. Only 6 records (12%) were assigned user 
tags: One record was assigned 2 tags, while the other 5 were each assigned one tag. There was no 
tag growth over the four months; in the case of the record with 2 tags, they were both assigned at 
the same time with no further additions.  In the case of the two tags, it was impossible to tell 
whether they were assigned by the same person, since tags are not associated with any user 
names.  None of the records was assigned a star rating or a review. BiblioCommons provides a 
variety of social features for the client, namely, the ability to add tags, star reviews, and 
comments (or reviews), and to save the record to a user-defined list. The “Add more” feature 
provides further options for user-contributed metadata, namely: 
 
x Content notices, which enable you to flag titles that may contain coarse language, 
violence or sexual content. Advisories you contribute will be viewable by other 
library members. 
x Private notes, which allow you to add a private note to any title in your collection. 
Private notes are not visible to other library members or staff.  
x Quotations, which allow you to provide quotations from the item itself. Contributed 
quotations will be visible to other library members when they look at an item’s 
detailed record.  
x Similar titles, allows you to recommend other titles that have something in common 
to the record being viewed.   
x Summaries, which allow you to provide a summary of the contents of the item 
(versus a “comment,” which is a review of this content.   
x Video, which allows you to add a video to an item in your collection to help other 
patrons determine if they would like to borrow it.  
x Age suitability, which allows you to suggest for which age groups the item may be 
suitable  
 
BiblioCommons engages clients in two other ways.  At the bottom of each record is a reporting 
mechanism, which allows users to report any offensive user-contributed metadata; if three such 
reports are made for any one instance that content is removed.  Second, every time clients 
contribute content, they receive community credits, by which prizes may be won.  Clients may 
also send messages to one another via an internal messaging system. 
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Figure 2: BiblioCommons User-Generated Content 
 
Figure 2 indicates that lists dominate user-contributed content, namely List bibliographies (29%), 
My collection bibliographies (23.29%); and For later list (23.22%).  These features allow clients 
to add items to pre-existing lists created by others, or to their own lists.  Ratings constitute 
14.07% of user-contributed content, while tags and comments only 1.12% and 1.09% 
respectively.  The other social features are not used significantly enough to be included in Figure 
5.  Registered users (6.24%) likely refers to the rights page that people can access when they log 
in to add content; it's not clear how or why this constitutes an element of user-contributed 
content. The results of the observation of the 50 records supports further the finding that social 
features, with the exception of bibliographies and ratings, are not being used significantly in 
BiblioCommons.  Tags were assigned to only 3 records (6%) and Comments to only 10 records 
(20%); the Ratings feature, however, was assigned to 32 records (72%). There was no growth in 
the number of tags or ratings assigned to any one record over the four months. It is difficult to 
track the rate of growth of ratings, since we could observe only the rating (e.g., 4 stars), not the 
total number of ratings assigned to any one record.  
 
6. Discussion 
The four months' worth of data acquired provides a snapshot of the use of the features that allow 
for user-generated content; the data are not completely comprehensive, as it is limited by the log 
data that is gathered by the two social discovery systems that was made available to us.  Both 
systems provide a range of features that allow clients to add content to bibliographic records; 
while this range does differ between the two systems, features held in common are user tags, user 
ratings, and user reviews or comments.  In addition to the many additional social features by 
which it allows clients to interact with the bibliographic records, BiblioCommons gives clients 
the opportunity to interact with each other via an internal messaging system; this feature is of 
particular importance, since it opens up the possibility of changing the role of the catalogue from 
an inventory of holdings, to a social network of clients and library staff.   
 
The data examined suggest that the two systems could provide more options by which user-
generated content can be accessed and searched. BiblioCommons provides a searchable tag field 
in the search box; this is not the case with AquaBrowser.  Since neither system provides a tag 
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cloud, it is important that provision be made for searching by tag.  A suggestion is that 
AquaBrowser incorporate a tag search field; one can search by individual tag once you come 
across them in individual bibliographic records, but this should not be the only way to 
incorporate tags in the initial search. The faceted navigation options provided by both systems 
allow you to filter your search results by tag; as has been shown, however, although both systems 
allow for an impressive range of facets, BiblioCommons incorporates more of its social features 
as facets in the form of different types of tags (e.g., affective, genre, etc.).  Neither system allows 
you to filter your search by rating; this facet would allow people to decide, for example, that for 
any given topic, they want to retrieve only results that have a stated minimum user rating.  
 
When it comes to the use of social features within bibliographic records, the data suggest that 
many of these features are considerably underused.  This observation is limited, of course, when 
it comes to AquaBrowser, since it relies only on the tracking of the 50 records, rather than the log 
analysis.  Both EPL and HPL records suggest that the tagging and review features are underused 
in both systems.  It is possible for both library systems to import tags and reviews from external 
sources such as Amazon and LibraryThing; while this approach would certainly increase user-
generated content in records, it should be approached with some caution. Content that is 
generated by local users may reflect better the local community that is served by the social 
discovery system.  Let us say, for example, that the social discovery system allows the creation 
tags in different languages; this means that members of various cultural groups within the 
community may have the opportunity to add tags in their own language.  In a pluralistic society 
such as Canada, where cultural diversity is celebrated, it is very important to encourage 
inclusiveness in user-generated content.  Imported tags, on the other hand, may reflect biases and 
language use that is not reflective of the local community, e.g., primarily American usage. 
Another point to consider is whether importing content may actually dissuade local clients from 
adding their own content to records. If, say local clients comes across records that are already 
populated by imported tags or reviews, how likely are they to add their own content?   
 
User-generated lists are clearly a very popular option in BiblioCommons; you can create 
customized lists in AquaBrowser, but their use could not be measured.  While technically, lists do 
not constitute user-generated metadata, in that no content is added to bibliographic records – 
unlike tags, reviews, or ratings – their popularity certainly gives us pause for thought.  While 
lists are a very useful way to allow individual clients to manage what they wish to see, watch, or 
listen to, their relevance could be increased by making them available publicly.  So, rather than 
being the only person who can see my lists, I can choose to make any of my lists available for 
public viewing, which is an option made available by BiblioCommons. This feature mimics 
popular list-sharing sites such as Delicious or LibraryThing; in many ways, such lists can serve 
as grassroots, informal readers' advisory services.  If, for example, in my result list for police 
procedural mysteries, I come across the lists of other clients who enjoy this genre, I can explore 
their lists to find other items of potential interest to me. Furthermore, library staff could use 
public client lists to keep track of reading, viewing, or listening interests, as well as to generate 
their own readers' advisory lists.  
 
7. Conclusion 
The results of our analysis suggest that clients of both Edmonton and Halifax public libraries are 
making limited use of the social features of the system that allow them to interact with the 
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catalogue records and with one another.  While BiblioCommons, in particular, shows promising 
results with respect to user-generated lists (e.g., I own this) and ratings, many of the social 
features are noticeably underused. Log analysis shows us patterns of use; it says nothing, 
however, about why people use these features, or choose not to. Is the ease with which these 
features are displayed or promoted a factor?  In the case of AquaBrowser, as we have seen, it is 
not immediately clear that you can add reviews or ratings to a record; on the other hand, 
BiblioCommons shows clearly the social features available, so presentation may not be a 
significant factor.   Incorporating tag clouds and providing an easier way to search for tags at the 
“entry” stage of the search, rather than at the refine stage, may be another way to engage clients 
more fully with user-generated metadata.   
 
An important question to consider is the extent to which people are motivated to add tags, 
reviews, or ratings to an item after they have read, seen, or listened to it.  Certainly sites like 
LibraryThing and Amazon are successful in generating user-generated metadata, but to what 
extent is this success related to the fact that in most cases, people are adding metadata to items 
they own?  The film site IMDB, on the other hand, often generates pages of user-written reviews 
for films or television series that people have watched; ownership of these items does not appear 
to be a significant factor.  If these sites are successful in generating user-created metadata, why is 
this not the case for the two systems examined?  Is it because people are so used to library 
catalogues whose content has always been controlled completely by library staff that they are 
afraid of adding their own content to bibliographic records?  Since the implementation and 
maintenance of social discovery systems is costly, it is important for library management to 
make informed decisions about which system features are the most cost effective and how these 
features may be better tailored to meet user needs. A noticeable limitation of transaction log 
analysis is that it does not tell us why clients use these features and, perhaps more importantly, 
why they do not.  Future research will thus focus on clients' motivations for engaging with the 
social features of social discovery systems, and their perceptions of, and satisfaction with, the 
benefits of these features.  
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Teaching classification in the 21st century* 
 
 
Abstract: Cataloguing and classification were at the core of the first librarian training programs In 2011, 
LIS educators continue to believe in the importance of teaching the basics of the classification process to 
all future information professionals. Information on classification instruction was collected through a 
survey of instructors in ALA-accredited LIS masters’ programs. The survey was structured around issues 
touching several dimensions of any teaching endeavour, with an emphasis on the tools used to help 
students develop several types of skills involved in the classification process. This article presents 
quantitative data provided by respondents representing 31 distinct LIS masters’ programs. We hope it can 
be used as foundation to pursue the examination of classification instruction in an ever changing 
information world. 
 
*Also published as: Hudon, Michèle. 2-11. Teaching Classification in the 21st Century. Knowledge 
Organization 38: 342-51. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Cataloguing and classification were at the core of the first librarian training programs (Spillane 1999). 
More than 100 hundred years later, they are still part of the curriculum in a majority of Library and 
Information Science (LIS) masters’ programs. Over the past 25 years, cataloguing and classification 
courses have been deconstructed and restructured, evaluated and critiqued, usually by those who teach 
them or those who benefit directly from them in technical and reference services. During that time, the 
technology evolved at an incredible speed and complex and powerful networks were created, leading to 
the implementation of the World Wide Web. Reference librarians were replaced on the front lines by 
smart interfaces allowing end-users to access information from their living-room, the neighbourhood café 
or the bus on their way to work. New types of documents and new formats were offered, threatening the 
very existence of traditional collections. Subject representation and classification policies have had to 
adapt to new possibilities offered by the technology, for example assigning an information resource to 
multiple classes as a way to better deal with the multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity that have 
characterized scientific evolution over the period. 
LIS educators continue to advocate the importance of teaching classification. It seems obvious that 
the process cannot anymore be presented strictly as a way to order physical documents in a library 
collection, that it must be seen more widely as an efficient means of providing subject access to all types 
of resources, including digital ones. In LIS schools, instructors have had to deal with the need to change 
not only course contents, but also its delivery, the technology having had an important impact on teaching 
methods in class or at a distance. 
To collect baseline information on classification instruction at the start of the second decade of the 
21st century, we surveyed classification instructors in ALA-accredited LIS masters programs. The survey 
was structured around specific issues touching several dimensions of any teaching endeavour and we 
obtained descriptive data on classification courses taught in U.S. and Canadian LIS schools. In the survey 
as well as in this report, the phrase “classification course” is used to represent both those section(s) of 
broader organization or cataloguing courses that focus on classification operations and tools, and full 
courses that focus on those exclusively. 
Our research questions were:  
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1. What are the most common objectives pursued in classification courses?   
2. What proportion of instruction time is currently dedicated to the process of subject analysis as it 
relates to classification, to class number identification and building techniques, and to the use of 
the web interface in classification courses? 
3. Which classification systems are commonly used to teach classification? 
4. Which version(s) of classification schedules are most commonly used in classification courses, by 
the instructor and by the student? 
5. What use is currently being made of web-based versions of classification schedules? 
6. Which techniques are currently used to evaluate learning outcomes in classification courses?  
 
The survey was conducted in January and February 2011. This article focuses on questions 2-6 and 
presents a preliminary analysis of quantitative data provided by respondents representing 31 LIS masters’ 
programs. At this time, the results are presented in amalgamated form and few correlations have been 
attempted.   
 
2. Previous research and brief literature review 
 
From 1987 to the present date, four types of contributions were made to the literature on the topic of 
cataloguing and classification instruction: research papers, description of course objectives, contents and 
outcomes by cataloguing and classification instructors, pleas made by researchers and practitioners on the 
necessity to increase the number of cataloguing and classification courses in LIS programs, articles 
expressing the view of practitioners on the place of these subjects in the LIS curriculum; papers in this 
last category are the most likely to assess critically the knowledge and skills of recently minted 
professionals. Eight themes are recurrent: history, the place of cataloguing and classification in the LIS 
curriculum, theory versus practice, general course contents, specific topics, systems and standards, 
teaching methods and tools, teaching with online tools, and learning outcomes (Hudon 2010). 
Several authors have described the trend of eliminating courses devoted entirely to either 
descriptive or subject cataloguing in the core curriculum, replacing them with integrated courses bearing 
the words “information” and “organization” in their titles (Spillane 1999; Joudrey 2002; Davis 2008; 
Joudrey 2008). Papers on the topic of cataloguing and classification instruction tend to offer similar lists 
of elements of contents to be covered in core and elective courses (Williamson 1987; Connaway 1997; 
Velluci 1997); bibliographic classification appears on every list, with the proviso that teaching must stress 
the relation between tools, processes, users’ needs and behaviour, and information system functionalities. 
Familiarity with the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and the Library of Congress Classification 
(LCC) are required for catalogers (Joudrey 2002), and in core courses, the DDC is commonly introduced 
as example of a functional hierarchical structure (Taylor and Joudrey 2002; Taylor 2006). 
It has always been considered useful that students become familiar with the tools they will be 
using in their first professional position (Williamson 1987; Hall-Ellis 2008). The classification schedules 
themselves remain a most effective tool for teaching bibliographic classification. The availability of major 
cataloging and classification tools in the familiar Windows environment have changed not only “the way 
in which catalogers function” but also “the way in which we teach the cataloging process” (Velluci 1997, 
42), adding complexity to an already difficult curriculum subject. 
Few educators have picked up on the difficulty of teaching classification using web-based e-
versions of classification schedules. Taylor observes that students struggle to gain an appropriate 
conceptual model of the DDC if they learn with WebDewey (2006) and Hider addresses this difficulty in 
a comparative study carried to “examine whether the student’s use of a particular version of DDC affected 
their learning” (2004, 15). 
The difficulties of teaching with web-based tools, such as WebDewey and Classification Web, are 
of two kinds. First, these tools are intended for professional cataloguers and assume prior knowledge and 
skills required to classify; they are intimidating for novices. Secondly, the need for the students to tame 
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the interface and to learn how to benefit from the capabilities of the software adds another, far from 
insignificant, stratum to the learning curve.  
Classification calls for the application of distinct types of skills. On the cognitive level, students 
learn how to analyze the contents of a document, to identify topics, concepts and facets, and to 
discriminate between core and peripheral topics in relation to specific contexts, systems, and needs. On 
the technical level, they must learn how to navigate classification structures and to translate topics, 
concepts, and facets into appropriate representations in the form of class numbers. We suggest that the use 
of web-based versions of classification schemes introduces a third dimension to the classification process, 
a technological dimension. 
The complexity of the process no doubt makes it difficult for educators to evaluate actual learning 
outcomes. One would think that evaluation would be an important topic in the literature of a professional 
field such as LIS. Yet, few articles address this with sufficient details. This is why Romero’s conclusions 
are so eloquent. Her examination of entry-level professionals’ errors in subject analysis and representation 
indirectly evaluates the practical knowledge possessed by LIS recent graduates. Her observation that the 
principal weakness of new LIS professionals is not of a technical or technological, but rather of a 
conceptual nature, is challenging. She observes “an inadequacy on the part of the participants in 
determining the subject content of a book” (1995, 224), and concludes that “there appears to be a 
relationship in the ability to assess the subject of a book and the ability to convey that information into 
subject cataloging and classification” (1995, 226). 
Individual course outcomes must also be evaluated. We know that clarity of objectives, teaching 
methods and tools, class size, learning aids, etc. are among factors sure to have an impact on learning. 
Indirectly, Hider evaluates his own course in a small-scale comparative study of learning outcomes in 
students who are being taught the DDC using different versions (paper-based and online) of the 
schedules. His conclusion that there does not seem to be any significant difference in performance and 
results, whatever version of the DDC the students were given (Hider 2004), is intriguing and suggests the 
need to investigate further the topic of teaching classification with web-based tools; Hider himself warns 
that his conclusions must not extend across to other classification schemes and other circumstances (2004, 
23).   
 
3. Methodology 
 
The lack of details available in recent literature on the specific objectives, methods and tools of 
classification instruction, as well as the specificity of our questions, warranted the use of the survey 
questionnaire as primary tool for data collection. The questionnaire was structured in five sections: 
Respondent, Course status, Course objectives, Teaching tools, Evaluation methods. Course outlines 
designed by our respondents for the current academic year (2010-2011) were also collected to serve as 
secondary source of descriptive data. 
All instructors (rank professors, adjuncts and lecturers) assuming full or partial responsibility for 
classification courses offered in 2010-2011 in one of the 56 ALA-accredited master’s programs in the 
United States and Canada were personally invited to complete a web-based questionnaire. The 
questionnaire was designed to provide numerical data (number of courses, frequency of use of a specific 
tool, etc.) as well as information in the form of text (objectives, description of recent modifications, etc.) 
The professional version of SurveyGizmo (www.surveygizmo.com) was used to edit the questionnaire, 
communicate with the participants, collect the data and produce basic reports.  
Descriptive statistics were used to organize and present quantitative data. Text analysis focused 
on comparisons of wording and expressions, with a view to identifying similarities and differences in 
distinct courses, as well as relations to one or more of the three dimensions (cognitive, technical and 
technological) of the classification process. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
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In this article, quantitative data collected to answer our research questions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are presented in 
amalgamated form. Fractions have been rounded up/down to the nearest integer. 
 
4.1. Respondents 
 
One hundred and forty-seven (147) instructors were invited to participate in the web-based survey. 
Thirty-six (36) questionnaires were completed (25%). Of the 36 respondents, 27 are rank professors, 
seven are adjuncts, one is a lecturer and one a LIS professional. All respondents had previous teaching 
experience in a graduate LIS program, with three respondents declaring as many as 32, 35 and 40 years of 
experience respectively. The average number of years of experience is 11,6, with a median of 10 years. 
Most participants have been teaching classification for as long as they have been teaching in a LIS 
program; only three declare no previous experience in teaching classification while five instructors claim 
more than 21 years of experience in teaching this subject; the average number of years of experience in 
teaching classification is 12, with a median of 10 years. Thirty-one (31) of our 36 participants also declare 
at least one year of professional experience in a library or other information service, the highest number 
of years of professional experience being 29 and the average nine years.  
Eleven (11) more questionnaires (8%) were only partially completed and could not be used in our 
discussions; eight came from rank professors, two from adjuncts and one from a LIS professional. 
 
4.2. Courses 
 
Our 36 respondents hail from 31 distinct ALA accredited programs. All seven Canadian accredited LIS 
programs and 24 programs offered across the US are represented; five programs are represented by two 
instructors. Asked how many distinct classification courses they were teaching in academic year 2010-
2011, 21 instructors told us they were fully or partially responsible for only one course; 12 instructors 
listed two courses and three instructors listed three distinct courses. Fifty-one (51) distinct courses 
focusing entirely or partially on bibliographic classification were thus described in detail. 
 
4.2.1. Course characteristics 
 
It did not come as a surprise that the words “organization” or organizing” are the most common words 
found in the titles of mandatory and elective course (25 occurrences), closely followed by “classification” 
(24 occurrences) and “cataloging” (21 occurrences). The combination “cataloging and classification” 
appears 20 times while “Information”, “Information organization” and “Organization of information” are 
read 17 times. “Knowledge Organization” and “Organisation of knowledge” appear five times only in all 
51 course titles. 
Several courses have been taught a considerable number of times. Eighteen (18) courses have 
already been offered more than 10 times; on the other hand, 26 courses had been offered five times of less 
before the 2010-2011 academic year. The large number of courses taught 10 times or less (33 or 65%) 
may be attributed to recent curriculum reviews in many LIS programs. As for extreme values (40, 50, 60 
times), they are explained by the fact that half of these courses (25) are normally offered several times in 
a single academic year. Twenty (20) courses are offered once a year, one is scheduled every other year 
and five are taught occasionally. Mandatory courses are offered most frequently. 
Twenty-seven (27) courses are taught in a class setting exclusively, eight are offered online only, 
and 16 are offered in a mixed format. For courses taught online, there may be a requirement for the 
students to spend some time in a classroom on campus or elsewhere. Mixed format also applies to courses 
taught in a classroom during a particular term and online the following term. Close to half (24) of the 
classification courses described can now be completed at a distance.  
Twenty courses (20) are mandatory for all students in the LIS program, four are mandatory in a 
particular stream only, and 27 are elective. Second and third courses listed by a single instructor are all 
elective. Even if a significant proportion (39%) of courses is required of all students, many can only be 
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taken after or in parallel with one or more other courses (Table 1). A few courses list more than one 
prerequisite, while 16 courses are open to all students. The large number (24) of courses requiring that the 
students have completed an “Introduction to information organization” course prior to registering for 
classification instruction shows that classification is considered important enough in several programs to 
warrant advanced and specialized instruction. 
 
Prerequisite Number of courses 
Intro to LIS (or equiv.) 12 
Intro to info technology (or  equiv.) 4 
Intro to organization of info. (or equiv.)  24 
Others 11 
None  16 
Table 1. Course prerequisites 
 
The duration of a course over a semester varies from 30 to 64 hours, with a mean of 36 hours and a 
median of 40 hours.  
 
4.2.2. Course contents 
 
One of the most challenging question in this survey requested instructors to estimate the number of hours 
devoted in their course to bibliographic classification and to various elements of contents pertaining to 
classification more generally; these were: subject analysis as it relates to classification, theory, DDC, 
LCC, other classification schemes. We also asked how much time, if any, was devoted to supervised 
classification exercises.  
The data reported in Table 2 provides food for thought on the importance given to specific 
elements of contents, but it should be remembered that the figures are at best approximations of the actual 
number of hours spent on teaching the subject. Several instructors commented on the difficulty of 
estimating how much time was actually spent on a specific topic or category of topics. A colleague said, 
for example, that “subject analysis was always taught in the background and not as a separate curriculum 
item”; this could make it harder to assess subject analysis skills independently.  
 
 Number of courses (n=51)  
Number of hours Bibliogr. class. 
Subject 
analysis Theory DDC LCC 
Other 
schemes 
Appl. 
None 2 8 3 9 8 25 13 
1-5 hours 10 32 44 27 31 25 22 
6-10 hours 18 7 2 14 12 1 13 
11-15 hours 13 3 0 1 0 0 1 
16 + hours 8 1 2 0 0 0 2 
Table 2. Number of hours devoted to classification 
 
In a majority of courses, instructors pay much more than lip service to bibliographic classification, to 
subject analysis, to DDC and LCC. Theory is allotted from one to five hours in 44 courses; this may be 
interpreted as time set aside to familiarize students with theoretical principles but it is probable that theory 
is also presented through examples and discussed during exercises. This colleague’s comment will sound 
familiar to those who teach introductory courses: “More practical examples in the class before presenting 
the conceptual understanding with principles and methods. Students do not appear to appreciate the 
principles and concepts. The younger students today seem to want the practical examples more than 
theories and principles”. Also interesting is the amount of time given to applications; thirty courses (30) 
include supervised exercises which would address primarily the technical dimension of the classification 
process.  
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4.2.2.1. Dewey Decimal Classification 
 
The DDC exhibits all of the features that make a bibliographic classification scheme functional and that 
we want students to be familiar with; this would explain why DDC is taught in most classification courses 
offered in North American LIS schools as typical example of a hierarchical classification scheme. 
Most of our respondents are giving some time to the DDC in their courses; DDC is covered in 42 
courses in our list of 51. We asked these respondents whether they are using the DDC schedules for 
teaching, and if so, what edition/version of the scheme is favoured. Not surprisingly, we confirmed that 
the DDC schedules are used as teaching tool in a large majority of courses (39 out of 42). Several 
versions of the DDC are used by instructors and their students (Table 3), often more than one within a 
same course. We considered that a particular version or edition is used even if only excerpts of the 
scheme are used in class. 
 
DDC version Number of courses 
22nd ed (Full paper) 17 (40%) 
21st ed. (Full paper) 4 (10%) 
20th ed. (Full paper) 2 (5%) 
14th ed. (Abridged paper) 3 (7%) 
WebDewey (Full or Abridged) 30 (71%) 
DDC summaries 1 (3%) 
Table 3. Versions of DDC used for teaching 
 
WebDewey® is a product of OCLC (www.oclc.org/dewey) available through the OCLC Connexion® 
service (connexion.oclc.org). The use of WebDewey for teaching classification was a focus of our study; 
we learned that it was used as teaching tool in 30 out of 42 courses, and by 28 of our 36 participants 
(78%). We were also interested in knowing why instructors would or would not use WebDewey as 
teaching tool. Eight respondents only declared not using WebDewey for teaching. The reasons behind 
their decision are given in Table 4 (more than one reason could be given by one instructor). 
 
 DDC LCC 
Reason Number of instructors (n=8) 
Number of 
instructors (n=4) 
No absolute necessity to be familiar with the format 4 (50%) 1 (25%) 
Non-effectiveness as teaching tool 2 (25%) 2 (50%) 
Difficulty of access 2 (25%) 1 (25%) 
Difficulty of using the interface 1 (13%) 1 (25%) 
Not available at my school 1 (13%) 1 (25%) 
Other 3 (37%) 1 (25%) 
Table 4. Reasons for not using web-based versions of classification schedules as teaching tools 
 
The unavailability of the web-based version of the DDC is a deciding factor for one instructor 
only and it appears that WebDewey is available in all other LIS schools. Of the three respondents who 
offered other reasons for not using WebDewey, one declared not having time to do it all and another not 
having been given the appropriate credentials to show how WebDewey works. One instructor specifies 
that the small section of his course which discusses classification focuses on concepts and not on specific 
schemes or applications.  
WebDewey is used as teaching tool in 30 distinct courses, and the reasons offered by 22 
instructors for doing so are detailed in Table 5. 
 
 DDC LCC 
Reason Number of Number of 
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instructors (n=22) instructors (n=24) 
Necessity to be familiar with the format 14 (64%) 15 (63%) 
Effectiveness as teaching tool 10 (46%) 10 (42%) 
Convenience and accessibility 20 (91%) 21 (86%) 
Only version available at my school 9 (41%) 10 (42%) 
Cost 3 (14%) 4 (17%) 
Other (Course taught online) 6 (27%) 5 (21%) 
Table 5. Reasons for using web-based versions of classification schedules as teaching tools 
  
Convenience and accessibility are the main incentives for instructors to use WebDewey, but not 
everybody appears convinced yet of the need for students to be familiar with the format. Of the six 
respondents who offered other reasons for using WebDewey, five specified that they were teaching online 
courses and that a web-based version of the DDC was the only one they could use. 
WebDewey is used by 20 instructors (91%) to provide examples in class, by 15 instructors (68%) 
for supervised exercises, by 16 instructors (73%) for assignments and by two instructors only (9%) during 
exams. On average, instructors who use WebDewey as teaching tool have been doing so for five years, 
while the format has been available for a little under 10 years.  
Identical questions were asked with regards to the use of a paper-based version of the schedules. 
To teach DDC, 15 instructors declare using the traditional paper version of the schedules and 15 declare 
never using it. Their reasons to do so are detailed in Tables 6 and 7. 
Comments by respondents reveal that a majority of instructors who declare not using the paper 
version (nine out of 15) do in fact use it occasionally to prepare a class; two online instructors scan pages 
so that students “can see what it looks like, see examples and do a small exercise”. An elective course’s 
instructor specifies that his students are already familiar with the paper version of the DDC, since they 
have worked with it in a prerequisite course. 
One third of the instructors (10 out of 30) who teach bibliographic classification through the DDC 
still agree that the traditional version is effective as teaching tool. Indeed, among other reasons provided, 
two clearly relate to ease of use and effectiveness: “some students find it easier when learning” and “the 
paper allows the students to form a more comprehensive picture of the classification compared to single 
screen shots online”. This confirms what Taylor (2006) and Hider (2004) have suggested, but the 
relatively small proportion reveals that instructors’ views on this matter may be changing as they become 
more closely acquainted with the functionalities of WebDewey. 
DDC on paper is used by 14 instructors (93%) to provide examples in class, by eight instructors 
(53%) for supervised exercises and assignments, and by three instructors only in the context of exams 
(20%). 
 
4.2.2.2. Library of Congress Classification 
 
Classification Web (classificationweb.net), a product of the Library of Congress Cataloging Distribution 
Service, has been available for over ten years. Given the bulk of the LCC schedules, it has been readily 
adopted and integrated to the classifier’s toolbox; the same happened in LIS schools, which could not 
afford multiple full sets of schedules in print; for classification instructors, Classification Web has always 
been an attractive teaching tool. 
Twenty-eight (28) of our 36 respondents said they were using the LCC schedules for teaching. 
Eleven (39%) still use the paper-based version and 24 (86%) use Classification Web. The use of the paper 
version requires certain practical arrangements. Instructors comment: “only a select schedule is used in a 
limited way”, “I scan particular sections”, “I have selected volumes in my office that students can borrow, 
I bring these to class as examples when teaching on campus”. The four instructors who do not use 
Classification Web as teaching tool offer six reasons for not doing so (Table 4). The 24 instructors who 
use Classification Web to teach bibliographic classification through LCC are also doing so for six reasons 
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(Table 5). Convenience and accessibility are again the primary reasons for using Classification Web in 
class. 
Classification Web is used by 23 out of 24 instructors (96%) to provide examples in class, by 14 
instructors (58%) for supervised exercises, by 17 instructors (71%) for assignments and by two instructors 
for exams. It has been used on average for close to five years; this number may relate more to the number 
of years our respondents have been teaching LCC than to a recent change of teaching tool.  
Seventeen (17) respondents declare not using at all the paper version of the LCC schedules for 
reasons quoted in Table 6. 
 
 DDC LCC 
Reason Number of instructors (n=15) 
Number of 
instructors (n=17) 
No absolute necessity to be familiar with the format 0 2 (12%) 
Non-effectiveness as teaching tool 1 (7%) 3 (18%) 
Cost  3 (20%) 4 (24%) 
Not available at my school 6 (40%) 9 (53%) 
Course taught online 5(33%) 3 (18%) 
Other 2 (13%) 0 
Table 6. Reasons for not using paper-based versions of classification schedules as teaching tools 
 
Among the comments offered by non-users of LCC on paper, two relate to the number of students 
in a class: “We usually have 40-60 students per semester. ClassWeb is more practical to use”; “We do not 
anymore keep a complete and up to date set of LC schedules. Of the schedules that we keep, we have at 
most 10 copies, this is useless with a group of 40-50 students”. But the paper version has not been 
abandoned yet; it is still used as teaching tool by 11 respondents, several of whom are obviously also 
using Classification Web. They do so for reasons provided in Table 7. 
 
 DDC LCC 
Reason Number of instructors (n=15) 
Number of 
instructors (n=11) 
Necessity to be familiar with the format 7 (47%) 3 (28%) 
Effectiveness as teaching tool 11 (73%) 8 (73%) 
Convenience and accessibility 9 (60%) 6 (55%) 
Cost 2 (13%) 3 (27%) 
Only version available at my school 1 (7%) 1 (9%) 
Other 3 (20%) 0 
Table 7. Reasons for using paper-based versions of classification schedules as teaching tools 
 
One instructor specifies that “it helps to see the paper version before learning the Classification 
Web version (easier to navigate and see it holistically)”, echoing this other comment from a colleague: “to 
give students an understanding of how the scheme is structured”. Another respondent says that he “likes 
to show the difference in access between the online and the paper versions”. 
The paper version is used by 10 instructors (91%) to provide examples in class, by seven 
instructors (64%) both for supervised exercises and for assignments, and by two instructors (18%) during 
exams. Only two instructors use the full set of tables in print. Most respondents use one or two classes 
only; Classes A, H, K, N, PN-PZ, PR and Z are used for teaching purposes. In at least one case, the class 
and table used for teaching is the only one of which multiple copies are available in the instructor’s 
school.    
 
4.3. Evaluation 
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In a classification course, evaluating learning outcomes is not an easy process. In classifying, various 
skills are applied and one cannot expect that the students will develop all of them equally in a single 
course. Learning outcomes are evaluated by application of one or more methods (Table 8). 
 
Evaluation method Number of courses 
Written essay or oral presentation 18 (35%) 
Application / technical exercises 45 (88%) 
Exam 17 (33%) 
Table 8. Evaluation methods 
 
Forty-five (45) out of 51 courses use technical exercises as an evaluation method; this would 
likely address primarily the technical and technological dimensions of the classification process. In eleven 
(11) courses, technical exercises are also used in the context of exams, thus reinforcing the importance of 
the technical dimension. The cognitive dimension of the process, obviously more difficult to measure, 
would likely be present in essays but would also appear in technical exercises if subjects are identified by 
students rather than given to them to be translated into an appropriate class number; eighteen (18) courses 
require that the students write an essay, and 10 courses require an essay as part of an exam.  
Other evaluation methods include a final project, the creation of a classification scheme on a topic 
chosen by the student, subject analysis of a set of materials and selection of an appropriate controlled 
vocabulary to represent the subjects, and a DDC/LCC comparison; these methods of evaluation, used in 
advanced level courses, make it possible to assess more accurately the acquisition of cognitive skills in 
students.  
Despite the difficulty of evaluating subject analysis and classification skills, instructors appear 
confident in the capacity of their chosen method(s) of evaluation to assess correctly types and levels of 
capabilities in their students (Table 9). 
 
 Number of courses (n=51) 
Dimension Not confident 
Somewhat 
confident 
Reasonably 
confident 
Totally 
confident 
Subject 
analysis 4 5 28 14 
Technical 
application 6 8 25 12 
Use of 
interface 10 12 22 9 
Table 9. Level of confidence in evaluation methods 
 
In 42 courses, instructors are reasonably or totally confident that they can assess correctly their 
students’ subject analysis abilities through the evaluation methods they have selected. In 37 courses, they 
also think that their students’ skills in using the schedules to locate or construct class numbers are 
correctly evaluated; this would indicate that, in most courses, technical exercises are not used only to 
assess technical skills but also to stimulate the development of subject analysis skills. The few instructors 
who have yet to adopt either WebDewey or Classification Web as teaching tools are no doubt those who 
say they are not confident in their students’ abilities to use web interfaces. 
 
5. Some limitations of the study 
 
This article presents quantitative data collected through our survey questionnaire. An analysis of 
qualitative information found in course objectives, statements of recent and significant changes made to 
courses and instructors’ comments will eventually allow us to present an even more interesting picture of 
bibliographic classification instruction in the 21st century. However, some general limitations of our study 
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will not authorize us to pretend that we could ever provide a complete picture of the state of classification 
instruction in 2011.   
The use of a web-based questionnaire and the emphasis on quantitative information could at best 
provide baseline data, but without the richness of details and the nuances that we could obtain during an 
interview with individual instructors. Despite our care in constructing and refining the questions and the 
navigation patterns so that respondents would not see questions that did not apply to their situation, the 
length of the questionnaire was a challenge to all; it was a disincentive for 11 instructors, who did input 
data but left the questionnaire uncompleted, and no doubt for many others among the non-respondents.   
One instructor pointed out that a few questions were biased towards in-class teaching and did not 
apply to online courses; such a bias would have reflected the researcher’s personal experience. However, 
a closer examination of questionnaires completed by online instructors showed that the bias, if there 
indeed was one, does not appear to have skewed the information in any significant way; nevertheless, the 
remark is pertinent, does open a new window on the topic, and suggests that a study of respective 
characteristics of in-class and online classification courses may be warranted at this time.    
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Classification retains its importance in LIS masters’ programs where it is first introduced in core, 
mandatory organization courses, and then covered in depth in elective advanced level courses. The 
amount of time dedicated to concepts, principles and theory is modest but these are indirectly discussed in 
lessons on specific classification schemes, with the DDC and the LCC still used as primary examples of 
functional hierarchical structures. Instructors confirm that they do not consider essential at this time to 
add theoretical content in their courses; on the other hand, the integration of more examples and exercises 
is a priority. 
 The number of classification courses offered online or in a mixed format is now significant. This 
explains in part the apparent popularity of web-based versions of classification schedules; a majority of 
instructors appreciate their convenience and accessibility, and seem little concerned about their 
effectiveness as teaching tools. However, classification instructors are not yet ready to abandon the 
traditional paper-based format of major classification schemes, and to turn to digital formats exclusively.  
Web-based instructional tools impact not only learning outcomes, but also teaching. Can we teach 
classification the same way using paper and web-based tools? Is there a need to modify course objectives 
when teaching with web-based tools? Which elements of contents become unnecessary? Which must be 
added? How much time is spent on “teaching” the interface? How do we guard against the risk of 
transforming a knowledge, information and documents organization course into another “how to use this 
web-based database” course? 
Our research methodology did not supply all the qualitative details needed to provide a precise 
answer to the general question: How is bibliographic classification being taught at the start of the 21st 
century? It allowed us, however, to reach our objective of outlining a picture of classification instruction 
in 2011, and of providing baseline data for future studies. We hope that this data can be used as a 
departure point to pursue the examination of classification instruction; further studies could better reveal 
the current state of classification instruction than our own, which did not benefit from the availability of 
previous data usable for comparison purposes. 
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Knowledge Organization Under Digital Inversion: Toward a Theory for 
Cooperative Librarian Organizing Methods for Online Books 
 
 
Abstract: Theories can provide frameworks with which to construct models for cooperative professional 
practices. The knowledge organization theorizing of Cutter, Dewey and others leading up to and 
following the 1876 first meeting of the American Library Association set this precedent for over 130 
years of professional librarianship. With the relatively recent advent of the possibility for publishing texts 
online, librarians are potentially at another epochal time when basic theoretical frameworks for 
cooperative professional practice are due for re-examination and possible wholesale changes. This paper 
provides a preliminary theoretical investigation of a framework, digital inversion theory, for thinking 
about possible the cooperative knowledge organization practices for the existing network of librarians. 
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
The philosophical question guiding this research is: “What if the affordances of online 
publishing were such that a new online format ended up superceding the print book and then all 
past works were textually transmitted accordingly?” This would mean yet another textual 
transmission for many existing works some of which span the entire history of publishing 
formats from clay tablet to parchment scroll to manuscript and print codex. From a knowledge 
organization perspective, publishers of transmitted texts look to take advantage of the internal 
arrangement capabilities of new formats in order to improve random access via book indexes and 
other techniques. For example, it makes sense to think that most modern publishing houses 
would not consider publishing Plato’s Republic without an index in order to leverage the very 
advantage that the codex had over its prior competitor format, the scroll. Similarly, librarians 
have successfully looked to take advantage of the evolution of textual formats over time in 
devising optimal cataloging and classified shelf arrangement systems for their collections. 
 
With a focus on organizing texts, librarians have always been dependent on format types and are 
therefore sensitive to changes in the publishing industry. At the present time, the advent of an 
online publishing option is challenging librarians to evolve their cooperative knowledge 
organization methods. The study of publishing, including its history, standards development, and 
production techniques, can thus provide librarians with valuable perspectives and insights when 
considering the present day publishing situation. An excellent example of the historical study of 
publishing is Pierce Butler’s The Origin of Printing in Europe (Butler 1940), which also 
provides philosophical guidance to present day librarians in terms of showing how even complex 
changes in society have gradualist tendencies: 
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The origin of printing itself was but the first stage in the development of books as we 
know them. To understand the modern book, one should know something of its history 
and comprehend the gradual process whereby it emerged from the pen-written medieval 
manuscript. 
 
In summary form, these were the phases in the development of the modern book that Butler 
suggested: 
 
1. Phase I: Origin of the mechanical process of printing – existing works migrated to 
the printed book, but retained their original appearance as handwritten script; 
2. Phase II: Exploitation of movable type – new fonts designed for the printing 
process and new facilities were provided for readers, including title pages, tables, 
indexes, etc.; 
3. Phase III: Discovery of true publication – the move from (re)printing existing 
works to the seeking of newly written works so that publishers had more inventory for 
sales; 
4. Phase IV: Printed book as determinative agent – the societal realization that the 
printing press has become “a potent instrument of public appeal and propaganda.”  
 
The introduction of Butler’s analysis here is not meant to indicate belief in a historical 
determinism going forward in terms of the present and future possibilities of online publishing 
and its impact on librarianship. The historian, of course, has the natural advantage of analyzing 
existing evidence, and Butler’s observation of gradualism in the history of the development of 
print techniques is based on his investigation of a fertile field of historical evidence generated 
over 500 years of print history. Looking forward in time, this paper is necessarily theoretical and 
speculative in nature, and the invocation of Butler’s work is only meant to place this work at a 
similar level of abstraction pertaining to gradualism: What is seen in today’s world of online 
publishing may not become the established method and that there remains a need for continued 
theoretical and speculative work in publishing and librarianship futures. 
 
There is one crucial difference in Butler’s book, however, compared to the present matter at 
hand: He concentrated on gradualism pertaining to textual inscribing technologies, namely, the 
supersession of print codex over manuscript codex, rather than pertaining to the evolution of 
textual formats, which will be argued is how the advent of online publishing should be viewed. 
The present study suggests that the advent of an online publishing option is related to the arrival 
of a new basic textual format, a situation in publishing that has not been experienced since the 
rise of the codex (Roberts and Skeat, 1983; O’Donnell 1998).  
 
The online format for publishing texts provides an important new technological opportunity for 
21st century publishing. However, the emergent online publishing infrastructure is not simply a 
platform for yet another variation of physical textual format like the tablet, scroll, or codex 
whose imprinted, manuscript or printed textual forms once published remained static.  Rather, it 
enables a dynamic textual format, the online book, whose dynamic ontological status allows for 
continual periodic or non-periodic “real time” updates as needed after the text is published 
(Table 1). The immediate benefit of an online book as a potential format is that its parts can be 
updated as necessary. For example, an author does not have the option of updating part of a 
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physical book without the introduction of a new edition of that text while the online book can be 
updated as needed: If an author needs to update Chapter 6, this can be accomplished by 
recognizing that as part of an online book, Chapter 6 can be updated without disturbing Chapters 
1-5. This logic extends to updating portions of Chapter 6 as well.  
 
 
Textual Format Inscribing Method Ontological Status Label 
Tablet Imprinting Static “Tablet” 
Scrolls Script Static “Scroll” 
Codex Script Static “Book” 
Codex Print Static “Book” 
Digitized codex Digital Static “eBook” 
Online Digital Dynamic “Online book” 
Table 1. Textual formats over time 
 
Given the possibility of an online textual format for dynamic publishing, several questions arise: 
Which format should take precedence? Might a case be made for a digital inversion in which the 
online textual format takes precedence over the codex? How would this modify the very nature 
of the abstract concept of the work? What would librarianship be like if it were to become known 
primarily for managing the dynamic texts in online books and secondarily for managing texts 
contained in physical codices? As these questions are explored in this paper, it will be helpful to 
understand the various aspects of texts, their production, and their use: 
 
1. Textual generation: The creation of a new text by an authoring entity; 
2. Textual transmission: The publishing history of a text as it is updated and/or 
modified: 
a. Into new editions published using the type of textual format,  
b. Into new editions published using different type of textual format carrier (e.g., 
from tablet to scroll to codex); 
3. Textual multiplication: The distribution of copies of texts to different contextual 
situations, from samizdat to formal, a necessary precursor capability before texts can 
be intentionally selected and aggregated into usable (library) collections (Tanselle 
1989); 
4. Textual reception: The impact of distributed texts on readers, including those impacts 
recorded in specific copies of texts (e.g., marginalia), those impacts traced through 
the apparatus of citation and documentation, and those impacts analyzed through 
literary criticism; 
5. Textual use: The outcome of the use of distributed texts in contextualized situations. 
 
Understanding the formal study of texts is important because all five aspects of texts are 
potentially impacted by the advent of an online publishing option, and library-based knowledge 
organization must attempt to account for these textual functions.  
 
2.0 Library Cooperative Knowledge Organization 
Theories can provide frameworks with which to construct models for cooperative professional 
practices. The knowledge organization theorizing of Cutter, Dewey and others leading up to and 
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following the 1876 first meeting of the American Library Association set this precedent for over 
130 years of professional librarianship. With the relatively recent advent of the possibility for 
publishing texts online, librarians are potentially at another epochal time when basic theoretical 
frameworks for cooperative professional practice are due for re-examination and possible 
wholesale changes. 
 
Cooperative knowledge organization was a central theme of the 1876 first meeting of the 
American Library Association. In particular, Cutter and his Objects of the Catalog and Dewey 
with his universal classification set up a planning period leading to the eventual development of 
a cooperative cataloging code and of common shelf arrangement methods for deployment across 
libraries. By 1876, there were thousands of libraries in the United States clustering into 
categories that are familiar even today: Academic libraries, public libraries, school libraries and 
special libraries. However, as Miksa (1977) notes that despite these various library practice 
contexts, Cutter saw a single library system: 
 
Cutter also stressed that all libraries together made up a system of resources for users at 
all levels of expertise, but especially for serious scholars…. His view of the total library 
system also affected his view of the modern history of libraries in the United States. He 
concluded that the libraries of the country were in actuality an expression of an 
evolutionary development that had had its greatest moment in the nineteenth century. 
Libraries had progressed from private to public ownership and together constituted a 
single national resource (Miksa 1977, 47-48). 
 
Cutter’s central role in laying the groundwork for library cooperative practices in knowledge 
organization is cited because it can be credited in part for today’s network of libraries and well 
established cooperative organizing methods, from the Anglo-American Cataloging 
Rules/Resource Description and Access to shared subject vocabularies and classification 
schemes. The sharing of these systems provides for library economy and consistent library user 
experiences in branch libraries that are crucial to the success of libraries today. 
 
Upon reflection, one can conclude that successful cooperative cataloging and classification 
across libraries is made possible by common collections of texts. The essence of cooperative 
cataloging is that the intellectual effort of catalog record creation does not have to be duplicated 
across libraries holding the same texts in physical book form. The preferred method, of course, is 
the sharing of a record across those libraries holding the same book with the cost calculus of 
paying for original cataloging versus copy cataloging tilting in the favor of the latter. But what of 
the cooperative organizing of online books? Does it make sense for librarians to deploy 
knowledge organizing techniques developed around the notion of common collections of 
physical books when organizing online collections? 
 
3.0 Foundational Issues in Bibliography 
 
Atkinson (1989) defines bibliography “quite simply as that discipline which takes as its object 
the record as such”. The central theoretical question, however, is concerned with whether this 
traditional view of bibliography remains appropriate as a basis for organizing access to online 
books due to a shift in understanding ontological status from a static to a dynamic format.  It will 
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be suggested that an inversion of the current understanding of bibliography is needed that shifts 
its object from the record as such to the contexts that generate records. The recordkeeping role 
has generally been referred to as reference bibliography and is distinguished from physical 
bibliography in terms of the object of interest. Following Krummel: 
 
Bibliography cites and studies books. The citing and compiling of citations into lists (i.e., 
bibliographies) are reference (or enumerative, or systematic) bibliography, the studies of 
printed artifacts are physical bibliography. The two activities go together (Krummel 
2009, 522). 
 
In the article cited above, Atkinson provides a library-oriented breakdown of types of what he 
terms representational bibliographical activity that provides further helpful distinctions. The 
synoptic activity summarizes a text (or group of related texts) and is closely related to the writing 
of abstracts or summaries such as encyclopedia articles; the critical activity produces authorized 
texts (also referred to as textual criticism) and bases editorial decisions in part on results gleaned 
from physical bibliography; the enumerative activity is the systematic work that results in 
compiled bibliographical lists or catalogs of (library) collections; and the aggregative activity is 
the work that results in the assembling of whole texts into collections (in the case of library 
collections, these “whole texts” are subsequently cataloged using rules-based enumerative 
bibliographical activities).  
 
In examining the enumerative and aggregative bibliographical activities of librarians, Atkinson 
emphasizes the abstract representative nature of the tasks: 
 
Referential abstraction, which is a feature of all bibliography, derives primarily from 
bibliography’s representation function. It is a consequence, in other words, of the 
relationship between the bibliographical product and the original document. 
Bibliography, however, always serves as an intermediary between the original text and 
the user. The other fundamental relationship in bibliography is, therefore, that of the 
reader of the text. Because of the use of library materials as a criterion for that form of 
aggregative bibliography which is collection development, the relationship of the user to 
the text is of exceptional important to the library selector. This relationship is 
characterized, however, by another, equally problematic manifestation of abstraction, 
which we will designate as the abstraction of reception (Atkinson, 1989, 209). 
 
The insight in Atkinson’s article relates to the twin aspects of bibliographical abstraction, namely 
referential abstraction and the abstraction of reception. The former is concerned with how 
documents are to be represented by a bibliographical record, and the latter with the relative and 
possibly unique impacts that texts have on their individual readers. Two types of abstractions are 
in play here. In the first case, the parts of the documents are quoted (title, author, etc) when 
reducing a document to its bibliographical record. In the second case, no quotation is involved 
because this type of abstraction has nothing to do with bibliographical records per se; rather, it 
has to do with the documentary identity of individual texts as they assumes their position relative 
to other texts in an aggregated library collection. 
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Atkinson’s key point is that the object of the record (i.e., the document being bibliographically 
represented) exhibits a false stability in terms of its reception by readers due to the subjective 
nature of reception during and after the reading process. The illusion of stability is due to the 
physicality of the various kinds of documents in library collections. Citing Stanley Fish, 
Atkinson notes the illusion of physicality falsely attributed to the text due to the physical nature 
of the document carrier. The inference here is that the ontological status of the object of 
bibliographical representation gives the illusion of stability, when in essence that is false because 
what is actually represented is the text and not the documentary container of the text. 
 
The invocation of bibliography, though, commits the book as continuing to be the optimal 
conceptual organizing framework when thinking about a future online textual format. As 
libraries, themselves, have been long associated with the book, this invocation further provides a 
basis for a continuing identity for the practice of librarianship over time. Given the myriad 
definitions of “bibliography,” certain specifications will be made to carefully define its role in 
the context of digital inversion theory. These definitions, however, cannot stray too far from the 
traditional as there remains the need for the foreseeable future for bibliographical analytical and 
description activities on physical books. The purpose of invoking bibliography in the present 
study is thus for its theoretical augmentation rather than its reinvention. 
 
Deploying bibliography and the online book as a useful concept for networked digital publishing 
is based primarily on the work of Stallybrass (2002) and his identification of the need for the 
continued evolution of the book as textual form because of its strength in facilitating 
discontinuous reading. Digital inversion theory is a formalized extension of “the book as 
indexical computer” concept to online publishing in order to continue this facilitation of random 
access capabilities while also facilitating textual transmission. Indeed, extending the concept of 
“book as indexical computer” to organized library collections of such books will serve as the 
pivot point for digital inversion theory in which theoretical primacy is established for the online 
book format.  
 
4.0 Digital Inversion Theory 
 
Armed with Atkinson’s localization of librarians’ bibliographical duties within the larger 
representative bibliographical enterprise coupled with his observation of the underlying unstable 
nature of the textual object of the bibliographical record, attention may now be turned toward 
shifting the object of bibliography from the record to the context that generates a record, which is 
needed due to the inherent ontological dynamism of online books. The OED defines inversion as 
a reversal of position, order, sequence, or relation. Digital inversion is a theoretical framework 
for reorienting thinking about online publishing options analogous to Butler’s phase I to phase II 
transition in the history of printing, described in the introduction, in terms of an exploitation of 
online publishing based on a defense of the following digital inversion contexts: 
 
1. Ontological inversion: The nature of the textual artifact inverts from a static physical 
form to a dynamic online form taking on the proposed identity of “online book”; 
2. Locational inversion: The multiplication and reception of online books invert from 
centralized physical locations such as libraries to a distributed network of cooperatively 
managed branch digital libraries;  
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3. Bibliothecal inversion: The primary knowledge organizing techniques of librarians 
inverts from the creation of indirect bibliographic records to the direct bibliothecal 
arrangement of collections of online books that are cooperatively organized and 
optimized for location-based services. 
 
4.1 Ontological Inversion 
 
The two aspects of textual studies impacted by ontological inversion are the production and 
transmission of texts. During textual production, the online book format allows for the structured 
presentation of content as is the case with the print book format. The dynamic nature of the 
online book permits ease of contextual updating of the structured microcontent as warranted with 
a record of past content changes archived for future study. The facilitation of textual 
transmission would depend on the precursor format of a particular. If a work began its textual 
existence as an online book, then the transmission of that text occurs with each update. If a work 
began its textual existence in a format other than an online book, then the labor of textual 
transmission must commence, the specific procedures for which are beyond the scope of this 
paper. 
 
4.2 Locational Inversion 
 
The central notion deployed to support the concept of location-specific contextualized branch 
digital library services is the second digital inversion: locational inversion. The book as a 
physical format made necessary their aggregation into physical libraries and required that users 
go to those collections. However, taking into consideration ontological inversion and the 
proposed online book format, a second possibility can manifest that is based on the availability 
of the nearly ubiquitous wired and wireless Internet infrastructure. Locational inversion 
recognizes the capability for librarians to provide digital libraries of online book collections at 
the point of user need rather than having to have users come to the collections of print books. 
 
Locational inversion has implications for textual multiplication, reception, and use. For physical 
texts, the more copies there are, the higher the likelihood of survival over time. However, from a 
librarian’s perspective, multiplication means something more, and that is the ability to create 
location specific collections of books with the convenience of users in mind. Thus, going 
forward into the realm of online books, the continued availability of textual multiples is not alien 
to the librarian but can be leveraged across the network of libraries as librarians share their 
knowledge organization efforts across contextualized branch digital library collections. These 
location-specific collections are also valuable for the systematic recording, aggregation, and 
preservation of textual reception (e.g., marginalia) and use data of digital library users. 
 
4.3 Bibliothecal Inversion 
 
What librarians can provide to today’s online publishing environment is an existing network of 
cooperating organizers who serve a wide variety of user environments. It is important to note, 
though, that the nature of library organizing is essentially of two minds: The bibliographic and 
the bibliothecal. Since 1876, librarians have developed and deployed these organizing 
approaches in tandem. But even before 1876, librarians had long understood that bibliographic 
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catalogs effected efficient access to physical books through the systematic surrogation of those 
books. But surrogation alone was not enough for librarians in terms of facilitating access to 
books. Since 1876, librarians have traditionally deployed a second method complementary to 
providing indirect bibliographic access through catalog searching and that method, bibliothecal 
arrangement, facilitated direct browse access to books by way of open stacks in libraries 
organized by classification. In his 1982 book on shelf access in libraries, Hyman (1982) provides 
evidence for the “natural” inclination of librarians to make their content directly accessible. The 
movement toward expanding direct access to shelf arranged open stack libraries in the last 
quarter of the 19th century led to libraries as they are known today. 
 
The bibliothecal organizing of online books in the branch digital library would require domain-
specific classification and is based on the assumption of the stability of the classification relative 
to the regular activities in user environments. For example, a clinical digital library serving an 
ambulatory clinic in a middle class neighborhood with known age, race, and other demographics 
would provide enough information to form the basis for bibliothecal arrangement of a well-
organized clinic-specific collection. An added benefit would be that updating online books 
would likely retain their position in a classified arrangement, as normal textual updating tends to 
be incremental in nature. Further, the knowledge organization work of the local librarian can be 
shared across the network of library professionals as it is highly unusual that a local 
neighborhood clinic would be unique in its demographic makeup. 
 
5.0 Conclusion 
 
This paper is principally about new challenges for the cooperative knowledge organization 
practices of libraries due to the evolution of publishing. Digital inversion theory is introduced to 
serve as a basis in that it builds on the fundamental difference in the physical book and the 
proposed online book format. Concern is centered on newly created texts as well those 
undergoing textual transmission. This latter task is no small task as textual scholar Jerome 
McGann points out: 
 
Let me make a forecast: In the next fifty years the entirety of our inherited archive of 
cultural works will have to be reedited within a network of digital storage, access, and 
dissemination. This system, which is already under development, is transnational and 
transcultural. Let's say this prophecy is true. Now ask yourself these questions: Who is 
carrying out this work, who will do it, and who should do it? (McGann 2004, 410). 
 
Currently, librarians have established a large network of libraries in North America that are 
cooperatively organized, yet contextually optimized for local service populations. This paper 
argues that librarians are potentially well suited deal with various needs of texts and text users by 
extending their network model to online book collections that form an even larger network of 
branch digital libraries, on the order of millions, that are likewise cooperatively organized. The 
goal is to bring library-scale organizing techniques and methods to online. In keeping with 
digital inversion theory, however, the proposition will be such that the knowledge organization 
method will not be based on bibliographic surrogation, but rather on direct access to online 
books that form collections optimally organized for local service nodes of the branch digital 
library network using bibliothecal methods. 
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A Domain-Analytic Perspective on Sexual Health in LCSH and RVM 
 
 
Abstract: This paper analyses and compares the treatment of sexual health in Library of Congress 
Subject Headings (LCSH) and Répertoire de vedettes-matière de l’Université Laval (RVM) using three of 
Bowker and Star’s (1999) infrastructural inversion techniques: practical politics, convergence, and 
resistance. Our findings reveal that neither LCSH nor RVM offer a holistic representation of sexual health 
(practical politics), that LCSH’s topical representation of sexual health limits access to relevant material 
(convergence), and that the enhancement of LCSH through user-added content could improve but not 
replace these systems (resistance). 
 
 
1. Background 
Information organization theory no longer assumes that systems for organizing 
information are objective or neutral; instead, all systems are seen to contain bias and limits 
(Olson and Ward 1997; Mai 2010). As Feinberg discusses, such a shift in theory “might benefit 
from an increasing focus on design, with a corresponding de-emphasis on discovery in the mode 
of science” (2007, n.p.). The design of information organization systems is “not merely a 
technical task; it is a task that involves making ontological statements about the world and the 
relations among entities in the world” (Mai 2010, 635). The ontological decisions informing 
system design are unfortunately often “buried in archives (when records are kept at all) or built 
into software or the sizes and compositions of things” (Bowker and Star 1999, 45). A task of 
information organization theory might therefore be to unbury the ontological decisions informing 
these systems. As Mai (2010, 639) argues about classification systems, in order for these systems 
to be trusted, designers and editors “must embrace the principle of transparency and explain their 
decisions and show the conceptual and philosophical foundations for their systems”. In this 
paper, we suggest that Bowker and Star’s (1999) six infrastructural inversion techniques—
ubiquity, materiality, indeterminancy, practical politics, convergence and resistance—can aid us 
in the task of making visible the ontological decisions informing knowledge organization 
systems. These strategies attend to the moral, scientific, and aesthetic implications of knowledge 
organization systems. They act as a sort of “gestalt switch” by allowing us to see the invisible, 
intricate “technologies and arrangements that, by design and by habit, tend to fade into the 
woodwork” (Bowker and Star 1999, 34).  
Bowker and Star’s (1999) project is pragmatic in nature, as they investigate “empirically 
how people have designed and used classification systems” and “how political and semantic 
conflicts are managed over long periods of time and at large levels of scale” (Bowker and Star 
1999, p. 53). A pragmatic perspective is also central to the domain-analytic view, which is 
“mainly inspired by knowledge about the information structures in domains, by the sociology of 
knowledge and the theory of knowledge” (Hjørland and Albrechtsen 1995, 412). In this paper we 
follow McTavish, Neal, and Wathen’s (forthcoming) suggestion that Bowker and Star’s (1999) 
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pragmatic strategies can be applied to other knowledge organization systems, such as alphabetic 
subject languages. We use three of Bowker and Star’s (1999) strategies—practical politics, 
convergence, and resistance—in order to investigate two knowledge organization systems, 
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and Répertoire de vedettes-matière (RVM), and 
their treatment of sexual health.  Sexual health is a contentious topic where cultural differences 
in the two subject languages may emerge, thereby illustrating bias and limits. 
2. LCSH and RVM 
LCSH is a precoordinated indexing language that has been developed by the Library of 
Congress for more than a century. The language, which is built following the literary warrant 
approach, is strongly connected to the Library of Congress’ collection. It is therefore not 
surprising that some of its content has a certain Americano-centric bias, a bias, however, that has 
lessened over the recent years. LCSH is developed around the principle of maintaining a certain 
stability (for “convenience of the user”), and this principle makes it harder to totally erase bias 
and limits in the tool, leaving historical oddities in the system. Some of these oddities in LCSH 
can be attributed to its long evolution without a set of guiding rules, and others to the fact that its 
syndetic structure mimic only loosely the guiding standards of controlled vocabularies (Chan 
2005, Olson 2000). 
RVM, which is developed by the Bibliothèque de l’Université Laval and supported by 
Library and Archives Canada, has been the national standard for French-language indexing in 
Canada since 1974. The tool, which originally debuted as a French translation of LCSH in the 
1940s, is now considered to be a partial adaptation of the American subject heading list for the 
Francophone (and also Québécois) context. It is also a complete adaptation of the Canadian 
Subject Headings (a Canadian complement to LCSH) and gives many equivalent relationships to 
concepts from the Medical Subject Headings and the Art and Architecture Thesaurus. RVM, 
however, has a distinct character from its Anglophone counterparts, as indicated by its numerous 
“original” headings (more than 53,000 as of May 2011), i.e. headings without an English 
equivalent.  These original heading depict realities that are ignored or incorrectly represented in 
the English tools, such as LCSH. Furthermore, the syndetic structure of translated headings does 
not have to follow those found in the original English tools, which results in entirely different 
realities in English and French. One patent example of different syndetic structures in LCSH and 
RVM is for the heading “sodomy”. In LCSH, this heading has “crimes without victims” and “sex 
crimes” as broader headings, while in RVM is has “relations sexuelles (sexual intercourse) 
(Dolbec 2006, Répertoire de vedettes-matières 2011). 
3. Definitions of Sexual Health 
The concept of sexual health has evolved over time and is historically and currently 
contentious (see, for example, the summary offered by Edwards and Coleman 2004). A working 
group for the World Health Organization (1987, 2), for instance, discussed how abstentionists 
and reformers have “used concepts about health to justify sexual norms, making use of their 
authority as experts”. Further, the danger of defining sexual health can be that “it defines certain 
people’s behaviour as ‘healthy’ and therefore defines as ‘unhealthy’ all those for a variety of 
individual reasons, feelings or values, do not fit within the accepted norm” (WHO 1987, 3). The 
need, however, for a comprehensive definition of sexual health has been cited for several 
reasons. Case definitions, or standardized criteria for determining whether a persona has a 
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disease or health condition, are used for public health surveillance, clinical care, research, and 
service provision (see, for example, Chan and Donovan 2005). Operational health definitions are 
used to make strategic improvements in practice and systems and to improve health outcomes 
(Bialek et al. 2009; McDowell 2006). Comparable definitions across disciplines can also allow 
for transdisciplinary research, which can “see investigators move beyond the confines of the 
disciplines in which they are train” (Jordan 2009, 412).  
A more recent meeting by the WHO (2002, 3) alludes to these very points, as they joined 
together to “discuss key concepts including definitions of sexual health and related concepts”, to 
“examine the specific barriers to the promotion of sexual health for adolescents and adults”, and 
to “propose appropriate, effective strategies for promoting sexual health”. While at this meeting 
the WHO (2002, 3) working group decided that delineating strategies for promoting sexual 
health “would not be useful given the very specific national and regional perspectives on how 
sexuality and thus sexual health can be addressed and promoted by the health sector”, they did 
come to a consensus on a working definition of sexual health. In their final report, sexual health 
is defined as: 
a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being related to sexuality; it is not merely the 
absence of disease, dysfunction or infirmity. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach 
to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual 
experiences, free of coercion, discrimination and violence. For sexual health to be attained and 
maintained, the sexual rights of all persons must be respects, protected, and fulfilled. (WHO 2002, 5) 
This definition relies on the WHO’s (1946, 2) definition of health, as “a state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. It 
affirms the role of pleasure and respect in sexual relationships, the deleterious effect of violence 
on sexual relationships, and the importance of sexual rights. It also separates sexual health from 
a discussion of reproductive health or sexual development, which it instead relegates to its 
definition of sexuality. With this understanding of sexual health, we ask: 
1. What design decisions inform LCSH and RVM categories and how do they shape the 
ability of these systems to represent the concept of sexual health (practical politics)? 
2. How do LSCH and RVM headings and discourses of sexual health co-constitute one 
another (convergence)? 
3. How have subject headings in LCSH and RVM evolved in comparison to current 
discourses on sexual health (resistance)? 
4. Methods 
We applied three of Bowker and Star’s (1999) infrastructural inversion techniques—
practical politics, convergence, and resistance, as described above—to the treatment of sexual 
health LCSH and RVM. Our data consists of subject headings related to sexual health and their 
syndetic structure contained in LCSH and RVM. We first briefly examined the history of bias in 
LCSH design and discuss how this bias has influenced the representation of sexual health 
(practical politics). To see how the concept of sexual health is framed depending on domain, we 
compared the constructions of sexual health in LCSH and RVM to the WHO’s definition of 
sexual health and to sexual health discourses (convergence). To assess the state of written 
knowledge on sexual health, we sampled citations that referenced sexual health across four dates 
in order to represent four decades of sexual health information (1980, 1990, 2000, 2010). We 
sampled these four dates from within three different databases in order to reflect medical, 
psychological, and sociological representations of sexual health (Medline, PsycINFO, 
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Sociological Abstracts) (see appendix I). We ran these citations (titles and abstracts) through 
word frequency analysis software to find the ten most frequent themes associated with sexual 
health (see appendix I). Finally, we examined the evolution of sexual health subject headings in 
LCSH and compared them to sexual health tags found in LibraryThing 
(http://www.librarything.com), a service that associates user-generated tags with an individual’s 
personal library catalogue, in order to discuss the potential future reality of LCSH (resistance). 
Unfortunately, the low volume of documents currently tagged with “santé sexuelle” in the 
English and French version of Library Thing prevent us to make an adequate comparison with 
RVM in this respect. 
5. Results: 
5.1 Practical Politics 
Practical politics refers to the design of infrastructure. Through the process of creating 
categories and standards, designers are “deciding what will be visible or invisible within the 
system” (Bowker and Star 1999, 44). Practical politics refers to both the content of categories 
and the structure of the overall system as these decisions determine “whose voice will be heard 
and when will enough date, of the right granularity, have been collected” (Bowker and Star 1999, 
46). In this section we will briefly discuss the history of bias informing LCSH in particular and 
how this bias impacts the representation of sexual health in LCSH and RVM. 
The bias in LCSH, in terms of lack of specificity in the language, outdated terminology, 
complicated syndetic structure, and inconsistent application of subdivisions, has been a point of 
contention in LIS since the late 1960s (see, for example, the bibliographic summary offered by 
Fisher 2005). While the limitations of LCSH are well-established, “few authors suggest that 
LCSH should be abandoned, indicating that while the subject heading lists is flawed, it is the best 
subject access tool available” (Fisher 2005, 75). The point of an investigation of practical politics 
is not to replace the system, although this may well occur, but to make a movement towards a 
more responsible representation of the social world that the information technology undergirds. 
We find this step necessary to make our information systems more transparent and therefore, as 
Mai (2010) suggests, more trustworthy. 
The syndetic structure of sexual health in LCSH and RVM offer a distinct representation 
of sexual health. For example, the authorized heading in RVM is one of the rejected headings in 
LCSH: “sexual hygiene”. In French, the term “hygiène” has the same definition as the English 
“hygiene”: “The branch of knowledge that deals with the maintenance of health, esp. the 
conditions and practices conducive to it; the conditions and practices of a place or person in so 
far as they promote health.” (Shorter Oxford). In RVM, “santé” and “hygiène” are two 
authorized headings linked through an associative relationship, but this relationship is inexistent 
at the “sexual health” level (“santé sexuelle” is not even a rejected heading). Both the definitions 
of “santé” as commonly understood in French and the one given by RVM (“Sous cette vedette de 
sujet, on trouve les documents sur l’état de bien-être physique, mental et social complet ainsi que 
sur les soins pour l’acquérir et le préserver.”) are more holistic than “hygiène” and are closer to 
WHO’s definition of sexual health. In contrast, the narrower headings in RVM present a more 
complete portrait of sexual health, including contraception, sexual exercises and promiscuity and 
birth control. Sexual health is not linked to sexuality in either of the subject heading lists. 
Table 1. Subject headings, entry terms, and associative references offered by Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH) and Répertoire de vedettes-matière de l’Université Laval (RVM) for the topic of sexual health. 
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 LCSH RVM 
Authorized heading Sexual health Hygiène sexuelle 
Rejected headings Hygiene, Sexual [Former heading] 
Hygiene, Social 
Sex hygiene 
Sexual hygiene 
Social hygiene 
Hygiène sociale 
Hierarchical 
relationships 
Broader headings Health Hygiène 
Narrower headings Safe sex in AIDS prevention Contraception 
Exercices sexuels 
Promiscuité 
Régulation des naissances 
Sexualité sans risque dans la 
prévention du sida 
Associated headings Sex instruction 
Sexually transmitted diseases 
Maladies transmises sexuellement 
 
5.2 Convergence 
 Convergence draws attention to how “information artifacts undergird social worlds, and 
[how] social worlds undergird these same information resources” (Bowker and Star 1999, 82). 
The point of convergence is to “pay more attention to the classification and standardization 
work…and so more deeply explore the terrain of the politics of science in action” (Bowker and 
Star 1999, 48). In order to discuss how LCHS and RVM converge with discourses on sexual 
health, we first briefly discuss some frequently occurring themes that are associated with sexual 
health, before going on to discuss the relationship between the subject headings and sexual 
health in LSCH and RVM. 
 In order to gauge the type of themes associated with sexual health, we sampled citations 
that referenced sexual health on four dates, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010, in order to reflect four 
decades of sexual health information. We sampled these four dates from within three different 
databases, Medline, PsycINFO, and Sociological Abstracts, in order to reflect medical, 
psychological, and sociological representations of sexual health (see appendix I). After running 
these citations (titles and abstracts) through word frequency analysis software, we found that the 
ten most frequent themes associated with sexual health were as follows: risk, sex or sexual 
intercourse, knowledge or information, HIV/AIDs, sexuality, STIs/STDs, reproduction, 
condoms, sexual education, and pregnancy (see appendix I). Many of the themes mentioned in 
the WHO’s definition of sexual health, such as emotional, mental, and social well-being, 
pleasure, violence, and sexual rights, were not found in the ten the most frequently occurring 
themes. Each of these ten themes, however, are individually unsurprising as they reflect current 
health discourses, such as the influence of health promotion and the notion of risk.  
The WHO (1986, 1) defines health promotion as the “process of enabling people to 
increase control over, and to improve their health”. Sexual health promotion can entail “any 
activity that promotes positive sexual health, reduces the incidence of sexually transmitted 
infections (STIs) including HIV, reduces unintended pregnancies including teenage pregnancy, 
promotes sex and relationships education, brings about change in prejudice, stigma and 
discrimination, and general awareness-raising work” (Thompson et al. 2008, 319). Health 
promotion scholarship is said to be “emblematic of wider contemporary social and cultural 
changes—changes which are characteristic of the acceleration of processes associated with later 
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modernity (Giddens 1990; 1992), the rise of the risk society (Beck 1992a; 1992b), and the 
growing preoccupation with the body, lifestyle, and consumer culture” (Burrows et al. 1995). In 
definitions of health under late modernity, symptoms, signs and illness are often positioned as 
predictive risk factors (Armstrong, 1995). With this conception of health, risky sexual 
behaviours, such as number of sexual partners or low levels of contraceptive use (including 
condoms), are seen to have serious health consequences, including prevalence of HIV or STI 
infection (Allen et al. 2003). As Pratt (2000, 4) discusses, “although it is clear that any definition 
of sexual health means more than just simply the absence of sexual function or disease, no 
definition can ignore the fact that the pandemic of all forms of sexually transmitted diseases, 
including HIV and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection, precludes many people throughout the 
world from enjoying sexual health”. With this very brief discussion of sexual health promotion 
and risk, we will now discuss how these themes converge with subject headings in LCSH and 
RVM. 
LCSH and RVM converge with discourses due to literary warrant. There are 782 records 
in the Library of Congress’s OPAC that use the subject heading “Sexual Health”. While 
theoretically the sexual health subject heading can be built with topical, form, geographical, and 
chronological subdivisions, currently geographical subdivisions (e.g., Africa, Brazil, Chile) and 
form subdivisions (e.g., Audiovisual aids, Dictionaries, Government Policy) dominate. There are 
records in the Library of Congress OPAC that reflect the WHO’s understanding of sexual health, 
but there are no corresponding subject headings to access this material. For instance, The 
psychology of sexual health (Miller 2002) is currently indexed under “Sex (Psychology)” and 
“Sexual Health”, and not under “Sexual Health—Psychological aspects”, which could be a 
possible subject heading. Using the OPAC of the Bibiliothèque de l’Universisté Laval, for which 
RVM is built, we can observe the same situation. For the subject heading “hygiène sexuelle”, 
there are 72 records, and no subdivisions have been added to reflect, for example, the 
psychological consequences of sexual health. Similarly, Reproductive & sexual health rights in 
Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, Malawi, and Rwanda: An advocacy and communications approach 
(Musa and Ndomo 2007) is currently under “Reproductive Rights – Africa” and “Sexual Rights 
– Africa”, which obscures the role of sexual health altogether. To access the 10 themes 
associated with sexual health above, users must employ a combination of subject headings, such 
as “Sexual Health” and “Sexually Transmitted Diseases”. How these subject headings are 
applied to records is somewhat unclear. For instance, there are 132 records in the Library of 
Congress’s OPAC that have the phrase “sexual health” in their main title and 101 of these 132 
records have associated subject headings. Looking closer, we found that only 45 (less than half) 
of the 101 records were indexed with the subject heading “Sexual Health”. The other 56 records 
are indexed with a myriad of subject headings, the most frequent of which were “Reproductive 
Health” (11), “Sex” (11), “Sexually Transmitted Diseases” (10), “Teenagers” (15), and “Sexual 
Behavior” (10). Again, we can see the same pattern for RVM. While subject headings have the 
potential to offer greater access to resources within a library OPAC, in the case of sexual health 
the inconsistent application of the “Sexual Health” subject heading and the limited number of 
subdivisions applied to this subject heading, limit access to relevant materials. 
5.3 Resistance 
 In framing their understanding of resistance, Bowker and Star (1999) draw on Latour’s 
(1987) statement that reality is that which resists. While the limitations of LCSH have been 
detailed since the late 1960s, the reality is that this system continues to dominate and that efforts 
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are being taken by the Library of Congress to ensure the continued usefulness of LCSH. As 
Knowlton (2005, 124) discusses, LCSH’s “dominance within the libraries in the United States, 
coupled with the export of OPAC technology from American companies to libraries around the 
world, has led to the adoption of LCSH in libraries around the world”. In this section we discuss 
some of the potential future changes in LCSH and how this might impact the representation of 
sexual health.  
It is important to recognize that the Library of Congress is not considered a national 
library and receives no funding for bibliographic services which “compromises its continuing 
ability to carry out functions depended upon by many of the nation’s libraries” (Library of 
Congress 2008, 6). Its willingness to continue work in this direction has “greatly benefited 
libraries in the United States and throughout the world” (Library of Congress 2008, 6). In order 
to ensure the continued usefulness of LCSH, the Library of Congress (2008, 32) encourages “the 
enhancement of library systems to provide the capability to link to appropriate user-added data 
available via the Internet (e.g., Amazon.com, LibraryThing, Wikipedia). The potential benefits of 
user-generated content as an alternative or enhancement to controlled vocabulary have been cited 
by several authors (Mathes 2004; Kipp 2008). For instance, in comparing LCSH to 
LibraryThing, Mendes et al. (2009, 39) found that “for every new book a user discovers using 
LCSH headings they will discover four books using LTFL [LibraryThing for Libraries]”, but that 
the ability of these tags to return relevant resources must still be assessed. Rolla (2009, 182) 
similarly compared LibraryThing to LCSH and found that “while user tags can enhance subject 
access to library collections, they cannot replace the valuable functions of controlled vocabulary 
like LCSH”.  
In order to consider the potential future representation of sexual health through the 
collaboration of LCSH with user-added data, we compared subject headings for sexual health in 
the Library of Congress to one source of user-general content, LibraryThing (see appendix I, 
figure 2). Five out of ten of the top themes identified in figure 1 were found as tags on 
LibraryThing (sex, HIV/AIDs, sexuality, sexual education, and pregnancy) and five were not 
available (risk, knowledge or information, STIs or STDs, reproduction and condoms). Some of 
the themes mentioned in WHO’s definition of sexual health were available on LibraryThing 
(e.g., psychology), but most were also unavailable (e.g., emotional, mental, and social well-
being, pleasure, violence, and sexual rights). Other tags are available through LibraryThing that 
are not mentioned by WHO or found as the most frequently occurring themes listed above (e.g., 
self-help, plays, feminist, glbt). How this application could enhance LCSH at a national level has 
yet to be determined. From this brief investigation one could conjecture, like Rolla (2009), that 
user tags could enhance but not replace LCSH.  
6. Discussion 
 In this paper we have investigated the representation of sexual health in LOC and RVM 
subject headings through three of Bowker and Star’s (1999) infrastructural inversion techniques, 
practical politics, convergence, and resistance. The effects of these strategies are often 
impossible to differentiate as, for example, the design features of the system (practical politics) 
impact topical representation of the subject headings and how these headings undergird social 
worlds (convergence). In combination, however, Bowker and Star’s (1999) strategies enable us 
to make visible the subtle features of our knowledge organization systems. As knowledge 
organization systems, such as subject heading lists, become more embedded “they risk getting 
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black boxed and thence made both potent and invisible” (Bowker and Star 1999, 325). Making 
transparent the voices and practices of designers can help these knowledge organization systems 
to “retain maximum political flexibility” (Bowker and Star 1999, 325). 
 Investigation of practical politics, or the design features of LCSH and RVM, reveals that 
LCSH and RVM do not represent a holistic understanding of sexual health as defined by the 
WHO (2002). Even though RVM represents the topic of sexual health in a more holistic way, it 
is still incomplete. Investigation of convergence, or the mutual constitution of social worlds and 
information infrastructures, reveals that the inconsistent application of the LCSH “Sexual 
Health” and the limited number of subdivisions applied to this heading limit access to relevant 
resources. A significant number of sexual health resources in the Library of Congress OPAC 
were not connected to the “Sexual Health” subject heading. Sexual health resources were instead 
linked to such subject headings as “Sex”, which has no associative reference to “Sexual Health” 
for Library of Congress cataloguers. And investigation of resistance, or the reality that LCSH 
creates through its continued presence, reveals that in spite of all of its flaws LCSH represents an 
extensive and rich vocabulary that can be enhanced but not replaced by user-generated content.  
Investigations of knowledge organization systems through Bowker and Star’s (1999) 
infrastructural inversion techniques represent a non-standard way of reading these systems.  We 
hope to show that these techniques can help to make our systems more transparent.  Other non-
standard methods for investigating the design principles of our information organization systems 
are also available.  For instance, Roth’s (2009) investigation of scientists’ “classification” 
practices through ethnographic research reveals the tacit process through which scientists’ 
identify an unknown specimen.  Roth’s (2009, 612) analysis reveals that “monster categories and 
self depreciation presumably are expressions of scientists’ understanding of the uncertainty 
involved in making certain classifications”.  A similar investigation of how LCSH and RVM 
designers’ deal with “monster categories” could also help to reveal the tacit knowledge that is 
buried within our information systems, which may help to ensure the continued flexibility and 
adaptability of these systems. 
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Appendix I 
 
Figure 1. Flowchart showing the number of citations retrieved by individual searches for the years of 
1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010, the number of citations subjected to word frequency analysis, and the 
number of citations referencing the ten most frequently occurring themes associated with sexual health. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Tags and related LCSH subjects for sexual health found in LibraryThing in May, 2011 
(http://www.librarything.com/tag/sexual+health).  
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Abstract: The process of knowledge representation, as well as its tools and resulting products are not 
neutral but permeated by moral values. This scenario gives rise to problems of biases in 
representation, such as gender issues, dichotomy categorizations and lack of cultural warrant and 
hospitality. References on women’s issues are still scarce in the literature, which makes it necessary to 
analyze to what extent the terms related to these particular issues are inserted in the tools in a biased 
way. This study aimed to verify the presence of the terms female, femininity, feminism, feminist, 
maternal, motherly, woman/women within the following Brazilian indexing languages: Subject 
Terminology of the National Library (STNL), University of Sao Paulo Subject Headings (USPSH), 
Brazilian Senate Subject Headings (BSSH) and Law Decimal Classification (LDC). Each term 
identified in the first three alphabetical languages generated a registration card containing both its 
descriptors and non-descriptors, as well as scope notes, USE/UF, RT, and BT/NT relationships. As for 
the analysis of LDC, the registration card was filled out by following the categories proposed by 
Olson (1998). The results showed signs of biases, which enabled the proposition of guidelines that 
may contribute to minimize them and open the way for further discussions.  
 
†Sponsor: Sao Paulo State Research Foundation - FAPESP 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Presently, Library and Information Science (LIS) is reaching beyond the traditional 
issues of retrieval, access and dissemination of information, and has turned its investigative 
focus to epistemological questions. There has been a growing reflection on the way 
knowledge organization processes (e.g., subject analysis) are supported by tools (e.g., 
indexing languages, classifications, ontologies, etc.), so as to generate reliable and trustful 
products, namely, products that are both authoritative and defendable before the user 
community (e.g., indexes, abstracts, classification numbers, etc). 
In this context, the study of ethical aspects of knowledge organization and 
representation (KOR) responds to concerns that have been guiding the area for nearly three 
decades (Dahlberg 1992, López-Huertas 2008b), but further research is still needed because, 
as highlighted by Fernández-Molina and Guimarães (2002), this theme has been traditionally 
addressed in terms of the professional practice in information production and use, often 
merged with measures of information retrieval, or even perceived as inherent to a generic 
concept and common sense.  
For the past 10 years, LIS throughout the world has particularly focused on research 
involving ethical issues in KOR. There has been an increasing interest in deontological 
ethics, mainly professional codes of ethics and conduct, as reported in a significant 
international survey of key institutions from several countries (Vaagan 2002).  
Moreover, authors like Froehlich (1994), Gorman (2000), Koehler and Pemberton 
(2000) among others have approached ethical issues from an axiological perspective by 
emphasizing the actual professional practice as a whole and in a vertical direction. However, 
while such concern has been more evident in professional activities related to information 
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production and use as well as management of information units and systems, a fundamental 
intermediate issue, i.e., organization process, remains to be explored.  
Knowledge organization and representation have not been sufficiently addressed, but 
Berman (1993), Hudon (1997), Beghtol (2002, 2005), Fernández-Molina and Guimarães 
(2002), García Gutiérrez (2002), Olson (2002, 2003), Guimarães and Fernández-Molina 
(2003), Van der Walt (2004), Bair (2005), Fernández-Molina et al. (2005), Guimarães et al. 
(2005, 2008), Pinho (2006), Guimarães (2006b) and Milani and Guimarães (2010) are some 
of the authors who have studied this area. 
Amongst the various themes (political, religious, racial aspects, etc.) discussed from 
an axiological perspective, gender is treated in isolation and with limitations, which poses the 
question: to what extent are the terms concerning female issues embedded with biases in the 
tools of knowledge representation?  
Knowledge representation is developed within a cultural context and aims to provide 
information to users, so it becomes essential to ensure that they can recognize themselves in 
the subject representations. The existence of  biases in these products, which should act as 
surrogates of knowledge (Olson 2002), could lead the users away from the information 
system as a whole, because they do not feel familiar with nor included in it. 
This paper is based on studies by Guimarães (2003, 2006a) and aims to analyze biases 
in relation to female issues by comparing four Brazilian indexing languages with the 
international situation described in the literature.  
 
2. Theoretical approaches to women issues  
 
 The ethical values - and problems, eventually - that are present in the processes of 
knowledge representation were identified and grouped in three sets (Guimarães et al. 2008):  
 
a) superior values that must guide all the informational activity, such as Respect to Privacy, Authorship 
(Copyright), Accessibility, Freedom, Safety, Equity, Diversity and Risk Minimization; 
b) values previously recognized as professional requirements because they are essential to the action of 
an information professional, such as Competence-Skill, Efficiency, Flexibility, Reliability, Professional 
Recognition, Up-to-dating, Autonomy, Power Awareness and Cooperation; 
c) values previously considered as mere information retrieval measures, but currently recognized as 
part of the axiological universe of KOR, such as Precision, Recall, Cultural Warrant, Exhaustivity, 
Consistency, Usability, Hospitality.  
 
 In this context, five fundamental values, which together correspond to 57% of the 
whole content analyzed, were observed: Privacy, Precision, Cultural Warrant, Authorship 
(Copyright) and Exhaustivity. 
  
Following the same methodological procedure, ethical problems were grouped into 
two categories: 
 
a) Problems that are not specific to the KOR activities context but are present all over the world today, 
such as Digital Segregation, Pornography, Discharge of electronic garbage, Professionals being 
replaced by technology, Violence;  
b) Problems that directly relate to KOR professional activities, such as Surveillance, Censorship, Lack 
of cultural warrant, Negligence, Informational Directness, Professional Inefficiency, Misrepresentation, 
Racism, Ambiguity, Marginalization, Impartiality or Neutrality Belief, Idiosyncrasy, Inaccessibility to 
information, Biased Terminology, Inadequate Translations. 
 
 Furthermore, while a great dispersion of problems was found, Surveillance itself 
showed a significant incidence (12%). 
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 By taking the notion of cultural warrant proposed by Beghtol (2002) as a synthesis of 
the ethical values identified and the problem of biased representation in ethical problems 
related to misrepresentation, racism, marginalization and impartiality or neutrality belief, the 
present investigation aimed to analyze how women were represented in the four Brazilian 
indexing languages, as well as to find out whether biases were embedded in such context. 
 The problem of biases towards women in knowledge representation has been 
addressed from various standpoints: Milani and Guimarães (2010) refer to this issue as being 
related to prejudice and discrimination (Berman 1993); Olson (2002) and López-Huertas and 
Torres (2005), to gender questions; Guimarães (2006b), to dichotomy categorizations in 
classification systems or thesauri, and (Beghtol 2002), to lack of cultural warrant. 
 Olson (2002, 15) believes that - when naming is biased, when it leaves out diverse 
features, it disenfranchises groups and topics outside of an accepted norm. Therefore, I expect 
the greatest problems of subject access to occur in the representation of groups and topics that 
are marginalized from that norm or that seek to change it (Olson 2002, 15).   
 Bias can be conceived as - a negatively loaded word, as something to be avoided or 
minimized (Hjørland 2008, 256), and is found in knowledge representation usually related to 
gender, sexuality, race, age, ability, ethnicity, language and religion matters, - described as 
limits to the representation of diversity and to effective library service for diverse populations 
(Olson 2002, 7). 
 Brey (1999) argues that virtual representations are morally problematic due to 
misrepresentation (when they misrepresent reality and are clearly inadequate to standards of 
accuracy), and biased representation (cases in which the values and interests may unfairly 
disadvantage certain individuals or groups or unjustifiably promote certain values or interests 
over others). According to the author, producers and programmers of virtual reality games, 
for example, are responsible for the consequent biases generated by the thematic approach 
and representation used, e.g., how stereotype characters of bandits and/or dominant groups 
are represented. Representation involves a constant decision-making process and it must be 
reliable (or defendable). In this sense, Brey (1999) emphasizes the need for a proper 
methodology for the identification and prevention of biases.  
 An observation deserves attention: biases may be more evident in virtual 
environments because they are simulations of reality, but are not easily identifiable in 
knowledge representation. 
Gender and discrimination of minority groups have been the focus of several studies: 
in the Universal Decimal Classification (Santos et al. 1999); on indexing languages and social 
exclusion (Caro and San Segundo 1999); on woman’ representation in the Universal Decimal 
Classification (Morán Suárez and Rodriguéz Bravo 2001); on KOR of gender issues on the 
internet (López-Huertas and Barité 2002); on the analysis of terminological representations of 
women’s issues in four  thesauri (López-Huertas et al. 2004); a theoretical approach in which 
it was observed that in relation to the domains involving minority groups, specialists make up 
for lack of knowledge by adding an unequivocal interdisciplinary expression like gender, 
women, etc. (López-Huertas 2006); on a comparison between the terminology of gender in 
Spain and Uruguay (López-Huertas 2008a); and on the feminine issue in lists of subject 
headings and in thesauri (Rodríguez Bravo 2007). 
Another problem presented by Milani and Guimarães (2010) is the non-uniformity of 
thematic representation and the emphasis on representation of gender aspects only related to 
sexuality (specially to homosexuality), family life (including maternity) and personal 
relations. 
The identification of the problem in the international scenario and the evidence of lack 
of knowledge representation studies in the literature, particularly on women’s issues, were the 
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starting points of the present research aimed to verify how these issues are represented in four 
Brazilian indexing languages mostly used in the country.   
   
3. Methodology 
 
A conceptual domain comprising the terms female, femininity, feminism, feminist, 
maternal, motherly, woman(en) as being related to feminine issues was applied in four 
Brazilian indexing languages: Subject Terminology of the National Library (STNL), 
University of Sao Paulo Subject Headings (USPSH), Brazilian Senate Subject Headings 
(BSSH) and Law Decimal Classification (LDC) (Carvalho 2002) on account of their wide use 
and subject range in Brazilian libraries.  
 
Regarding the first three languages, each term identified generated a registration card 
containing its descriptor, scope note, USE/Used For (UF), Related Term (RT), and Broader 
Term (BT)/Narrower Term (NT) relationships.  
As for the analysis of Law Decimal Classification, the registration card was filled out 
by answering the categories proposed by Olson (1998): notation, classification concept, 
hierarchical context and remarks. 
Both BSSH and USPSH are the two most widely used indexing languages. The first 
one has approximately 9,500 descriptors; the second has about 30,796 subject descriptors 
plus 11,432 geographical and historical; 43 gender and form; 1,070 professions and 
occupations, and 575 qualifiers. BSSH is used by a cooperative library network located in 
Brasilia including the Executive, Legislative and Judiciary powers of the Federal 
Administration as well as the Federal District Government. USPSH serves the largest 
academic library system in the country and covers knowledge areas related to teaching, 
research and community services of the University of Sao Paulo.    
STNL has about 37,949 descriptors plus 128,077 subject topics, 20,360 geographical 
and 2,819 subject subdivisions. It is an adaptation of the Library of Congress Subject 
Headings to fulfill the informational needs in Brazil. The National Library Foundation, in Rio 
de Janeiro, is in charge of its maintenance and management.    
LDC, which was introduced by Carvalho (2002), is an expansion of class 340 (Law) 
of Dewey Decimal Classification. This indexing language is widely used in this particular 
field, since it predicts the application of the Dewey Decimal Classification law system (based 
on the Common Law) to the Civil Law Code prevailing in Latin America countries and 
Continental Europe.  
 After the collection and systematization of all the terms found in the four languages, 
each context was analyzed following the dimensions proposed by Olson (2002) and López-
Huertas and Torres (2005). Data were analyzed taking into consideration issues on women, 
the literature available and knowledge organization, not from a feminist theory perspective.    
 
4. Analysis of the results 
 
 The results revealed a set of 360 descriptors (68,33% in STNL, 16,39% in USPSH, 
11,67% in BSSH, and 3,61% in LDC) from which it was possible to extract the following 
subject dimensions: Crime, Culture, Law, Education, Feminism, History, Individual, 
Maternity, Religion, Health and Sport, Sexuality, Sociology and Work.  
In this universe, it was observed that 108 descriptors (30% of total) presented more 
than one incidence in indexing languages.  
 The analysis of these results showed specific aspects related to biases that are 
commented below. 
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4.1 Subject Terminology of the National Library (STNL) 
 
 In STNL, there is a wider range of biases, such as:  
 
a) the specific descriptor Journals for women without the corresponding Journals for 
men, which suggests the idea of  an exceptional treatment given to females;    
b) the descriptor Sanitary education appears as a narrower term of the descriptor 
Female education when aspects referring to sanitary education should not include gender 
qualifiers;  
c) the descriptor Lesbianism is used in the context of sexual behavior of women, 
which reveals two biases: the use of suffix -ism (denoting vice) rather than lesbian women, 
and the relation of this issue only to sexual aspect, disregarding affective and legal 
dimensions;  
d) a social stereotype is reinforced from the prediction of remitting to Femme Fatale, 
a term used to refer to seductive women; 
e) specificities connected to religious issues lead to the idea of women as exceptions 
to masculine norms, as revealed in the scope note of the descriptor Woman (Christian 
theology): used for resources that deal with females’ Christian theology. Resources on 
Theology of the human race and males from the point of view of two or more religions enter 
Man (Christian theology). Resources on Christian theology of the human race enter Man 
(Theology);  
f) in relation to sports and physical education, STNL attempts to include women in 
some specificities, such as Soccer, Gymnastics, Physical modeling, Weight training and 
Gliding, leaving other sports blank, thus revealing a tendency to treat women as exceptions to 
male norms and to consider generalities as masculinity;  
g) in the professional area, some professions are directly assigned to Females 
(Architects, Lawyers, Composers, Philosophers, etc.), while in other activities the term 
Women is used (Women in aeronautics instead of Women aeronauts; Women in public 
service instead of Public servants; Women journalists instead of Journalists, etc.), which 
shows that women’s professional performance traditionally takes place in some privileged 
areas. 
 
4.2 University of Sao Paulo Subject Headings (USPSH) 
 
 As for USPSH, the following biases were particularly observed:   
 
a) Women who have been hit and Abused women appear related to Violence in the 
family, which indicates that violence against women occurs only within the family and 
usually referring to married women, thus excluding other female circumstances. Moreover, a 
generic descriptor family is found representing attacks on a specific individual (woman);  
b) Women delinquent described next to descriptors such as Juvenile delinquent, 
Habitual delinquent, Passionate delinquent, Political delinquent, Sexual delinquent, which 
leads to the idea of a particular form of crime committed by a woman;   
c) Feminism hierarchically subordinated to Women, where this currently refers to a 
movement that supports both women and men in their struggles and reflections. 
 
4.3 Brazilian Senate Subject Headings (BSSH) 
 
 The following biases were found in BSSH:  
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a) the adjective masculine appears only related to the descriptor Homosexuality 
throughout the language, thus showing the issue is considered a characteristic of males (or the 
norm) and females are the exception;  
b) the descriptor Women's Health reveals a tendency to emphasize only aspects related 
to sexual education, hygiene and maternity.  
  
4.4 Law Decimal Classification (LDC) 
 
 In LDC, these biases were clearly observed:  
 
a) Women delinquent (alcoholics, alienated, prostitutes, etc.) in Criminal Law appears 
under delinquents or criminals and the like, revealing that women are considered in a specific 
or exceptional situation, whereas the male is protected by a generic descriptor. It is also 
emphasized the fact that alcoholics should be assigned to classes related to health, and only 
prostitutes could be inserted under crime;  
b) Women Rights in general appears only in the context of family law, subordinate to 
Married Women, Marital authority, Marital authorization, which creates a false sense of 
dependency among the themes;  
c) the notation Sex-Woman Condition is presented subordinate to the notation 
Circumstances that influence the status and legal capacity, which lends women an inferiority 
status; 
d) within the penitentiary sphere, Penal institutions for women and girls is 
subordinate to Other penitentiary institutions, which explicitly shows an exceptional and 
marginal situation, for in a context of equity one may think of Penitentiary institutions for 
men and boys next to Penitentiary institutions for women and girls. Another bias previously 
pointed out by Santos et al. (1999) is the lack of criteria to differentiate women from girls, as 
well as to determine the age of admission into these institutions.  
 
5. Discussion 
 
Since STNL is a list of subject headings, all the terms related to women are under the 
subject headings woman and women. Although the number of terms under the subject 
headings man and men is significantly smaller than that assigned to woman/women, this 
indexing language does not give an equal treatment to both genders. STNL offers various 
terms on women’s issues, but on the other hand they are inherently biased towards the natural 
language itself.    
 Considering that STNL aims to embrace all knowledge areas, it showed the highest 
rates of biases referring to women’s journals, sanitary education, lesbianism, femme fatale, 
woman (Christian theology), sports and physical education and professional performance.  
 As for USPSH, its primary purpose is geared to teaching, research and community 
activities in the Sao Paulo State University, but is also used by other Brazilian universities. 
Biases were identified in this indexing language referring to women who have been hit, 
women delinquent and feminism. 
In BSSH the adjective masculine and the relations in women’s health are omitted in 
their descriptors, a shortcoming that should be revised. In spite of these biases, there seems to 
be a concern on the part of BSSH managers to contemplate feminine issues and to make use 
of the mechanisms available in the language, thus revealing a more equitable conception of 
relations between men and women.  
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The purpose of LDC, as an expansion of class 340 of Dewey Decimal Classification is 
to insert Brazilian Law specificities in this context. However, the signs of biases in the 
language were found to have a most negative impact as to women’s issues, such as women 
delinquent, women’s rights in general, sex-woman condition and penitentiary institutions for 
women and for girls.   
On comparing the indexing languages analysed, it was found that only one instance of 
bias was repeated in USPSH and LDC referring to Women delinquent. In the first one, it 
appears as a criminal biotypology and in the second one, it is linked to alcoholics, alienated 
and prostitutes as types of delinquents or criminals.   
 The analysis of the corpus confirmed that the major Brazilian indexing languages  
 
x treat women as exceptions to masculine norms or ignore these issues entirely 
(Olson 2002); and 
x generality is considered as masculinity; masculine terms are used in the plural 
form with the semantic content of men and women; there is a tendency to use 
female descriptors and to omit their corresponding male terms (López-Huertas 
and Torres 2005).  
 
These possibilities of biases are a reflection of the sexism inherent to human language. 
  
On the other hand, the four Brazilian indexing languages 
 
x do not isolate women’s issues to separate them from knowledge as a whole 
(Olson 2002);  
x do not consider that the subject of contraception refers to women only (López-
Huertas and Torres 2005).  
In view of these observations, it is believed that reflection and application of 
mechanisms, such as syntagmatic relationships, paradigmatic relationships and scope notes, 
remarks or definitions would create and improve contexts, making them more inclusive and 
equitable, as shown in the following examples:  
 
Subject Terminology of the National Library (STNB) 
Descriptor: Sterilization of women  
             
 UF  Female sterilization  
UF Women, Sterilization  
 UF Sterilization, Female  
RT Female sterility 
NT Tubarian sterility  
NT Hysterectomy  
 
Brazilian Senate Subject Headings (BSSH)  
Descriptor: Sterilization (birth control)  
 
UF Women, Sterilization 
UF Sterilization, Female 
RT Birth Control 
RT Family planning 
BT Anti-contraceptive 
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These two examples show that some mechanisms available in the language were used. 
Nevertheless, the first one characterizes an approach in which the subject is exclusively 
referred to as the medical procedure of sterilization, relating it to sterility. In the second 
example, sterilization is viewed as an anti-contraceptive possibility related to family 
planning.  
In both cases, syntagmatic relationships should have been used in the indexing 
languages by inserting terms like Male sterilization or Vasectomy as related terms (RT) of 
Sterilization of women and Sterilization (birth control). It was found that in BSSH Vasectomy 
appears as a narrower term (NT) of Anti-contraceptive and as related term (RT) of Birth 
Control. As for STNL, paradigmatic relationships are used, for example: Vasectomy and 
Anti-contraceptive as narrower terms (NT) of  Sterilization.  
 
6. Conclusion   
 
The analysis of the four Brazilian indexing languages and the examples discussed in 
this investigation confirm the need for mechanisms to prevent biases, such as: insertion of 
notes that allow the use of the feminine and/or the insertion of syntagmatic descriptors in 
order to distinguish the masculine from the generic when no other option is available; also, 
the insertion of gender qualifiers in descriptors (M) and (W) whenever the subject matter 
does not represent humanity in general (Rodríguez Bravo 2007).   
Indexing management mechanisms such as these confer dynamism to indexing 
languages, and are currently viable through information and communication technologies 
(ICT) as well as digital processing, storage and retrieval environments. Therefore, it is crucial 
that information professionals keep in mind that an effective knowledge representation is key 
to the access and apropriation of an ever-increasing number and variety of resources in all 
fields.  
Furthermore, it is the information professionals’ responsibility not only to make 
information available to the end-user, but also to enable him/her to understand the underlying 
mechanisms of the indexing language, the standpoint and mission of the unit it represents and 
the community discourse embedded in the products. In this context, it is not possible to avoid 
biases, but there are mechanisms to elucidate or exteriorize them, otherwise the user’s needs 
will not be fulfilled.     
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Multidimensional Classifications: Past and Future Conceptualizations and 
Visualizations 
 
Abstract: This paper maps the concepts “space” and “dimensionality” in classifications, in particular in 
visualizations hereof, from a historical perspective. After a historical excursion in the domain of 
classification theory of what in mathematics is known as dimensionality reduction in representations of a 
single universe of knowledge, its potentiality will be explored for information retrieval and navigation of 
the World Wide Web.  
 
1 Introduction 
Licklider observed in his Libraries of the Future that most studies of topological and metric 
space analogies (for the greater part written in the domain of information retrieval) focused so far 
on linear methods. Moreover, he claimed that: ‘those studies have not emphasized the space 
concept, and they have led to little or no consensus even about the dimensionality, much less 
about the identities of the dimensions, of any such thing as “information space” or “semantic 
space” or the “space of knowledge”.’ (Licklider 1965, 77) We agree that such a consensus still 
does not exist, but state at the same time that in the history of classification the concepts space 
and dimensionality were explored. Although conceptualizations of space and dimensionality in 
the organization of knowledge are much older we start our historical exploration in 19th century 
with three interrelated debates: on the classification of the sciences, on evolution and on atomist 
theory. Conceptualizations of dimensionality can be traced in the history of classification of the 
sciences. For instance Herbert Spencer in his criticism on the linear and historical sequential 
representation of the evolution of the sciences by the positivist thinker Auguste Comte, argued 
that  sciences are so complex that the relationships only can be explained in a multidimensional 
way. (Spencer 1864, 26) The discussion on the evolution of the sciences stood in a wider context 
of the 19th century debate on (biological and organic) evolution. After Darwin’s  publication of 
On the Origin of Species in 1859, the idea that life had evolved in a process of natural selection 
became particularly an active source of academic debates focusing on the philosophical, social 
and religious dimensions of the evolution of human life. Studies in the emerging discipline of 
psychology (Baine, Wundt, Fouillée, Bergson) tried to include the evolution of mental order and 
explored the internal dimension or “psyche” of man. Related to these discussions on the 
classification of the sciences and of evolution, there was a third debate that focused on the origin 
and substance of the universe (atomism). Since the atomic theory that John Dalton formulated in 
his A New System of Chemical Philosophy, that appeared in the years 1808 and 1810, the debate 
on atoms and voids in the universe got a new impetus. At first sight this debate seems remote 
from classification in library science. However, the 19th century developments in astronomy had 
both an impact on the library sciences via the old metaphor of the universe of knowledge and via 
new notions of time and space in atomic theory.  
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In other studies we discussed considerations on space and multidimensionality of 
classificationists such as Richardson, Otlet, Bliss, Ranganathan and their historiographers Miksa 
and Beghtol who used the universe of knowledge metaphor in their debates on hierarchy and 
flexibility in their strive to promote their classification system and to develop a new 
classification theory. (Heuvel and Smiraglia 2010; Smiraglia and Heuvel 2011)  In another study 
we focused in particular on multidimensionality in visualizations of universes of knowledge. 
(Heuvel and Akdag 2011, in press)  
We also briefly explored the potential impact of atomic theory on the UDC and observed that 
the pioneer of documentation Paul Otlet followed the debates on astrophysics of the beginning of 
the 20 century closely. Although we concluded that new views on “spacetime” did not lead to 
change of the UDC it was argued that Otlet was nevertheless aware of the contradiction with his 
separation of space and time in his classification system, which he hoped would be solved with 
further advancements in mathematics. (Heuvel and Smiraglia, 2010) Moreover, other phrases in 
his publication Monde of 1935 suggest that Otlet was interested in the spatial consequences of 
the developments in atomic theory. He observed that since the theories of Riemann and Einstein 
another “hypergeometrie” should be considered, and suggested a new discipline of “spatiologie.” 
(Otlet 1935, 304-306) Otlet did not explain further what he intended with these new disciplines 
of  hypergeometry and spatiology, but unpublished manuscripts in the archives of the 
Mundaneum reveal that he was studying the implications of spacetime and notions of events in 
the work of Samuel Alexander, Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead for synthesis of 
knowledge. Although these new notions of space (and time) did not have an impact on the UDC, 
unpublished drawings in the abovementioned archives reveal that multidimensionality and space 
played a crucial role in Otlet’s first conceptualizations of classification. We will compare some 
drawings in this manuscript of Otlet to the mappings of Ranganathan of a multi –dimensional 
universe of knowledge along a one-dimensional space (line) (Ranganathan 1967, 382). Finally, 
the notions of dimensionality in “intellectual space” of the ignored theorist of classification 
Gérard Cordonnier will be discussed.  
 
After this historical excursion in the domain of classification theory of what in mathematics is 
known as dimensionality reduction in representations of a single universe of knowledge we try to 
explore its potentiality for information retrieval and navigation multiple universes or multiverse 
of knowledge. We argue that Otlet’s and Ranganathan’s mappings of multi-dimensional 
knowledge spaces on a one-dimensional one or line in combination with the development of a 
viewer based on parallel vision of documents developed for Nelson’s XanaduSpace can be useful 
to retrieve knowledge classes in formal ontologies and folksonomies and their contexts from 
different perspectives. On the basis of predictive models of  the future structure of the World 
Wide Web by Albert-László  Barabási, we argue that the dream of data-integration of all 
knowledge seems to be even more remote than in the past, but that the development of the 
abovementioned viewer could be useful for information retrieval within a constellation of 
multiple (sub-) universes that develop in a modular and at the same time self organizing way. 
 
2 Historical notions of multidimensionality and of space in classifications 
Probably the first author who discussed the importance of these more general debates on 
classification of the sciences, on the evolution of mankind and the human mind and finally of the 
universe of knowledge for the emerging discipline of Library Science was Henry Evelyn Bliss. 
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(Bliss 1929) Most of the names he mentioned in his historiographical study of classifications by 
Bliss and have relevance for conceptualizations of space and dimensionality: the in-between 
spaces of Cutter’s “transient classes”, Richardson’s historical dependency of spaces for new 
classes, and Sayer’s observations on parallel-orders. The role of these conceptualizations was 
touched upon as part of the attempt for formulate a faceted classification theory, in particular  in 
discussions on the Colon Classification by the Classification Research Group (1951) and by 
several authors such as S.R Ranganathan (1951,1957, 1967) Thomas Daniel Wilson (1972), 
Clare Beghtol (2008) Francis Miksa (1992 and 1998) and Katryn La Barre (2006). In other 
studies we tried to put (the self-proclaimed) role of Ranganathan in the development of the “first 
classification theory” in a more critical way and put it into context from a different historical 
perspective by comparing the CC to the UDC (Smiraglia and Heuvel 2011, 44); (Heuvel and 
Akdag 2011, in press). In this paper we continue our exploration of facetted classification 
systems. This is based on the assumption that the concepts space and multi-dimensionality play a 
more prominent role herein and that they are more suitable for a comparative analysis. Secondly 
both Paul Otlet and  Ranganathan used visualizations of multidimensional aspects of their 
classifications which can be compared. (Heuvel 2008; Ranganathan 1967, 382; Miksa 1992, 116) 
Finally both Otlet and Ranganathan discussed the role of language and notation in relation to 
spatial sequence and multi-dimensionality in their faceted classifications. The latter issue is of 
importance for a comparison with discussions about logical relations between concepts and a 
classification (Farradane 1952, Smiraglia et al., 2011, in press) and between knowledge 
organization and hypertext. (Nelson and 2004; Rayward 1994)  
 
2.1.       Multi-dimensional thought and one-dimensional arrangement  
The observation of Licklider that most studies of topological and metric space analogies 
focused so far on linear methods, is partly true. As we will see the mathematical method of 
dimension reduction was indeed applied in practical ways. Not seldom that what Licklider had 
called the identities of these dimensions were ignored or reduced in these very same practical 
applications of linear methods. “The business of the librarian and the function of library tools are 
to help every unit of thought –energy to reach its destiny”- Ranganathan stated in a paragraph on 
the purpose of classification. (Ranganathan 1951, 95) The purpose of classification is in his view 
a process of transformation from a multidimensional space of thought to a one-dimensional 
space that easier to handle and to perceive things: 
 “Thought is multi-dimensional. But we are one-dimensional beings – that is we still 
prefer all things to be handled to be arranged in one-dimension […] This means that 
classification is essentially a transformation of a many-dimensional universe into a uni-
dimensional, uni-directional one. The machine tools are expected to perform this 
transformation.” (Ranganathan 1951, 96)  
In his Prolegomena to Library Classification Ranganathan gives an example of a mapping of 
subjects belonging to a multi-dimensional universe into a system of points along a line. 
(Ranganathan 1957: 254; 1967: 382-386) He visualized the mathematical mapping of space of 
large number of dimensions on one of a smaller number in a so-called Apupa arrangement in the 
third edition of his work. (Ranganathan 1967, figs. 19, 20, 21) (See, Figure 1b) 
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In an earlier publication Frits Donker Duyvis, the secretary of the International Institute of 
Bibliography and committee member of the revision of the UDC had made clear that 
Ranganathan’s Colon Classification was much indebted to Otlet’s multi-dimensional 
classification. (Donker Duyvis 1951, 99) Although Donker Duyvis in his presentation of the 
UDC as a practical method argued that Otlet and La Fontaine never had the intention to develop 
it as a theory, Otlet used this term explicitly to describe his visual explorations of the 
multidimensional character of his classification. In his manuscript Theorie schematique de la 
Classification of 14 December 1908 Otlet describes and visualizes in so-called “schemes 
fondamentaux” (fundamental schemes) the multidimensional reduction of the content of various 
formats to one line and the recombination of these elements in  multi-dimensional knowledge 
constructions. (See, Figure 1a) Various sources of information coming from multiple direction 
are brought in one line and comparable content is expressed in notations of letters a, a1, b, b, b1 
etc. and combinations hereof (Figure 2). In successive pages he translates these dimensions in 
numerical notation of the UDC and includes sketches of multidimensional knowledge objects in 
which these various classes meet.  
 
 
Figure 1a + b: Dimension reduction in the work of Otlet and Ranganathan 
Otlet, Theorie schematique de la Classification of 14 December 1908 
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(© Mons, Mundaneum  EUM Farde 9 N. 39) 
Ranganathan (1967) Fig. 19 
 
2.2 Conceptualizations of metric and of topological space.  
Although Licklider was right in his observation that most studies of topological and metric space 
analogies focused on the practical application of dimension reduction in information retrieval, 
we do not support his argument that there were hardly conceptualizations of space and 
multidimensionality and their identities. We argue that as part of several attempts to formulate a 
classification theory conceptualizations of space and dimensionality were brought forward. 
Paradoxically, space and dimensions were especially discussed as part of the problem to handle 
time, evolution and synthesis in the development of the universe of knowledge.  
 
When Paul Otlet and the most famous Modernist architect of the 20th century Le Corbusier 
together made plans for a World City on the banks of Lake Geneva in Switzerland, they designed 
its main building, the Mundaneum in the form of spiral to symbolize the increase and 
development of global knowledge. Ranganathan used a similar spiral form in a diagram that 
expressed the development of the universe of knowledge as a dynamic continuum (Ranganathan 
1957, 250-51). The spiral is for Otlet and Ranganathan an expression of expansion of total 
knowledge on the long term, which encompasses (non visible) short successive cyclic 
movements. (Otlet 1935, 318; Ranganathan 1957, 249) Otlet as we will see called these short 
term cyclic movements “evenements” and Ranganathan decribed them as a “continuous cascade 
of new micro-thoughts” in the universe of knowledge. Both Otlet and Ranganathan were aware 
of the tensions between the factors time and evolution on the one hand and the synthesis of 
elements of facets of knowledge within their classification systems. In a unpublished manuscript 
in the Archives of the Mundaneum in Mons (Belgium) with the title “Relations fondamentales” 
of 9 April 1928, Otlet refers explicitly to the works of  Samuel Alexander (known for this 
concept of bottom-up emerging synthesis) and the philosophers/mathematicians Bertrand Russell 
and Alfred North Whitehead who both questioned the idea of an universal synthesis and who 
used notions of events as occurrences. In this manuscript, that according to its subheading 
discusses“ the philosophy and research of a new scheme (schema) of time and space”, Otlet 
stated that Alexander and Russell, replaced the classical view of permanent synthesis by “a 
collection of relative events.”  Whitehead, in Otlet’s view, broke with the notion of synthesis all 
together. Whitehead rejected indeed the idea that each object has a simple spatial or temporal 
location. If he had been familiar with the work of Otlet he would probably had reckoned it to 
what he called in his Science of the Modern World of 1926: “The Fallacy of Misplaced 
Concreteness”, or the error of mistaking the abstract for the concrete. According to Whitehead it 
would be wrong to see in a spatial point more than abstraction and every real-life object may be 
understood as a constructed series of events: 
 
 “In a certain sense everything is everywhere at all times. For every location involves as 
aspects of itself in every other location. Thus every spatio-temporal standpoint mirrors the 
world. (Whitehead 1945, 114) 
 
Whitehead’s view that all things are in a continuously flux, is quite different from the spatio-
temporal notions of Otlet and Ranganathan. Otlet in Monde made a distinction between a) the 
development of reality and  b) the development of  “ideas in systems and syntheses with an 
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assimilation and remodelling of what is new”, which c) at certain moments in time intersect at 
certain points. (Otlet 1935, 331)  Ranganathan does follow this line of reasoning of successive 
syntheses in his loops of “micro-thought”. However, whereas Otlet thought that this development 
could be handled by an update of the UDC from time to time, Ranganathan was convinced that it 
implied a fundamental change in classification. The latter observed that there is  “wastage 
incidental to ‘research in parallel’” in the development universe of knowledge that has to be 
eliminated  “by organizing ‘research in series’.” (Ranganathan 1957, 248) To this end 
Ranganathan introduced “depth classification” which he defined as: “a scheme of classification 
fitted to reach coextensiveness and expressiveness in the classification of micro-thought having 
many rounds and levels of facets, and isolates of high orders in any all of them.” (Ranganathan 
1957, 241)  
 
This dept classification of microthought was in Ranganathan a strategy to prevent the reversion 
of research in series in research in parallel. (Ranganathan 1957, 251) However, every 
classification in Ranganathan’s view has its limitations. Its scheme depends on what is regarded 
as the minimum, essential invariant. The establishment of this invariant is a forced compromise 
or in Ranganathan’s words ” a scheme is obliged to do so only for the most widely used 
approach.” (Ranganathan 1957, 255) This does not only has implications for classification but 
for synthesis as well:  
 
 “Much of the difficulty, due to classification being equivalent to the mapping of a multi-
dimensional space over a one-dimensional one, arises in the synthesis of the facets. If there 
are n facets in micro-thought, a scheme has to chose forcedly one of the n ! ways of 
arranging them in a class number.” (Ranganathan 1957, 255) 
 
The mathematics of this mapping, Ranganathan states, has not yet been worked out in detail by 
anybody and for the time being he proposes a symbiosis with cataloging to overcome the 
limitations of classification. (Ranganathan 1957, 255) The Library Research Circle  that was 
formed in 1951 in India, discussed every Sunday on Ranganathan’s veranda mathematical 
aspects of classifications. Its members modeled their approaches after Russell’s and Whitehead’s 
works on mathematics. (LaBarre 2006, 42) We do not know for sure whether they discussed the 
views of the latter on mapping of multidimensional spaces and classification as well. Whitehead 
linkes in his Adventures of Ideas (1933) “non-metrical projective geometry” to what he called  
“the science of cross-classification.” (Whitehead 1967, 137-38) Different from elementary 
geometry of Euclidian space,  non metric projective geometry has a projective space. In this 
space, geometric transformations are permitted to move "points at infinity”  to traditional points, 
and vice versa that are not permitted in Euclidian space. (Wikipedia 2011) Ranganathan’s 
description of how the successive isolates in a chain within a facet, considered from the angle of 
the idea plane, form a “Nest of Cells in many dimensions” and from the notational plane a “Nest 
of Intervals on a line” might have been inspired by Whitehead’s views on projective geometry. 
(Ranganathan 1957, 254-255) Although Ranganathan recognized the existence of a “two-fold 
infinity” – an infinity in the approaches of readers of documents and an infinity in the 
dimensions of the universe of ideas to be organized (LaBarre 2006, 43) he seems to exploit the 
method of projective geometry in a one directional way i.e. the transformation from more 
dimensions to one, or what Licklider had called the use of linear methods in information 
retrieval.   
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A forgotten classificationist, the French naval engineer and mathematician Gérard Cordonnier 
who was familiar with the principles of projective geometry as well, did not focus on the line but 
on what he called “intellectual space.” (Cordonnier 1944, 26-28) This intellectual space is 
constituted by a collection of logical relationships between ideas, in the same way that physical 
space consists of a collection between material relationships. (Cordonnier 1944, 27) He explains 
how a collection of relations represented as a geometrical figure can be represented from one 
point of view as a synthesis of all projected figures possible. In an Euclidian space the material 
point, - Cordonnier uses the a molecul as example - can be defined by three coordinates.  
“However, if you want to go beyond that point you have to deal with the parameters that 
defines the relative positions of atoms and another step further more dimensions are 
introduced that regulate them that allow the mathematician to start his exploration. One can 
say that the three visual dimensions of the world ramify in each stage of a new 
approximation of this internal universe and becomes inseparable of time.” (Cordonnier 
1944, 28)  
 
Cordonnier distinguishes various types of ramifications that regulate the development of tree like 
(“arboresente”) structures of classifications. He is familiar with the UDC and stressed the 
potential of the alternative system of Bliss to connect his general classification with the needs of 
special classifications. Cordonnier, familiar with the Colon Classification edition of 1933, 
follows Ranganatan in his critique of the hierarchical tree-like structure of the UDC; a critique 
that was challenged by Donker Duyvis and more recently by Heuvel and Akdag on the basis of a 
visual analysis this classification system. (Ranganathan 1951, 100, Donker Duyvis 1951, 99-100, 
Heuvel and Akdag, 2011: in print) Cordonnier praises what Ranganathan had called the banyan 
tree structure of the Colon Classification which branches ramify and grow at the top and at the 
bottom. However, he also observes illogical orders in certain classes and notation in the Colon 
Classification and tries to take it further by a profound analysis and typology of developments 
and dimensions of the tree like structures of various classification in order to develop a new one. 
He states that the classificationist should not strive for giving each object or idea an unique 
place: 
 
“A universal classification should be a collection ordered by points of view. An object will 
be found in more rubrics [classes under more subject headings] of which the whole defines 
its place in the intellectual domain, similar to a point in space is defined by its 
“coordinates” or projections according to more points of view. (Cordonnier 1944, 7) 
 
The notation of such a class is not presented in the form of a linear string of elementary symbols, 
but as a branching (rameau)  with branches on various levels of subdivision.  He is thinking of a 
ramification with two branches that do not grow necessarily in the same way, since they are 
sometimes enriched to express an idea more precisely or abbreviated if an idea is less interesting 
for a specialized node. (Cordonnier 1944, 8) Such ramification is “open” if the tree- like 
structure develops in all directions with full independency of its branches and “cyclic” when 
each of its sub branches refers to the original branch from which they all stem. Cordonnier 1944, 
30-32) This is quite different from Ranaganthan’s  projections since in the case of Cordonnier 
the dimension time is included in the various tree-like structures that are not only projected in, 
but also evolve and shape his “intellectual space.”  
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2.3 Limitations in visualizations of  multidimensionality and the end of classification?! 
 
Although visualizations are good ways to represent spatial relationship they are far more limited 
in expressions of time, of evolution or of the character of relationships between knowledge 
objects. Shera stated that the poly-dimensional character of the contents of books is incompatible 
with the traditional hierarchical schematization of knowledge which is a linear progression from 
general to specific. (Shera 1951,80) This incompatibility has implications for the visualizations 
of the classificationists as well who tried to balance between the hierarchical order of their 
systems  and the multi-dimensionality of intellectual space. Cordonnier represented the three 
coordinates of s (standing for symbol) on the levels, lines and orders (subdivision of the line on 
each level) in a simple matrix-like figure. To express evolution or the growth of branches he just 
used capital and lower case symbols S ,standing for primary and secondary branches. 
Ranganathan explained how he in his illustrations of the Apupa arrangement had to limit the 
amount of disciplines in his mappings of the case: the rhetorical ability of professors in various 
domains for one and of two characteristics expressing 1) the rhetorical ability and 2) main 
subjects to avoid overcrowding in the diagram. (Ranganathan 1967:figs. 19, 20, 21). Otlet was 
also aware of the limitations of paper but tried to overcome these in some cases by making three-
dimensional knowledge objects. He created for instance a three-dimensional, rotatable 
knowledge object to express the dynamics of language in a comparative way. (Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2 Otlet “Machine à parler” Three dimensional representation of language on 
cardboard (detail) 
(© Mons, Mundaneum  EUM Model 139 26 November 1939) 
 
 
 
Apart from the limitations of visualizations to express time or dynamics, they are also not the 
most obvious means to explain the character or meanings of certain relationships. Shera observed 
in 1951 that we were standing at a threshold of a reorientation of the idea of classification as a 
result of the acknowledgement that any attempt to organize knowledge is conditioned by the 
social epistemology of the age it was produced. (Shera 1951, 82) Based on Whitehead’s notion 
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of referential classification,  Shera argues that any single unit of knowledge may be meaningful 
in any number of different relationships depending upon the immediate purpose. 
 
“Relationship is not a universal, but a specific fact unique to things related, and just as 
these relations reveal the nature of the relata, so the relata determine the character of the 
relationship.” (Shera 1951, 84) 
 
The character of relationships in classification, and the continuous change hereof is difficult to 
represent. Farradane in his “scientific theory of classification” formulated this as follows: 
“Owing to the difficulties of representing all possible relational series in any fixed form, printed 
form, each classification, shows only a limited selection, which imposes a rigid network which is 
mostly neither adaptable nor logically true throughout. “ (Farradane 1952, 75) 
 
Farradane proposes a system of  logical relations, which he calls operators, to be used as a basis 
for classification based on methods of perception rather than on philosophical views or the 
everyday experience of librarian. (Farradane 1952, 78) He tries to get a grip on the 
multidimensional complexity of relationships by representing each operator as a line that points 
in a different direction. The result is a complex diagram in which specific notations symbols and 
arrows are combined to express the multidimensional character of the combination of operators, 
(Farradane 1952, 85-86) (figure 3) 
 
 
Figure 3 Farradane (1952) representation of dimensions of operators 
 
Shera, whose choice of words strongly reflect the ideas of Whitehead, questioned the 
possibility of representation of logical relations in knowledge all together: 
 
“The fallacy, of course, lay in the fact that a hierarchical structure is but one pattern of 
thought in a universe of infinite patterns […] what is a rational or logical association for 
one can be quite irrational and illogical for another. (Shera 1957, 22) 
 
Shera believes that there is no universal system of classification to all situations, just as there is 
no one pattern of human thought. (Shera 1957, 26) However, Shera does not break with 
classification all together; it is in his view just misapplied: 
 
“Classification, then, can achieve its fullest purpose as instrument of bibliographic 
organization only after the idea content of the book has been dissociated from its physical 
embodiment –its codex form.“ (Shera 1951, 81) 
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The emphasis of separating “idea content” from its physical embodiment is not new and links 
Shera directly to Otlet’s visions of “substitutes for the book.” (Heuvel 2008, 139-141) However, 
Shera’s call to replace universal systems of classification by classification as a discipline  based 
on concepts and concept formation, rather to use it as a tool is fundamentally different from all 
other classification constructs or  “theories” so far. Shera’s description of the “future of 
classification”  does not only differ in its emphasis on concept formation, but has far reaching 
implications for the role of the librarian as well, who in his view had to have knowledge of 
recent discoveries in physiology, psychology, cybernetics, information theory, linguistics, 
anthropology, sociology of knowledge, history of thought and of the basic sciences of 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and the social sciences. He concludes : “..the librarian 
of the future may well be regarded as the geneticist of our intellectual life.” (Shera 1957, 26) 
Shera stretched the role of classification and that of the librarian to the limit. When he wrote 
his paragraph on the future of classification, bibliographic organization and traditional library 
methods were challenged by the rapid introduction of mechanical tools that began to take over 
the operations of the librarian in an automated way. It is in this context as well that Licklider 
wrote in 1965 his essay on Libraries of the Future. Similar to Shera he dissociates the idea 
content of the book from its the book and the library as physical bodies. However, Licklider’s 
search of concepts and ideas behind the visible and tangible aspects of documents is not directed 
anymore on its implications for classification or the role of the librarian. Licklider’s focus is on 
“transformable knowledge” and man’s interaction with such knowledge in library systems for the 
future, which he prefers to define as “precognitive systems”, to reflect their role in the 
advancement and application of knowledge. (Licklider 1965, 6) Licklider’s shift in attention 
towards man-computer interaction precognitive systems has not only consequences for the 
conceptualization of the space which he calls the “fund of knowledge” but also of topological 
space and dimensionality. Licklider visualizes the changes of the fund of knowledge by 
comparing the information flow in existing knowledge systems and in a future simulation in 
which a precognitive system has been implemented. (Figure 4) 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Licklider (1965), knowledge fund and human computer interaction  
before (a) and after (b) implementation of precognitive system  
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In the first schematic representation the knowledge fund (k), human beings (h) the system (s) and 
applications (a) are separate bodies in which human beings play a role as a “relay” in the 
transmission of knowledge. In the second one, incorporating the precognitive system, we observe 
a transformation of these bodies. The fund of knowledge is extended into “intimate interactions” 
with human users that active function as executives rather than passing on information passively. 
Apart from a redefinition of the fund of knowledge Licklider also explores the implications of 
human-computer interaction for topological space analogies and notions of dimensionality and 
the identities of dimensions. He analyses for instance  Osgoods’s semantic space based on many 
human scaling judgments of linguistic objects and asks himself how the attractiveness of the 
space analogy can be reconciled with logical and linguistic schemata that not involve geometry 
or continuous variables. A question he believes that will not be answered soon, reason why we 
need  :  
 
“ to accept the notion, for many years at least, we shall not achieve a complete integration 
of knowledge, we shall have to content ourselves with diverse partial models of the 
universe. It may not be elegant to base some of the models in geometry, some in logic, and 
others in natural language, but that may be the most practical solution.”  
(Licklider 1965, 78) 
 
We shall come back to these partial models of the universe when we discuss the future of the 
topological space of the World Wide Web and its implications information retrieval.  However, 
first we will address conceptualizations and visualizations of multidimensionality in computer 
space in the work of the inventor of hypertext and hypermedia, Ted Nelson. Boyd Rayward 
(1994) in his well know article Visions of Xanadu: Paul Otlet (1868-1944) and Hypertext 
pointed out that the concept of non-linear paths through documentation was also present in the 
work of Paul Otlet at the beginning of the 20th century. (Compare Figure 5a) Here we will 
discuss another aspect that is Nelson’s visualizations of linkage in multidimensional space.  
 
 3 Hyper text, the World Wide Web and Xanadu space 
 
All conceptualizations of space, dimensionality and the character of relationships in structures 
of knowledge that we discussed so far stayed within the boundaries of classifications, the realm 
of the librarian or the context of the library.  
Similar to the publication of Licklider the study of Nelson (1965) that mentioned hypertext for 
the first time, focused on the user as producer of knowledge and the implications of  
transformation of knowledge as is reflected in its title A File Structure for the Complex, the 
Changing and the Indeterminate. However, whereas Licklider in his conceptualizations of 
topical space explored the logic and semantic of language, Nelson merely focuses on the 
visibility of what calls in his Dream Machines of 1974 collateral structures and the display 
hereof for the user of computers. The principle of collateration, that is the creation of multiple 
and viewable links between any two data structures, is simple. However, the handling of links for 
rapid and convenient viewing in processes of text  writing, editing, annotating etc. is rather 
complex. 
To solve that problem Nelson started with the Parallel TextFace and Xanadu projects in 1972 
and that finally merged in the development of Xanadu Space software on which he is still 
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working today.  Nelson describes that in the early days of development of his ideas of hypertext,  
when he was working in 1972 on a so called  “parallel vision editor”, the computer still had very 
limited visualization possibilities. (Nelson, 1987, 41-42) For that reason he glued paper arrows 
on  celluloid film attached to a piece of card board to simulate cross-linking on a computer 
screen. Only later when the computer allowed for simulations in a more –dimensional space 
Nelson was able to work out and visualize his ideas in Xanadu Space.  
 
In the meantime Tim Berners-Lee had developed the World Wide Web as an publication 
application on top of the Internet. Berners- Lee considered hypertext as one of the building 
stones of the World Wide Web in addition to the Internet. (Berners-Lee 2000, 6) Nelson 
probably shared Berner’s Lee initial dream on the future of the WWW as an environment in 
which people (Web 2.0) and computers (Semantic Web) are collaborating in producing 
knowledge, but clashes with his views on its further development from an information- 
architectural point of view.  In polemic statements 
Nelson fights against the implicit hierarchies in the further development of the World Wide Web 
that in his view is still an imitation of paper. (Nelson 2004, 2007) 
 
“Much of the field has imitated paper: in word processing (Microsoft Word and Adobe 
Acrobat) and the World Wide Web, whose rectangular page layouts become a focal issue. 
It should be noted that these systems imitate paper under glass.” (Nelson and Adamson 
Smith, 2007) 
 
The project XanaduSpace aims at linking information in a non hierarchical way and at the same 
time to tackle the problem of the readability of this information that is projected in various 
dimensions:  
“We are not just building a different kind of hypertext, but seeking the most general form 
of document. The issue is how to represent all possible documents. […] Our document 
structure is very different from paper (although rectangularity is allowed as an option). A 
document may be divided into arbitrary units; the default visualization is a vertical strip, 
but very different structures and presentations are also possible. A document may consist 
of any number of such pieces, which we call "vunits," or viewable units.” [… ] These are 
intended not just as novelties, but as full-status content packages: all contents are linkable 
[and] transclusible (showing their origins).They may all be connected side-by-side, like 
columns in a book, table or spreadsheet.” (Nelson and Adamson Smith 2007) 
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Figure 5 a Otlet Itineary through Documentation (© Mons, Mundaneum  EUM 3751 - 6 
April 1944) 
                        Figure 5 b Nelson and Adamson (2007) Parallel vision of documents linked 
by ‘lines of fire’ in Xanadu Space  
 
It is indeed a very promising project to tackle the problem of reduction that we discussed in 
mappings of a multi –dimensional universe of knowledge along a one-dimensional space (line). 
Instead of reducing dimensions as a compromise  to fit the classification and synthesis  or to 
recall Ranganathan’s words  ” to chose forcedly one.”, the units in Xanadu space are viewable at 
will in a continuum of one and multidimensional space. In order not to get “lost in cyberspace”  
the project included “a system of side by side viewing”. It entails the development of a new 
viewing mechanism called: “the reading plane, or line of fire.” (Figure 5b) This reading plane 
shows a current page or vunit in 3-space, at center screen. It allows for close-up reading in a 
larger context-- showing both content and connections to vunits elsewhere. The makers also 
suggest the extension into a fourth dimension showing its physical changes and value over time, 
and other dimensions showing parametric variations. (Nelson and Adamson Smith 2007) 
The “system of side by side viewing” consist of temporary view of minimal two data 
structures, that make part of the total dynamic storage of the Xanadu systems in which new units 
(Nelson also calls them documents) are built out of material in old units. This temporary views 
can be seen as events in Nelson dynamic network of “interconnected ideas.” Nelson envisions 
that the Xanadu network work will be built up rapidly by users. In 1974 in his Dream Machines 
Nelson wrote: 
“In the year 2020, we imagine a network with a least a hundred million simultaneous users, 
adding a hundred million documents an hour to the system.” (Nelson 1987, 144)   
We do not know whether Nelson vision of million users using Xanadu Space in 2020 will 
have become true, if ever. But what we do know that the World Wide Web by then will be 
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evolved in a much different way than that he envisioned with huge consequences for information 
retrieval.  
 
 
4 Conclusion: The future of information retrieval 
 We observed that Licklider in 1965 stated that complete integration of knowledge was not in 
reach and that for the time being only diverse partial models of the universe could be used. We 
also noted that librarians gradually made place for users as organizer of knowledge. However, 
even in the case that Nelson’s dream of million users will come true, they will shape the future 
development of the World Wide Web but not necessarily be able to influence it to great extent. 
Albert-Lászó Barabási (2003) describes in Linked that the Web’architecture is the product of two 
important layers: code and collective human actions taking advantage of code. However, he adds 
that the science of the Web increasingly proves that this architecture represents a higher level of 
organization than code. (Barabási 2003, 175) His mappings of the World Wide Web at different 
intervals give some indication about its future structure. Barabási describes the World Wide Web 
as a directed network that naturally will break down into continents, resulting in what he calls: 
“The Fragmented Web.” (Barbási 165-172) (figure 5) This web of fragmented clusters is formed 
by a combination of processes of hierarchical modular growth and scale free self-organization. 
(Barabási 2003, 232-237) In this predictive model the web will be built up from highly 
hierarchical clusters which are very popular by the search engines and a large quantity of nodes 
with only a few small incoming links and that will be ignored by their robots. (Barabási 2003, 
58)   
 
 
Figure 5 Barabási (2003): Fragmented Web: directional web with “continents” and 
hierarchical modular growth 
So apart from the prediction that the future of the World Wide Web will be more conditioned by 
its topological structure than by code, it will also consist of large invisible parts. (Barabási 2003, 
175) This combination of dependency on topological structure of the World Wide Web and the 
limitations in the visibility of its structure and development requires new approaches in 
information retrieval. The dream of data integration seems even more remote than in 1965 when 
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Licklider observed that a choice for separate models of the universe was inevitable. If we read 
Barabási’s predictive mappings correctly there will be an increase of various constellations of 
sub-universes or even of multiple universes (a multiverse) similar to the descriptions of the real 
outer space by some astro-physicists. Constellations with well ordered parts of knowledge and 
vague fields of floating isolates. With the dream of complete data-integration far away we might 
consider a model in which we create temporary  interfaces between the hierarchical ordered 
parts, such as classifications and more fluid ones, such as folksonomies. Temporary, because in 
such a multiverse of knowledge, with many black holes and structures with different dynamics, it 
will be hard to give knowledge particles a place. At best we can provide snapshots of the 
elements we see - Nelson’s ‘vunits’ - in relation to what is visible of the web in continuous flux 
to which it belongs. For that reason it might be useful to explore XanaduSpace further. Not with 
Nelson’s intention to re-order or replace the World Wide Web with it – we must accept the 
reality that the Web has evolved in a certain irreversible way- but for its qualities of parallel 
vision. It provides the possibility, explored by many classificationists such as Otlet and 
Ranganathan to map of multi-dimensional knowledge spaces on a one-dimensional one or line, 
without the compromises they had to make to give an elements a place. Moreover, the outcomes 
of experiments of creating temporary interfaces with parallel vision, the temporary views of 
knowledge parts in relation to the visible, could be described with models known within 
philosophy (compare Whitehead) and knowledge organization or rather knowledge interaction 
(Smiraglia and Heuvel 2011) such as event-ontologies (Shaw 2010) and instantiation (Smiraglia 
2008). We are in need of new conceptualization of multidimensional classification not based on 
data-integration, but on the visualization of temporary interfaces as events.  
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Abstract: This paper is a preliminary comparison of the theories used to represent concepts in the field of 
knowledge organization with similar theories that are used in the field of cognitive categorization.  Both 
disciplines employ the same general types of conceptual representations, such as features, dimensions, 
labels and relationships.  Both disciplines are also concerned with how people use these representations to 
organize and retrieve information.  However, cognitive categorization is generally concerned with internal 
conceptual representations (ICRs), which are maintained in memory, while knowledge organization is 
generally concerned with external conceptual representations (ECRs), which are maintained outside of 
memory.  This fundamental distinction has profound effects on how the representations are structured, 
accessed and maintained.  This paper explores these differences and points out cases in which ICRs and 
ECRs may affect each other.  This analysis will support future research that utilizes ICRs in the study and 
evaluation of ECRs.   
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 It is generally accepted that knowledge organizing schemes are derived at least in part 
from the categories and other conceptual structures that people maintain in memory.  This paper 
makes a distinction between internal conceptual representations (ICRs), which are stored in 
memory, and external conceptual representations (ECRs), which are stored outside of memory. 
ICRs are studied extensively in cognitive psychology, particularly research involving 
categorization, similarity judgments, choice sets, conceptual combination, and inductive 
inferences. ECRs are studied extensively in knowledge organization and include classification 
schemes, subject heading systems, thesauri, ontologies, folksonomies, and standards for 
bibliographic description.  
ICRs are often shared between people within a culture, domain, or discipline. For that 
reason, the study of ICRs is potentially of great value in the study of knowledge organization.  
Intriguingly, while there is a great deal of research into the categories or groupings that people 
form in memory, this research is still relatively underutilized in the field knowledge organization 
(KO). While models of categorization have many clear similarities to ECRs that are used in 
knowledge organization, such as classification systems and social tagging systems, there are also 
many subtle inconsistencies between ICRs and ECRs. In this paper, I propose to examine some 
of the irregularities between the two types of conceptual representations.  This preliminary 
examination seeks to bolster the foundation of interdisciplinary research that brings together the 
approaches and concerns of existing research in categorization and KO.  
 In the past, cognitive approaches to KO have been criticized on the grounds that such 
approaches seek to discover the rules by which people identify the subjects of documents. 
Cognivitists are said to use these rules to create external KO systems that mimic people’s 
internal conceptual representations, an approach that has been criticized as being ultimately 
futile.  Specifically, these approaches are problematic because internal conceptual structures vary 
according to the social context in which they are applied, while KO systems are generally 
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designed to useable and sharable between different groups of people from a variety of social 
contexts (Frohmann 1990, Hjørland and Albrechtsen 1995, Jacob and Shaw 1998, Hjørland 
2002).  
While these criticisms are well advised, other cognitive approaches have the potential to 
be fruitful in the study of KO systems. In research involving categorization, it is generally 
believed that categories are subject to change depending on the context in which they are used 
(Jacob 2004).  Barsalou (1982) found that the properties of some concepts were context 
dependent.  Participants in his study verified that “can be walked upon” is a property of the 
concept ROOF, but could not easily associate that property with ROOF except in certain contexts.  
Medin, Lynch, Coley, and Atran (1997) found that professional landscape architects grouped 
trees differently depending on whether they were considering the trees in the context of 
landscaping or in the context of disease that affect trees. Nevertheless, theoretical models have 
effectively predicted many regularities in how people categorize (e.g., Smith and Medin 1981). 
As Hjørland (2009) points out, cognitive approaches that take into account scientific theories and 
broad cultural perspectives can be fruitful to the study of KO systems.  
 
 
2.  Comparison of Internal and External Conceptual Representations 
 Both research into cognitive categorization and research in knowledge organization are 
fundamentally concerned with how items are grouped together and the uses to which the 
resulting groups may be put (e.g., Svenonius 2000, Bates 2003, Murphy 2004). These groupings 
and their members may all be thought of as concepts. The essential nature of concepts is widely 
and vigorously debated (see Hjørland 2009 for a detailed analysis of this debate).  For the 
purposes of this discussion, I suggest that it can be generally accepted that the word “concept,” at 
the very least, applies to anything for which a representation can be made.  Although concepts 
may be widely shared, a concept may be structured in a variety of ways.  These structures are 
manifested in representations of the concept.  In specific models of ICRs or ECRs, these 
structures can take a variety of forms, such as features, dimensions, relationships, labels, and free 
text descriptions.  Specific structures might not be as widely shared as the concept itself.  
 For example, the concept BIRD may be widely shared within an organization, discipline, 
or culture. However, different structures of BIRD are seen in different representations.  These 
include the representation of BIRD that appears in the scientific taxonomy of living creatures, 
representations of BIRD that are used in bibliographic classification schemes, and representations 
that a person stores in memory.  In fact, it is likely that people store in memory multiple 
representations of the same concept, each of which is useful in a different context.  Because BIRD 
is a widely shared concept, representations of BIRD have emerged that are easily sharable (Freyd, 
1983). Nevertheless, not all representations of BIRD are necessarily easily sharable.  A person 
may maintain one representation of BIRD for the purpose of communicating with others, and 
another representation that represents the person’s own idiosyncratic experiences with birds.   
The means by which ICRs and ECRs are structured is broadly similar. For example, they 
both consist of groupings that are populated by instances or types. Membership in a grouping is 
typically based on the rules, characteristics, and/or exemplars that are associated with the 
grouping. These groupings facilitate information organization and retrieval as well as the 
transmission of knowledge. ICRs are used when people organize and retrieve information from 
memory.  ECRs are used with information systems to organize and retrieve information from 
sources external to memory.  Nevertheless, ICRs and ECRs are subject to many of the same 
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constraints. For example, in both cases hierarchical structures facilitate retrieval, since properties 
are naturally transferred between superordinate and subordinate concepts.  
 However, there are many fundamental differences between ICRs and ECRs. Changes 
made to ICRs are often at least partially involuntary and can be completely subconscious. ECRs 
usually change only as the result of a conscious action taken by the person, committee, or 
community that is responsible for maintaining them.  Some ECRs, such as social tagging 
systems, resemble ICRs in that they continuously evolve (Golder and Huberman 2006). 
However, social tagging systems lack many elements of ICRs, such as relationships between tags 
and representations of the properties by which membership in a tag is determined.  
ECRs are often grouped by the information system of which they are a part.  For 
example, a controlled vocabulary is a single scheme of terms, each of which is an ECR.  The 
controlled vocabulary is designed so that each term can be applied to a set of documents.  Each 
document has its own representation, which is also an ECR.  However, the representations of 
documents are not considered to be a part of the controlled vocabulary that is used to organize 
the documents.  In contrast, while ICRs may form context-independent categories in some cases, 
they are not usually grouped into well-defined systems.   
Because ECRs exist outside of memory, they are often too large and complex to be 
maintained in memory.  In fact, in many cases they serve as a memory aides (Jacob 2004).  
Furthermore, it is possible to access only part of an ECR, especially if the ECR consists of a 
large scheme or system.  In contrast, models of ICRs often emphasize the intension of the 
concept, which are the properties by which membership in the concept is determined.  Models 
such as prototype and exemplar models assume that it is easier for people to remember the 
properties of a concept like BIRD than it is to remember all the instances of BIRD.  ECRs rarely 
include depictions of a concept’s intension.  However, because the limits of short term memory 
do not constrain ECRs, many ECRs include the concept’s entire extension, that is, the complete 
set of the concept’s instances.   
ICRs are stored in memory and cannot be directly shared. In order to be shared, a 
description of the ICR must be articulated. When other people receive the description, they may 
create or modify their own ICRs in response. In contrast, because ECRs exist outside of memory, 
they may be directly shared by anyone who has access to them. However, each person is likely to 
interpret the ECR in their own way, based on their own knowledge and situational needs.  
Because ICRs cannot be perceived directly, it is not possible to be certain of their structure. 
Interviews or think-aloud protocols may be used to record a person’s ICRs, but a person may 
only report on an ICR of which he or she is aware. Cognitive science has developed different 
models to predict the constraints that act on ICRs. These include classical, prototype, exemplar, 
goal-derived, and theory-based models (Smith and Medin 1981, Murphy and Medin 1985, 
Barsalou 1991). These models generally focus on the means by which membership in a category 
is determined.  
Because ECRs can be perceived directly, it is not necessary to develop theories that 
predict their structure. Instead, an ECR such as a classification system often simply declares its 
structure and the constraints that apply to it. In addition, from a user’s perspective membership in 
an ECR is a given. For example, not only is the structure of the Dewey Decimal Classification 
(DDC) widely available, but an OPAC that uses the DDC explicitly designates each resource in 
the collection as either a member or a non-member of a given class.  It is important to remember 
that ECRs such as knowledge organizing systems are based on theories and did not spring into 
being out of nothingness.  However, once the knowledge organizing system is created and 
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implemented, theories are not needed to predict what constrains the structure of concepts, since 
those constraints are a given.   
One the primary motivations of studies involving ICRs is to determine how well different 
models of concepts seem to fit the actual ICRs that people use.  For example, many studies over 
the past twenty years have sought to determine whether prototype models or exemplar models 
make more accurate predictions of the nature of ICRs across different circumstances.  The goal 
of this research is to predict the nature of the conceptual representations that people hold in 
memory.  There are fewer studies that explore whether a person’s own ICR is accurate or 
appropriate to the concept.  Because ECRs are directly observable, there is no need to predict 
what ECRs look like.  Furthermore, ECRs can be created as people see fit.  They are not subject 
to our subconscious whims.  For these reasons, there is no pressing need for knowledge 
organization research to import and adapt prototype models, exemplar models, and other models 
used to study ICRs.   
However, by the same token, there is often not a consensus in knowledge organization for 
how to best evaluate the quality of an ECR.  Different studies use a variety of methods and 
dependent variables.  These include analysis of transaction logs (e.g., Asunka, Chae, Hughes, 
and Natriello 2009), subjective ratings of satisfaction and/or variables measuring efficiency in 
completing tasks using ECRs (e.g., Larson and Czerwinski 1998), and domain analysis, which 
compares ECRs to conceptual structures that appear in the literature (e.g., Hjørland 2002).  Each 
of these approaches has varying degrees of merit.  In general, however, knowledge organization 
does not seem to be unified by a common research question to the extent that is seen in the 
research of ICRs.  As result, the problem area in knowledge organization often seems less well 
defined than the problem area in cognitive categorization.  This is not necessarily a problem, but 
it may impact the general focus of knowledge organization research.   
 
 
3.  Comparison of Bibliographic Hierarchical Classification with the Hierarchical 
Classification of Other Concepts 
 In addition to differences between ICRs and ECRs, KO is separated from categorization 
research in another important respect. In many hierarchical classification systems, each member 
of a class is also a member of each superordinate class under which it is nested.  For example, in 
the taxonomy of living things, if an animal is classed under the species T. migratorius (North 
American Robin), we may conclude that the animal is also a member of the genus Turdus, the 
family Turdidae, the order Passeriformes, the class Aves, and so on.  Any of the properties 
observed in the class Aves, such as WINGS and FEATHERS, will be inherited by each of these 
subclasses, as well as by the individual animal.  However, bibliographical hierarchical 
classification systems differ from this general model.  Bibliographic classification systems 
organize books and other resources not by the properties that the resources possess, but by the 
properties that they represent.  Clearly, a book about the class Aves (i.e., Bird) does not have 
wings, but it presumably represents a concept—Bird—that does possess the property WINGS. The 
species North American Robin inherits the property WINGS from Bird.  However, unlike the 
animal, a book classed under North American robin would not also be classed under Turdus, 
Turdidae, etc.   
This is partly due to practical considerations.  Traditionally, books could not occupy 
more than one physical location, which implied that they should not occupy more than one class.  
However, even if the books existed in a digital environment—which would allow them to be 
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placed into more than one class—a book about North American robins is clearly not about birds 
in general.  The book represents a concept that has wings, feathers, and all the other properties of 
Bird.  However, the book is likely to assign those properties specifically to North American 
robins as opposed to birds in general.  It may do this in the form of a statement, such as “robins 
have wings,” or it may simply include a picture of a robin in which the wings are visible.  
Therefore, we may conclude that, theoretically, information resources represent properties of a 
concept, but are likely to assign those properties to a concept at only one level of specificity.  We 
may further speculate that information resources are likely to emphasize the properties of a 
concept by which it may be distinguished from concepts that are similar—such as the properties 
by which robins may be distinguished from blue jays.  For example, in addition to being types of 
the concept BIRD, North American robins are also types of the concept OBJECT.  That concept 
may have the property TANGIBLE OR VISIBLE.  However, it is intuitively unlikely that a book 
about North American robins will emphasize that property.  The book may be more likely to 
emphasize the property BROWN-GRAY UNDERPARTS, since there are many concepts that are 
similar to North American Robin that do not possess this property, such as Blue Jay.   
These considerations affect how inferences are made by readers about the resources that 
are organized in the hierarchy.  All members of North American Robin inherit each of the 
properties of Bird.  Generally speaking, each of the books in the bibliographic class North 
American Robin describe a concept that inherits each of the properties of the concept that is 
described by books in the bibliographic class Bird.  However, it is not possible to read a book 
about birds and simply transfer its description of birds to books about North American robins.  
First, the reader must mentally “unassign” the properties from Bird and reassign them to North 
American Robin.  The reader must also consider the possibility that books about birds are more 
likely to emphasize certain properties than books about North American robins, such as 
properties by which birds are distinguished from mammal, fish, etc.   
Consideration of specific books and classification systems reveal other complications.  
The Dewey Decimal Classification system (DDC) includes the following schedule: 
 
745  Decorative Arts 
745.5     Handicrafts 
745.59             Making specific objects 
745.592          Toys, models, miniatures, related objects 
745.592 2             Dolls, puppets, marionettes 
745.592 21                 Dolls 
745.592 24                 Puppets and marionettes 
745.592 3             Dollhouses and furniture 
745.592 4             Soft toys 
745.592 43                Teddy bears 
745.592 8             Models and miniatures 
745.592 82                Military models and miniatures 
(Dewey et al. 2002) 
 
Based on this schedule, we may conclude that books in the class 745.592 describe toys in 
general, while books in more specific classes describe specific types of toys.  While this is 
broadly true, in practice most books that describe toys in general are very likely to devote much 
of their content to describing specific types of toys.  For example, Ketchum (1981) is a book 
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entitled “Toys & Games.”  In WorldCat, it is assigned the DDC class 745.592.  Its table of 
contents is as follows: “The Earliest Toys -- Wooden Playthings -- Dolls, Dollhouses and 
Playthings -- Tin and Cast-Iron Toys -- Soldiers -- Paper Playthings -- Card, Table and Board 
Games -- Optical Devices -- Banks -- Advice for the Collector.”  It is clear from this table of 
contents that the book spends little time describing toys in general.  Certain chapters are devoted 
to types of toys that have a more specific subclass in the DDC, such as Dolls, Dollhouses, and 
Soldiers.  Other chapters describe wooden and paper playthings, which are clearly subtypes of 
toys, but which do not have classes in the DDC.  In fact, it is possible that there is more 
information about dollhouses in books classed under toys in general than there is in books 
classed specifically under dollhouses, especially if there are many more books in the former 
category than in the latter.  Other books classed under 745.592 include Simon and Barton (1971) 
“The Paper Airplane Book” and Stevenson (1971) “The Art of Making Wooden Toys.”  The 
DDC schedule states that class 745.592 includes paper airplanes.  Although the class description 
makes no specific mention of wooden toys, the introduction to the DDC states that books may be 
moved to a higher class if more specific classes are not used.  Because there is no class in this 
section of the DDC that is specifically designated for wooden toys, 745.592 is likely to be the 
most appropriate location for Stevenson (1971).    
This example illustrates several discrepancies between bibliographic classification and 
other types of classification.  If the hierarchy above were applied to objects as opposed to 
bibliographic resources, it would be reasonably safe to conclude that dolls inherit all the 
properties of toys.  But because the DDC is a bibliographic classification, we may conclude, with 
less certainty, that books in the class “Dolls, puppets, marionettes” describe a concept that 
inherits the properties of the concept described by books in the class “Toys, models, miniatures, 
related objects.”  We may infer that books in the former class probably assign those properties to 
specific concepts like DOLL, while books in the latter class probably assign the same properties to 
the more general concept TOY.  We may further infer that the books in the former class may tend 
to emphasize different properties than the books in the latter class.  However, we must also take 
into account the possibility that that books classed under “Toys” contain chapters that explicitly 
describe dolls.  Other books in same class may explicitly describe types of toys for which there is 
no class in the DDC.  For these reasons, it can be very difficult to use the hierarchy in the DDC 
to make inferences about the contents of the books that are organized in the hierarchy.  This 
conclusion is not meant to be a critique of the DDC or an implication that the DDC contains 
serious flaws.  Rather, it illustrates an important limitation of bibliographic hierarchical 
classification in general.  These limitations are partly due to the fact that ECRs are often 
designed to be much more complex than conceptual representations that are stored in memory.  
Indeed, one of the benefits of ECRs is that they can be considerably more complex than ICRs.  
However, as ECRs become more complex, they become less apt to support certain processes 
involving conceptual representations, such as inferences by which people transfer properties 
from a concept to a related concept.   
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 Based on these preliminary findings, research in categorization is often confounded when 
directly applied to KO schemes. Many of the external conceptual representations are too 
complex to fully support the types of processes that are possible with internal conceptual 
representations.  In addition, the two disciplines seek to answer fundamentally different 
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questions.  Much of the research into ICRs seeks to make the most accurate predictions possible 
about the nature of ICRs.  Research into ECRs does not need to make these kinds of predictions, 
but studies in knowledge organization often struggle to identify methods for evaluating models 
of ECRs.   
However, by accounting for these confounding factors, interdisciplinary research 
between categorization and KO may become less fraught. A more precise understanding of the 
similarities and differences between the two disciplines sheds light on opportunities for 
interdisciplinary research. One such possibility is investigation into how interaction with an ECR 
such as a classification system affects a person’s own internal conceptual structures.  Interaction 
with an ECR produces or modifies an ICR in the mind of the person using the ECR.  Therefore, 
it is possible to use methods employed in the study of ICRs to evaluate the effects that occur 
when people use ECRs.  If studies are able to identify effects that occur consistently in the use of 
ECRs, we may come to better understand which aspects of ECRs best promote information 
retrieval.  Detailed results of one such study will be reported in a future publication.     
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was visible, though unclear: it reveals entirely new structural formations of the 
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…that which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work 
of art. This is a symptomatic process whose significance points beyond the realm 
of art. One might generalize by saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the 
reproduced object from the domain of tradition. By making many reproductions it 
substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence. (Benjamin, 1968, p. 221). 
 
 
 
Figure 2: “doll” (Hocutt, 2009). Collodion on glass plate. 
 
The notion of aura is an aesthetic of the past, grounded in ritual (the reason for the 
creation), and tradition that has been nearly eliminated by the disassociation and 
fragmentation of modernity. The aura of a work of art exists in a specific temporal 
and spatial realm that reproductions are not able to mimic. It invokes values of 
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tradition, uniqueness and authenticity that are ultimately shattered by the 
technology of mechanical reproduction (Benjamin, p. 221). 
 
What makes the notion of aura useful for the present inquiry is the way in which it may 
assist in the enterprise of “Peel[ing] the onion of an idea,” in the words of Calvin Mooers 
as he spoke of the potential of facet theory, (Vickery, 1966, p. 15). 
 
3.0  Interrogating the aura of facet theory 
 
Examining the aura of facet theory may uncover “hidden details,” allow us to “explor[e] 
commonplace milieus… [and] extend our comprehension of the necessities which rule 
our lives” (Benjamin, 1968, p. 236). The central thrust of this proposal is to interrogate 
the aura of facet theory along core dimensions drawn directly from Benjamin’s (1968) 
essay ‘The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction.’ These dimensions   – 
Tradition, Uniqueness, and Authenticity may well provide a visual dialectic that enables a 
transformative view of facet theory beyond perspective, reification, technology and 
modality. In short – the apparatus of aura may well provide a path to attentiveness 
through engaged critical practice.  
 
3.1  Tradition of facet theory 
 
What is tradition? Encompassing legal and ritual aspects, evoking notions of custom, 
culture, and praxis - tradition refers to the formal or legal act of exchanging long-
established practices or customary patterns of beliefs, methods or doctrines. Invoking 
tradition implies intergenerational transmission of ceremony or knowledge (Wordnet, 
2011). Tradition elicits a sense of belonging for members of a given community and 
erects exclusionary barriers for outsiders.  How much evolution is permissible? Some 
seek absolute fidelity and stasis. Others find succor in mutability and dynamism as 
markers of endurance.  Do divergent understandings indicate the existence of different 
traditions? Is the reality more nuanced? Tradition commonly invokes a sense of 
belonging for members of a given community. It can also be wielded as an exclusionary 
barrier to make outsiders feel alien or foreign (La Barre forthcoming). 
 
In this context we are primarily concerned with facet theory – which lies at the heart of 
the faceted analytical tradition. The most privileged exemplar from this tradition is S.R 
Ranganathan’s Colon Classification (Ranganathan, 1933). During the early 1950s three 
international groups, the British Classification Research Group (CRG), the North 
American Classification Research Study Group (CRSG), and the Indian Library Research 
Circle (LRC) worked tirelessly to promote S.R. Ranganathan's (1937/1957) facet theory 
(Brownson, 1960; La Barre, 2004; Parthasarathy, 1952). Few would disagree that the 
core literary canon of facet theory is largely composed of the works created by members 
of the CRG (e.g. Classification Research Group, 1955; Foskett, 1957; Mills, 1957; 
Vickery, 1966). More contemporary works from members of this group are also part of 
the canon (e.g. Broughton, 2006; Mills, 2004; Vickery, 2008). Members of other groups 
have contributed to the canon but are less often referenced (by LRC members: e.g. 
Devadason, 2009; Neelameghan and Gopinath, 1975, and by CRSG members: e.g. 
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Anderson, 1980; Atherton, 1965; Richmond, 1981). Reference has been made to different 
traditions, British as distinguished from that in the United States and in India (e.g. 
Broughton, 2006). There may be others - is there, for example, a Spanish or French 
tradition of facet theory somehow distinguishable from these three?  
 
3.2 Uniqueness of facet theory 
 
Benjamin states that, “The uniqueness of a work of art is inseparable from its being 
embedded in the fabric of tradition” (Benjamin, 1968, p. 223). As with many traditions, 
facet theory has an established canon of literature and a set of normative principles and 
postulates (Ranganathan, 1967).  Other examples of facet theory include the Universal 
Decimal Classification (Pollard, 1926) and the Bliss Classification (Bliss, 1929). Others 
have pointed to antecedents such as Raymond Llull (Walker, 1996), %&'(!)(*+,(&!-,.+/'0!1&!2'3,*'*4!5'367,&0!1&!2+(1+3.&*!8"9$#:"9;$< (Whitrow, 1983) and Julius 
Otto Kaiser (Svenonius, 1978, p. 129). Another theorist, Guttman, working in the area of 
Psychology synchronously developed startlingly similar conceptual structures for factor 
and scale analysis in psychometrics (Beghtol, 1995).  What then, distinguishes 
Ranganathan’s vision?  
 
At the core of Ranganathan’s five laws of library science  – Books are for use, Every 
reader his book, Every book its reader, Save the time of the reader, Library is a growing 
organism and provides primary motivation for facet theory – resides a spiral. 
Ranganathan envisioned space as a spiral of multiple continuous cycles. The image he 
used to illustrate this is reproduced below in Figure 1.  =>&!?,30*!67'13'(*!@/+A&3!3,B>*C!,0!0&(0+3D!'(1!&EF,3,.'/G!=>&!.D./&!E'D!H&B,(!A,*>!?'.*0!+3!,(1,I,17'/!&JF&3,&(.&G!=>&!E+I&E&(*!+?!K(+A/&1B&!'.67,0,*,+(!F3+.&&10!?3+E!'H0*3'.*!*+!.+(.3&*&4!?3+E!B&(&3'/!*+!0F&.,?,.!3&07/*,(B!,(!?'.*0!@'*!*>&!('1,3CG!=>&!/+A&3!/&?*!'3&'!+?!*>&!0F,3'/!3&F3&0&(*0!*>&!,(17.*,I&4!,(*&//&.*7'/!67'13'(*G!=>&!0F,3'/!E+I&0!*+A'31!*>&!?+3E'*,+(!+?!&EF,3,.'/!/'A0!*>3+7B>!>DF+*>&0,L,(B!+3!*>&!.3&'*,+(!+?!(+3E'*,I&!F3,(.,F/&0G!=>&!7FF&3!/&?*!67'13'(*!+?!*>&!0F,3'/!3&F3&0&(*0!E+I&E&(*!*+A'310!&EF,3,.'/!/'A0!*>'*!'3&!*3'(0?+3E&1!,(*+!?7(1'E&(*'/!/'A0!8I'0*7:*'(*3,.!/'A0<!'*!*>&!L&(,*>!'3&!M*3'(0:,(*&//&.*7'/4!*3'(0:0&(0+3D4!*3'(0:&E+*,+('/!'(1!*3'(0:E&E+3DN!@O'(B'('*>'(4!";P#4!FG!Q""CG!R(!*>&!/'0*!67'13'(*!@7FF&3!3,B>*C4!1&17.*,I&!&(&3BD!,0!0F&(*!*+!1&3,I&!*>&+3,&0!'(1!F3,(.,F/&0!*+!?+3E!'!0&*!+?!1&17.&1!/'A0!'(1!I&3,?,.'*,+(0G!=>&!&(*,3&!0F,3'/!,0!'(!&(1/&00!.D./&!M+?!,(*&//&.*,+(N!@O'(B'('*>'(4!";P94!FG!SS"CG! 
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Figure 1: Spiral of scientific method and knowledge acquisition.  
   (Ranganathan, 1967, p. 553).   
  
Ranganathan’s conceptualization of the three equally ranked planes of work in 
classification, idea, verbal and notational – is another unique aspect of facet theory. The 
idea plane encapsulates cognition - “the destiny of any idea created by one mind is the 
minds of others” and “language is the medium for communication of ideas” 
(Ranganathan, 1967, p. 327). As an extension of the idea plane, the verbal plane is the 
chief medium for communication. Because language grows slowly compared with the 
growth of ideas, weeds (imprecise language) are prone to flourish. To combat 
imprecision, the notational plane provides controlled language and a means by which to 
represent the work in the other two planes. With a better sense of the unique aspects of 
facet theory, the final aspect of this interrogation will investigate the notion of aura as an 
aesthetic of redemption. 
 
3.3 Authenticity of facet theory 
 
The concept of aura and authenticity are deeply intertwined. Aura validates authenticity. 
Aura is shaped by context, memory, space and time. Authenticity is an accretion of 
history transmitted from inception, “the essence of all that is transmissible from its 
beginning, ranging from its substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it 
has experienced” (Benjamin, 1968, p. 221). If the essence of facet theory can be 
discerned, might this permit redemption and reclaimation (Sherrat, 1998; Bridle, 2010), 
through dynamic reintegration of lessons learned from contemporary instantiations of 
facet theory into the existent practice-driven theoretical framework?  
 
One way to assess authenticity is to identify that which “withers in the age of mechanical 
reproduction” (Benjamin, p. 21) - in this case - the digital world. The term ‘facet’ as used 
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by Information Architects (La Barre, 2006) and in some Next Generation Catalogs (La 
Barre, 2010), more closely resembles ad hoc categories. The term faceted classification is 
used by some Web developers to describe any information organization system with 
elements of synthesis and is used by many Information Architects in reference to faceted 
access structures for objects.    
 %&'(!()*!(&+,-)+./.+0!('-!*--120!-)3-4,-*!.)!+'(*.+.5)!(4!6-227!85)4.*-'!9-):(3.);4!(*35).+.5)!+,(+!!<+,-!+-/,).=&-!5>!'-1'5*&/+.5)!*-+(/,-4!+,-!'-1'5*&/-*!5?:-/+!>'53!+,-!*53(.)!5>!+'(*.+.5)@A!+,-'-?0!1-'3.++.)B!+,-!5?:-/+!+5!3--+!<+,-!?-,52*-'@.)!,.4!56)!1('+./&2('!4.+&(+.5)7!C,-4-!+65!1'5/-44-4!2-(*!+5!(!+'-3-)*5&4!4,(++-'.)B!5>!+'(*.+.5)7A! The OCLC Faceted Access to Subject Terminology (FAST) 
project illustrates a shattering of tradition.  The FAST schema has eight facets: Personal 
names, Corporate names, Geographic names, Events, Titles, Time periods, Topics, and 
Form/Genre which allow indexers to convert [“A]ny valid set of LC subject headings [to] 
FAST headings” (OCLC FAST website). Yet, here “topic (or subject) is reduced to one 
facet among a list of non-subject elements of bibliographic description” (Broughton, 
2006, p. 58). Too often, concerns about time and money work against deep subject 
analysis that could be most fully displayed in the context of an OPAC display designed to 
adequately leverage facets. The genesis of FAST facets lies in MARC and Dublin Core 
fields, not rigorous facet analysis.  This superficial notion of facet (akin to leveraging 
existing data fields) also appears in many Next Generation Catalogs for bibliographic 
holdings in libraries. It is clear that facet analysis has yet to become a standard part of 
OPAC system design (La Barre, forthcoming).  
 
What is lost here? At a base level - the awareness of a need to define facets with precision 
by explicating conditions of category membership is missing. Lost is the need for deep 
analysis that rests at the heart of the spiral of scientific method. Missing are the deep 
associations made possible by Ranganathan’s parameters and recursively nested 
linguistic structures. Entirely missing from many contemporary applications is 
Ranganathan’s sense of time and space as a spiral of multiple realities winding or 
unspooling in continuous cycles, with the resultant inability to signify viewpoints or bias 
as a standard part of subject descriptions. 
 
4.0  Aura as an aesthetic of redemption 
 C,-!<,.**-)!*-+(.24DA!<)-6!4+'&/+&'(2!>5'3(+.5)4A!()*!*.4/5E-'.-4!+,(+!'-4&2+!>'53!+,.4!5)B5.)B!.)=&.'0D!6.22!4-'E-!(4!+,-!?-*'5/F!5>!(!25)B!5E-'*&-!('+./&2(+.5)!(B-)*(7!C,-!'-4&2+!5>!+,.4!+,-5'-+./G,.4+5'./(2!+'.1+0/,!5>!(112.-*!/'.+./(2!1'(/+./-D!.)+-''5B(+.)B!+,-!+-'3.)525B./(2!E(B('.-4!.)!>(/-+!+,-5'0!()*!-E(2&(+.)B!+,-!>&+&'-!5>!>(/-+!+,-5'0!5)!+,-!H-3()+./!I-?!6.22!?-!(!4-+!5>!51-'(+.5)(2!*->.).+.5)4!()*!>&)/+.5)(2!'-=&.'-3-)+4!>5'!>(/-+!+,-5'07!I hope that the participants of NASKO will 
join with me in conversation with representatives of all facet traditions at the 2012 ISKO 
meeting in Bangalore India, at the Documentation Research and Training Centre to 
compare our visions of possible futures in order to create a unified vision of facet theory. 
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;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+U&"&*3%+.&6++S$,9&5+:$,+*+,-(&&V$9J5+&1&$..J6-5"-+6&-<+&-<5++&$,-+55+."-+%&
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6$*$."5$-$+6&-3&-<+&6+*$3-$;&-5$",9.+&KW9%+,&X&@$;<"5%6?&1D/BL?&GJ-&-<+&%$6-$,;-$3,6&*"%+&$,&
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1.1 Content 
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*+%$"-+6&M+-4++,&67*M3.6&",%&-<+$5&5+:+5+,-6&HN9%+,&O&@$;<"5%6?&1D/BK(&&>-"-+%&%$::+5+,-.7?&-<+&
"68+;-&3:&content&$,&P$9G5+&1&5+;"8$-G."-+6&"&.3,96-",%$,9&8<$.3638<$;".&.+9";7&3:&6+8"5"-$,9&8G5+&
;3,;+8-6&:53*&",7&8"5-$;G."5&;3,;+8-$3,6&-<+5+3:(&&H)388+5Q6&R35.%&B&3::+56&",3-<+5&+L"*8.+?&"6&
%3+6&)."-3Q6&5+".*&3:&-<+&P35*6(K&&S,7&5+#$6$3,&3:&;."66$:$;"-$3,&;3,-+,-&H+(9(?&+6-"M.$6<$,9&"&,+4&
6GMT+;-&;."66?&5+*3#$,9&",&3M63.+-+&6GMT+;-&;."66?&*+59$,9&;."66+6?&68.$--$,9&;."66+6?&+-;(K&$6&",&
3M#$3G6&$,6-",;+&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+(&&U+-&,3-&"..&;3,-+,-&;<",9+6&"5+&;5+"-+%&+VG".?&",%&
"--+*8-$,9&-3&;3*8"5+&3,+&;<",9+&-3&",3-<+5&5"$6+6&#"5$3G6&VG+6-$3,6&:35&;."66$:$;"-$3,&-<+357(&&
PG5-<+5&%$6;G66$3,&5+9"5%$,9&;<",9+6&-3&;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-&"88+"5&."-+5&$,&-<$6&8"8+5&H6+;-$3,&
B(/K(&&
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1.2 Embodiment 
25+"-$,9&-<+&+*M3%$*+,-&3:&"&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&"6&$-6&34,&%$6-$,;-&"68+;-&<"6&"&6$*8.+?&
.39$;".&M"6$6(&&W"*+.7?&4+&+";<&G,%+56-",%&:53*&8+563,".&+L8+5$+,;+&<34&-<+&6"*+&;3,-+,-&;",&
M+&;3,#+7+%&#$"&%$::+5+,-&;"55$+56&",%&*+%$"&:35*"-6(&&2<G6&-<+&+*M3%$*+,-&3:&"&;."66$:$;"-$3,&
;3,;+5,6&$-6&-",9$M.+&5+".E435.%&$,%$;"-356(&2<$6&"68+;-&+,;3*8"66+6&"..&*+%$"&:35&5+;35%$,9&",%&
85+6+,-$,9&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,?&:53*&85$,-E3,E8"8+5&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+%G.+6&-3&$,-+5";-$#+&95"8<$;&
%$68."76(&&X*M3%$*+,-&3:&"&6;<+*+&+L-+,%6&".63&-3&-<+&#$6G".&6-7.+6&",%&-+L-G".Y95"8<$;".&
:35*"--$,9&3:&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,?&5+9"5%.+66&3:&4<"-&-<+&85+6+,-"-$3,&*+%$G*&*"7&M+(&&
Z$9<.$9<-$,9&68+;$:$;&6GMT+;-&;."66+6&"6&4+..&"6&6$*$."5&*+-<3%6&3:&+*8<"6$6&",%&%+E+*8<"6$6&
H+(9(?&:3,-&6$[+?&;3.35?&",%&".$9,*+,-K&;",&"..&M+&;<",9+%&$,%+8+,%+,-.7&:53*&-<+&;3,-+,-&3:&-<+&
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1.3 Application 
2<+&8"5-$;G."5&+*M3%$*+,-&3:&"&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&<"6&5+8+5;G66$3,6&:35&<34&-<"-&
;."66$:$;"-$3,&;",&M+&G6+%?&$,&3-<+5&435%6&$-6&application(&&C3,6$%+5&<34&-<+&85+%3*$,",-&
M$M.$395"8<$;&6;<+*+6&3:&-<+&-4+,-$+-<&;+,-G57&H!!C?&\CC?&]!CK&38+5"-+&$,&"&-78$;".&.$M5"57&
6+--$,9(&&2<+6+&6;<+*+6&4+5+&35$9$,"..7&+*M3%$+%&63.+.7&$,&85$,-&#3.G*+6?&",%&4+5+&$,-+,%+%&-3&
M+&"88.$+%&85$*"5$.7&-3&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&3:&85$,-&",%&*",G6;5$8-&$-+*6(&&\$M5"5$",6&;3,6G.-+%&-<+&
;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+%G.+6&-3&$%+,-$:7&-<+&*36-&68+;$:$;&6GMT+;-&;."66&:35&"&9$#+,&5+63G5;+^&3,;+&-<+&
M"6+&3:&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&,3-"-$3,&4"6&"6;+5-"$,+%?&-<+&,3-"-$3,&;3G.%&M+&+L-+,%+%&H_MG$.-`K&-3&
5+:.+;-&"%%$-$3,".&VG".$-$+6&3:&-<+&$-+*Q6&"M3G-,+66(&&2<$6&853;+66&7$+.%+%&"&6<+.:&*"5a&H35&_;"..&
,G*M+5`K&-<"-&4"6&G,$VG+&-3&-<+&.3;".&;3..+;-$3,^&-<+&6<+.:&*"5a&4"6&-<+,&+*M3%$+%&3,&-<+&
5+63G5;+&$-6+.:&H+(9(&68$,+&."M+.K&"6&4+..&"6&3,&-<+&6G5539"-+H6K&5+85+6+,-$,9&-<+&5+63G5;+(&&=,&-<$6&
4"7&-<+&"88.$;"-$3,&"68+;-&3:&-5"%$-$3,".&M$M.$395"8<$;&;."66$:$;"-$3,6&-78$;"..7&6+5#+%&-43&53.+6(&&
P$56-?&M7&-5",6."-$,9&,"-G5".&.",9G"9+&;3,;+8-6&$,-3&-<+&:35*".&.",9G"9+&3:&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&
,3-"-$3,?&$-&853#$%+%&",&$,%$;"-$3,&3:&4<"-&-<+&5+63G5;+&4"6&"M3G-(&&>+;3,%?&-<+&$-+*E68+;$:$;&
,3-"-$3,&6+5#+%&"6&"&,+;+66"57&.3;"-$,9&%+#$;+?&4<$;<&".63&:";$.$-"-+%&";;+66&-3&3-<+5&$-+*6&3,&
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1.4 Complementary functions 
2<+&-<5++&"68+;-6&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+&$..G6-5"-+%&$,&Q$9G5+&1&6+5#+&"6&"&:5"*+435P&-3&
G,%+56-",%&-<+&%7,"*$;6&"-&-<+&;35+&3:&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&*","9+*+,-&",%&5+#$6$3,?&7+-&-<+7&
"5+&,3-&.$*$-+%&$,&-<$6&5+9"5%(&&2<+6+&"68+;-6&;",&6$*$."5.7&6+5#+&-<+&%+;$6$3,E*"P$,9&853;+66&3:&
$,:35*"-$3,&853:+66$3,".6&4<3&*G6-&%+#+.38&"&5"-$3,".+&-3&+*8.37&3,+&8"5-$;G."5&;."66$:$;"-$3,&
6;<+*+&3#+5&",3-<+5(&&R+,;+&3,+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&*"7&J+&;<36+,&3#+5&",3-<+5&J+;"G6+&$-6&
+S-",-&;3,-+,-6&"5+&J+--+5&6G$-+%&-3&-<+&5+63G5;+6&J+$,9&;."66$:$+%(&&T5&+.6+&3,+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&
6;<+*+&*$9<-&J+&;<36+,&3#+5&",3-<+5&J+;"G6+&$-6&+*J3%$*+,-&$,&@!QUV'W&$6&4+..&6G$-+%&-3&"&
;3..+;-$3,&3:&J35,E%$9$-".&5+63G5;+6(&&&
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2.0 Digital contexts, digital embodiments 
=,+S35"J.7&;<",9$,9&;3,%$-$3,6&$,&-<+&435.%&"53G,%&G6&,+;+66$-"-+&;<",9+6&$,&3G5&P,34.+%9+&
359",$X"-$3,&676-+*6?&$:&-<+7&"5+&-3&5+*"$,&G6+:G.(&&>GJY+;-EJ"6+%&;."66$:$;"-$3,6&$,&8"5-$;G."5&
*G6-&<"#+&-<+$5&;3,-+,-6&5+9G."5.7&*3,$-35+%&",%&5+#$6+%&$,&35%+5&-3&"%+IG"-+.7&5+:.+;-&3G5&
%7,"*$;?&6<"5+%&G,%+56-",%$,9&3:&-<+&$,:35*"-$3,&+,#$53,*+,-(&&@+#$6$,9&-<+&;3,-+,-6&3:&"&
;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&:35&;G55+,;7&4$..&".4"76&J+&,+;+66"57?&JG-&-<$6&$6&"59G"J.7&$,6G::$;$+,-&
4$-<3G-&63*+&;3,6$%+5"-$3,&:35&-<+&6;<+*+Z6&3-<+5&"68+;-6&3:&+*J3%$*+,-&",%&"88.$;"-$3,(&&2<$6&
8"8+5&6G99+6-6&-<"-&P,34.+%9+&359",$X"-$3,&-<+357&",%&85"S$6&"5+&J+6-&6+5#+%&J7&";;3G,-$,9&:35&
"..&-<+&4"76&-<"-&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+6&;",&;<",9+(&&QG5-<+5*35+?&6$9,$:$;",-&;<",9+6&$,&-<+&
,"-G5+&3:&-<+&$,:35*"-$3,EG6+&+,#$53,*+,-&6<3G.%&853*8-&-<+&+S8.35"-$3,&3:&".-+5,"-$#+&*+",6&3:&
;."66$:$;"-357&+*J3%$*+,-&",%&"88.$;"-$3,(&&&
&
2<+&5$6+&3:&%$9$-".&.$J5"5$+6&K68+;$:$;"..7N&",%&-<+&[35.%&[$%+&[+J&K*35+&J53"%.7N&<"6&
-5",6:35*+%&3G5&"J$.$-7&-3&;3**G,$;"-+?&6-35+?&",%&5+-5$+#+&$,:35*"-$3,(&&\+-&6++*$,9.7&3G5&
85";-$;+6&:35&5+63G5;+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&<"#+&J++,&6.34+5&-3&"%"8-(&&2<+&$,;5+"6+%&853*$,+,;+&3:&
9.3J".&,+-435P+%&-+;<,3.39$+6&$,&3G5&%"$.7&.$#+6&<"6&-5$99+5+%&"&J53"%&5+;3,6$%+5"-$3,&3:&<34&4+&
5+."-+&-3&$,:35*"-$3,&K';]5-<G5?&1D^_`&L$5P+5-6?&1DDa`&W+#7?&/001`&b.+$;P?&/011N(&&]&6$*$."5&
-5",6:35*"-$3,&5+9"5%$,9&-<+&%+#+.38*+,-&",%&"88.$;"-$3,&3:&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+6&43G.%&6++*&
8366$J.+?&",%&8+5<"86&+#+,&%+6$5"J.+(&&=-&$6&$*835-",-&<+5+&-3&5+*+*J+5&-<"-&-<+&%$9$-".&
+,#$53,*+,-&$6&*35+&-<",&"&*+5+&6<$:-&$,&-<+&6-35"9+&",%&5+-5$+#".&3:&5+63G5;+6(&&
R78+5-+S-U<78+5*+%$"1&676-+*6&38+,&5"%$;"..7&,+4&5+".*6&:35&+,9"9$,9&4$-<&$,:35*"-$3,&
KO,9.+J"5-?&1D_B`&M+.63,?&1D_F`&M+.63,?&1DD/N(&2<+&$*8.$;"-$3,6&3:&-<$6&6+"&;<",9+?&3:-+,&
;3*8"5+%&-3&-<+&85$,-&5+#3.G-$3,?&;3,-$,G+&-3&".-+5&+S8+;-"-$3,6&:35&$,:35*"-$3,&$,-+5";-$3,6&",%&
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G-$.$H"-$3,(&2<+&:3..34$,9&6+;-$3,&$,-53%G;+6&7+-&",3-<+5&5$88.+&$,&-<+&%$9$-".&4"-+56?&-<+&<78+5-+I-&
-+;<,$JG+&3:&-5",6;.G6$3,(&
 
2.1 Transclusion 
K"5.7&4+L&L5346+56&",%&<78+5-+I-&676-+*6&4+5+&5::5;-$#+.7&.$*$-+%&-3&<78+5.$,M$,9&L+-4++,&
%3;G*+,-6?&4$-<&+";<&%3;G*+,-&6+8"5"-+&:53*&-<+&3-<+5(&&C3,-+*835"57&63:-4"5+&;"8"L$.$-$+6&
<"#+&+#3.#+%&-3&8+5*$-&"&%$::+5+,-&-78+&3:&<78+5-+I-?&3,+&-<"-&$6&6$9,$:$;",-.7&more&,3,E.$,+"5(&&
2<+&5+6G.-&$6&"&;3*83G,%&%3;G*+,-&-<"-&;3,-"$,6&3,+&35&*35+&+*L+%%+%&:5"9*+,-6N&-<+&
:5"9*+,-6&-<+*6+.#+6&5+*"$,&$,%+8+,%+,-&:53*&4<$;<+#+5&%3;G*+,-6&+*L+%&-<+*(&&2<$6&
-+;<,$JG+&$6&M,34,&"6&-5",6;.G6$3,&OP+.63,?&1DD/Q(&&&25",6;.G6$3,&-"M+6&"%#",-"9+&3:&-<+&:";-&
-<"-&%$9$-".&+,#$53,*+,-6&"..34&"&6$,9.+&$,:35*"-$3,&5+63G5;+&-3&L+&$,&*G.-$8.+&R8.";+6S&"-&-<+&
6"*+&-$*+(&&T-&$-6&;35+?&-<+&-+;<,$JG+&3:&-5",6;.G6$3,&$6&"L3G-&5+G6$,9&$,:35*"-$3,&5+63G5;+6&$,&"&
*3%G."5&4"7(&&25",6;.G6$3,&85+6+5#+6&-<+&$,%+8+,%+,;+&3:&"..&-<+&5+63G5;+6&$,#3.#+%?&4<$;<&
"..346&:35&"&;<",9+&$,&3,+&:5"9*+,-&-3&L+&$**+%$"-+.7&5+:.+;-+%&";5366&"..&$-6&"663;$"-+%&
O+*L+%%+%Q&$,6-",-$"-$3,6(&&T&L"6$;&+I"*8.+&$6&853#$%+%&$,&U$9G5+&/(&
&
25",6;.G6$3,&;",&L+&G,%+56-33%&"6&"&68+;$".&-78+&3:&<78+5.$,MV&$,6-+"%&3:&83$,-$,9&-3&",3-<+5&
5+63G5;+&:35&5+"%+56&-3&go&to?&-<+&.$,M&83$,-+5&L5$,96&-<+&5+63G5;+&into&-<+&;G55+,-&%3;G*+,-(&&
U$9G5+&/&6<346&%3;G*+,-&W&-5",6;.G%+%&$,-3&%3;G*+,-6&T?&)?&",%&X(&&2<$6&*+",6&-<"-&
%3;G*+,-6&T?&)?&",%&X&+";<&;3,-"$,&"&5+:+5+,;+&-3&%3;G*+,-&W(&&T6&"&-5",6;.G%+%&:5"9*+,-?&
%3;G*+,-&W&"88+"56&"-&4<"-+#+5&83$,-&$-&$6&5+:+5+,;+%&$,&T?&)?&35&X(&&=,&-<+&G88+5&534&3:&U$9G5+&
/?&-<+&+,-$5+-7&3:&%3;G*+,-&W&$6&-<+&-+I-&R:33(S&&=,&-<+&.34+5&534&3:&U$9G5+&/?&-<+&-+I-&3:&
%3;G*+,-&W&<"6&L++,&&
&
&&
&
&
&
Figure 2: Transclusion, illustrated by a change in document B (before and after) 
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%3;J*+,-6&I?&)?&",%&L&".63&;<",9+(&
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2.2 Uses of transclusion 
2<+&;3.."M35"-$#+&*J.-$.$,9J".&+,;7;.38+%$"&853N+;-&O$P$8+%$"&
QR$<?&/00DS&@+"9.+?&/010T&+*8.376&-5",6;.J6$3,&"6&"&4"7&-3&
%J8.$;"-+&;3,-+,-&";5366&$-6&*$..$3,6&3:&"5-$;.+6(&&2<+&U,9.$6<E
.",9J"9+&O$P$8+%$"&";;3*8.$6<+6&-<$6&M7&J6$,9&*J.-$8.+&
,"*+68";+6&QO$P$8+%$"?&/011T(&&2<+&85$*"57&,"*+68";+&$6&
5+6+5#+%&:35&"5-$;.+6&-<+*6+.#+6?&MJ-&3-<+5&,"*+68";+6&+V$6-&:35&
;3,-5$MJ-356&-3&%$6;J66&"5-$;.+&;3,-+,-?&:35&J6+56&-3&*"$,-"$,&-<+$5&
34,&853:$.+&8"9+?&"6&4+..&"6&:35&$*"9+6&",%&"J%$3&:$.+6(&&
O$P$8+%$"&<"6&"&%+%$;"-+%&,"*+68";+?&;"..+%&-<+&2+*8."-+&
,"*+68";+?&:35&;3,-+,-&-<"-&$6&$,-+,%+%&-3&M+&-5",6;.J%+%&
+.6+4<+5+(&&C3,-5$MJ-356&;",&-5",6;.J%+&"&2+*8."-+&$,-3&",7&
"5-$;.+&M7&8.";$,9&"&5+:+5+,;+&Q83$,-+5T&$,&-<+&-+V-&3:&-<"-&"5-$;.+(&&
W,;+&",&"5-$;.+&$,;.J%+6&"&5+:+5+,;+&-3&"&2+*8."-+?&;<",9+6&-3&-<+&
2+*8."-+&4$..&8538"9"-+&-3&"..&-<+&"5-$;.+6&5+:+5+,;$,9&$-(&&@+"%+56&
3:&-<+&"5-$;.+&"5+&-<J6&".4"76&85+6+,-+%&4$-<&-<+&*36-&5+;+,-&
#+56$3,&3:&-<+&2+*8."-+&;3,-+,-(&&Q@+-J5,$,9&-3&X$9J5+&/?&J6$,9&
-<+&-+5*$,3.397&3:&O$P$8+%$"?&%3;J*+,-&K&$6&"&2+*8."-+&-<"-&$6&
-5",6;.J%+%&$,-3&"5-$;.+6&I?&)?&",%&L(T&
&
W,+&;3**3,&-78+&3:&O$P$8+%$"&2+*8."-+&$6&-<+&,"#$9"-$3,&
-+*8."-+(&&Y"#$9"-$3,&-+*8."-+6&"5+&-78$;"..7&"&;."66$:$+%&
;3..+;-$3,&3:&.$,P6&-3&5+."-+%&;3,-+,-(&&2<+6+&,"#$9"-$3,".&
-+*8."-+6&"5+&,$;<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+6?&-78$;"..7&5+:.+;-$,9&
3,.7&3,+&35&-43&<$+5"5;<$;".&.+#+.6(&&I&6$,9.+&,"#$9"-$3,".&
-+*8."-+&;",&M+&+*M+%%+%&$,-3&*",7&O$P$8+%$"&"5-$;.+6?&",%&"&
6$,9.+&O$P$8+%$"&"5-$;.+&;",&+*M+%&*",7&,"#$9"-$3,".&-+*8."-+6(&&
>$,;+&-<+&,"#$9"-$3,".&-+*8."-+6&"5+&6-35+%&"6&$,%+8+,%+,-&
$,:35*"-$3,&5+63J5;+6&$,&-<+&2+*8."-+&,"*+68";+?&+";<&<"6&$-6&
5+68+;-$#+&<$6-357&3:&5+#$6$3,6(&&X$9J5+&B&6<346&-<+&O$P$8+%$"&
,"#$9"-$3,&-+*8."-+&:35&)J,;-J"-$3,&*"5P6?&4<$;<&$,;.J%+6&.$,P6&
-3&"5-$;.+6&-39+-<+5&4$-<&$..J6-5"-$#+&+V"*8.+6&3:&+";<&8J,;-J"-$3,&
*"5P(&&I-&-<+&+,%&3:&I85$.&/011&-<$6&-+*8."-+&853#$%+%&";;+66&-3&
D/&%$::+5+,-&"5-$;.+6&$,&-<+&U,9.$6<E.",9J"9+&O$P$8+%$"(&&2<+&D/&
.$,P6&"5+&;."66$:$+%&$,-3&:3J5&953J86Z&",&J,*"5P+%&Q9+,+5".T&
953J8?&:3..34+%&M7&O35%&%$#$%+56?&[+,+5".&-78395"8<7?&",%&
\,;3**3,&-78395"8<7(&
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2<+&3#+5"..&$,-+,-&<+5+&$6&;.+"5G&5+"%+56&4<3&"5+&$,-+5+6-+%&$,&-<+&"836-538<+&*"7&".63&H+&
$,-+5+6-+%&$,&-<+&6+*$;3.3,?&+-;(&&I7&*"$,-"$,$,9&2+*8."-+6&:35&5+."-+%&;3,-+,-?&J$K$8+%$"&
;3,-5$HL-356&;",&ML$;K.7&",%&+"6$.7&*L.-$8.7&-<+&,+-435K&3:&.$,K6&"663;$"-+%&4$-<&",7&$,%$#$%L".&
"5-$;.+&H7&L6$,9&"&6$,9.+&5+:+5+,;+(&&>$*$."5.7?&"6&-<+&;3,-+,-&$,&-<"-&2+*8."-+&+#3.#+6&3#+5&-$*+?&
5+"%+56&".4"76&<"#+&";;+66&-3&-<+&*36-&L8E-3E%"-+&#+56$3,(&
&
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2.3 Summary 
!$9$-".&+,#$53,*+,-6&"5+&8<76$;"..7&"*358<3L6?&4<$;<&3,.7&$,;5+"6+6&-<+&,++%&-3&853#$%+&53HL6-&
";;+66&-3&-<+$5&$,:35*"-$3,&5+63L5;+6(&&C."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-&-<"-&$6&+*H3%$+%&$,&<78+5-+N-&3::+56&
-<+&83-+,-$".&3:&$,,3#"-$#+&"88.$;"-$3,6&:35&853#$%$,9&$,-+..+;-L".&";;+66&-<53L9<&-<+&-+;<,$ML+&3:&
-5",6;.L6$3,(&&2<$6&$6&"&6LH6-",-$"..7&%$::+5+,-&"8853";<&:53*&-<+&*+-<3%&3:&"66$9,$,9&"&6$,9.+&
;."66$:$;"-$3,&%+6$9,"-$3,&-3&",&$,:35*"-$3,&5+63L5;+(&&'35+3#+5?&-5"%$-$3,"..7&3,+E6<3-&
;."66$:$;"-$3,&,3-"-$3,6&;",&H+;3*+&3L-%"-+%&4<+,&-<+&6;<+*+&;3,-+,-&$-6+.:&;<",9+6(&&
J$K$8+%$"O6&+N"*8.+&3:&-5",6;.L%$,9&;."66$:$+%&,"#$9"-$3,&-+*8."-+6&$,-3&"5-$;.+6&853#$%+6&"&
9.$*86+&$,-3&"&83-+,-$".&8"5"%$9*&6<$:-G&4<+5+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&,3-"-$3,6&,+#+5&93&3L-&3:&67,;<&4$-<&
-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+6&-<+*6+.#+6?&H+;"L6+&-<+&P,3-"-$3,Q&$-6+.:&;",&H+&5+8.";+%&4$-<&"&
4$,%34R"&.$#+?&5+".&-$*+&#$+4R$,-3&-<+&."59+5&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+(&&2<$6&6+;-$3,&3:&-<+&8"8+5&
<"6&:3;L6+%&3,&;<",9+6&-3&-<+&+*H3%$*+,-S"88.$;"-$3,&"N$6&3:&-<+&$,$-$".&-783.397&$,&T$9L5+&1(&&
2<+&;3,-+,-&3:&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+6&$6&"%%5+66+%&H+.34?&-39+-<+5&4$-<&L6+5EH"6+%&;5$-+5$"&-3&
+#".L"-+&-<36+&6;<+*+6(&
&
&
3.0 Users of classification schemes  
@+6+"5;<&$,&K,34.+%9+&359",$U"-$3,&#"5$+6&;3,6$%+5"H.7&4$-<&5+9"5%&-3&$-6&:3;L6&3,&+,%&L6+56(&&
V6&"&5+6L.-?&WX&5+6+"5;<+56&.";K&6<"5+%&;3,#+,-$3,6&:35&:5"*$,9&",".76+6&"H3L-&8+38.+&
$,-+5";-$,9&4$-<&K,34.+%9+&359",$U"-$3,&676-+*6(&&2<+&"88.$;"-$3,&"68+;-&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&
;<",9+&Y85+6+,-+%&"H3#+?&6+;-$3,&1(BZ&+N8.$;$-.7&";K,34.+%9+6&L6+5&,++%6&",%&<34&-<36+&$*8";-&
"&;."66$:$;"-$3,O6&;3,-+,-&",%&:35*(&&[+-&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+&3:&",7&K$,%&6<3L.%&H+&5+;39,$U+%&
$,&-+5*6&3:&-<+&$*8";-&3,&+,%&L6+56(&&Y=,&H$H.$395"8<$;&676-+*6&63*+&;<",9+6&3,.7&"::+;-&
;."66$:$+56?&,3-&+,%&L6+56?&$,&4<$;<&;"6+&;3,6$%+5$,9&-<+&$*8";-&3,&;."66$:$+56&$6&;5$-$;".(Z&&=,&35%+5&
-3&+,5$;<&-<+&$,$-$".&-783.397&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+&4$-<&"&*35+&L6+5EH"6+%&8+568+;-$#+?&-<$6&
8"8+5&"%38-6&:3L5&L6+5&;5$-+5$"&3::+5+%&H7&2"7.35&Y1D\]Z(&&2"H.+&1&853#$%+6&"&6L**"57(&
&
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User Criteria Summary
Ease of Use 35%+5$,9&+.+*+,-6&:35&%$68."7?&$,;.G%$,9&
".8<"H+-$I$,9&",%&:35*"--$,9&-3&+"6+&
6;",,$,9&
Noise Reduction $,;.G6$3,&3:&5+.+#",-&$,:35*"-$3,J&
#3;"HG."57&;3,-53.J&+K;.G%$,9&$55+.+#",-&
$,:35*"-$3,&
Quality -5G6-&$,&"&676-+*L6&5+.$"H.+&3G-8G-6&3#+5&-$*+&
Adaptability ,3,E6GHM+;-&%$*+,6$3,6?&"H$.$-7&-3&
*",$8G."-+&$,:35*"-$3,&
Table 1: Summary of four user criteria (Taylor, 1986: 50-70) 
&
&
=,&N++8$,9&4$-<&2"7.35L6&<3.$6-$;&8+568+;-$#+&3,&"..&-78+6&3:&$,:35*"-$3,EH"6+%&435N?&-<+6+&G6+5&
;5$-+5$"&"5+&8G5836+:G..7&9+,+5".$I"H.+&-3&*",7&"68+;-6&3:&%+6$9,$,9&$,:35*"-$3,&676-+*(&2<+&
:3G5&;5$-+5$"&4+5+&+*8$5$;"..7&%+5$#+%&:53*&2"7.35L6&6-G%$+6&3:&5+".E435.%&OP&85"K$6?&*"N$,9&
-<+*&.39$;"..7&4+..E6G$-+%&H+,;<*"5N6&:35&G,%+56-",%$,9&-<+&$*8";-&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+&
Q)$*+,-+.?&/010R(&
&
3.1 Enriched model 
2<+&;5$-+5$"&$,&2"H.+&1&5+85+6+,-&"&<$9<E.+#+.&";;3G,-&3:&G6+5&,++%6&",%&+#".G"-$#+&85$,;$8.+6(&&
S$9G5+&T&6<346&-<+&5+6G.-&3:&8.3--$,9&-<+&G6+5&;5$-+5$"&3,-3&-<+&$,$-$".&*3%+.&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&
;<",9+(&&2<$6&*"88$,9&$,%$;"-+6&<34&-<+&%$::+5+,-&"68+;-6&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+&;",&%$5+;-.7&
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"::+;-&-<+&G6+5&+H8+5$+,;+(&&I:&-<+&:3G5&G6+5&;5$-+5$"?&-<5++&4+5+&8.3--+%&".3,9&-<+&$,-+56+;-$3,6&3:&
;."66$:$;"-357&"68+;-6?&4$-<&-<+&5+*"$,$,9&;5$-+5$"&JK3$6+&5+%G;-$3,L&;355+683,%$,9&".*36-&
+H;.G6$#+.7&4$-<&;<",9+6&-3&;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-(&&2<+&:3..34$,9&6+;-$3,&%$6;G66+6&;<",9+6&-3&
;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-&"6&4+..&"6&$-6&5"*$:$;"-$3,6&:35&-<+&G6+5&;5$-+5$"&3:&M"6+&3:&G6+?&K3$6+&
5+%G;-$3,?&",%&NG".$-7(&
&
3.2 Changing classificatory content 
2<+&O3P&3:&-<+&;."66$:$;"-$3,$6-&$6&533-+%&$,&;38$,9&4$-<&%$::+5+,-&-78+6&3:&;<",9+(&&@+#$6$,9&-<+&
;3,-+,-6&3:&6GPO+;-EP"6+%&6;<+*+6&$6&",&3,93$,9&+,%+"#35&$,&-<+&8G56G$-&-3&359",$Q+&"&9534$,9&
P3%7&3:&R,34.+%9+(&S+5+&4+&%5"4&"&%$6-$,;-$3,&P+-4++,&;."66$:$;"-$3,&"6&",&$,-+..+;-G".&853;+66&
",%&"&;."66$:$;"-$3,&6;<+*+&"6&",&$,-+..+;-G".&853%G;-(&&T<+,&"P6-5";-+%&:53*&$-6&+*P3%$*+,-&",%&
$-6&"88.$;"-$3,?&;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-&$6&"&;3,;+8-G".&;3*8.+H&3:&+,-$-$+6&-<"-&6-",%&$,&5+."-$3,&-3&
3,+&",3-<+5(&&2<+6+&+,-$-$+6&*$9<-&P+&$%+"6?&+#+,-6?&435R6?&35&$,%++%&",7-<$,9&"-&"..(&&@$;<"5%63,&
J1DB0?&/L&;<"5";-+5$Q+6&;."66$:$;"-357&+,-$-$+6&"6&U4<"-+#+5&<"6&6+8"5"-+&+H$6-+,;+(&&T<+-<+5&$-6&
6GP6-",;+&$6&*"--+5&35&*3-$3,&35&68$5$-&$6&$,%$::+5+,-(&&=:&$-&$6?&$-&*"7&P+&;."66$:$+%?&",%&$:&$-&;",&P+&
;."66$:$+%&$-&*G6-&P+&-<"-&$-&$6(V&&&
&
>$,;+&;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-&+H$6-6&$,&-<+&5+".*6&3:&$,:$,$-+&;5+"-$#$-7?&*+*357?&",%&8366$P$.$-7?&
-<+&5+."-$3,6<$86&-<+*6+.#+6&*"7&P+&"6&#"5$+%&"6&-<+&+,-$-$+6W-<3G9<&-<+&*36-&;3**3,&
5+."-$3,6<$86&5+85+6+,-&<$+5"5;<$;".&836$-$3,6&J8"5-X4<3.+?&6G8+535%$,"-+X6GP35%$,"-+L?&67,3,7*7?&
",%&,+"5E5+."-+%,+66(&&2<+&6<$:-$,9&;3*8.+H&3:&;."66$:$;"-357&+,-$-$+6&",%&5+."-$3,6<$86&;",&P+&
;3*8"5+%&-3&-<+&$%+"&3:&"&6-5G;-G5+(&&>-5G;-G5+6&"5+&",&$,-",9$P.+&,3-$3,&:3G,%&-<53G9<3G-&
85";-$;"..7&",7&<G*",&%$6;$8.$,+&35&+,%+"#35&J)G..",&Y&Z<"%+6<$"?&/000L(&&=,&-<+&[I&.$-+5"-G5+?&
6-5G;-G5+&$6&;+,-5".&-3&-<+&-<+357&%+#+.38+%&P7&2+,,$6&",%&\";3P?&:35&4<3*&6-5G;-G5+&$6&
&
]-<+&;3<+6$#+&4<3.+&35&U;3,-"$,+5V&;5+"-+%&P7&-<+&+6-"P.$6<*+,-&3:&^G".$:$+%?&
*+",$,9:G.&5+."-$3,6<$86&"*3,9&-<+&;3*83,+,-6]&4<$;<&;3*85$6+&-<+&
UP3G,%+%&68";+V&3:&-<+&6-5G;-G5+&J2+,,$6&Y&\";3P?&/00_?&/`FL(&
&
2<+6+&8+568+;-$#+6&"5+&#".G"P.+&-3&P+"5&$,&*$,%?&6$,;+&-<+7&83$,-&-3&-<+&83-+,-$"..7&$,-5$;"-+&",%&
-<35,7&-+55$-357&-<"-&4$..&+#+,-G"..7&<"#+&-3&P+&"%%5+66+%&P7&"&*35+&53PG6-&-783.397&3:&
;."66$:$;"-357&;<",9+(&&a-&85+6+,-?&;3,6$%+5"-$3,&4$..&P+&.$*$-+%&-3&-<+&*36-&P"6$;&8"5-6&3:&-<+&
.",%6;"8+(&&C<",9+6&-3&;."66$:$;"-357&;3,-+,-?&$,63:"5&"6&-<+&+,%&G6+5&$6&;3,;+5,+%?&"5+&
6G**"5$Q+%&$,&2"P.+&/(&&&
&
Ease of Use Noise Reduction Quality&
x :35*"--$,9&%$68."7X&
"88+"5",;+&&
x <$9<.$9<-$,9&
$*835-",-&-+5*6&
x .39$;".&35%+5$,9&3:&
85+6+,-"-$3,&
&
x $,-53%G;$,9&",%&+.$*$,"-$,9&
+,-$-$+6&
x ;3,-53..$,9&-<+&#3;"PG."57&3:&
+,-$-$+6&&
x $,-53%G;$,9&",%&+.$*$,"-$,9&
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Prototype Theory: An Alternative Concept Theory for Categorizing Sex and 
Gender?* 
 
 
Abstract: Classical theories of classification and concepts, originating in ancient Greek logic, have been 
criticized by classificationists, feminists, and scholars of marginalized groups because of the rigidity of 
conceptual boundaries and hierarchical structure. Despite this criticism, the principles of classical theory 
still underlie major library classification schemes. Rosch’s prototype theory, originating from cognitive 
psychology, uses Wittgenstein’s “family resemblance” as a basis for conceptual definition. Rather than 
requiring all necessary and sufficient conditions, prototype theory requires possession of some but not all 
common qualities for membership in a category. This paper explores prototype theory to determine 
whether it captures the fluidity of gender to avoid essentialism and accommodate transgender and queer 
identities. Ultimately, prototype theory constitutes a desirable conceptual framework for gender because it 
permits commonality without essentialism, difference without eliminating similarity. However, the 
instability of prototypical definitions would be difficult to implement in a practical environment and could 
still be manipulated to subordinate. Therefore, at best, prototype theory could complement more stable 
concept theories by incorporating contextual difference. 
 
 
*Also published as: Fox, Melodie J. 2011. Prototype Theory: An Alternative Concept Theory for 
Categorizing Sex and Gender? Knowledge Organization 38: 328-34. 
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
Classical theories of classification and concepts, originating in ancient Greek logic, have 
been roundly criticized by classificationists, feminists, and scholars of marginalized groups 
because of the rigidity of conceptual boundaries and hierarchical structure, rife with implications 
of dominance and subordination (Olson 2001, 2007). While classical theory works well in simple 
situations, human experience is faced with ambiguity, inconsistency and incompleteness of 
information, as the world is dynamic and full of overlap. Classical theory struggles to handle 
epistemological variation, especially with complex, socially-influenced categories, such as 
groupings of people. The options are to either erase difference, to fudge over complexity, or to 
classify so closely that the categories are tiny. Despite criticism, in LIS, classical theory still 
underlies the major classification systems.  
Perhaps the problem lies not in the categorization of humans, but rather in the concept of a 
concept. Concepts facilitate the ability to categorize and thus understand and predict the material 
world, yet disagreement exists on what formulates a concept. Most scholarly work about 
concepts begins with the acknowledgement that a satisfactory overall theory of concepts does not 
exist and would be difficult to conceive. It is not my purpose to come up with a complete 
concept theory. Rather, I will analyze one of the existing concept theories to determine how it 
handles slippery and sensitive concepts for which categorization has real consequences: sex and 
gender.  
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At a cognitive level, classification helps humans function by reducing what we see into 
concepts, allowing us to recognize like items, thus shortening processing time as we move 
through our day.  Often, the shortcuts that concepts provide can blur significant differences 
within a category, particularly when classifying people. For those who fall in the borderland 
between male and female or those who resist the gendered behavior socially prescribed for their 
sex, the mutually exclusive gender categories afforded by classical theory can cause social and 
emotional consequences. A broader cultural understanding of sex and gender can influence 
systemic discourses whether in legal, medical, social, educational, or information environments. 
This paper, focusing on the theoretical, is the first stage of ongoing research exploring different 
ways to categorize sex and gender. 
Would the concepts of sex or gender change if the concept of concepts changed? To 
investigate, I undertake three tasks that Haslanger (2000, 33) calls conceptual, descriptive and 
analytical inquiries. For the conceptual inquiry, I will explore prototype theory as an alternative 
or supplementary concept theory to determine if it would be a viable option for defining sex and 
gender in ways that reflect the diversity that classical concept theory cannot capture. For the 
descriptive inquiry, I will use Jacob Hale’s (1996, 290) “Defining Characteristics of the Category 
Woman” as an example of a gender prototype. And for the analytical approach, I will discuss the 
implications of a different concept theory for sex and gender. At first blush, prototype theory 
constitutes a desirable conceptual framework for gender because it permits commonality without 
essentialism, difference without eliminating similarity. However, the instability of prototypical 
definitions would cause difficulty in a practical environment. Therefore, at best, prototype theory 
could complement more stable concept theories by incorporating contextual difference. 
 
 
2.0 Concept theory 
The study of concepts dates back to ancient Greek philosophy, and debates persist over the 
philosophical, psychological, metaphysical, linguistic, epistemological and cognitive 
implications of concepts (Margolis and Lawrence, 2006). Generally speaking, concepts are 
universals whose particulars reside together in a category. Concepts do not have a one-to-one 
relationship with language, as different terms can be used to express the same concept. The 
structure of concepts is determined by what irreducible conditions the concept requires and how 
those parts are established. 
 
  
2.1 Classical concept theory  
Classical concept theory relies on the classical logic of Parmenides and Plato, further 
developed by Aristotle in the fourth century BCE. Many scholars have critiqued classical 
theory’s focus on hierarchy, mutual exclusivity, and the inherent essentialism of its conceptual 
structure, all qualities inhospitable to classifying people. Andrea Nye (1990) and Hope Olson 
(1999, 2007) have tracked the evolution from Platonic divisions to Aristotelian classification 
from a feminist perspective in detail, so this paper will only provide a rudimentary overview to 
supply some supporting information and a basis for comparison.  
In classical concept theory, “a concept is a summary representation of some sets of things 
in terms of conditions that are singly necessary and jointly sufficient for determining 
membership in that set” (Hjørland 2009, 1520-1521). Parmenides first introduced divisions 
between concepts based on difference, expressed as sets of A/not A. All items in set A possess 
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the conditions or qualities outlined in the definition of the concept. Although classical theory 
purports to name an extant, orderly nature, the qualities or conditions selected to determine 
difference generally are based on the goal of the classification scheme (Olson 1999, 69). The 
traits chosen might be arbitrary, chosen to simplify the classification process, or for more 
specious reasons, such as to deliberately classify an item or group into a subordinate position.  
Plato intended for impermeable walls to partition concept sets. The divisions are 
governed by three laws, leading to mutual exclusivity: the Law of Non-contradiction: Nothing 
can be both A and Not-A; the Law of Identity: Whatever is A is A; and the Law of the Excluded 
Middle: Everything is either A or Not-A (Olson 2007, 511). Mutual exclusivity requires that an 
item cannot partially be a member of a set or a member of two sets simultaneously; membership 
is all or nothing. Not A is not the opposite of A, but rather the absence of A. An item that does 
not possess all required qualities would have no value. No credit is awarded for being “kind of 
like” the other items in the set.  
Classical theory’s rigidity does not allow for the shifting nature of social categories and 
in fact intends for conceptual definitions to be isolated from context (Slaughter 1988, 9). Frye 
(2005, 48-49) insists that “social categories are not sets, and thinking of them as sets is 
disastrous.” She differentiates social categories from Plato’s strict divisions by writing, “however 
social categories work … they do it without having boundaries fixed by necessary and sufficient 
conditions and consequently without having any absolute sameness as their principle of 
coherence” (49, emphasis hers). Campbell (2000, 127) speaking of gay and lesbian communities 
through the framework of Sedgwick suggests, “people are different, categories shift, and labels 
are provisional. We are dealing with no monolithic identity, no stable categories, and no 
consensus.”  Social sets, then, are unstable entities that contain a variety of similar members, 
with shifting and porous boundaries. 
 
 
2.2 Prototype theory 
Prototype theory provides a more hospitable environment for social categories. Wittgenstein 
(1988) designates “family resemblance” as the thread that constructs the fabric of a concept. He 
acknowledges the difference that occurs within categories: “For if you look at them you will not 
see something common to all, but similarities, relationships, and a whole series of them,” a 
“complicated network of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing” (Wittgenstein 1988, 66). 
The abstract conceptualizations provided through classical concept theory are too vague to really 
discern the meaning of a word. Instead, context is required to recognize how the word is being 
used. Wittgenstein calls the shifting of meaning “language games,” and this idea helped shape 
prototype theory as developed by Rosch.  
Rosch’s (1999) prototype theory of concepts, originating in cognitive psychology, also 
decides membership in a category through possession of particular properties, but group 
membership does not require possession of all qualities—just enough for the fabric of the 
concept to hold together. Just as Wittgenstein believed, context determines the meaning of a 
word or what conditions are in place at a particular moment to define the concept. Qualities of a 
concept are incidental, rather than essential. The member probably will possess all features 
typical to the group, but if it possesses some but not all, it still retains membership in the group. 
Unlike a universal scheme where concepts are defined the same every time, concepts are defined 
“only in actual situations in which they function as participating parts of the situation rather than 
as either representations or as mechanisms for identifying options” (61). Membership in a 
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category can be determined by resemblance to an ideal exemplar or by possession of a sufficient 
number of the typical features of the class. A prototype might be either a “paragon” or an 
“average” member of the group, and the prototype differs between individuals and moments, 
making it contextually variant. A concept might also contain multiple prototypes. The prototype 
anchors the ideational content of the concept, but does not exclude variants, nor does it deem 
difference as deviant. 
 
 
2.3 Concept theory in KO  
In knowledge organization, Hjørland (2009) describes concepts as products of specific 
disciplinary domains and argues that differing knowledge organizations systems can co-exist 
based on different conceptualizations found in different domains.  A classification scheme 
should be “linked to certain discourses and interests,” acknowledging historical and paradigmatic 
associations (1529). While Hjørland’s view is appealing and could work well within specialized 
libraries, it has been criticized for building obstacles for interdisciplinary research (Szostak 
2010), and its usefulness in universal settings, such as public libraries, merits further 
investigation.  
Szostak (2004) proposes instead a universal scheme for classifying science that breaks 
complex concepts down into the most basic “constituent parts,” upon which scientists can agree, 
therefore making concepts accessible across disciplines. Szostak’s view is contingent upon belief 
in universal concepts, which can be incompatible with postmodern epistemologies. Dahlberg 
(1995, 22) adheres to the classical formula, where essential qualities are outlined in defining a 
concept. She calls her approach the “analytical, referent-oriented” concept theory, where the 
analysis must be based on an “item of reference.” In her model of concept construction, “correct 
statements” must be made about the item; however, “correct” statements may be difficult to 
verify unless, again, a belief in universal truths exists. Bowker and Star (1999) believe that 
humans use both classical theory and prototype theory when classifying. Classical theory 
provides universality and stability, and prototype theory accommodates the fuzziness of socially-
determined variance. They write that classification “involve[s] politics, kinds both prototypical 
and Aristotelian…and deletion of the practices in the production of the final formal record” (66). 
Jacob (2004, 537, 522) makes a similar distinction between categorization, which is “flexible and 
creative,” and classification, which is “artificial and arbitrary.” 
 
 
3.0 The Concept of Woman 
The current state of feminism resists classical conceptions of woman and has taken a tactic 
similar to Hjørland’s domain-centric approach, where each theory produces an eristic concept of 
woman not always compatible with those of other theories. In the discipline of gender studies, 
gender has been defined as a social construct, quirk of psychosocial development, biological set, 
inconsequential human trait, performance, sociolinguistic activity, and self-perpetuating illusion, 
among others. As Mikkola (2009, 560) legitimately points out, questions about the definition of 
“woman” are puzzling to most people: “Aren’t women simply female humans?” But the 
multitude of definitions has proliferated to challenge stereotypical views about women that have 
become entrenched in culture. Spelman (1988, 134) writes, “’Women’ are what females of the 
human species become, or are supposed to become, through learning how to think, act, and live 
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in certain ways.” In other words, the definition of woman is disputed because of non-essential 
cultural influences imposed upon the female sex.  
Because of the fear of essentialism, separating sex from gender has also been important 
to feminists, yet the relationship is nearly inextricable. As commonly understood, “sex” implies a 
biological division between those who have female and male sex organs. “Gender,” then, reflects 
the social or cultural influences on sexual difference. Feminists assert that biological difference 
is exploited by patriarchal society to justify fitness for gender roles, which almost exclusively 
place women subordinate to men. Frye (2005, 44) points out that essentialism permeates 
classification, but “the word female has been virtually banished from the discourse of…feminist 
theory” because of fear of biological determinism. Similarly, Olson (2007) argues that despite 
Plato’s intentions, the A/Not A division often morphs into A/B, with B representing the opposite 
of A. If A is “men,” they automatically may be culturally ascribed conditions such as strength 
and rationalism, which means “women” involuntarily become B, with traits of weakness and 
emotion. When group members do not possess, do not believe they possess, or do not want the 
traits associated with the group, the dilemma becomes, as Alcoff (1995, 434) notes, “our very 
self-definition is grounded in a concept that we must deconstruct and de-essentialize in all of its 
aspects.” Women do not want to be pigeonholed as possessing one trait or another, as yet by 
falling under the name of “woman,” something must connect them, and most often that 
something has been the female sex. 
Complicating the sex-gender division are the gender and sex identities that differ from or 
resist the heteronormative or mainstream binary biological divisions. The biological division 
between sexes is not nearly as clear-cut as most people assume. Research surveying medical 
literature between 1953 and 2000 reports that “1.7 % of live births do not conform to the Platonic 
ideal of absolute sex chromosomal, gonadal, genital and hormonal dimorphism.” They also 
estimate that about 1-2 out of every 1000 live births undergo “corrective” surgery in order to 
conform the genitals to one sex or the other, which can cause gender confusion later in life 
(Blackless, et al. 2000, 161). Because of discomfort with categorical ambiguity, Hale (1996, 288) 
writes that babies “born with ‘ambiguous’ genitals are assigned to a sex as soon as possible,” 
usually before eighteen months old. Furthermore, Halberstam (1994) identifies a multitude of 
self-categorizations within the queer community that explode the binaries of 
homosexual/heterosexual, as well as male/female and man/woman. 
 
 
4.0 Applying Prototype Theory to Sex and Gender 
Does defining a concept automatically seal the boundaries of the category? Chow (1993, 
15, her emphasis) asks, “isn't "naming" precisely the centering, the essentializing act?” Chow’s 
use of the word “centering” suggests prototype theory, where a center exists, but with permeable 
rather than rigid boundaries. If feminists and queer theorists reject the hierarchical model of 
concepts because it subordinates and traps them within someone else’s structure, why not try a 
different model that rejects essentialism and mutual exclusivity? Although gender and sex are 
fluid in reality, current cultural standards are constrained by the man/woman binary, so those of 
ambiguous gender generally end up in one category or another based on outward appearance. 
However, Haslanger (2000, 38) writes that if gender is considered “social position, we must 
allow that one can be a woman without ever acting…[or] feeling like a woman, or even having a 
female body.” A prototype conceptualization would find that indeed a network of qualities 
common to “woman” exist, yet none of those qualities are required or even central, provided 
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some of the other features typical to the class are present. It should be noted that possession of 
the qualities does not automatically place one in the category “woman,” i.e. a male in an 
occupation acceptable for a woman does not make him a woman. A woman usually, but not 
always dresses in a feminine fashion. A woman usually, but not always, has female sex organs. 
Thus, the concept avoids essentialist determinism, yet acknowledges similarity. 
 
 
4.1 Hale’s “Defining Characteristics of the Category Woman”  
What are the qualities that might work for a conceptualization of “woman?” Although not 
intentionally working within a prototype framework, Hale (1996, 290) provides 13 
characteristics that could determine membership in the category “woman,” but specifically 
states, “None of these characteristics is a necessary or sufficient condition.” The first five cover 
characteristics typically associated with sex. Hale weights these qualities more heavily, since 
culturally, the presence of biological sex is considered the most important.  
1. Absence of a penis 
2. Presence of breasts 
3. Presence of reproductive organs 
4. Presence of estrogen and progesterone in within the appropriate range for age 
5. Presence of XX or absence of Y chromosomes (290-291) 
The next cluster of characteristics refer to cultural expectations for the gender of woman and the 
idea of identity. Hale asks, “Do you feel yourself to be a woman? Then, according to this 
defining characteristic, you are” (292). 
6. Having a gender identity as a woman 
7. Having an occupation considered acceptable for a woman. 
8. Engaging in leisure pursuits considered to be acceptable for a woman  
9. Engaging in a form of sexual/affectional relationship with a man commonly recognized 
as a heterosexual, who does not identify as gay or bisexual 
The next set has to do with looking and acting like a woman according to cultural norms. This is 
the most difficult to achieve for male-to-female transgenders who strive to “pass” as a woman. 
10. Achieving and maintaining a physical gender self-presentation of a woman 
11. Behaving in ways that produce the gender assignment “woman” to those with whom one 
interacts 
12. Giving textual clues to produce the gender assignment “woman,” such as using female 
pronouns to refer to oneself, having documents that bear the designation “F,” and having 
a feminine name. (293) 
Hale asks if people with whom one interacts unambiguously think she’s a woman? If so, she’s a 
woman. And finally: 
13. Having a history consistent with the gender assignment “woman” that provides an 
unbroken line from female infancy to womanhood. 
Collapsing together the social and the biological, “woman” becomes more inclusive of identities 
located on the border of gender categories. 
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5.0 Discussion/Implications 
But what if one believes that “woman” cannot possibly have a penis? The inclusiveness 
afforded by prototypes eliminates the either/or binary constraint demanded by classical concept 
theory; however, the individual nature backfires, where belief systems exclude particular traits. 
Prototypes are formed in any number of ways—frequency of perception, personal preferences 
and beliefs, culture, goals, and experience, among others. Indeed, an issue with prototype theory 
is the notion of the prototype as an ideal representative of the set. Rosch(1999, 65, 71)  places 
value judgments on members of the group by grading them as “good” representatives (closer 
family resemblance to the prototype) or “bad” (least resemblance to prototype). This could lead 
to devaluation of instantiations that do not closely match that prototype, particularly if the 
“paragon” approach is used. In the case of gender, the “average” rather than “exemplar” version 
of a prototype would work best, since no ideal exemplar exists. Hale (1996, 283), too, warns that 
women behaving in ways not compatible with a paragon may not be considered “a real woman.”  
And what is meant by “acceptable for a woman?” What is “acceptable for a woman” is 
tied to current cultural expectations, rendering the concept contextually dynamic, but circular. 
Rosch (1999, 71) calls the formation of concepts “situation based and participatory.” Therefore, 
a more inclusive prototype relies on the provision of models for people to perceive that influence 
their individual prototypes. In a homogenous society that lacks diversity of imagery or messages, 
what is “acceptable for a woman” may be limited, but other situational factors can neutralize the 
dominant impressions. In persistently oppressive societies or in situations where individuals live 
in isolation from outside influence, conceptualizations might resist change, but as a whole, 
prototype theory would allow for dynamic, historically current concepts. Contrasting messages 
would be most evident and influential in societies where widespread access to information is 
available.  
 
 
6.0 Conclusion 
Prototype theory might work on a theoretical or psychological plane, but could it work as a 
technique for knowledge organization? The dynamic and personal nature of prototypes presents 
some problems for classification systems that require brevity in conceptual representation and 
some degree of stability. As normative notions, concepts still can be subject to the “tyranny of 
the majority,” or risk being constructed by those in power, similar to other concept theories. 
According to prototype theory, perception truly is reality. This means that prototypical 
definitions rely heavily on context and are significantly subject to social flux. Bowker and Star 
(1999, 106) believe that medical classifications are “’naturally’ prototypical” but they must 
“appear Aristotelian to bear the bureaucratic burden that is put on them.” The same can be said 
about library classification. However prototypical the concepts are, the underlying goal is to 
place one book in one place.  
Can the Western mind comprehend such an inclusive theory that allows such nebulous 
characterizations? Does the vagueness of the group boundaries and moment-by-moment 
changeability render concepts meaningless? Does it mean that anyone can believe anything he or 
she wants? As human constructs, even in a classical framework, conceptualizations are already 
perception based and context sensitive, as so much classification research has shown. Since 
prototype theory is based on perception, adding an impossibility such as the ability to run 500 
miles per hour, would unlikely be accepted by any others. That being said, prototypes need not 
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be experienced to be accepted; otherwise, any new instances could not be absorbed or learned 
(such as seeing an ostrich for the first time and recognizing it as a bird). Minority views most 
likely would find difficulty gaining credence, but as a socially constructed space, if one makes an 
association, it can be so. In these cases, self-determination gains importance. Acts of rebellion 
and resistance can bring non-mainstream perceptions closer to a prototype. Different ideological 
conceptualizations could be equally valid, which can be both valuable and dangerous.  
The concepts of sex and gender as imagined using the prototype theory of concepts as a 
theoretical framework provides structural flexibility and inclusiveness. The “family 
resemblance” stabilizes terms enough to recognize the overarching idea, allows variation in 
particular instantiations and accommodates overlap. However, does it provide enough stability to 
manage the “bureaucratic burden” required of it? Does the contextual sensitivity destroy any 
chance at constancy? Can it complement classical theory without losing the flexibility that makes 
it valuable? While prototype theory might work in theory, it can be manipulated to further 
offensive definitions as easily as desirable definitions. Further investigation is necessary to 
determine whether those obstacles can be overcome and how that flexibility could be sustained 
in a practical environment. 
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^[_^()";5+6%(L+4$#%+(NC%%29ccL#Q#-:;':=2";5+6%-;"3cLc^;':]W%+&$#;&$O-((
3. Selection of Vocabularies 
(
^;"(%C+(<'22#&3(2";2;$+>(#&(%C+(6;&%+W%(;:(%C#$(2'2+"A(^[_^(L'$(#>+&%#:#+>('$(%C+('22";2"#'%+(
"+:+"+&6+(7;6'4*,'"8-(^[_^(#$($2+6#:#6',,8(6+&%+"+>(;&(%C+(+&%#%8(Person('&>(#%(#$(6;&$#>+"+>(%C+(
>+(:'6%;($6C+<'(:;"(2+"$;&="+,'%+>(BT^('22,#6'%#;&$.(?%(C'$("+'6C+>('("+,'%#7+,8(C#3C(,+7+,(;:(
!"#$%#&'()'%%*+,,#-(./00-(1'22#&3($*45+6%#7#%89(2+":;"<#&3(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%-(?&(@<#"'3,#'A(B#6C'">()-A(+>-(
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
$%'4#,#%8('&>(#$(+J%+&$#7+,8(*$+>(%;($*22;"%(#&%+3"'%#;&(;:(>'%'('6";$$('22,#6'%#;&$-((
( K#3C%('>>#%#;&',(7;6'4*,'"#+$(:";<(,#&L+>(>'%'A('$(M+,,('$(4#4,#;3"'2C#6A('&>(6*,%*"',(
C+"#%'3+(>;<'#&$A(M+"+($+,+6%+>(:;"(#&6,*$#;&(#&(%C+(<'22#&3-(N(,#$%(%C'%(#&6,*>+$(&'<+$2'6+(
OB?$A(%+"<$('$(2"+:#J+$(48(+'6C(7;6'4*,'"8A('&>(7;6'4*,'"8($2+6#:#6'%#;&$(#$($C;M&(#&(F'4,+(0-(
?&6,*$#;&(#&(%C+(,#$%(M'$(4'$+>(;&($*#%'4#,#%8(%;(%C+($*45+6%(>;<'#&A(,+7+,(;:($%'4#,#%8('&>(*$'3+A(
'&>('7'#,'4#,#%8(;:(>;6*<+&%'%#;&-(N,,(%C+(7;6'4*,'"#+$(2";7#>+A(M#%C(7'"#;*$(>+3"++$(;:(
6;7+"'3+A($+<'&%#6("+2"+$+&%'%#;&$(;:(2+;2,+="+,'%+>(#&:;"<'%#;&-(1;$%(;:(%C+(7;6'4*,'"#+$('"+(
M#>+,8(*$+>('&>(C'7+(2";7+&(%;(M;"L(M+,,(#&(6;<4#&'%#;&(M#%C(;&+('&;%C+"(PQ#R+"(+%(',-A(./00S-(
N&;%C+"(6;&>#%#;&(:;"(#&6,*$#;&(#&(%C+(<'22#&3(M'$(BTU(:;"<'%A(+#%C+"(BTU(4;"&(;"(
#<2,+<+&%'%#;&$(;:(BTU(@6C+<'-(N$(%C#$(<'22#&3(#$('(M;"L(#&(2";3"+$$A('>>#%#;&',(7;6'4*,'"#+$(
>++<+>($*#%'4,+('"+(,#L+,8(%;(4+(#&6,*>+>(#&(%C+(:*%*"+('$(%C+8(4+6;<+('7'#,'4,+(#&("+V*#"+>(
:;"<'%(:;"(,#&L+>(>'%'('22,#6'%#;&$-(
!"#$%#&'()'%%*+,,#-(./00-(1'22#&3($*45+6%#7#%89(2+":;"<#&3(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%-(?&(@<#"'3,#'A(B#6C'">()-A(+>-(
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(
(
Vocabulary 
Name Namespace URI Prefix Specification 
J"#+&>(;:('(
J"#+&>(
KJLMJN(
C%%29OOP<,&$-6;<O:;':O/-0O( :;':( JLMJ(D;6'4*,'"8(@2+6#:#6'%#;&(/-QI((C%%29OOP<,&$-6;<O:;':O$2+6O((
R?L( C%%29OO2*",-;"3O7;6'4O4#;O/-0O( 4#;( R#;(D;6'4*,'"8(/-0(C%%29OO7;6'4-;"3O4#;O/-0O-C%<,((
B+,'%#;&$C#2( C%%29OO2*",-;"3O7;6'4O"+,'%#;&$C#2( "+,( B+,'%#;&$C#2(D;6'4*,'"8(C%%29OO7;6'4-;"3O"+,'%#;&$C#2O-C%<,((
!;3&#%#7+(
!C'"'6%+"#$%#6
$(
C%%29OO$<#8-$;*"6+:;"3+-&+%O66;O">:O6;3&#%#7+6C'"'6%+"
#$%#6$-;S,( 66;(
!;3&#%#7+(!C'"'6%+"#$%#6$(L&%;,;38(/-.(
C%%29OO$<#8-$;*"6+:;"3+-&+%O66;O$2+6O6;3&#%#
7+6C'"'6%+"#$%#6$-C%<,(
@?L!(!;"+(
L&%;,;38( C%%29OO">:$-;"3O$#;6O&$T( $#;6(
@?L!(!;"+(L&%;,;38(@2+6#:#6'%#;&(
C%%29OO">:$-;"3O$#;6O$2+6OT$+6=+P%+"&',((
U*4,#&(!;"+(
1+%'>'%'(
F+"<$(
C%%29OO2*",-;"3O>6O%+"<$O( >6%+"<$(
U!1?(1+%'>'%'(F+"<$(
C%%29OO>*4,#&6;"+-;"3O>;6*<+&%$O>6<#=
%+"<$OTVE((
FC+(
R#4,#;3"'2C#6(
L&%;,;38(
KR?RLN(
C%%29OO2*",-;"3O;&%;,;38O4#4;O0-E( 4#4;( R#4,#;3"'2C#6(L&%;,;38(@2+6#:#6'%#;&(C%%29OO4#4,#;&%;,;38-6;<O$2+6#:#6'%#;&((
JBRB(( C%%29OO2*",-;"3O7;6'4O:"4"O6;"+T( :"4"( WP2"+$$#;&(;:(!;"+(JBRB(!;&6+2%$(#&(BUJ(C%%29OO7;6'4-;"3O:"4"O6;"+-C%<,(
!?UL!(!B1( C%%29OOSSS-6#>;6=6"<-;"3O">:$O6#>;6=6"<(( X6"<Y( C%%29OOSSS-6#>;6=6"<-;"3O">:$O6#>;6=6"<(
(
Table 1. List of vocabularies participating in the mapping. 
 
( FC+(BIO Vocabulary >+$6"#4+$(4#;3"'2C#6',(#&:;"<'%#;&(KU'7#$(Z([',4"'#%CA(.//.N-(R?L(
<;>+,$('&(#&>#7#>*',\$(,#:+('$('($+"#+$(;:(#&%+"6;&&+6%+>(+7+&%$($*6C('$(4#"%CA(>#7;"6+(;"(
3"'>*'%#;&-(R?L(#$(*$+>(#&(6;<4#&'%#;&(S#%C(JLMJ('&>(<;$%(R?L(2";2+"%#+$(C'7+('$('(>;<'#&(
%C+(6,'$$(foaf:Person. 
( Relationship Vocabulary(KU'7#$(Z(D#%#+,,;A(.//HO./0/N("+2"+$+&%$("+,'%#;&$C#2$(4+%S++&(
2+;2,+(:";<(:'<#,#',(K+-3-A(3"'&>6C#,>(;:N(%;($;6#',(K'6]*'#&%'&6+(;:N-(U+$#3&+>(%;("+:#&+(%C+(
$+<'&%#6$(;:(%C+(2";2+"%8(knows #&(%C+(JLMJ(7;6'4*,'"8A(#%(#&6,*>+$(;&,8(;&+(6,'$$A(
rel:RelationshipA(SC#,+(',<;$%(',,(#%$(2";2+"%#+$('"+(>+:#&+>('$($*4=2";2+"%#+$(;:(foaf:knows-((
 The Cognitive Characteristics Ontology (CCO) KR"#6^,+8(+%(',-A(./0/N(#$('("'%C+"(&+S(
7;6'4*,'"8(6*""+&%,8(*&>+"(>+7+,;2<+&%-(?%(#$(4'$+>(;&(+P#$%#&3(7;6'4*,'"#+$(:;6*$+>(;&(%C+(
6;&6+2%(;:(#&%+"+$%('&>(#%(#$(<;>+,+>(;&(%C+(JLMJ(7;6'4*,'"8-(?%$(7',*+(FL(%C#$(#&7+$%#3'%#;&(
>+"#7+$(:";<(?F@(*&#]*+("'&3+(;:(2";2+"%#+$(%C'%(6C'"'6%+"#_+('$2+6%$(;:(#&>#7#>*',$($*6C('$(
#&%+"+$%('&>(+P2+"%#$+-( 
 Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities Project (SIOC)(KR+""*+%'(+%(',-A(
.//HO./0/N(:;6*$+$(;&(%C+(>+$6"#2%#;&(;:(#&:;"<'%#;&(2";>*6+>(48(;&,#&+(6;<<*&#%#+$(#&6,*>#&3(
4,;3$A(<'#,#&3(,#$%$('&>(>#$6*$$#;&(4;'">$-(@?L!(#$(*$+>(#&(2'"',,+,(S#%C(JLMJ('$('(&*<4+"(;:(
@?L!(2";2+"%8(%+"<$('"+(>+:#&+>('$($*4=2";2+"%#+$(;:(JLMJ-(
( `C#,+(%C+$+(7;6'4*,'"#+$('"+($2+6#:#6',,8(6+&%+"+>(;&(2+;2,+(>+$6"#2%#;&$A(%C+(:;,,;S#&3(
7;6'4*,'"#+$(C'7+(4++&(#&6,*>+>(%;(2";7#>+($*#%'4,+(6,'$$+$('&>(2";2+"%#+$(K;"(+&%#%,+$('&>(
!"#$%#&'()'%%*+,,#-(./00-(1'22#&3($*45+6%#7#%89(2+":;"<#&3(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%-(?&(@<#"'3,#'A(B#6C'">()-A(+>-(
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"+,'%#;&$C#2$A('$(%C+$+(<;>+,#&3(6;&$%"*6%$('"+(&'<+>(#&(;%C+"("+2"+$+&%'%#;&(6;&%+J%$K-((
 Dublin Core Metadata Terms(LM!(F+"<$K(LM*4,#&(!;"+(1+%'>'%'(?&#%#'%#7+A(./0/K(#$(
6;<<;&,8(*$+>(#&(NOM('22,#6'%#;&$('&>(#%(#$(;:%+&(2"+:+""+>(%;(%C+(6;"+(M*4,#&(!;"+(1+%'>'%'(
@+%(7;6'4*,'"8(4+6'*$+(;:(%C+(C#3C+"(>+3"++(;:(2"+6#$#;&(;:(#%$(2";2+"%8(>+:#&#%#;&$-(M!(F+"<$(
'"+(;:%+&(*$+>(#&(6;<4#&'%#;&(P#%C(QORQ(%+"<$('&>(%C+(%P;(7;6'4*,'"#+$('"+(6*""+&%,8('<;&3(
%C+(%+&(<;$%(*$+>(#&(,#&S+>(>'%'('22,#6'%#;&$-(T*$%("+6+&%,8A(%C+(M*4,#&(!;"+('&>(QORQ(
6;<<*&#%#+$(C'7+($#3&+>('&('3"++<+&%(%;(6;;2+"'%+(:;"(+$%'4,#$C#&3(4+$%(2"'6%#6+$(:;"(
7;6'4*,'"8(<'#&%+&'&6+(LU"#6S,+8(+%(',A(./00K-(
( The Bibliographic Ontology (BIBO)(LV#'$$;&(W(MXR"6*$A(.//IY./00K(#$('(&+P,8(
>+7+,;2+>(7;6'4*,'"8(:;"("+2"+$+&%#&3(4#4,#;3"'2C#6(+&%#%#+$(#&6,*>#&3(>;6*<+&%$A(6#%'%#;&$('&>(
4#4,#;3"'2C#6("+:+"+&6+$(;&(%C+(@+<'&%#6(Z+4-(?%(#$($%#,,(+7;,7#&3('&>(>+$#3&+>(:;"(4+#&3(<#J+>(
P#%C(;%C+"(7;6'4*,'"#+$($*6C('$(QORQ('&>(M*4,#&(!;"+('&>(:;"(4+#&3(+J%+&>+>(:;"(,;6',(
6*$%;<#['%#;&$-(
 Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)(;::+"$('(6;&6+2%*',#['%#;&(;:(
%C+(\4#4,#;3"'2C#6("+6;">]($%"*6%*"+>('$('&(+&%#%8="+,'%#;&',(<;>+,('&>(#%(C'$(4++&(#<2,+<+&%+>(
'$('&(BMQ(@6C+<'(LM'7#$(W(^+P<'&A(.//_K-(FC+($+6;&>(;:(%C+(%C"++(3";*2$(;:(QBUB(+&%#%#+$(
#&6,*>+$(%C+(+&%#%8(Person PC#6C(#$(2+"%#&+&%(%;(%C+($6;2+(;:(%C#$(<'22#&3-(
 CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRMK(L./0/K(#$('(6;"+(;&%;,;38(+J2"+$$#&3(*22+"=
,+7+,(6;&6+2%$(6;<<;&('6";$$(6*,%*"',(C+"#%'3+(>;6*<+&%'%#;&-(M+7+,;2+>(P#%C#&(%C+(<*$+*<(
6;<<*&#%8A(!?MO!(!B1(C'$(%C+(4";'>+"(3;',(%;(+&'4,+($+<'&%#6',,8="#6C(#&:;"<'%#;&(
+J6C'&3+(4+%P++&(<*$+*<$A(,#4"'"#+$('&>('"6C#7+$-(!?MO!(!B1(C'$(4++&("+6+&%,8(
#<2,+<+&%+>(#&(BMQ-(((
4. Mapping structure and organization  
(
O&%;,;38(<'22#&3(#$(>+:#&+>('$(%C+(2";6+$$(;:(:#&>#&3(6;""+$2;&>+&6+$(4+%P++&(6;&6+2%$(:";<(
>#::+"+&%(;&%;,;3#+$(#&(;">+"(%;(+&'4,+(#&:;"<'%#;&(2";6+$$#&3('6";$$(%C+$+(;&%;,;3#+$(L^;8(
.//`K-(1'&*',,8(;"('*%;<'%#6',,8(2+":;"<+>A(;&%;,;38(<'22#&3(#$('&('6%#7+('"+'(;:("+$+'"6C(#&(
%C+($+<'&%#6(P+4(6;<<*&#%8-(a;P+7+"A($2+6#:#6(P;"S(;&(%C+(',#3&<+&%(;:(BMQ=4'$+>(
7;6'4*,'"#+$(#&(%C+(6;&%+J%(;:(NOM(>+7+,;2<+&%(#$(,#<#%+>(LT'#&A(a#%[,+"A(@C+%C(+%(',-A(./0/K-((
R,+<'&=1+['(+%(',-(L.//GK(#&7+$%#3'%+>(BMQ(7;6'4*,'"#+$b("+*$+('&>(+J%+&$#;&$A($*33+$%#&3(%C+(
&++>(:;"('(*&#:8#&3(:"'<+P;"S(:;"(6,'$$('&>(2";2+"%8(',#3&<+&%-((
( FC+(&'%*"+('&>(#&%+&>+>(:*&6%#;&(;:(NOM(7;6'4*,'"#+$(2"+$+&%('(&+P(2+"$2+6%#7+(;&(%+"<(
<'22#&3-(R$(>#$6*$$+>(+'",#+"A(>'%'($C'"#&3('&>("+*$+(#$('%(%C+(6;"+(;:(NOM(2"#&6#2,+$-(?%(#$(<'>+(
2;$$#4,+(48(%C+(;2+&('&>(*&#:8#&3(&'%*"+(;:(%C+(BMQ(<;>+,-(FC+(BMQ(<+6C'&#$<(:;"(*&#c*+,8(
#>+&%#:8#&3(+&%#%#+$(#&('&(;2+&('&>(>+6+&%"',#[+>(+&7#";&<+&%(',,;P$(:;"(>#::+"+&%(>+$6"#2%#7+(
7;6'4*,'"#+$(;"($6C+<'$(%;(4+(<#J+>(;"(*$+>('%(%C+($'<+(%#<+-(R,$;A(,#&S+>(>'%'(7;6'4*,'"#+$(
C'7+("+,'%#7+,8($#<2,+($+<'&%#6$-(FC+8('"+(#&%+&>+>(%;(>+$6"#4+(,'"3+('<;*&%$(;:(>'%'A($;(%C+#"(
2";2+"%#+$(6'&(4+(*$+>(P#%C('(C#3C+"(,+7+,(;:(;2+&&+$$('&>(:+P+"(:;"<',("+$%"#6%#;&$-((
( FC#$(C'$(#<2,#6'%#;&$(:;"(%C+(P'8$(#&(PC#6C(;&%;,;38(',#3&<+&%$('"+(2+":;"<+>-(ZC#,+(
;&%;,;38(<'22#&3(#$(6;&>*6%+>(%C";*3C(%C+('&',8$#$(;:(:;"<',(>+:#&#%#;&$(;:(6;&6+2%$('&>(
"+,'%#;&$C#2$A('&>(%C+$'*"*$(<'22#&3(:;6*$+$(;&(%C+($%"*6%*"',('$2+6%$(;:(%C+(%+"<#&;,;38A(%C+(
<'22#&3(;:(,#&S+>(>'%'(7;6'4*,'"#+$(#$(,+$$(,#S+,8(%;(4+(4'$+>(;&(:;"<',(6;&$%"'#&%$-(
(
!"#$%#&'()'%%*+,,#-(./00-(1'22#&3($*45+6%#7#%89(2+":;"<#&3(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%-(?&(@<#"'3,#'A(B#6C'">()-A(+>-(
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4.1 Methodology 
(
FC+(<'22#&3(6"#%+"#'(6;&$#>+"+>(#&(%C#$($%*>8(J+"+(exactMatch(:;"(+K*#7',+&6+("+,'%#;&$C#2$L
',$;(+M2"+$$+>(48(%C+(owl:equivalentPropertyLcloseMatch '&> relatedMatch :;"('$$;6#'%#7+(
"+,'%#;&$C#2$'&>A(broadMatch '&>(narrowMatch :;"(C#+"'"6C#6',("+,'%#;&$C#2$-(?%($C;*,>(4+(&;%+>(
%C'%(%C+$+(6"#%+"#'(J+"+(,;;$+,8('22,#+>(>+2+&>#&3(;&(JC+%C+"(%+"<(6;&$%"'#&%$(N+-3-A("'&3+A(
>;<'#&A(+%6-O(J+"+(>;6*<+&%+>-(PC+&+7+"(2;$$#4,+A(6;""+$2;&>+&6+$(J+"+(4'$+>(;&(%C+(
#&%+&>+>(<+'&#&3(;:(%C+(%+"<$('$(>+:#&+>(48($2+6#:#6'%#;&(>+$6"#2%#;&$(2*4,#$C+>(48(%C+(
7;6'4*,'"8(3;7+"&'&6+('3+&6#+$-(
( Q&(#&7+&%;"8(;:(2";2+"%#+$(J'$(6"+'%+>(%;(2";7#>+(%C+(4'$#$(:;"(%C+(<'22#&3-(?&(3+&+"',A(
;&,8(%C'%(2;"%#;&("+,+7'&%(%;(%C+(+&%#%#+$(Person ;"(Agent(N6,'$$+$(+M2,#6#%,8(;"(#<2,#6#%,8(>+6,'"+>(
#&(',,(%C+(7;6'4*,'"#+$O(J'$(*$+>('$(%C+(2"#<'"8($;*"6+(;:(2";2+"%8(%+"<$-(FC"++(<'#&(6'%+3;"#+$(
:;"(>+$6"#4#&3(C*<'&(6C'"'6%+"#$%#6$(+<+"3+>A(#&6,*>#&3(2+"$;&',A(;&,#&+(2"+$+&6+A('&>($;6#',(
'&>(6;3&#%#7+-(
( @'<2,+$(:";<(%C+(%C"++(6'%+3;"#+$('"+(2"+$+&%+>(4+,;J-(R;,>(:;&%$(#&>#6'%+(+K*#7',+&6+(
4+%J++&(%+"<$-(R";'>+"('&>(&'"";J+"(%+"<$('"+(<'"S+>(J#%C(;&+('&>(%J;('$%+"#$S$("+$2+6%#7+,8-(
T;<'#&(J'$(,+:%(4,'&S(JC+&(&;%(>+6,'"+>-(Q$(%C+(%'4,+$($C;JA(<;$%(;:(%C+(',#3&<+&%$A(+$2+6#',,8(
JC+&(2"+$+&%#&3(2'"%#',(;7+",'22#&3($+<'&%#6$A("+<'#&(#<2,#6#%-(((
( FC+(2";2+"%8(foaf:makerA(&;%(#&6,*>+>(#&('&8($2+6#:#6(6'%+3;"8('%(%C+(%#<+(;:(J"#%#&3A(#$(
6;""+,'%+>('6";$$(:#7+(;:(%C+(7;6'4*,'"#+$(N$++(F'4,+(.O-(FC#$(2";2+"%8(;::+"$(;&+(;:(%C+(:+J(
+M'<2,+$(#&(JC#6C('(:;"<',(>+6,'"'%#;&(;:(+K*#7',+&6+A("dct:creator owl:equivalentProperty 
foaf:maker”,(#$(+M2,#6#%,8('$$+"%+>(48(%C+(7;6'4*,'"8(<'#&%+&'&6+('3+&6#+$-((?%(#$(;&+(;:(%C+(:#"$%(
$%+2$(%;J'">(6"+'%#&3(4+$%(2"'6%#6+$(:;"(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%(2*"$*+>(48(%C+(6;;2+"'%#7+ 
'3"++<+&%(4+%J++&(%C+(T*4,#&(!;"+('&>(UVQU(6;<<*&#%#+$-((
!"#$%#&'()'%%*+,,#-(./00-(1'22#&3($*45+6%#7#%89(2+":;"<#&3(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>(7;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%-(?&(@<#"'3,#'A(B#6C'">()-A(+>-(
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(
(
(
Table 2. Sample of mapping of property ‘foaf:maker.’  
(
( FC+(6'%+3;"8(;:(2+"$;&',(#&:;"<'%#;&(#&6,*>+$('("'&3+(;:(2";2+"%#+$("+2"+$+&%#&3(
>+<;3"'2C#6(6C'"'6%+"#$%#6$(J+-3-A(&'<+A(3+&>+"A(+%6-K('&>(,#:+(+7+&%$(J+-3-A(4#"%CA(>+'%CA(+%6-K-(FC+(
,#$%#&3(4+,;L($C;L$($*4=2";2+"%#+$(;:(foaf:knows :";<(%C+(M?N('&>(B+,'%#;&$C#2(7;6'4*,'"#+$-(
?&%+"+$%#&3,8A(bio:child #$('(&'"";L+"(%+"<(;:(rel:childOf '$(#%($%"#6%,8("+:+"$(%;('(4#;,;3#6',(6C#,>(
'&>(>;+$(&;%(#&6,*>+('>;2%+>(6C#,>"+&A($%+2=6C#,>"+&(;"(;%C+"(%82+$(;:($#<#,'"(&;&=4#;,;3#6',(
"+,'%#;&$C#2$-(FC#$(#$(',$;(%C+(6'$+(L#%C(bio:mother '&>(bio:father %C'%('"+(#&%+&>+>('$(4#;,;3#6',(
3+&#%"#O('&>(3+&#%;"A(LC#,+(rel:parent +O2,#6#%+,8("+:+"$(%;('&(#&>#7#>*',(LC;(3'7+(4#"%C(%;(;"(',$;(
&*"%*"+>('&>("'#$+>('(2+"$;&-(
(
foaf:knows                  foaf:knows 
     rel:parentOf*             bio:mother** 
     rel:parentOf*             bio:father** 
     rel:childOf*                bio:child** 
 
)";2+"%#+$(>+$6"#4#&3(%C+(;&,#&+(2"+$+&6+(;:(#&>#7#>*',$('&>(3";*2$("+2"+$+&%('("+,+7'&%($+3<+&%(
;:(4;%C(PNQP('&>(@?N!(7;6'4*,'"#+$('&>(2";7#>+('("'%C+"(C#3C(,+7+,(;:($2+6#:#6#%8(JF'4,+(EK-((
(
(
(
FOAF SIOC 
Property Name Domain Property Name Domain 
foaf:account Q3+&%( sioc:account_of R$+"(
foaf:mailbox )+"$;&( sioc:email R$+"(
foaf:mbox_sha1sum Q3+&%( sioc:email_sha1 R$+"(
foaf:member S";*2( sioc:has_member R$+"3";*2(
foaf:img )+"$;&( sioc:avatar R$+"(
(
Table 3. Sample of mapping of online presence properties. 
(
(
P#&',,8A(%C+(6'%+3;"8(;:($;6#',('&>(6;3&#%#7+(2";2+"%#+$(#$(6C'"'6%+"#T+>(48(%+"<$(+O2"+$$#&3('(
4";'>("'&3+(;:(C*<'&(%"'#%$A(:";<($;6#',(6;&&+6%#;&$(%;(+O2+"%#$+A($U#,,$A('&>(#&%+"+$%$-(Q(U+8(
2";2+"%8(;:(%C#$(3";*2(#$(foaf:knows. FC#$(2";2+"%8(>+&;%+$('(&;&=$2+6#:#+>("+6#2";6',(#&%+"'6%#;&(
4+%L++&(#&>#7#>*',$(JM"#6U,+8(V(1#,,+"A(./0/K-(W;L+7+"A($+<'&%#6("+:#&+<+&%$('"+(2;$$#4,+(
FOAF DCTerms BIBO SIOC FRBR CIDOC 
Property Domain Property Domain Property Domain Property Domain Property Domain Property Domain 
foaf: 
maker 
;L,9(
FC#&3((
dcterms: 
creator (
bibo: 
producer ((
sioc: 
creator_of R$+"((
frbr: 
creator (
crm: 
has_created !"+'%#;&((
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JC+&(*$+>(#&(6;<4#&'%#;&(J#%C(<;"+($2+6#',#K+>(2";2+"%#+$(:";<(;%C+"(7;6'4*,'"#+$A('$(
>#$6*$$+>(+'",#+"-(L;"(+M'<2,+A($+7+"',(2";2+"%#+$(:";<(%C+(B+,'%#;&$C#2(N&%;,;38(C'7+(4++&(
<;>+,+>('$($*4=2";2+"%#+$(;:(foaf:knows #&>#6'%#&3(7'"#;*$(>+3"++$(;:($;6#',('&>(2";:+$$#;&',(
"+,'%#;&$C#2$-(OM'<2,+$(;:($*4=2";2+"%#+$(;:(foaf:knows ('"+(2"+6+>+>(48('(>'$C(#&(F'4,+(H-( (
(
(
FOAF Cognitive Characteristics Relationship CIDOC 
Property Name Domain Property Name Domain Property Name Domain Property Name Domain 
(( (( cco:activity (( (( (( (( ((
(( (( cco:expertise (( (( (( (( ((
(( (( cco:habit :;':9P3+&%( (( (( (( ((
foaf:topic_interest )+"$;&( cco:interest (( (( (( (( ((
(( (( cco:belief (( (( (( (( ((
(( (( cco:competence (( (( (( (( ((
(( (( cco:skill (( (( (( (( ((
  ((   (( rel:influenced_by :;':9)+"$;&( crm:was_influenced_by P6%#7#%8(
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:mentor_of :;':9)+"$;&(   ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:close_friend_of :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:has_met :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:knows_in_passing :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:colleague_of :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:acquaintance_of :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:apprentice_to :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
foaf:knows )+"$;&( (( (( -rel:collaborates_with :;':9)+"$;&( (( ((
(
Table 4. Sample of mapping of social and cognitive properties. 
(
( FC#$(#&7+$%#3'%#;&($C;J$(%C'%('(4";'>("'&3+(;:(2";2+"%#+$(',,;J#&3(:;"("#6C(>+$6"#2%#;&$(;:(
2+;2,+(+&%#%#+$(#$(&;J('7'#,'4,+(%C";*3C(BQL=4'$+>(7;6'4*,'"#+$-(D;6'4*,'"8(',#3&<+&%$('"+(
&++>+>(%;(C+,2(6;2+(J#%C(%C+(#&6"+'$#&3(2";,#:+"'%#;&(;:(6,'$$+$('&>(2";2+"%#+$(J#%C(;7+",'22#&3(
$+<'&%#6$-(FC+(+M2+"#+&6+(;:(2+":;"<#&3(%C+(<'22#&3(>#$6*$$+>(#&(%C#$(2'2+"(C'$("+7+',+>($;<+(
;:(%C+(6C',,+&3+$(;:(>+',#&3(J#%C(%+"<$(%C'%(:"+R*+&%,8(,'6S(+M2,#6#%(>+:#&#%#;&$('&>(#&>#6'%+$(%C+(
&++>(:;"(+$%'4,#$C#&3(%"*$%J;"%C8(2"'6%#6+$(;:(7;6'4*,'"8(>+7+,;2<+&%('&>(<'#&%+&'&6+-(((
5. Conclusion 
(
FC#$(2'2+"(+M2,;"+$(7;6'4*,'"8(<'22#&3('$('(<+%C;>(%;(6*"4(%C+(2";4,+<(;:(2";2+"%8(
2";,#:+"'%#;&(%C'%(;66*"$(#&(>#$%"#4*%+>(>#3#%',(+&7#";&<+&%$-((P,#3&#&3(7;6'4*,'"8(%+"<$(',$;(
:'6#,#%'%+$(%C+(2";6+$$(;:(6C;;$#&3($+<'&%#6$(:;"(7;6'4*,'"8(+M%+&$#;&$('&>(#&%+3"'%#;&(#&(%C+(
6;&%+M%(;:(,#&S+>(>'%'('22,#6'%#;&$-(FC+(2";2;$+>(<'22#&3A(',%C;*3C('(J;"S(#&(2";3"+$$A(#$(
#&%+&>+>(%;(:'6#,#%'%+($+<'&%#6(#&%+3"'%#;&('$(J+,,('$(S&;J,+>3+($C'"#&3('&>("+*$+(#&(%C+('"+'(;:(
2+"$;&',(#&:;"<'%#;&("+2"+$+&%'%#;&-(N7+"',,A(%C#$(#&7+$%#3'%#;&('#<$(%;(6;&%"#4*%+(%;('(&+J(
$%"+'<(;:("+$+'"6C(:;6*$+>(;&(<;>+,#&3(#$$*+$("+,'%+>(%;(%C+(>+$6"#2%#;&(;:(2+;2,+(+&%#%#+$-(?%(
6;&$%#%*%+$('&(#&#%#',($%+2(%;J'">('(3+&+"',(*&>+"$%'&>#&3(;:(2+;2,+=6+&%+"+>("+2"+$+&%'%#;&(#&(%C+(
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K&;L,+>3+(;"3'&#M'%#;&($8$%+<$A($*6C('$(,#&K+>(>'%'(7;6'4*,'"#+$A(%C'%(C'7+($%'"%+>(%;(2;2*,'%+(
%C+(L+4('&>('"+(6;&7+"3#&3(L#%C(&+L("+2"+$+&%'%#;&(<;>+,$('&>(>#$6;7+"8(%;;,$(#&(,#4"'"#+$('&>(
;%C+"(6*,%*"',(C+"#%'3+(#&$%#%*%#;&$-(((
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Ranganathan’s Layers of Classification Theory and the FASDA Model of 
Classification 
 
 
Abstract: Describes four waves of Ranganathan’s dynamic theory of classification.  Outlines components 
that distinguish each wave, and porposes ways in which this understanding can inform systems design in 
the contemporary environment, particularly with regard to interoperability and scheme versioning.  Ends 
with an appeal to better understanding the relationship between structure and semantics in faceted 
classification schemes and similar indexing languages. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
The increasing popularity of tagging, ontology engineering, and information architecture has 
brought the concepts of classification theory into the zeitgeist of organizational management, 
science, and business.  A popular press example, a book by David Weinberger, draws a 
caricature of Shiyali Ramamrita Ranganathan as a disciple to mystics and an overly-meticulous 
traveler (Weinberger, 2007, 85).  Although some teachers laud Weinberger’s description of 
facets, it seems that he fails to comprehend the full host of Ranganathan’s theories and how they 
are relevant to developing and evaluating information systems today.   
 
Through his long and prolific career S. R. Ranganathan worked toward a coherent and robust 
theory of classification – a Dynamic Classification Theory.  In working toward this goal he 
developed four successive waves of classification theory.  They were: Faceted, Analytico-
Synthetic, Depth, and Abstract Classification (FASDA together) (Ranganathan, 1967; 1953).  
These, listed in roughly chronological order, represent the advancement of his thinking, along 
with that of his close circle of collaborators and students.  We can distinguish between waves by 
the various layers Ranganathan added to the act of classification.  In turn, we see these layers by 
understanding the components of his complex and ever-evolving theory.  Facets constitute but 
one of those components.  Facets, when layered with other components discussed from 1930s to 
the 1950s form the wave of Faceted Classification. 
 
Faceted Classification is a method of breaking the universe of subjects apart into facets.  Faceted 
Classification was based on canons, many adapted from Sayers’s work, but Ranganathan 
expanded and refined them.  However, he saw its shortcomings.  Where Faceted Classification 
was rigid, Analytico-Synthetic Classification, the second wave, was more flexible and provided a 
number of techniques that allowed the classifier more expressive power.  We can mark the birth 
of Analytico-Synthetic classification with a paper in 1950 (Ranganathan 1951). Depth 
Classification was an offshoot of, yet contemporaneous to, the former, focused on domains 
requiring richer expressive classificatory power.  I place its formal genesis in 1953 with the 
conference on Depth Classification and Reference Service (Ranganathan 1953).  Finally, 
Abstract Classification, the last wave Ranganathan introduced, was seen as a method whereby 
classification research could create models of classification.  Building on proceeding research, 
Abstract Classification could generalize from practice, create models of how classification could 
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be done, and through comparative research efforts on this level, expand the techniques available 
to the classificationist in creating better schemes.  This line of thinking surfaces in the 1960s. 
 
This stands as one body of coherent thought, separable into layers, but requiring investigation to 
make sense of it. That is, to date we have no comprehensive textbook that outlines all the 
components of the evolving thought of Ranganathan.  All we have is his scattered and sometimes 
contradictory oeuvre. He wrote on classification from the 1930s until his death in 1972.  I hope 
this is one small step toward a more systematic view of this body of knowledge.  
 
It goes without saying that facets and faceted classification are popular topics today in 
information system design.  Even without the aforementioned textbook, we still talk of facets in 
the research and professional literature, yet little work is done in the vein of Ranganathan, or 
with explicit acknowledgement of one or more of these waves of classification theory.  What 
citations there are seem simply to be polite recognitions that facets are the stuff of Ranganathan; 
nothing more.   
 
In this paper I present a model of Ranganathan’s classification theory.  My aim here is to present 
the layers his thought, as I understand them, in a systematic and simpler, but not simplified 
manner, that is, without losing the integrity of what I see as his intent.  Ranganathan was not 
only concerned with facets.  They were one part of his approach to designing and successfully 
using classification.  The reason for presenting Ranganathan’s theory in the form of a model is 
one rooted in activism.  I want to provide a map, as I see it, of his work, so that others might do 
more work in this area, expanding on his foundations, and making this work relevant to the 
contemporary context of the Semantic Web, while demonstrating how we might advance 
classification theory through discussions that use this theory and build on it. 
 
2. Rationale 
Time, money, and effort have been thrown into the development of ontologies and other 
classificatory structures for the Semantic Web.  Likewise, work has been done on the Simple 
Knowledge Organisation Structure (SKOS), which is currently the de jure standard of 
exchanging information about classification schemes over the web.  Ranganathan’s classification 
theory, and its director descendants, has much to say about how this work should be modeled, 
and as a consequence how structures and standards should be designed and evaluated.  This 
paper develops an analytical lens from Ranganathan’s waves of classification theory; useful, it is 
hoped, to research on scheme design and evaluation.  
 
3. Methodology 
The materials necessary for this work were (1) Ranganathan’s theoretical works (e.g., 1937, 
1953, 1957, 1965, 1967), (2) contemporarily and posthumously published classification schemes 
(e.g., 1989) and (3) a selected lineage of papers indebted to and building directly on (i.e., citing) 
Ranganathan’s conceptions of classification (e.g., Svenonius 1979, Neelameghan 1997).  The 
process of distilling core tenets required reading and comparing different presentations of his 
work, comparing terminology to conceptual definitions.  This allowed me to identify and 
formalize the most current state of his thought. His own work changes over the course of his 
lifetime, so that terminology is not always presented consistently, and concepts often change 
based on their relationship with other concepts of his system.  This resulted in (a) a list of 
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components that constitute the defining characteristics of each wave, (b) a set of Ranganathan’s 
Models of classification actions, and (c) additions to these models through subsequent research.  
I present a sample of these below, with full models to be published elsewhere (Tennis 2011). 
 
 The epistemic stance taken by the researcher is a neo-pragmatic one (Rorty, 1982, 1999), which 
takes both text and social acts as the same palette for the social scientist’s interpretation.  These 
sources of evidence reveal insight into the use of theories for action i.e., development, 
implementation, and evaluation of classification schemes – bound to an ontology of collective 
shared understanding.  The epistemic stance is an important part of social science methodology.  
By stating the epistemic stance, researchers can make clear the knowledge claims that follow 
from their research.  In this case, I am using Rorty’s conception of social science, which allows 
me to construct a narrative (in the form of components lists and models) about extant research on 
classification.  
 
4. Findings 
4.1. The Waves, Their Layers, and Their Components 
The waves of Ranganathan’s theory can be identified by the identification and definition of 
different components giving rise to differentiations between previous thought and subsequent 
thought on classification.  Thus, each of the waves has a set of components.  The sum of the 
components is a layer.  Each wave subsequently adds, reorganizes, renames, or redefines these 
components.  Very rarely are whole components taken away.  Rather, we will see a renaming or 
a new definition of a component. 
 
The waves can be schematized in the follow table.  Following the table I discuss each of these 
components. 
 
 
 Faceted 
(1924-
1949)1 
Analytico-
Synthetic 
(1950-
Present)2 
Depth (1953-
Present) 
Abstract (1965-
Present) 
Facets Unrounded 
and 
Unleveled 
and 
Unquasi-ed 
PMEST, 
Rounded, 
Leveled, 
Emptied 
PMEST, 
Rounded, 
Leveled, 
Emptied, (W) 
analysis, (QI) 
analysis, 
Zoned and 
Sectored 
PMEST, Rounded, 
Leveled, Emptied, 
(W) analysis, (Q1) 
analysis, Zoned 
and Sectored, 
Grammataographal
Base Robust Thin Brittle Reinvested 
Notation “Meccano” “Grammatical” “Telescoping” “Mnemonic” 
Connecting 
Digits 
1 Many Many Many and linked 
to linguistics 
research 
Laws 63 8 (2 don’t 
appear again)4 
7 (11)5 A source of more 
Laws  
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Canons 28 31 43 A source of more 
Canons 
Table 1. Component Comparison of Ranganathan’s Waves of Theory 
 
The above table outlines 6 components that are useful in distinguishing Faceted Classification 
from three other waves of classification theory.  These six form a common layer that spans 
FASDA.  The components in this layer are (1) Facets, (2) Base, (3) Notation, (4) Connecting 
Digits, (5) Laws, and (6) Canons.  To create a scheme for classifying subjects, Ranganathan felt 
all of these were important to reducing an N-dimensional universe to a single line – that is, 
taking the infinite universe of subjects with their myriad interrelationships and making 
systematic, comprehensible, and helpful the shelf of a library.   
 
Faceted Classification, the first wave of Ranganathan’s theory, is distinguished from the others 
in along the components: (1) the lack of fundamental categories or rounds and levels in the 
classification, (2) a base notation (mixed with letters and numbers), that is satisfactory to the 
purpose, (3) a rudimentary approach to hospitably expressive notation, with no emptying digits 
for interpolation or extrapolation in array, (4) fewer connecting digits which limited the 
extrapolation and interpolation in chain as well as rendered the notation by colon alone inelegant 
and non-parsimonious, (5) and fewer laws, and canons.  Faceted Classification is barebones.  Its 
universe of application was restricted to subjects, but was not yet applied to schedules of 
classification of great extent, so seemed to fit the purpose.  It is, in theory, flexible, but only to a 
point.  It does not yet guide the design of schemes for classification that are infinitely hospitable 
and parsimoniously expressive.  This is because we cannot interpolate or extrapolate in array, nor 
do we have notation that allows for the expression of that.  That is, we could not add new facets 
in the proper place such that the subjects would fall into a helpful sequence.  A scheme for 
classification built according to Faceted Classification theory is rigidly faceted (Ranganathan 
1967, 107). 
 
The second wave, Analytico-Synthetic Classification adds many characteristics to facets that aid 
Ranganathan’s purpose.  In Analytico-Synthetic Classification we add the fundamental 
categories of Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and Time (PMEST), which were only 
intuitively present in the early classification schedules and theory.  In this second wave, 
Ranganathan adds more digits to the classification notation.  He adds connecting digits to 
express these fundamental categories and their citation order.  This allowed him to express 
rounds and levels in his notation, making way for fully expressive notation in order to represent 
very complex subjects (i.e., subjects with many facets).  Analytico-Synthetic classification also 
allowed for notational expansion through emptying digits.  This innovation allowed for 
interpolation and extrapolation in array.  Analytico-Synthetic classification was guided by 
postulates and principles (Ranganathan 1967, 109-110).  It was also the zenith of applied 
classification theory for general collections. 
 
The closely related third wave is Depth Classification.  The novelty of Depth Classification lies 
in its Whole and Part-Whole (W) analysis, Quasi-Isolate Analysis (QI) and a focus on Zones and 
Sectors.  With the desideratum of making very specific assertions about subjects in very 
particular domains, Ranganathan introduces a set of components that accommodate that desire.  
The design requirements of Depth Classification dictate that we must be able to add a large 
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number of very specific facets while maintaining the semantics of the digits present.  
Furthermore we must be able to file those digits in the proper sequence – no matter how many 
there are, and no matter how precise they are.  Interpolation and extrapolation are required, but 
semantically rich and systematically precise notation is jeopardized because of the limitation of 
notation as understood in earlier incarnations of the dynamic theory of classification.  
Ranganathan then adds analysis techniques to accommodate the constraints of using alpha-
numeric symbols to represent the order and meaning of ideas.  This analysis is the whole and 
whole-part analysis which results in different sectors and zones of notation.  The complexities of 
this are worked out such that each array and chain has expressive notation regardless of how 
many ideas occupy a coordinate space in the classification schedule.  That is, Depth 
Classification wants all characteristics and levels in the classification to be clearly and 
parsimoniously represented. 
 
Finally, Abstract Classification is more about moving classification from trial-and-error 
empirical methods to postulational methods of thought, following the analogy of mathematics 
moving from applied mathematics to pure mathematics.  That is, with enough data from the 
practice and reflection of classification, Abstract Classification can weigh the constraints and 
functional requirements, and then create more features of the classification system in the 
hypothetical, such that when applied to the work of classification, it maximizes the 
implementation of the desired results.  
 
Besides being the reflective outcome of work on classification up to the 1960s, Abstract 
Classification focused on the power of notation to fulfill Ranganathan’s desire for parsimonious 
and mnemonic representation.  It was grammatographal insofar as Abstract Classification, as 
outlined in his 1967 Prolegomena, hoped that innovation in notation would aid the complex and 
growing requirements to faithfully represent the universe of subjects in a hierarchical, helpfully 
ordered, mutually exclusive, and jointly exhaustive scheme for classification.   
 
Few worked in Abstract Classification besides Ranganathan, though it holds potential for a 
fruitful understanding of structure in relation to semantics of classification schemes as a 
particular kind of indexing language (c.f. Svenonius 1979).   
 
4.2. Summative Model of FASDA as Seen by the IDEF0 Formalism 
Modeling Ranganathan’s theory in an IDEF0 formalism lends a focus on the actions.  This 
formalism allows us a bird’s-eye view of the actions, inputs, outputs, constraints, and 
mechanisms of complex processes.  I have provided the diagrams that I generated in modeling 
FASDA in IDEF0 elsewhere (Tennis 2011).  And while the diagrams are too large and complex 
to present here, I will present some findings based on looking at them.  Below is a table that 
outlines the differences and one commonality of the waves of classification theory developed by 
Ranganathan. 
 
Postulational 
Work / 
Actions 
Faceted 
(1924-
1949)6 
Analytico-
Synthetic 
(1950-
Present)7 
Depth 
(1953-
Present) 
Abstract (1965-
Present) 
Deciding Mechanical Postulational Postulational Subject of 
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Facet 
Sequence 
Research 
Analysis into 
Fundamental 
Categories 
 Not present In rounds 
and levels 
In many 
rounds and 
levels 
Subject of 
Research 
Analysis 
Whole-Part 
Not present Not present Present Subject of 
Research 
Analysis of 
Documents 
Not present Not present Not present Not present 
Separate 
Universe of 
Ideas into 
Sectors and 
Zones 
Not present Nascent Fully 
present 
Subject of 
Research 
Discern 
Compound, 
Complex, 
Macro, 
Micro, or 
Spot Subjects 
Not present Present Necessary Subject of 
Research 
Evaluate 
Classification 
Few Laws Many Laws, 
Postulates, 
and 
Principles 
Many Laws, 
Postulates, 
and 
Principles 
Generates 
criteria for 
classification, 
Looking 
outward to other 
philosophical 
grounding(s) 
 Table 2. Postulational Work and Actions 
 
We can see from this table that Analytico-Synthetic and Depth Classification are more similar 
than either is to Faceted Classification.  Yet, we can see how the actions required of the 
classifier-cum-classificationist increase in complexity as we move from left to right.  
Ranganathan’s successive waves of classification theory required more and more of the 
classifier.  Yet, we see very little attention being paid to what has dominated subsequent 
classification and indexing theory: the analysis of documents for their subjects.  For 
Ranganathan, in each of his waves, the title was enough material to go off of, at least formally, to 
do the work required to place the document-in-hand into its most helpful place on the shelf.  
Here is one action, indexing, represented by a rich literature, that could be incorporated into this 
dynamic theory of classification.  
 
4.3. Implications for Interpretation vs. Structuration of Classes and their Characteristics (first 
Order Classificatory Processes) 
As you can see from the table above, we have a clear picture that Ranganathan was focusing his 
attention on how to structure representations, and paid little attention to interpretation issues.  
This concern comes later in classification theory (c.f., Beghtol 1986; Mai 2001; Mai 2005; 
Hjørland 2002).  This leaves us to believe that the way Ranganathan structured his facets and 
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ancillary components of his theory is independent of the concerns of interpretation as we now 
understand them.  This leaves us with a question: if we follow the need for faceted classification, 
what is the relationship between facets and interpretive work like Beghtol’s, Mai’s, and 
Hjørland’s.  
 
Another finding is that Ranganathan’s dynamic theory of classification is more than a collection 
of facets, and more than facets tied to fundamental categories.  The other parts of his 
classification theory deal with the ontology of facets as atomic units of meaning.  And this comes 
with advantages and with problems.   
 
We can see surfacing from his rather pragmatic trial-and-error method that the closer we try to 
control definitions of and relationships between atomic units of meaning, the more complex it 
becomes.  The expressive power of natural language is an aloof goal for the expressive power of 
notation in classification.  And we see when we compare the different generations of 
Ranganathan’s theory that the more analysis done, the more notation is needed.  Some notation is 
even changed to represent this kind of expressivity.  The question for theorists is, what is the 
relationship between structure, as represented by notation (its ordering power and expressive 
power in a scheme for classification) and how we interpret subjects, no matter how complex.  
That is, what do we privilege when we are trying to assemble a picture of the universe of 
knowledge from tiny pieces and using notation?  Ranganathan privileged mechanical 
expressiveness.  Not all theorists do, and not all schemes do.  Some rely on terminological access 
to aid retrieval and find structure an added bonus, not an ultimate design goal.  For us to fully 
understand the benefits of one or the other, we must understand this trade-off between 
structuration and interpretation. 
 
4.4. Implications for Interoperability and Scheme Versioning (the Second Order Classificatory 
Processes) 
Building off of the above questions and assertions, we can reaffirm the relevance of this 
theoretical work in the contemporary environment.  On the web, we are building classification 
schemes that have to interoperate and because they are digital we can manage them over time in 
new and more thorough ways.  This requires a reinvestment in understanding the finer points of 
theories of faceted classification. 
 
I make the argument here that contemporary work on conceptions of interoperability and scheme 
versioning are a logical extension of both Analytico-Synthetic Classification and Abstract 
Classification, and can be read through a Ranganathan-informed lens.  This is done by defining 
the components of Ranganathan’s waves of classification theory with a formal modeling 
language, IDEF0.  Formalizing these parts of his oeuvre generates an analytical evaluation tool, 
based on a theoretical standard.  This work is similar to standards development (see ISO 5963-
1985) with the exception that it is informed strictly by one theoretical school, yet the result is a 
similar abstraction of the process and products of classification, which can be used to guide, 
measure, and assess the quality of implementations. 
 
We can also see how theory, in the case of Ranganathan’s work, has built over time, and 
accumulated complexity to address information organization challenges.  This too is a lesson we 
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can learn as theorists, and perhaps we can advance this work by understanding where FASDA 
left off, and where these waves of classification theory lead us.  
 
First, interoperability, the ability of systems to work together, requires that we understand the 
structure of meaning of at least two systems.  The methods by which we understand the structure 
of meaning requires us to document the means of system creation, its structure, and the work 
practices that maintain that structure.  As discussed elsewhere, structure is “constructed space 
consisting of a set of internal partitions, each of which is connected to other partitions in the set 
in a meaningful way, either as a linear sequence (i.e., a continuum or process) or a network of 
links (i.e., a web) at the lower levels or as a hierarchical or polyhierarchical organization of part-
whole and/or is-a relationships at higher levels,” (Tennis and Jacob 2008).  Since facets and the 
ancillary atomic units in each wave of FASDA constitute the base structure, we must understand 
these in relation to other systems which have what Ranganathan calls monolithic numbers, and 
therefore carry different levels of hierarchy.  Likewise, a facet is not a facet by any other name.  
Understanding the structural nature of facets in all their forms (Ranganathan-like or not) will aid 
in building systems that work together. 
 
Second, scheme versioning, and specifically the tracking of changes that are made in 
classification schemes or other indexing languages, requires knowing the structure of meaning in 
one scheme at one point in time.  As we now understand, schemes can change in three major 
ways: structural, word-use, and textual changes (Tennis 2007).  While word-use and textual 
changes (that have to do with what words are associated with classes and what documents are 
associated with classes over time respectively) are universal changes across indexing languages, 
structural changes in the FASDA context are theory-dependent.  That is, if we see a faceted 
classification scheme and we want to manage how it changes over time, we must understand that 
there are different conceptions of facets and their ancillary parts depending on which theoretical 
concerns made their way into the design of the structure.  Thus, we must know the methods of 
design to fully accommodate methods of implementation and maintenance over time.  
Understanding the dynamic theory of classification as waves in a FASDA model, helps us with 
that. 
 
5. Conclusion 
Ranganathan talked about how one generation of his thought superseded another.  This, in fact, 
was the reason for his call to Abstract Classification work – to formulate a methodical progress.  
However, this is not part of our current thinking in classification theory. Much can be learned 
about the relationship between structure and semantics, and what classification structures allow 
and restrict when we probe deeper into this body of work.  No where else has such a deep design 
method surfaced.  We can conclude by making the following statements about what we gain 
from studying these models of FASDA. 
 
First, the concept of extension and intention is both an aid and an inhibitor to creating a dynamic 
theory of classification.  If we assume that classes built from basic subjects and isolate ideas, 
then we have a spatial metaphor that is essential and reinforced in our analysis of classification – 
both the act and the structures representing classes.  More work into the relationship between 
structure and semantics (interpretation) is needed. 
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Next, we gain a deeper appreciation for his concern with words (what he called the verbal plane).  
Though much of what Ranganathan discuses is his Idea Plane and Notational Plane, we do see, 
once we model the actions of classification in the IDEF0 diagrams how much text and 
interpretation is prescribed in this work.  This means we have to reckon with the textual evidence 
present to do classification work, including, but not limited to, his Laws.  Words abound in this 
space, and the ideal of the Idea Plane is real, it is only manifest through the verbal plane and the 
written word.  This has implications for what we document in an online environment in relation 
to the implementation of faceted classification and related indexing languages. 
 
Finally, what do we gain from studying Ranganathan’s theory this way?  We understand how 
current thought could help inform a complete picture of dynamic classification. 
 
Understanding Ranganathan in all his complexity and in his own terms is an important to 
advancing classification theory.  Like Schenkerian Analysis in music theory, we must understand 
the form of classification, comparing the basic pieces and the ideal types. Where Schenkerian 
Analysis constructed a model of Western tonal music, Ranganathan constructed a model of 
hospitable and coextensive classification.  Schenkerian Analysis is about learning how to hear a 
piece of art music.  Ranganathan’s theory of dynamic classification is about learning how to see 
classification.  Both require training and both are forms of art appreciation, and whether it be 
sound or subjects both provide insight into this human work of putting things in order. 
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Example of IDEF0 Model of Ranganathan’s classification theory. 
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1 Facet Analysis began in 1924 (Ranganathan 1967, 566), whereas Faceted Classification surfaces in 1933 
with the first edition of the Colon Classification.  This is a distinction (not consistently held) that we can 
do analysis without notation, but once we do analysis and add notation we are doing classification. 
2 Round and Level Analysis started in 1950, whereas Analytico-Synthetic Classification guided by 
Postulates and Principles begins in 1957 (Ranganathan 1967, 566). 
3 One of these Laws later becomes a Canon 
4 The two that do not appear again are the Law of Large Numbers and the Law of Probability 
5 There are seven laws if you count all of the Five Laws of Library Science as one; otherwise we have 
eleven Laws that govern the design of classification according to Ranganathan. 
6 Facet Analysis began in 1924 (Ranganathan 1967, 566), whereas Faceted Classification surfaces in 1933 
with the first edition of the Colon Classification.  This is a distinction (not consistently held) that we can 
do analysis without notation, but once we do analysis and add notation we are doing classification. 
7 Round and Level Analysis started in 1950, whereas Analytico-Synthetic Classification guided by 
Postulates and Principles begins in 1957 (Ranganathan 1967, 566). 
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The Discursive Construction of Archival Science: Conceptual Foundations 
of a Discipline in Construction 
 
 
Abstract: This work outlines a theoretical background established in Archival Science based mainly 
on discourse analysis as a key discipline to understand which the differences are and points of concep-
tual commonality in the area. Uses the French Discourse Analysis as a principle with a theoretical and 
methodological framework to typify the archive as a discursive practice defined by their historical 
aspects of its institutional junctures. The study of discourse helps to understand how certain linguistic 
formations construct the discourse, concerned mainly with the context in which the text was pro-
duced. This analysis take place from manuals and treatises of Archival Science produced during the 
development of discipline and regarded as grounds for discipline. We analyzed the Manual of an Arc-
hival Arrangement and Description (vor Handleiding van het ordenen in bescheijven archieven) of 
Muller, Feith, and Fruin (Ed.1 1898). Another work considered is the Manual of Archive Administra-
tion Including the Problems of War Archives and Archive a Making (1 Ed. 1922) and some of late 
works of Sir Hillary Jenkinson and finally analyzed the work of Theodore R. Schellenberg some as-
pects of his vast bibliography. With this analyzes we established a radiography of the Archival 
Science basis. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  
 
The Archival Science has changed in the last 20 years, the practical performance and 
the theoretical and methodological constitution, due to the advancement of technologies  and  
through an increase in the academic / professional performance in a great  number of coun-
tries, especially Canada, United States, England. In this sense, this new professional situation 
ultimately leads to a revision and renewal of the paradigms of the traditional archival practice 
allowing the appearance of different studies and analysis. 
By this concept it is possible to understand that this shift is the result of a new context 
of administrative documents and the search for techniques of treatment not only leads to the 
redefinition of technical procedures, but also the reconstruction and reorganization of the 
discipline. 
Thus, we seek to demonstrate in this research key aspects of past that reflex the 
present of Archival Science through the use of French Discourse Analysis as a principle with 
a theoretical and methodological framework to typify the archive as a discursive practice de-
fined by their historical aspects of its institutional junctures.  
The study of discourse helps to understand how certain linguistic formations are con-
structed concerned mainly with the context in which the text was produced. 
As the Archival Science is a product of knowledge constructed historically, the con-
ceptual context of production ultimately reflected in different streams of thinking and ap-
proach.  
The document in its archival sense is part of a scientific and bureaucratic process 
permeated by an ideological-historical position, intentionally or not, since, in technical 
processing, there is a theoretical, but there is also an ideological field and a professional that 
infers on the documents they organizes.  
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Therefore, archival practice produces and reproduces the discursive practices related 
to ideological and scientific aspects of the period that their concepts were enunciated.  
In this perspective, we seek study concepts known and considered fundamental to the 
treatment methodology / organization of Archival Science, that are part of the theoretical in-
struments that the archivist uses to organize and understand the document, relying mainly 
from theoretical foundations of discourse analysis and the proper historical and conceptual 
framework of the Archival Science discipline.  
This analysis take place from manuals and treatises of Archival Science produced dur-
ing the development of discipline and regarded as grounds for discipline.  
The plurality of manuals analyzed at different times of Archival Science due to con-
stantly changing occurred in archives the past two centuries and it's responsible for the 
enactment and development of Archival Science principles and methodologies in different 
periods of history and of the archives, producing therefore, and multiple discursive practices. 
It should be taken into account to analyze the discourse, first of all, identify the effects 
between the text and its interlocutors (Pêcheux, 2002)  
To analyze the statements set within the Archival Science is to understand how these 
concepts are organized within the text and how it justifies the existence of that concept, to 
understand the text styles and also identify the subject that is not in author himself but the 
position he occupies in the discipline, contextualizing how and what is stated from the angle 
built in the analysis.  
It is envisaged that discourse analysis as a theoretical method for understanding the 
linguistic productions, addressed by the subject positions and ideology.  
We discussed the conceptual history of the discipline, marking the place and the sub-
jects who enunciated its concepts, starting with the onset of the Archival Science, its funda-
mental definitions, in the initial crystallization present in the Dutch Manual and its further 
development, because from the historic construction of discourse we can understand the place 
that a text occupies within a discipline. 
This exercise of trying to identify the archaeological history of the discipline through 
its treatises-authors is already part of the analysis that suggests, and to this end, it is important 
to study's author, his work and the context of both, because only from that point we can un-
derstand the role they played in the archival practice, because its development is also a result 
of changes in society. As postulated by Orlandi (2007, p.66) about discourse analysis, "The 
object of discourse is not given, it assumes the analyst's work"  
The authors were selected based in the following requirements: acceptance in the area, 
treaties most referenced and cited along a series of books, articles and events, so the manuals 
most recognized, either by forming part of the conceptual basis of the discipline or because of 
their importance to the country that produced it, because they identify how we understand the 
core of the discipline.  
The selection also seeks to represent, through these books, different traditions in Arc-
hival Science, seeking a triangulation of concepts among the authors, the publications prom-
ulgated at the beginning of the discipline formed a basis for the emergence of the next and 
from that point the concept starts to have a formal definition and would exist a theoretical 
relation between these authors.  
Such analysis is the first in a historical moment, the result of speculations of a vast 
number of authors important to Archival Science (Terry Cook, Brien Bothman and others.  
As part of the structure of the discipline, we analyzed the Manual of an Archival Ar-
rangement and Description (vor Handleiding van het ordenen in bescheijven archieven) of 
Muller, Feith, and Fruin (Ed.1 1898). Another work considered is the Manual of Archive 
Administration Including The Problems of War Archives and Archive a Making (1 Ed. 1922) 
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and some of his late works of Sir Hillary Jenkinson and finally analyzed the work of Theo-
dore R. Schellenberg some aspects of his vast bibliography. 
Through the analysis we could perceive the history of the Archival theory and its no-
tions this discipline and build a conceptual radiography in the discipline development, impor-
tant to the actual status of the Archival Science. 
 
 
2 The discourse analysis as a methodological theory: shaping a concept   
The history of formulation of the concepts of discourse analysis is quite contradictory, 
since there isn’t a unique moment to its foundation series of authors over field development 
were responsible for its expansion.  
However, there is consensus that Michel Pêcheux, Michel Foucault and Jean Dubois 
were fundamental to the emergence of the current theoretical base of the discourse discipline. 
The emergence of discourse analysis (hereafter DA) is part of a profound change in 
the 1960s in language studies. An important reference for the development of DA is the work 
of American linguist Z.S. Harris, who influenced all the initial work of DA. With the 
theoretical framework presented by Dosse (1993) and Gregolin (2006) we can understand the 
role that structural linguistics played in the development of structuralism, its base was 
essential for the foundation of the structuralism project. 
The DA was first reported as part of the late 1960s structuralist ideas, based on careful 
study of the works of Freud and Marx. Foucault and Pêcheux were part of this group and the 
ideas of these two authors have been shaped by these influences. 
The DA come to modify the structure  of  how we can understand the phenomenon of 
language that is  no longer just focused in the language itself, an ideologically neutral system, 
but also a level outside the strictly linguistic. 
DA it’s mainly concerned with the historical, ideological and psychological aspects of oral 
and textual productions based on theoretical studies of Freud and Marx. 
This argument is endorsed by   (Orlandi, 1994 9): 
[The interpretation and understanding of Discourse Analysis] in my work, 
revert to my statement that, in discourse analysis, the notion of ideology is different, 
the concept of history is different, the concept of social is another and so on . That 
is, discourse analysis opens a theoretical region itself both in relation to language as 
in the social sciences 
 
In the DA understanding, we can reach the conclusion that any study of language 
cannot fail to take into account aspects of society that produces it, since the processes that 
constitute the language itself are part of a historical and social processes. 
In this sense, the DA aims to combat the excessive formalism that was prevailing in 
linguists in the 1960s, seen as a new faction of the bourgeois type. Beside this revolutionary 
trend, DA seeks to de-automatize the relationship of the linguistics with the language. Strictly 
speaking, what the DA does more corrosive is to open a field of issues within the language 
itself, operating a marked shift in the land area, primarily on the concepts of language, history 
and subject, left out by the linguistics in the 1960s. 
The DA is a paradigm shift that causes a break in the field of language studies, 
relating to the history and social sciences, aiming to study the language in use situations 
related to scientific and doctrine discourses and in present time daily and advertising 
discourses. 
DA it’s also related with textual criticism present in France, Maingueneau (1997, 9) 
commented as follows "In France and in general Europe is tradition fundamentally involve 
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reflection and history in texts." As Pêcheux (1998, 45), one of the most fundamental authors 
in DA says: 
[The DAF1] is first of all - and that since approximately 1965 - the subject 
of linguists (referring to distributional of Harris initially, following the work of J. 
Dubois), but also of historians (in most cases, experts in the century XVIII and the 
French Revolution), and some psychologists (specialists in social psychology, in 
critical break with that discipline). 
Therefore, the development of DA owes much of its approach to the French textual 
practice and the interdisciplinary connection with the psychology, history and linguistics. 
 The discourse can be understood as a network never complete and finished, where 
possible changes caused by ideology, history can modify the direction and the meaning in the 
discourse order. 
Brandão (1997, 12) complements the concept of discourse as follows: "language as 
discourse is interaction, and a mode of social production, it is not neutral or innocent (as it is 
engaged in intentionality), nor natural, is a privileged place for the manifestation of ideology” 
Another key aspect of discourse is the way we can understand the language, because 
it’s part of a process that changes the meaning from the ideological and historical moment. 
The discourse is nothing more than the reverberation of a true born before 
our very eyes, and when it can finally take the form of discourse, where all can be 
said and the discourse  can be said about all, is because all things and expressed and 
exchanged in  their meaning, can return to the quiet interiority of self-
consciousness. (Foucault 1997, 49) 
 
As for the other authors cited, for Foucault, the discourse is a historic space that once 
produced the discourse that are only possible within a context, permeated by a sense that it is 
ideological and it is private. 
The key point of the discourse materiality is the statement, since it is the most basic 
set of meanings that can be individualized within the discourse. 
Foucault (1997, 133) outlines the statement as follows: 
Examining the statement, which was discovered a function that relies on a 
set of signs, which cannot be identified neither with grammatical acceptability, even 
with the correction logic, and requires him to perform a referential (which is not 
exactly a tact, a state of things, not even an object, but a principle of 
differentiation), a subject (not the consciousness that speaks not the author's 
formulation, but a position that may be employed under certain conditions, by 
different individuals ); an associated field (which is not the real context of the 
formulation, the situation in which it was articulated, but a domain of coexistence 
for other statements), a materiality (and not only the substance or the support of the 
joint, but a status, rules transcription, ability of use or reuse) 
The discourse can be understood as an order, a field of experience or a reference. The 
statement is the materiality of this reference and the object that is possible to be submitted to 
an analysis. 
Foucault understands the discourse as a dispersal system, which the analyst is 
responsible to describe and understand this link between the statements, its historical and 
ideological concept, making certain connections between statements that belong to one 
discourse formation for him and the description of this connection is an archaeological 
analysis of discourse possible. 
In this sense, Orlandi (2007, p.66) states: "The discourse is not a given object", the 
analysts assumes a role examining the statements and reaching the discourse, we must first 
                                                 
1 French Discourse Analysis 
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understand the texts (oral and written) production as a linguistic materiality and such object 
as a theoretical web. 
As they relate different pieces of the same discursive formation and cuts the universe 
of analysis possible (within the discursive formation) due to certain positions of discourse, 
such analysis is no longer materially language and became part of a process discursive, 
producing a organized cut in the analysis corpus. 
"Our starting point is that discourse analysis aims to understand how a symbolic 
object produces meaning" (ORLANDI, 2007, p.66) 
The meaning of this object is the final propose of the DA, explained by their relations 
to other words that are not said, words that could have been said but were not and  words that 
were said previously by other texts, this effect is traditionally understood as the metaphoric 
effect (Pêcheux 1969 and 1975) and we seek to demonstrate this in the Archival Science, in  
the DA doesn’t exists a strait analysis methodologies because through the  analysis we seek 
to demonstrate the history and the structure of a discourse, taking into account the statement 
as a fundamental particle in the discursive practice.  
 
3 The history of Archival Science trough a discursive perspective: analyses of manuals  
The Archival Science is a discipline connected to a very specific field of practice and 
because of that its theory development mostly is addressed in technical manuals. This start to 
change in late 1950s in the USA with the academic courses and publications of Ernest Posner 
and Theodore Roosevelt Schellenberg. 
Before the development of the theories promulgated by Schellenberg, the Archival 
Science has passed through an embryonic stage for about a century; with the publication of 
treatises and manuals seeking to systemize techniques for the organization and description of 
archives. 
This statement makes us wonder how the archival theory is summarized in the early 
works and its relation with the modern Archival Science. The revision of the early works and 
the past of the discipline make us understand who we are and where we can go with the ac-
tual problems the area have. 
As we said before the discourse analyze works like a “lantern on the stern” and  helps 
us to understand some aspects of how a statement can work within a text, but we never really 
know where that will lead us. 
Archival practice and the archival theory have its high point in the late nineteenth 
century with the publication of the Manual of Dutch Archivists. 
This manual establishes the discursive formation of the Archival Science, there is a 
confluence of previously stated assumptions, summarized in this publication. Its importance 
is a consensus in the area since it was the first major publication, reaching Canadians, 
Brazilians, Spanish, Portuguese archivists. As indicated by Ketelaar, Horsman & Thomassen 
(2003, 249), in their article published due to the centennial of the Dutch manual, “the Manual 
for the Arrangement and description of Archives (1898) is usually regarded as a starting point 
of archival theory and methodology”. This quote reinforces the importance attached to this 
manual for the international archival community. The enactment of this book is due, among 
other things, the strategies applied in the Netherlands Archives in the XIX century. 
According to Ketelaar Horsman & Thomassen (2003, 249)  
Archival records originally served to settle legal disputes and to support the 
administrative apparatus. In the course of the eighteenth century, however, Dutch 
administrators began to consider records as a source of knowledge about the history 
of their cities and thus about the heroic acts of their own forefathers 
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The French Revolution and the French Empire were responsible for changes that take 
place throughout the nineteenth century, these changes occurred in the Netherlands due to the 
Revolution and the invasion of Napoleon. 
This change in scenery caused the flourishing of Dutch Archival Science. In the early 
nineteenth century, they began to apply the diplomatic methods for the arrangement and 
description in medieval archives, due to approximation with the Ecole dês Chartes serving as 
a subsidy to trace the historical course of Netherlands. 
Terry Cook (1997: 21) makes the following note concerning the Manual of Dutch 
Archivists: 
Muller, Feith, and Fruin produced their manual for the Dutch Association 
of Archivists, in cooperation with the State Archives of the Netherlands and the 
Ministry of the Interior. Each of the one hundred rules advanced in the Manual was 
formally debated by the Society during the 1890s. Typical of a work written by 
committee, the accompanying text bears many marks of careful qualification and 
elaborates examples, even if the rules themselves are forcefully stated. The Manual 
also reflects Muller's exposure to French archival theory from his attendance in 
1873 at the Ecole dês Chartes in Paris and the introduction from Germany of the 
concept of provenance into several Dutch archives. 
 
This manual can be considered not only a milestone for the discipline in the strict 
sense, but as the engine of a new discursive formation, in order to establish the basic 
requirements for the classification / arrangement and description of archives, gathering much 
of the discussion contained in the area until then. 
The principles such as provenance, for example, already existed in practice since in its 
enunciation in Germany, but with these manual gain theoretical explanations. 
Returning Cook (1997, 21), he explains about it as follows: 
Dutch authors' chief contribution was to articulate the most important principles (or 
"rules") concerning both the nature and the treatment of archives. The trio stated in 
their very first rule, which to them was "the foundation, upon which everything 
must rest," that archives is "the whole of the written documents, drawings and 
printed matter, officially received or produced by an administrative body or one of 
its officials ...." Rules 8 and 16 enunciated the twin pillars of classic archival theory: 
archives so defined "must be kept carefully separate" and not mixed with the arc-
hives of other creators, or placed into artificial arrangements based on chronology, 
geography, or subject; and the arrangement of such archives "must be based on the 
original organization of the archival collection, which in the main corresponds to 
the organization of the administrative body that produced it." 
 
The merit of this book is certainly not only unite the two centuries Archivist's initial 
discipline, but name them differently. With the publication of this book begins a series of 
actions in Europe that lead to development of archival concepts and methods this is the 
beginning of Archival Science as technique and its theoretical discourse. 
Years later another manual is published in England and was responsible for more ad-
vancement in archival science. Hillary Jenkinson is based primarily on the manual of the 
Dutch archivists regarding the description and arrangement of archives and his own 
experience in working with it. 
Unlike the Dutch manual, which was a collective work and institutional, Jenkinson 
began their studies from the work he did with the medieval archives, studying paleography 
and diplomatic. 
Hillary Jenkinson was graduated from Cambridge University and studied more 
thoroughly Greek and Latin. At that time, a possible career for an academic devoted to Latin 
and Greek, history and culture was the public service, so he started his career in the Public 
Record Office in London (1906). 
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Eastwood (2004, 33) in his article, published as an introduction to a new edition of 
Jenkinson´s late words, explains that in England at this time there wasn’t a school of 
Archives and formalized studies, so the study of the archives before everything happened in 
practice. “His mentor introduced him to the intricacies of the study of early records, how to 
read the documents (for they were in unfamiliar, handwritten script), and how to understand 
them in the context of the administrative procedures of the office of origin”. 
In the same period, the Archivist in England still in the early stages and is based 
mainly on the practice paleography and diplomatic. Publication Manual of the Dutch had 
happened some years before and the English translation only happen in the 1940s. 
Archivists, despite being part of a young discipline, contemporary, its development 
was very late if we compare the development of administration and technology, since, the 
work of Jenkinson was worried a lot more with the reaffirmation concepts and passing the 
responsibility of appraisal documents for administrators,  neglecting the issue. 
Jenkinson can be considered the great naturalist's in Archival Science. We can find, 
throughout his career, a series of statements reaffirming that, like this one (DAVIS apud 
COOK, 1997, 23): 
The Archivist's career is one of service. He exists in order to make other people's 
work possible.... His Creed, the Sanctity of Evidence; his Task, the Conservation of 
every scrap of Evidence attaching to the Documents committed to his charge; his 
aim to provide, without prejudice or afterthought, for all who wish to know the 
Means of Knowledge .... The good Archivist is perhaps the most selfless devotee of 
Truth the modem world produces... 
 
It is possible to understand the very positive view that the author had about archives 
and archivists. These are objective and neutral, invisible and passive. The archivist is seen as 
a guardian of the documents, the document is seen as a residual of administrative activity, the 
archivist is not responsible for the selection of documents and knowingly does not interfere in 
the documentation they store and organize. 
Another important idea in his manual is the major differences between the concerns 
with the concept of evidence. For him, the archives are, above all, the sanctity of evidence, 
which to him is related to the Truth, built to record endorsed by the institution producing the 
document. 
From there, we can set up a concept of archive related primarily to legal and 
institutional apparatus, without a doubt one of the constituent principles of a record, but not 
the only one. 
In the manual, we can find the following definition record (Jenkinson, 1922, 11): 
A document which may be said to belong to the class of Archives is one which was 
drawn up or used in the course of an administrative or executive transaction 
(whether public or private) of which itself formed a part; and subsequently pre-
served in their own custody for their own information by the person or persons re-
sponsible for that transaction and their legitimate successors 
 
It can be seen in the definitions of both manuals - especially in the Jenkinson - a view 
no doubt related to the institutional identity and the production of the official documents. 
These concepts reflect a historical tradition associated with positivism, in which only 
archives - strictly speaking - are evidence and truth and, above all, impartial. 
Jenkinson (1922, 83) epitomizes also the principle of respect to the funds as follows: 
Fonds we may render, for lack of a better translation, Archive Group, and define 
this as the Archives resulting from the work of an Administration 2 which was an 
organic whole, complete in itself, capable of dealing independently, without any 
added or external authority, with every side of any business which could normally 
be presented to it. This, it may be said, is to make the Archive Group a division 
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much wider, much less strictly defined than the Fonds. But it is so in appearance 
only. 
 
It is apparent that, unlike the Dutch manual - based mainly on practical methods to 
improve the arrangement of archives - for Hilary Jenkinson, the archive is first and foremost 
an institution of custody and guardian documents, but is apparent in his work a concern with 
the purpose of the institution. The archive in addition to being a deposit is, for him, an 
institution that has the ability to inform, that is, the author is concerned about the use made of 
the documents. 
In the 1950s the Archival Science starts to change with the publications of 
Schellenberg, the situation in North America was very different then that we found in the 
beginning of the century in England, because in the 1930s is founded the National Archives 
and the Society of American Archivist this institutions gave the possibility of a better 
planning in the organizations policies. 
The Archivist was, until then, a discipline that was concerned mainly with the 
description of the documents and the methods of recovery, but at that time due to the 
exponential increase of the documents, the archivists are facing a new reality. 
According Staplenton (1983), Schellenberg took over responsibility in the newly 
created U.S. National Archives in 1935 and responsibility over ten million cubic meters of 
documents, accumulated over a period of a century and a half. On account of the Great 
Depression, caused by the crash of the stock in 1929, began a series of government programs 
aimed at controlling the economy, which further intensified the production of records. 
Complementing with Cook (1997 p.26) 
When the National Archives in Washington was created in 1934[1935], it inherited 
an awesome backlog of about one million meters of federal records, with a growth 
rate of more than sixty thousand meters annually. By 1943, under the expansion of 
the state to cope with the Great Depression and World War 11, that growth rate had 
reached six hundred thousand meters annually 
 
This led Schellenberg to concentrate efforts to reduce the volume of documents by 
selecting only documents standing order files. Schellenberg can be considered, undoubtedly, 
one of the great scholars of Modern Archival Science at its base. 
Posner (1970, p.195), also responsible for the emergence of the concept of life cycle 
and value of the documents, which worked with the National Archives with  Schellenberg, in 
an article published by his death, with contributions from a number of archivists in various 
parts of the world,  he says about the  initial work of Schellenberg: 
His great aim in life was the systematization and, to the extent possible the standar-
dization of archival principles and techniques. In his first paper  entitled European 
Archival Practices in Arranging records[…],Schellenberg cleared the ground for 
this future constructive efforts by pointing out the European experience has only li-
mited applicability to the processing of records in this country this papers was fol-
lowed by articles that systematically explored the problems of arranging and de-
scribing records and private papers 
 
This article was followed by others who systematically exposed the problems about 
arrangement of archives. They provided the substance for his major works. 
It is noticeable that Schellenberg sought to build an American perception for the organization 
of archives, based primarily on selection 
His first article, " European Archival Practices in Arranging records ", the author 
served to reflect European concepts promulgated by them, noting that the European 
experience, until the 1940s, had no basis for the organization of modern records. 
In a letter to a friend, he says (Schellenberg apud SMITH, 1981, 319): 
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In my professional work I'm tired of having an old fossil cited to me as n authority 
in archival matters. I refer to Sir. Hilary Jenkinson, formers Deputy Keeper of 
Records at the British Public Record Office who wrote a book that is not only 
unreadable but that has given the Australians a wrong start in their archival work.  
 
Jenkinson focused primarily on the fundamental principles of archival, i.e., to 
demarcate the playing field of the archivist, however, put aside the problems of document 
production and the needs of users. 
Schellenberg remained more interested in such problems, but his focus was on the 
problems faced in the archives where he worked. Jenkinson believed that only material 
preserved for the information of the creative organ kept in custody could be considered files 
as cited but Staplenton (1983, 78) 
Schellenberg was very critical of Jenkinson's definition of archives. He contended 
that, in conjunction with natural accumulation, the second essential characteristic of 
archives is their preservation "for reasons other than those for which they were 
created or accumulated.”Thus in his definition, Schellenberg emphasize reference 
and research use. He also discounted Jenkinson's stand on custody on the grounds 
that the volume, complex origins, and haphazard development of modern records 
made "futile any attempt to control individual documents."Finally, Schellenberg did 
not support an inflexible definition, insisting instead that perceptions varied from 
country to country and from time to time. In particular, he stated that the modern 
archivist, as opposed to an archivist like Jenkinson who worked with older records, 
"has a definite need to redefine archives in a manner more suited to his own re-
quirement. 
 
Therefore, we conclude that Schellenberg this point is quite different from Jenkinson, 
since its definition is based on the uses we make of the document. For him, the document 
must be preserved for reasons beyond those related to production. 
Accordingly, he divides the given value to the document on two levels. Currently, 
criticisms can be made in relation to these levels of value. 
But for the early assessment, meaning its value in dividing the primary 
(administrative-evidence) and secondary (historical-cultural-informational) was fundamental 
to a categorization. He believed it was necessary to redefine the institution of a file more 
susceptible to the modern requirements of archivists. 
Finally, Schellenberg (2003, 36) reaches the following definition: 
All books, papers, maps, photographs or other documentary material, no difference 
in their physical characteristics, made or received by any public or private 
institution in the course of legal obligations or in connection with a transaction from 
its own business and preserved or appropriate for preservation by that institution or 
its legitimate successor as evidence of its functions, policies, decisions procedures, 
operations or other activities or because of the informational value content in them. 
 
The proposed comparison to some extent, justified the break occurred in the United 
States, separating into two distinct professions, Record managers and Archivist. 
Brothman (2006, .237) says what can currently be seen as the life cycle of documents: 
1) the life cycle as a metaphor or analogy for the records management life cycle 
process – the creation, capture, maintenance, use, and disposition of records; 2) the 
life cycle as encompassing “active” or “business,” “inactive” or “dormant,” and 
dead, or retired, or archival phases of the records’ life cycle; and, less commonly, 3) 
the keeping of records as a social means of either emphasizing or mitigating the 
stark difference between human life and death, mortality and immortality, absence 
and presence in the human life cycle.  
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The author brilliantly compares the existing concept of life cycle of documents with 
the life cycle of human beings, trying to explain the difference between them and seeking the 
real meaning given to that life cycle. 
Schellenberg's ideas and Posner came to Europe around 1962 and served as the basis 
for the Belgian historian Carlos Wyffels, years later, promulgated the theory of three ages 
(1972). 
Schellenberg is a leading archivist to the development that occurs in the Archives in 
the decades 1980-1990. During this period, Archival Science starts working with other 
problems due to a third wave of exponential increase in the production of documents, due to 
the emergence of electronic documents, in which the presentation structure is often modified. 
 
4 Conclusion  
 
The analyzed authors were fundamental to the construction of the Archival Science as 
a discipline, since they were the first to think the organization of archives. 
The Archival Science have a really recent theoretical development if we compare with 
more traditional disciplines of the social sciences or even if we compare with the Library 
Science, but with the analysis we presented is possible to understand some milestones to the 
area and how this authors were fundamental to the development of the discipline, we can see 
a struggle beneath the publications and some of the statements positions.  
The conjuncture of the power is established in these authors and this basis is present 
as a discursive practice even in the present time, we can see two sides of this discursive for-
mation, in one side we have authors that can be called as “neo-Jenkinsonians” as Terry Cook 
suggested “that rejects Schellenbergian particularism and restates Jenkinson’s conception of 
the universal nature of archival records.”(Tschan, 2002, 190) and in the other side we have 
new perspectives that the statements of Schellenberg were fundamental as the Functional 
Archival Science. 
Turn back to the basics or classics are an emergency in all scientific fields and even 
the in Archival Science its necessary, because only knowing what we were we can know 
where we can go as a field of practice.  
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Abstract: The World Wide Web Consortium’s Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the library 
community’s new cataloguing standard, Resource Description and Access (RDA), both profess to provide 
sophisticated and flexible means of describing resources for modern Web environments.  But both have 
attracted scepticism from potential users, who argue that their supposed innovations are overrated.  A 
comparison of the two standards using Michel Foucault’s theory of discourse formations suggests that 
while the two standards differ in their community contexts and their use of intermediaries, they are 
similar to each other in their commitment to consistent, rigorously-defined entities and relationships; this 
shared commitment sets them apart from Web 2.0 developments, and offers the potential for fruitful 
collaboration. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This paper addresses the relationship between Resource Description and Access (RDA), the latest 
standard for bibliographic description in libraries, and the Resource Description Framework 
(RDF), developed by the World Wide Web Consortium as part of its Semantic Web initiative.  
Using  Michel Foucault’s theory of discourse formation as a basis for comparison, and treating 
resource descriptions as discursive objects, I will argue that RDA and RDF differ substantially in 
their underlying assumptions about how resource descriptions emerge, and how they are 
authoritatively defined and accepted into information systems.  Beneath these differences, 
however, lies an underlying consensus on how resources are specified and differentiated.  I will 
argue that this shared commitment to rigorous, conscientiously-applied, machine-readable 
definitions and relationships sets both library catalogues and Semantic Web standards apart from 
Web 2.0 systems and tools, particularly those which are frequently (if questionably) classed as 
emergent systems. 
 
2. RDF and the Semantic Web 
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Ten years ago, Tim Berners-Lee, who had changed the world by inventing the protocols of the 
World Wide Web, appeared poised to change it again.  Frustrated by the limitations of the Web 
that he’d helped create, Berners-Lee argued eloquently and persuasively that our new world of 
static Web pages in HTML was only the beginning.  To exploit the Web to its full extent, he 
argued, we needed to make fundamental enhancements to Web environments.  We needed to 
make Web authoring easier: writing to the Web, he argued, should be like taking out a pen, 
rather than taking out the lawn mower (Berners-Lee & Fischetti 2000, 159).  We needed to 
exploit the Deep Web: the fund of data that lay unused in structured databases; we needed to 
move beyond simple keyword searching with our search engines by introducing contextual 
information that would make hyperlinks, and the data they accessed, more meaningful (Berners-
Lee & Fischetti 2000, 180).  Above all, we needed to alter the relationship between human 
information processing and machine information processing, using the machine’s speed and 
efficiency at calculation, together with its capacity to enact inferential logic, to enhance the 
human mind’s ability to draw creative and intuitive conclusions from those calculations 
(Berners-Lee & Fischetti 2000, 177). 
 
Changing this relationship would involve work: arduous and seemingly unrewarding work, at 
first.  Before consigning important calculations to machines, you need to make data machine-
understandable, and not merely machine-readable.  Your machine won’t draw accurate or 
effective inferences from data unless you’ve encoded a multitude of rules and relationships and 
connections that most of us process automatically.  Ambiguities and inconsistencies that cause 
few problems to human minds can pose insurmountable problems for a Web agent.  The 
Semantic Web, therefore, as Berners-Lee envisioned it, would rest upon a set of standard 
encoding layers: 
 
x A semantic markup language, to enable the meaningful encoding of data; 
x A standard means of describing Web resources: their origin, authorship, content and other 
bibliographic, technical and administrative metadata; 
x A set of ontologies which could reconcile differences in the usage of terms, and establish 
fundamental relationships of hierarchy and equivalence. 
 
The World Wide Web Consortium has been hard at work since the end of the twentieth century, 
bringing those standards about.  Consortium members have developed and promoted XML and 
XHTML as the preferred markup languages for a Semantic Web; they maintain the Working 
Ontology Language (OWL) as the ontology standard; and they have developed both the 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the RDF-Schema as means of encoding metadata 
for Web resources.  The standards are complicated, written as they are in the standard 
specification language that characterizes the documentation of computer languages and computer 
programs.  Using them forces us to take implicit relationships and to make them explicit, and that 
process always involves unpacking seemingly simple connections and finding to our dismay that 
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they’re complicated and unwieldy.   The Semantic Web will require large amounts of RDF-
encoded metadata, and creating that metadata will not be easy. 
 
Nonetheless, Berners-Lee and his colleagues argued persuasively in a 2001 Scientific American 
article that the payoff would be considerable.  They described scenarios of the future in which 
Web agents function as useful and working collaborators in the business of life: prompting the 
user about urgent appointments, suggesting courses of action at moments of decision-making, 
performing useful background duties automatically, and making the user aware of useful 
information in the right place and at the right time (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila 2001).  For 
Berners-Lee and other apologists for the Semantic Web, the Web of the future would be 
embedded into users’ lives: the machine would extend beyond information retrieval and 
presentation, and integrate itself into the holistic area of information use. 
 
That was the plan at the turn of the century.  But something strange happened.  Many of Berners-
Lee’s predictions came true; but they came true without the Semantic Web.  The advent of 
multimedia capabilities within devices of widely varying size and portability, together with the 
rise of social networking sites and the explosion of e-commerce, have indeed made computing 
essential to our daily lives, and have indeed turned the Web-enabled computer from a lawn 
mower into a pen. But these things have happened without resting on a base of RDF- and OWL-
encoded metadata.  While the Semantic Web standards continue to exist, and while they have 
proven useful in various contexts, they have not succeeded in bringing about a revolution in Web 
design. 
 
Seely Brown and Duguid warn us about the perils of prediction: all too often, they suggest, we 
gleefully anticipate the technical advances with considerable accuracy, but embed them in 
anachronisms: social and cultural assumptions that lose their cachet as the years pass.  It is 
easier, they argue, to imagine the advent of the jet pack than to predict the advent of feminism or 
the civil rights movement (31-2).  The World Wide Web Consortium accurately predicted that a 
change was coming.  But predicting the arrival of database harvesters was easier than predicting 
the arrival of Facebook and Twitter. 
 
3. RDA and Cataloguing 
 
While Berners-Lee and the World Wide Web Consortium were positioning themselves for a new 
revolution, the library cataloguing community was grappling with a far less publicized, and far 
less glamorous problem: the revision of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition, 
the standard for bibliographic description that had prevailed in Europe and North America since 
1978.  AACR2R had proved, and continues to prove, remarkably durable as a descriptive 
standard, thanks largely to three strengths: 
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x The distinction between the bibliographic unit and the work, while hardly airtight, 
provided a highly useful way of simultaneously satisfying the catalogue’s objectives of 
identifying specific editions and collocating works and editions; 
x AACR2R was conceived as media-neutral: however firm its implicit bias towards 
monograph books, it was explicitly designed to describe resources of any material or 
bibliographic type; 
x The standard has been regularly and thoroughly revised, to accommodate new materials, 
such as computer files and remote-access electronic resources. 
 
Despite this durability, it was clear by the mid-1990s that things could not continue this way 
forever.  Web resources were proving to be more than merely a new material type to be 
embraced.  Web environments were altering the nature of other older forms such as the 
monograph and the serial. They were exhibiting new patterns of authorship and publication.   
 
Above all, Web environments were changing the nature of the library catalogue and its 
relationship to other search tools, such as databases, search engines and metadata repositories.  
At first, it was a matter of increased access within the library community: the Z39.50 protocol 
made it possible to search multiple library catalogues simultaneously.  Then, we developed 
portals that enabled users to search catalogues, search engines, databases and metadata 
repositories through a common interface, forcing the catalogue to exist alongside tools of 
different structure and design.  And now, as more and more information on the Web is 
constructed on the fly through dynamic Websites that harvest data from multiple sources, library 
catalogues will be increasingly isolated, unless their data can be encoded in ways that are 
congenial to other forms of encoding in use elsewhere.  Pressure has been building, therefore, to 
create bibliographic descriptions that can easily translate into metadata standards and encoding 
that emerged outside, or partially outside, the library community, such as the Dublin Core and 
RDF. 
 
In order to meet these challenges, the Joint Steering Committee for the Revision of AACR2 
embarked on the creation of an ambitious new standard: one that, after months and years of 
delay, finally emerged last June as Resource Description and Access (RDA).  While the standard 
continues to support the creation of bibliographic records very like those created by AACR2, it 
has followed a path similar to that of the World Wide Web Consortium.  It has attempted to 
distinguish the various intellectual acts of description from the mechanical act of encoding, and 
to make distinctions that were formerly available only to human inference available to machine 
inference as well.  To that end, RDA has made the following changes: 
 
First, it is no longer securely embedded in the structure of the International Standard 
Bibliographic Description (ISBD) and its accompanying punctuation conventions.  The ISBD is 
presented in the Appendices as an optional syntax for the bibliographic record, but the 
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cataloguing rules themselves no longer adhere strictly to the ISBD areas of description; nor do 
they mention the familiar ISBD punctuation between data elements. 
 
Second, the standard is structured upon the FRBR paradigm established by IFLA’s Working 
Group on the Functional Requirements of Bibliographic Records, which was in turn founded on 
exhaustive work modeling AACR2R in entity-relationship format to establish, in database terms, 
the fundamental data structures.  This paradigm establishes four primary entities, linked in a 
series of one-to-many relationships: a Work is an abstract artistic or intellectual construct, which 
has one or more Expressions in linguistic or symbolic notation; each of these Expressions has 
one or more material Manifestations, each of which can be duplicated into one or more physical 
Items.  By using this structure, RDA is able to provide rules for encoding within the 
bibliographic record a set of primary relationships between work, expression, manifestation and 
item. 
 
4. Change or No Change? 
 
Both RDA and RDF have had their share of detractors.  While criticism has focused on many 
different aspects of the two standards—unnecessary complexity, ambiguity, obscurity, 
irrelevance—in most cases the scepticism cases has a disillusioned feel to it.  For Clay Shirky, 
RDF is a way of making syllogisms: 
The Semantic Web is a machine for creating syllogisms.  … [It] specifies ways of 
exposing these kinds of assertions on the Web, so that third parties can combine 
them to discover things that are true but not specified directly. This is the promise 
of the Semantic Web -- it will improve all the areas of your life where you 
currently use syllogisms.  Which is to say, almost nowhere. (2003) 
RDA, on the other hand, was ironically hailed by Karen Coyle and Diane Hillman as 
“Cataloguing Rules for the 20th Century.”  The JSC’s ambitious goal to reinvent cataloguing for 
electronic environments, they claimed, was ultimately defeated by the need to create backward 
compatibility for AACR2 records, together with a lack of community support (2007). 
 
For Shirky and for Coyle and Hillman, the revolutionary pretensions of RDF and RDA are 
suspect.  What professes to be a radical change turns out to miss the key point: that the Web is 
stranger and more radical than originally envisioned,  and that you can’t do justice to it while 
preserving your legacy systems. 
 
We have, then, two efforts to create standards of information resource description.  Both profess 
to be significant changes. Both constitute responses to the new realities of the World Wide Web.  
Both have attracted scepticism on that score.  To what extent do they embody a similar response 
to Web environments?  And how significant are they in today’s Web culture? 
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These are not idle questions, because they go to the heart of one of the most vexing problems in 
information environments, which are rife with the rhetoric of brave new worlds, populated with 
brilliant new technologies.  Theorists and practitioners alike must navigate between utopian and 
dystopian predictions of the future, on the one hand, and cynical assurances on the other that the 
more things change, the more they stay the same.  As Adam Gopnik pointed out in a recent essay 
in The New Yorker, the world of Internet prediction is divided between the “Never-Betters,” the 
“Better-Nevers,” and the “Ever-wases.” (2011)  Specialists in information organization—both 
theoretically- or practically-oriented—must continually develop their vocabulary for 
understanding current and future changes in information systems at both the technological and 
the conceptual level.  How do we evaluate information systems, when some voices claim that 
they are changing the world, while others claim that they are changing nothing at all? 
 
5. Foucault and Discursive Formations 
 
The remainder of this paper attempts to answer these questions by treating both standards—RDA 
and RDF—as discursive constructions in the field of knowledge organization.  Neither standard 
professes to be merely a change in technology, although technological change is certainly a 
factor.  RDF seeks to create a common means of doing what most people do anyway in various 
ways: making statements about Web resources.  By drawing on pre-existing standards like XML 
and the Dublin Core, its designers hope to enhance the variety of ways that such statements can 
be used and reused.   RDA seeks to create a new procedure for describing and providing access 
to information resources.  By distinguishing the cataloguing standard from the ISBD and the 
MARC standard, its designers hope to enhance the number of contexts in which bibliographic 
descriptions can be used and reused.  Both standards rely on a conceptual framework: the RDF 
triple of subject, predicate and object, and the FRBR paradigm that underlies RDA.   
 
The work of Michel Foucault—particularly The Archaeology of Knowledge (1969) —provides a 
promising theoretical context for assessing these changes.  To begin with, Foucault’s comparison 
of history with the history of ideas raises contrasting images of change which resemble the vexed 
visions of change confronting information studies.  Historians, he argues, have traditionally seen 
history as a set of linked events that move in slow and stable succession (3), whereas the history 
of ideas has turned to discontinuities and interruptions in these long processes (4).  In his 
attempts to articulate the nature of profound change in such confusing conditions, Foucault 
isolates three key conditions which govern the formation of discursive objects: 
 
x Surfaces of emergence: in what social, institutional, administrative conditions are such 
discursive objects identified and analysed? 
x Authorities of delimitation: what individuals or corporate bodies possess the authority to 
designate and define these discursive objects? 
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x Grids of specification: how are these objects defined, classified, grouped into 
relationships, and differentiated from each other? (41-42) 
 
When we analyze each of these conditions for both RDA and RDF, we might some intriguing 
differences and still more intriguing similarities. 
 
6. Surfaces of Emergence 
 
The data structures of RDA originate from a set of specific administrative and social conditions.  
RDA conforms to the International Statement on Cataloguing Principles of the International 
Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) (RDA 0.4).  It uses IFLA’s Report on the Functional 
Requirements of Bibliographic Records as its paradigm.  And its stated purpose is to enable users 
to find, identify, select and obtain resources that they need, and to find, identify, clarify and 
understand key entities such as persons, corporate bodies and concepts (0.0).   RDA, then, 
emerges from an international professional community of librarians.  It rests on the conceptual 
foundations of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (0.2), and its ties to IFLA place it within 
the overall objective of Universal Bibliographic Control, in which libraries “make bibliographic 
data on all publications issued in all countries universally and promptly available in a form that is 
internationally acceptable” (Chan 1994, 44). 
 
RDF emerges from a different community: from the community of computer programmers and 
Web designers who are committed to the formation and maintenance of universal standards of 
computing and data interchange.  The Framework is expressed through a variety of document 
genres that are typically used in the Web standards community: specifications of RDF Syntax 
and RDF Semantics, and a Primer for explaining the concepts to users of the standard.  These 
standards resemble RDA less than they resemble MARC manuals: they are less concerned with 
guiding humans in their interpretive decisions than they are with ensuring that these human 
decisions are accurately encoded.  RDF emerges, not as a parallel or alternative to library 
resource description, but rather as a parallel and alternative to MARC coding: the ability to 
transfer information between machines without loss of meaning: 
 
RDF is intended for situations in which this information needs to be processed by 
applications, rather than being only displayed to people. RDF provides a common 
framework for expressing this information so it can be exchanged between 
applications without loss of meaning. Since it is a common framework, 
application designers can leverage the availability of common RDF parsers and 
processing tools.  (Manola & Miller 2004).  
 
The two standards, therefore, emerge from very different communities: from the library 
community on the one hand, and from the Web standards community on the other.  Thus, one 
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standard speaks to library cataloguers making interpretive decisions; the other speaks to Web 
designers and computer programmers who are making encoding decisions. 
 
7. Authorities of Delimitation 
 
RDA and RDF share a common purpose: to make it easier for people to find resources they want, 
in part by taking the time and effort to resolve ambiguities inherent in a messy world of 
information.  RDA, however, addresses this challenge by a set of rules that enable the 
intermediary, in the form of the cataloguer, to recognize and clarify important relationships in the 
bibliographic universe: relationships that the end user may not immediately recognize, but which 
could become necessary.  Such concerns include clarifying the relationship between different 
entities  and the primary relationships between works, expressions, manifestations and items.  In 
such cases, the library, or other official information intermediary, takes upon itself the task of 
differentiating between two authors with the same name, between the original and revised 
editions of an expression, or between the English and the French translations of a work. 
 
With RDF, the power to define entities and discriminate between them is, to some degree, 
delegated to specific user communities, which are represented on the Semantic Web through 
namespaces.  Rather than dictate a specific vocabulary, RDF enables specific user communities 
to specify their own vocabularies, both for entities and attributes.  Furthermore, the data can 
theoretically be used by a multitude of communities, for varying purposes: “The ability to 
exchange information between different applications means that the information may be made 
available to applications other than those for which it was originally created” (Manola & Miller 
2004).  The RDF triple, therefore, can fit an indefinite variety of uses, as defined by an indefinite 
number of user communities. 
 
8. Grids of Specification 
 
RDF and RDA, then, part company on the first two conditions that Foucault establishes.  When 
we get to grids of specification, however—how the two standards define, classify and group 
concepts—the wide differences pale beside an underlying similarity.  To be sure, RDF provides 
support for a wide range of different ontologies and descriptive standards, and in so doing fosters 
a diversity that looks very different from the uniformity produced by a cataloguing standard like 
RDA.  When we compare them both to developments in the world of the Web 2.0, however, a 
more important contrast emerges. 
 
The Web 2.0 represents, in many ways, a simplified version of the Semantic Web; indeed, the 
co-authors of a 2007 article suggested that phenomena such as user tagging were steps forward 
on the way to the implementation of Semantic Web technologies on a wide scale (Feigenbaum, 
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et al. 2007).  Predictions for the future of the Web 2.0, however, suggest that it is evolving in a 
very different way.   
 
Tim O’Reilly and John Battelle argued at a recent Web 2.0 conference that the Web 2.0 is 
turning into the “Web Squared”: a new dimension of Web use that works on the notion of the 
information shadow: “everything and everyone in the world casts an "information shadow," an 
aura of data which, when captured and processed intelligently, offers extraordinary opportunity 
and mind bending implications” (2009).  Processing and utilizing this information shadow will 
involve processes that systems learn: processes very different from those that intermediaries 
“teach” to their systems.   Speech, voice and image recognition programs will evolve to enable 
systems to recognize entities, not through their unique identifiers, but by assembling multitudes 
of data from different sources and coherently reconciling it and deriving from it: 
 
A bottle of wine on your supermarket shelf (or any other object) needn’t have an 
RFID tag to join the "Internet of Things," it simply needs you to take a picture of 
its label. Your mobile phone, image recognition, search, and the sentient web will 
do the rest. We don’t have to wait until each item in the supermarket has a unique 
machine-readable ID. Instead, we can make do with bar codes, tags on photos, 
and other "hacks" that are simply ways of brute-forcing identity out of reality.  
(O’Reilly & Batelle 2009) 
 
Batelle and O’Reilly are quick to point out that some of this “hodgepodge of sensor data” will 
include rigorously-defined, consistent and reliable data such as GPS coordinates, while others are 
vaguely-defined embodiments of an information “shadow.” 
 
If we compare these projected developments of the “Web Squared” to the grids of specification 
enabled by RDA and RDF, the differences between RDA and RDF pale beside an overwhelming 
similarity.  Both standards stand in opposition to the hodgepodge approach, and rest firmly in the 
camp of those communities that value, and depend on, rigorously-defined and conscientiously-
delineated entities.  Both standards are committed to teaching processes rather than learning 
processes: preserving data that systems will take as authoritative and accurate. 
 
9. Conclusion 
 
It would be naïve, therefore, to suggest that the Semantic Web will revolutionize the world as did 
the first incarnation of the World Wide Web.  But it would be equally naïve to write it off as a 
failure simply because it is unlikely to become ubiquitous.  The visions of an embedded Web 
infrastructure that Berners-Lee expressed in 2000 have largely come true, but without the defined 
Semantic Web infrastructure.  Nonetheless, the shared commitment of standards like RDA and 
RDF to precise and rigorous information description suggests that libraries and the World Wide 
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Web Consortium have much to offer each other.  If the Web of the future is to rest in part on 
precise and reliable data, then libraries may well find the Semantic Web to be the most congenial 
context in which to preserve their cataloguing practices in the twenty-first century. 
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Contentious Categories: Discussions of the Design of the Category System in 
Wikipedia 
 
Abstract: Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia created entirely of userͲgenerated content. Roughly two 
years after Wikipedia began, the community decided to create a category system to organize the content 
of the site. The category system has changed over time, as have conceptualizations of what role it should 
serve in Wikipedia. In this paper, I consider six months of discussion about the design and 
implementation of the category system in Wikipedia. I analyze the comments editors shared and attempt 
to understand how these early decisions shaped the category system as it currently exists. 
